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ABSTRACT 

This work presents nominal morphology of the Rajbanshi language under the theoretical rubric 

of Construction Morphology (Booij, 2010). It provides a whole range of arguments and data 

for the construction grammar approach to morphology. In Construction Morphology (Booij 

2010), Lexicon is not just a list of irregular & idiosyncratic information but is conceived as a 

richly structured component of grammar. Lexicon contains both simple words and complex 

words and also word formation schemas with different degrees of abstractions. The notion 

‘construction’, which is a pairing of form and meaning, plays a pivotal role in CM.  The 

morphological constructions have holistic properties in a language i.e. the meaning of 

morphological construction must indeed be specified as a property of the construction as a 

whole. Contrary to the approach of the transformational model of UG (Universal Grammar), 

Construction Grammar presents a uniform analysis of ‘peripheral’ as well as ‘core’ linguistic 

constructs without performing transformational analysis, derivation or assumption of a zero 

element.  According to Hoffman & Trousdale (2013:2), the mental grammar of the speaker is 

claimed to consist of a network of schematic and substantive constructions (construct-i-cons) 

and it is the parallel activation of construction that underlies a set of particular utterances 

‘constructs’. Booij (2010: 259) points out that CM is in harmony with the state-of-the-art 

theories of the balance between storage and computation, and the insight that paradigmatic 

relationships between words are fundamental in understanding morphological systems. 

Keeping in mind the theoretical model of CM (Booij, 2010), the work discusses word formation 

strategies and the schemas of Rajbanshi nominal derivation, compounding and reduplication 

and inflectional morphology and constructional idioms and multi-word expressions (MWEs). 

Besides inductive generalization, intuition and introspection of native speakers are cross-

checked for data analysis. The language consultants were asked to narrate a story in their 

mother tongue. The environment was not isolated; the interlocutors’ presence and their 

participation in the story telling and their daily life conversations were also recorded and 

analyzed. Besides the spoken forms, secondary sources mainly short stories were collected 

from different magazine, journals, and periodicals.  

The findings confirm that the constructional idioms are not just fixed word combinations and 

they are not merely viewed as anomalies but can be modified both lexically and syntactically, 

and the notion of lexicon has to be extended with complex words, their abstract schemas and 

partially specified constructional idioms. 
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CHAPTER-1 

1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Aims and Objectives 

The objective of this work is to account for Nominal Morphology of Rajbanshi language under 

the theoretical framework of Construction Morphology (Booij 2010). Booij applies insights of 

Construction Grammar to morphological theory and word-formation. Construction Grammar 

(CG) is not a single theory but refers to a cluster of cognitive linguistic theories of Grammar.1 

The main principle of Construction Grammar is that the basic form of a syntactic structure 

(language) is ‘construction’, and ‘which’ is necessary. These constructions are organized in a 

network. Booij analyses the structure of morphologically complex words and lexical phrasal 

units of language as constructions. The notion ‘construction’ plays a pivotal role in 

Construction Grammar as well as in Construction Morphology (CM). It is a pairing of form 

(complex grammatical structure) with meaning at different levels of abstraction. The notion 

‘construction’ is generalised in Construction Grammar for the representation of all grammatical 

knowledge—syntax, morphology and lexicon. The construction morphology grounded in 

Construction Grammar not only provides a lucid understanding of interface phenomena, 

characteristics of the lexicon, analysis of grammaticalization but also an overall theory of the 

architecture of language.2  

According to Jackendoff (2010), “Geert Booij’s Construction Morphology is a revealing thesis 

of insights from Construction Grammar, grammaticalization theory, simpler syntax and 

psycholinguistics. Booij captures the delicate interplay of morphosyntax and phrasal syntax, as 

well as intricate patterns of productivity and semiproductivity in morphological and phrasal 

phonology, syntax and semantics. Behind it all is the hierarchical lexicon, which stores not just 

words but patterns at all levels of generality. This is a major contribution not only to 

morphology but to an overreaching theory of the architecture of language.” 3 

                                                           
1 Cognitive Linguistics is an approach to the analysis of natural language that focuses on language as an instrument 

for organizing, processing, and conveying information. Methodologically speaking, the analysis of conceptual 

and experiential basis of linguistic categories is of primary importance within cognitive linguistics: it primarily 

considers language as a system of categories. The formal structures of language are studied not as if they are 

autonomous, but as reflections of general conceptual organization, categorization principles, processing 

mechanisms, and experiential and environmental influences (Geeraerts 1995:111). 
2 See Chapter IV for detailed discussion on Construction Morphology  
3 Comments on the cover of the book, Booij, Geert. 2010. Construction Morphology. Oxford University Press. 
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Construction Morphology (2010) has shifted the attention from syntactic construction to 

morphological construction which looks into word-internal structures and word-formation 

strategies. It is assumed in CM that each word is a linguistic sign, a pairing of form and 

meaning. Each word is a pairing of three types of information PHON, SYN, SEM respectively. 

Morphology affects all three dimensions of words, that is why we need a ‘tripartite parallel 

architecture’ of grammar (Culicover and Jackendoff 2005, 2006; Jackendoff 2002, 2007). 

Lexicon, a module of the grammar is viewed as a web of words and phrasal lexical units. In 

other words, lexicon contains a network of relationship between individual words and 

morphological schemas (Booij 2010).  CM argues against the split of lexicon and grammar and 

provides evidence that various types of information (PHON, SYN, SEM) can be accessed 

simultaneously. It presents relational network between lexical items and successfully 

demonstrates constructional schemas which can express different interface phenomenon 

succinctly. It motivates for a usage-based theory of language. Morphology must be usage– 

based in order to understand the knowledge and creation of complex words (Booij 2014:1). I 

would outline this approach to morphology in Chapter –IV and discuss Rajbanshi Morphology 

particularly nominal morphology in Chapter-V under the theoretical framework of CM.  

The present study does not propose any alternative model for the analysis of complex words 

and phrasal lexical units of Rajbanshi language. It analyses old data by new theoretical 

perspectives. However, it is felt that there are alternative ways to look at words, their internal 

structures and word-formations. This alternative way of looking at morphology is no doubt 

different from the mainstream generative traditions which is often morpheme-based and mainly 

followed the dictionary and grammar model (Taylor 2012:8). It always neglected the 

constructional idioms and phrases.4 In the present study, the analysis of nominal morphological 

constructions and constructional idioms of Rajbanshi is couched within the theory of 

Construction Morphology. 

 

                                                           
4 In the Dictionary and Grammar model, knowledge of vocabulary is clearly separated from grammatical rules. 

It is assumed that the children learn words in the first step and then apply rules to combine those words into 

phrases and sentences. 
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1.2 Rajbanshi language 

Rajbanshi (rjb) is an Indo-Aryan language spoken in the districts Coochbehar, Jalpaiguri, 

Alipurduyar, Tarai of Darjeeling, North Dinajpur, and South Dinajpur of West Bengal, 

Goalpara and some districts of lower Assam, Purniya of Bihar; Rangpur of Bangladesh, Jhapa 

and Morong of Nepal.5 The language is known by different names and spoken by the 

Rajbanshis, Koches, Paliya and others living in the adjoining areas. In recent times, some 

scholars do not favour the term ‘Rajbanshi’ as a name of the language because it is more prone 

to a particular caste and community, and they argue that the language is not only spoken by the 

Rajbanshis but Koches, Paliya, local Muslims. They use the term ‘Kamtapuri’ or 

‘Kamtabihari’6. Whatever is the political scenario on the nomenclature of the term Rajbanshi 

or Kamtapuri or Koch-Rajbanshi, this language is no doubt different from standard Bangla, 

Assamese and Nepali. Rajbanshi language has its own history, grammatical structures-

(phonology, morphology and syntax), lexicon, idioms and proverbs and folk literature and 

culture which differentiate Rajbanshi from the rest of the Indo-Aryan varieties. In the following 

subsections, I would briefly outline some of these issues. 

  

1.2.1 Area and Location 

According to Grierson (1926:183) Rajbanshi “.. is spoken in the following districts-Rangpur, 

Jalpaiguri, the Tarai of Darjeeling district, the native state of Coochbehar together with 

Goalpara in Assam.” 7 Banikanta Kakati (1972:18) mentions that “The dialect (Rajbanshi) 

evolved under the domination of the Koch kings of Koch Behar, whose descendants ruled over 

Goalpara and contiguous portions of kamrupa.” J D Anderson opines that “The language of the 

Koches, the dominating and ruling tribe of the great Koch kingdom,… the language spoken in 

the ancient Koch kingdom which extended from the Himalaya to the Bay of Bengal.”8 The 

Rajbanshi language is spoken in the following areas, is presented in Table.1.1 and also shown 

in the map (See Appendix-I d.); 

                                                           
5 http://archive.ethnologue.com/15/show_language.asp?code=rjb (Gordon, Raymond G., Jr. (ed.), 2005. 

Ethnologue: Languages of the World, Fifteenth edition. Dallas, Texas: SIL International. Online 

version: http://www.ethnologue.com/15.) 
6 Panchanan Barma uses the term ‘Kamtabihari’ in his essay on  ‘Kamtabihari Sahitya’ (Kamtabihari Literature) 
7 Grierson-LSI, Vol. 5, Part-I: 163. 
8 J.D. Anderson: Introduction to the Koches, P. XVII. 

http://archive.ethnologue.com/15/show_language.asp?code=rjb
http://www.ethnologue.com/15
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1. 

India 

West Bengal North Bengal- Coochbehar, Jalpaiguri, North Dinajpur, 

South Dinajpur, Tarai of Darjeeling 

Assam Dhuburi, Kokrajhar, Bongaigaon, Goalpara 

Bihar Balrampur, Barsoi, Kodoba, Azam Nagar, Pranpur of Katihar 

district; Bathsi, Amaub of Purniya District, and Kishangonj 

Northeast state North-west of Meghalaya 

2. Bangladesh Rangpur (rongpur, gaibanda, kurigram, nalmonir hat, 

nilphamari) and dinajpur 

3. Nepal Morong and Jhapa districts 

4. Bhutan Dubac 

Table. 1.1 Rajbanshi spoken areas9 

 

1.2.2 Number of Speakers 

The exact number of speakers of the Rajbanshi language would be difficult to determine 

because the language has different names. As Ethnologue ‘Languages of the World’ reports, 

it’s a language of Nepal; alternate names of the language are Gangai, Koch, Koche, Rajbangsi, 

Rajbansi, Tajpuria, Kamtapuri, Kamtabihari, Kamta, Kamrupi, Rangpuri, Kochbehari, Deshi, 

Surjapuri, Bahe, Mui-tui bangla etc.10 The number of speakers as listed in LSI, Grierson 

(1903:163); 

Name of district Number of Speaker 

Jalpaiguri 568,976 

Rangpur 2,037,460 

Koch Behar  562,500 

Darjeeling 47,435 

                                                           
9 It is mainly adapted from Barma, Debendra Nath. 2012. Rajbanshi Bhashar Itihas. Sopan. Kolkata. 
10 http://archive.ethnologue.com/15/show_language.asp?code=rjb (Gordon, Raymond G., Jr. (ed.), 2005. 

Ethnologue: Languages of the World, Fifteenth edition. Dallas, Texas: SIL International. 

http://archive.ethnologue.com/15/show_language.asp?code=rjb
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Total for Bengal 3,216,371 

Goalpara 29,280 

Grand Total 3,509,171 

Table. 1.2  LSI, Grierson: Vol-V- Number of Speakers 

The Census report 2001 (Nepal) includes 130,000 speakers. A large number of the speakers of 

Rajbanshi were reported in the Census report 2001 (India), which is presented in Table.3 

Name of Language and mother tongue(s) 

grouped under each language 

Number of person who returned the 

language (and the other tongue grouped 

under each) as their mother tongue 

2. BENGALI 

1. Bengali 

2. Chakma 

3. Haijong/Hajong 

4. Rajbangshi 

5. Others 

83,369,769 

82,462,437 

176,458 

63,188 

82,570 

585,116 

Table. 1.3 Number of Rajbanshi speakers, Census report 2001, India. 

It would be difficult to determine the exact number of speakers of the Rajbanshi language 

primarily because it has got so many names. Besides, the census report is not always reliable 

and after the fall of the Koch-Rajbanshi dynasty, the Rajbanshi speakers are placed in different 

states of India namely West Bengal, Assam, Bihar and some parts of North East states and also 

in neigboring nations Bangladesh, Nepal and Bhutan. The Rajbanshis are recognised as SC in 

West Bengal and OBC in Assam. The Koch-Rajbanshi community in Assam would like to be 

recognised as ST in Indian constitution.   

 

1.2.3. History, origin and genealogy of Rajbanshi language 

This historical stage, proto-Kamta, is reconstructed as historically parallel, not subordinate, to 

the historical emergence of proto-Bangla and proto-Asamiya from the common Magadhan 
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stage. The implication of this statement is that the KRNB-lects reflect a linguistic (and cultural) 

tradition equally as ancient as the Bangla and Asamiya linguistic traditions (Toulmin 2010).  

He also reasserted Clark’s proposal, following Henry Frowde, that 'Northern Bengali may be 

old or as older than standard Bengali' (1969:85), and Grierson’s statement that 'Northern 

Bengal and Assam did not get their language from Bengal proper, but directly from the west' 

(Grierson 1903-28 Vol. 1:126). It is frequently mentioned in the literature that the Rājbanshis 

originated, in the east, from the Koch, Bodo and Meche tribes (Tibeto-Burman; cf. Sanyal 1965 

and van Driem 2001, amongst others). Whatever is the origin of Rajbanshi caste and 

community, it is widely accepted that Rajbanshi is an Indo-Aryan language. The Rajbanshi 

abandoned their Tibeto-Burman identity and accepted Indo-Aryan speech. It is still debateable 

when and why the Rajbanshis left their original speech and started using the Indo-Aryan 

variety? The religious scriptures claim that the Kamta-Kochbihar Kingdom used the Rajbanshi 

language, which was language of the state and of which some records are still available.  

Gordon (2005), likewise following Grierson, classifies Rajbanshi language in the "Eastern 

zone, Bengali-Assamese." Based on a reconstruction of the "KRNB lects", Toulmin (2006:341) 

argues that proto- Kamta emerged parallel to proto-Bangla and proto-Asamiya and therefore 

should not be considered to be a corrupt form of standard Bengali. Linguistically speaking, the 

notion of corrupt or substandard form of language is widely accepted by linguists as 

misconception or fallacies of language, and one must avoid using the term ‘dialect’, 

‘substandard form’ because even the standard language is also a dialect. 

It is generally assumed that Bangla has developed from Old Indo-Aryan or Vedic Sanskrit, 

through the intermediate stages of Prakrit and then Apabhramsa (Chatterjee 1926). It has to be 

explored when exactly the Rajbanshis abandoned their original Tibeto-Burman speech. 

Unfortunately works carried out in this area lack proper scientific methodology and historical 

grounds. Van Driem (2001:538; 535; 1176) questions whether there are perhaps traces of 

Tibeto- Burman languages still evident in modern Rājbanshi, "In view of the origins of the 

Rajbangsi, it comes as no surprise that the form of Bengali spoken by the Rajbangsis is 

somewhat different from standard Bengali ... No study has been made of possible Tibeto-

Burman substrate influence in the Rajbangsi dialect of Bengali. ... Rajbangsi is reported to 

share some of its lexicon with the Tibeto-Burman language Garo and to exhibit considerable 

Maithili influence, but these reports have yet to be supported by a substantive account of the 

Rajbangsi language." 
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1.2.4. Name of the language (debate) 

Different names are used for Rajbanshi language. These are Kamata Bihari (cf. Barma 1991), 

Kamrupa, Kamrupi, Koch, Rangpuri, Bahe, Surjapuri, Dekhia and Dekhri (cf. Toulmin 

2006:13-15; Clark 1970:70-71), Rajbansi (Grierson 1903). Confusion and tension still remain 

among the speakers of the language regarding the name of their language. Some groups are in 

favour of naming the language as Rajbanshi, whereas others prefer to call it as Kamtapuri or 

Kamta, Kamtabihari, or Koch-Rajbanshi. However, there is no consensus on this issue. 

Grierson in his LSI (1903) calls it Rajbansi and he describes that the same lect is spoken in the 

Tarai and Darjeeling as bahe বালহ11. However, there is uproar in the community, because bahe 

বালহ is an address term for the Rajbanshis, and certainly not the name of their language. Grierson 

(1903) mentions, “When we cross the river (The Brahmaputra) coming from Dacca we meet a 

well-marked form of speech in Rangpur and the districts to its North and East. It is called 

Rajbangsi and while undoubtedly belonging to the eastern branch has still points of difference 

which lead us to class it as a separate dialect.” Grierson (1903) calls the language of Dinajpur, 

Malda and Purniya as Northern Bengali. Hodgson (1889) in his “Miscellaneous Essays” calls 

this variety as ‘Koch language’.  

Chatterji (1951:60) calls it ‘the dialect of Northern Bengal’. 12 Chatterji (1926) classifies 

Bengali and its dialects, “the dialects of Bengali fall into four main classes, agreeing with the 

four ancient divisions of the country: Rᾱɖʰa; Pundra or Varendra; Vanga; and Kama-rupa”. It 

has to be noted that the name of the language ‘Kamrupa’ is taken from the ancient state of 

Kamrup. This is one of the reasons some linguists favour the term Kamrupi or Kamtapuri or 

Kamtabehari, because the term refers to the region and location, not to a particular community. 

Sen (1996:148) calls it ‘Dialect of North Eastern Bengal’. Sanyal (1965:250) mentions it as ‘a 

local dialect of Bengal’. Barma (1915) calls it ‘Kamtabihari’ in his Kamtabihar literarture 

(কািতামবহামর সামহতয). Das (1990) calls it ‘Kamtai bhasha’. Barman (1388 Bng: 67,57) prefers to 

call the speech of the common people as Rajbanshi. Ray (1388 Bng: 3) after looking at different 

sides he is more prone to call it as ‘Rajbanshi’.  

Goswami (1994:96) calls it ‘Goyalpariya bhasha’. Dutta (1982:18) calls it ‘Deshi bhasha’. 

Barma (1407 Bng) calls it “Kamtapuri bhasha” and he (1991) also calls it the Kamtabihari 

                                                           
11 “In the Darjeeling Tarai, the dialect is influenced by the neighboring Northern Bengali, and has a special 

name, as a Sub-dialect, viz. Bahe.” (Grierson:1903) 
12 S.K. Chatterji: Kirata Jana Kriti, 1951. P. 60. 
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language. Barman (1975) in his compiled dictionary calls it ‘Rajbanshi Bhasha’. Sujan Barman 

(2011) prefers to use the term ‘Kamtapuri’ bhasha but in his preface of the book, he mentions 

that he would love to call it ‘Kamta bhasha’ because the term ‘kamta’ is melodious! Bhakat 

(2000) calls it ‘Rajbanshi’, though he also uses the term ‘Koch-rajbanshi’. The noted historian 

and author of ‘History of Kochbehar’ Dr. Khan Chaudhary Amanat Ulla Ahamed wrote an 

essay ‘Koch and Rajbanshir Bhasha Totto’ and he mentioned that Rajbanshi is not a dialect 

but rather an independent language. 

According to Das (1984), Rajbanshi is not only spoken by the Rajbanshi caste but locals, 

paliyas, muslims and other castes, so calling it Rajbanshi will exclude others. Bishnu (2009) 

advises not to use the name ‘Kamtapuri’ rather it should be called ‘Kamrupi’. Shahidullah  in 

his dictionary ‘Anchalik bhashar abhidhan’ does not favour the name Rajbanshi. Whether 

Rajbanshi is a dialect or a distinct language, in its own right, is a matter of political controversy. 

In recent times, this issue has become central to the Kamtapuri political movement in North 

Bengal. Bandyopadhyay (2004:16) mentions the DPEP survey which was carried out in 1996 

in West Bengal and he highlights the findings of the survey. The survey had found the first 

generation learners in Kochbehar, a north Bengal district, lagging behind in vocabulary…The 

author’s point is that the seeming poverty of vocabulary might be the result of children’s 

inability to cope with the school-language which is too alien from their mother-tongue.’ 

(Bandyopadhyay, 2004: 16). I would also demonstrate in the following sections that the 

majority of the Rajbanshi lexical items are different from Bangla (See section 1.2. Rajbanshi 

lexicon and Appendix-II &III). I would like to use the term Rajbanshi/Kamtapuri looking at 

the complexity of its nomenclature. 

 

1.2.5. Who are Rajbanshis? 

Rajbanshis are a subcaste of Hindu recognized as Scheduled Caste (SC) in the Indian 

Constitution. The word Rajbanshi (raj+bans+i) is derived from Sanskrit meaning ‘royal 

lineage, royal race or descendants of Kings.’ Biswa Singa (1496-1533) was the founder of the 

Koch dynasty in Koch Behar.13 The region was known in the history by different names 

Pragajyotishpur, Louhitya, Kamrupa, Poooundravardhana and the modern name Coochbehar.  

Biswa Singha laid the foundation of the Koch kingdom after defeating the local chiefs. He built 

                                                           
13 Some people also believe that the first ruler of the kingdom long before Biswa Singha was king Sankhaldeba.  
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his capital in Coochbehar. According to Allen et. all (2012: 29), the Koch tribe, though now in 

parts much intermixed with the Dravidian stock, was probably at that time was purely 

Mongolian, and spoken a language closely allied to those of the Kacharis, Tipperas, Lalungs, 

Chutiyas and Garos. Grierson (1903) points out that “there is little doubt that the original 

Koches were the same as Bodos. The Koch, Mech, and Bara or Bodo all connoted the same 

tribe or at most different sects of the same tribe.” He also mentions, “the name Koch in fact 

connotes a Hinduised Bodo who has abandoned his ancestral religion for Hinduism and 

ancestral Bodo language for Bengali or Assamese. Rajbanshis are the Hinduised Koches of 

Rangpur and Goalpara ”.14 Chatterji (1953) reasserts that “the masses of North Bengal areas 

are very largely of the Bodo origin or mixed Austric-Dravidian-Mongloid. They can now be 

described as Koch i.e. Hinduised or semi-Hinduised Bodo who have abandoned their original 

Tibeto-Burman speech and adopted the Northern dialect of Bengali”. Though it is shrouded in 

history whether Rajbanshis are Aryans or non-aryans, irrespective of their origin. However, on 

the basis of their language, it can be said that they speak the Indo-Aryan language. Because of 

the contact with the neighbouring Bodo language; there are many Bodo words found in the 

Rajbanshi lexicon. The Koches are non-Aryan in origin. Some of them adopted Hinduism and 

became Rajbanshis. These Rajbanshis later on claimed to be Kshattriyas” (Sanyal 1965).  

In Yoginini Tantra, a Sanskrit text has described the Koches as Kubacha or as ku-bacaka ‘evil/ 

bad’ speakers. Minhasuddin Shiraj’s (1193-1259) ‘Tabakat-i-Nasiri’ illustrated this tribe as 

‘Koch’.  Chatterji (1926) mentions that the term ‘Koch’ has originally been derived from the 

Indo-Aryan origin kawamca, written as kamoca which was sanskritized as kamboja. Rup 

Kumar Barman comments that ‘there is equal possibility of tribalisation of the term kubachaka 

to koch. So the term ‘koch’ is either a tribalized from the Sanskrit term Kuvacha or Koch was 

sanskrtised as Kuvachaka.’ E.T. Dalton (1872) identified the Koches as Dravidian because of 

their physical features. He was endorsed by Beverley in the first colonial census report in 1872. 

H. H. Risley described the Koches as Dravidian, and emphasised the possibility of admixture 

with Mongoloids.  According to Hodgon, Koches belonged to the Mongoid family. Dr. Latham 

stressed on the Mongoloid origin of the Koches. L.A. Waddel (1911) remarks that, “Koches 

do not, as stated by Colonel Dalton, Mr. Risley and others, belong to the dark Dravidian origins 

of India but are distinctly Mongoloid though somewhat heterogeneous.” Hiuen Tsiang visited 

India about 640 AD, and he mentions in his description that the place is known as Kamrupa 

                                                           
14 Grierson, LSI (1903), VOL-III, Part-II. P.95. 
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occupied by a race with a dark yellow complexion, small in stature and fierce in appearance 

but upright and studious. They followed Brahaminical religion and their king was Bhaskar 

Varman.   

The Rajbanshis are Koches originally, some of them adopted Hinduism and become Rajbanshi 

and others remained Koches. However, their ancestry is debated. According to Sanyal (1965), 

the Rajbanshis are Koch by no-boubt. In the later period of Kshatriyization movement, under 

the leadership of Panchanan Barma, anybody could become a Rajbanshi by simply wearing the 

sacred thread ‘paita’. The census report (1901) states, “a most persistent agitation was carried 

on by Rajbanshis of North Bengal with the object of being recognised as Kshatriyas by descent. 

They desired not only to be recorded separately from Koch, but also to be distinguished by the 

name Kshattriyas. The former request was granted without hesitation, as there is no doubt that 

in the present day, irrespective of any question of origin, the Rajbanshis and the Koch are 

separate castes. It was however out of the question to allow them to be returned by the generic 

and archaic name Kshattriyas.”15 H.H. Risley points out “Any Dhimal can become a Rajbansi 

at any time if he is only prosperous enough, and instances are known in which a fee of INR. 

600 has been paid for this privilege.” Risley also noted that “…the average Dhimal who aspires 

to social elevation transforms himself into a Rajbansi by simply assuming that title.”16  

The Rajbanshis known as Koches, Mleccha, Poundraka are found in the ancient literature 

Manusanghita, Kalika puran, Vhrammabaibarta Purana and in epics like the Ramayana and 

the Mahabharata. The Hindu scripts Kalikapuran and Jogini Tantra preserve the name of 

several kings titled Davana, Asura, Naraka. The latter was the founder of Pragjyotishpur, 

present day Guwahati. Naraka’s son Bhagdatta was killed by Krishna. It is found in 

Mahabharata that Bhagdatta was the powerful ally of Duryodhana. In the battlefield of 

Kurushettra, Bhagdatta was killed by Arjuna. However, the authenticity of these names, places 

are often questioned by scholars because these are religious scripts and need historical 

validation. But it is admitted that undoubtedly Rajbanshis or the people of the region were 

culturally, economically and politically dominant.  

 The Kshtriyasization movement led by the Raysaheb Panchanan Barma in the first half of the 

twentieth century had different repercussions for the Rajbanshis. The Kshatriya Samity started 

                                                           
15  The Census Report of India, 1911, page-445. 

16 See Mitra, Asok. 1953. Tribe and Castes of Bengal-Land and Land Revenue Department. West Bengal Govt. 

Prss.  
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their socio-religious movement under the leadership of Raysaheb. In an auspicious day, 

Rajbanshi people wore the sacred thread (paita) in the bank of the river Karotoya, and they 

became Kshatriya after performing some rituals. Whatever was their demand on 

Kshatriyahood, later on, the Rajbanshi (Bratya Kshatriyas) realised that only wearing sacred 

thread would not solve their economic, social or religious problems. Basu (2003) points out 

that ‘to claim a Kshatriya descent was an outcome of Brahmanical cultural domination, British 

lower caste policies and the social changes brought about by the colonial rule.” The Rajbanshis 

were initially loyal to the Britisjh Raj and did not support Gandhiji’s movement. Because the 

Rajbanshi leaders felt that Congress was the party for the rich and elite Hindu class namely 

Brahmins. Later on, they took part in the freedom struggle and Panchanan Barma demanded 

Schedule caste status for economic and financial upliftment of the Rajbanshis. Dipak Kumar 

Roy (2012) talks of ‘umbrella identity’ from which Rajbanshi society has grown and expanded 

its horizon; 

 

Figure.1.1 The Whole Rajbanshi Society17 

                                                           
17 See Roy, Dipak Kumar. 2012. Rajbangshi Samaj aro Sanskritir Kichu Katha. Sopan, Kolkata. P-27. 
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1.2.6. Literature, folk-literature and culture of Rajbanshi 

Bhakat (2000) divides Rajbanshi literature in four periods (a) Early (origin) time (b) Ancient 

Time (c) Middle Age (d) Modern Time. The Caryapadas undoubtedly finds place in (a) Early 

(origin) Time. Toulmin (2011) quotes “The Caryapadas are an early New Indo-Aryan (NIA) 

collection of Buddhist mystic songs. They have variously been claimed to represent ‘Old 

Bengali’, ‘Old Oriya’, ‘Old Asamiya’, and ‘Old Kamta’—invariably by scholars belonging to 

the language group in question.”  It is claimed that the Buddhist mystic songs of Carypadas of 

Hindu-Buddhist period is originally written in the Rajbanshi language. But Assamese, Oriya, 

Bengali and Maithilis also claim these mystic songs are written in their languages. It is a matter 

of intensive study and requires tracing the period. A musical drama Sri Krishna Kirtan of Badu 

Candidas is an example of the old Rajbanshi language. Harihar Bipra, a great poet during the 

reign of king Durlabha Narayan of Kamtapur, translated both the epics, the Ramayana and the 

Mahabharata in the Rajbanshi language. Other eminent poets were Hema Saraswati, Sridhara 

Kandali and Madhaba Kandali and Kabiratna Saraswati. The poets and writers were patronized 

and highly appreciated by the royal courts of Coochbehar kings. Biswa Singa and his son Nara 

Narayan were great patrons of literature. Sukladhaj, Chila Ray himself were interested in 

literature. Pitambar Das was a great poet of his (Chila ray’s) time. 

Shankardev introduced Vaishnava cult in the16th century. He took the shelter of the Koch king 

to spread Vaishnavism. His closed disciples Madhavadeva, Damodardeva and others built the 

temple in Madhupur, 50 kilometres away from Koch-Behar. They contributed a lot in the 

development of Kamta-puri literature in general. It was not only the Ramayana and the 

Mahabharata but also other Sanskrit literature, which were translated by famous Rajbanshi 

poets; for instance Markendeya Purana, Shri Madbhagabata Geeta. Govindra Mishra himself 

translated Geeta in Rajbanshi. Manik rajar Geet of 10th to 12th centruies were also written in 

the Rajbanshi language. Gopichandrer Gan, Songs of Gopichandra, a collection of well-known 

ballads is also notable. 

At the beginning of the 20th century, Panchanan Barma, a great social reformer, political 

thinker, educationist, spiritualist did a lot to promote and preserve the old original texts written 

in the Rajbanshi language. The Rajbanshi Kshatriya Samity started publishing a monthly 

magazine Kshtriya Patrika since 1920. The main purpose of the Patrika (Magazine) was to 

publish the news of the time. They wanted to publicize the achievements of the Rajbanshis and 

also inform the people about their present wretched conditions. The other papers or magazines 
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were neither accessible nor readable by the Rajbanshis. The Kshtriya Samity wanted to arouse 

Kshatriya consciousness among the Rajbanshis and they kept on publishing different works of 

religious nature ‘Kshtriya Byabostha’ Customs of Kshatraization; Upanayon Byabostha “Rules 

and Regulation of wearing sacred thread ceremony”, Sandhya Pandhati ‘Methods of Sandhy’, 

Kshtriya Samitir Niyambali ‘Rules and regulations of Kshtriya Samity’; Mandali sthapaner 

niyamabali ‘Rule and regulations to set up Mandali’; Upanayan Grahon Niyamabali “Rules of 

Sacred thread wearing ceremony”. According to Rup Kumar Barman (2015), “these 

publications had impact on the educated section of the Rajbanshis (bhadralokas), while the rest 

of the caste fellows were induced by them.”  

Panchanan Barma collected idiomatic phrases and proverbs written in Rajbanshi language in 

order to revive folk literature of the Rajbanshis which was part of their century old tradition. 

The katha ‘proverbs’ and chilka (riddles) were collected by Barma from the remote places of 

erstwhile Kamtapur. He has written poems; Dangdhari Mao, Beta chaoyar prati, Kshtriyer 

prati and short stories; Nadim paramaniker patha, Jagannathi Bilai and also an erudite article 

on Kamtabihari Sahitya ‘Literature of Kamtabihar’. He presented a critical analysis of Dwij 

Locan’s Candika Vijay kavya. The literary works of Panchanan Barma revived the folk 

literature of Northern Bengal and contributed to its overall development.     

To date, there has not been any in-depth, detailed, proper and systematic grammatical 

description of the Rajbanshi language spoken in the region as shown in the map. (See 

Appendix-I, d). Wilde’s (2008) PhD thesis titled ‘Phonology and Grammar of Rajbanshi’ 

studied the Rajbanshi Variety spoken in Jhapa and Morong districts of Nepal. Matthew 

Toulmin’s (2012) book ‘Language History of the Kamta and Coochbehar Region’ is another 

detailed work from socio-historical point of view, trying to establish different cognates of 

Rajbanshi while comparing with different Indo-Aryan languages namely Bangla, Assamese, 

Oriya, etc. Earlier linguistic studies related to Rajbanshi were carried out by Grierson (1903) 

in his Linguistic Survey of India vol.5 part 1. The Rajbanshi variety also finds its place in the 

survey of Voeglin and Robinett (1977). Bandhopadhyay (1991), in his multi-volume dictionary 

project calls this variety as ‘Dialectal Bengali’. Because of Tibeto-Burman genealogy and 

ancestry Rajbanshi was placed in the survey of Himalayan languages by Van Driem (2001). 

Linguistic descriptions of a particular variety of Rajbanshi were found in Rangpuri (Grierson 

1877), Chaudhuri (1939) for central Jhapa Rajbanshi, P Wilde (2002, 2008) for eastern Jhapa 

Rajbanshi, Sanyal (1965) for Jalpaiguri variety, Matthew Toulmin for Goalpara lects, Joshy 

and Joshy (2007) for Cooch Behari variety, U. Goswami (1970) for Kamrupi Asamiya. 
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In the realm of historical linguistic studies of New Indo-Aryan language, Rajbanshi variety is 

also noticeable in Chatterji (1926), Kakati (1962), Shahidullah (1966), Maniruzzaman (1977). 

There are several essays on Rajbanshi language history and culture written by Rajbanshis and 

others in various periodicals and journals as for example ‘Badghdhenu’, ‘Degar’, 

‘Kalbaishakhi’, ‘Bhoga’, ‘Mansuya’ to name just a few. Hodgson (1880) based on linguistic 

features published a list of words from Jalpaiguri or Tarai of Darjeeling. He calls the language 

as ‘Koch’. Goswami (1984) compares Goalparia and Kamrupi lects in his extensive wordlist. 

Damant (1873) presents a short list of words of Paliya and comments that the words presented 

could not be derived from the Aryan source.   

Sahitya Academy also recognizes Rajbanshi as one of the languages and Girija Shankar Ray is 

conferred with ‘Bhasha Samman’ in recognition to his outstanding contribution to Rajbanshi 

language and literature. The Chief Minister of West Bengal Mamata Bannerjee laid the 

foundation stone of the proposed Rajbanshi Academy at Victor Jubilee Palace in Coochbehar 

on February; 10, 2012. 

The Bengali script is used to represent the Rajbanshi written language. It is also used in Assam, 

with minor variations in representing /b/ and /r/. In the areas of Jhapa and Morong of Nepal, 

the Devanagari script is used for Rajbanshi language. Dharma Narayan Barma (2000) used 

different symbols to represent the vowels /ɛ/, /ɔ/ and also to represent some consonants. 

 

1.2.7. Rajbanshi language and its distinct linguistic characteristics 

Rajbanshi merges with Assamese in Assam and Bengali in West Bengal. Rajbanshi is closely 

related to Bangla and Assamese, but has its own phonological, morphological and syntactic 

features, that make Rajbanshi different from rest of the other Indo-Aryan languages. Rajbanshi 

has borrowed many lexical items from Tibeto-Burman languages namely Bodo, Garo because 

of its geographical proximity. The distinct phonological characteristics, the noun morphology 

and verb morphology and also kinship terms used in Rajbanshi are undoubtedly different from 

Bengali and Assamese. It has seven main vowels /i, e, æ, a, ɔ, o, u/ (See the vowel chart in 

Appendix-1.a). All the main vowels can be nasalized. The nasalization is distinctive and 

phonemic in Rajbanshi as for example [haʃa] হাসা ‘smile’ vs. [hãʃa] হাাঁ সা ‘duck’. Oral vowels are 

main vowels. They are produced in the oral cavity i.e. the position of the tongue, height of the 

tongue and lips rounding in the articulation of the vowels are important criteria to distinguish 
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vowels. Vowel length is not phonemic in the Rajbanshi language though in written Scripts, the 

distinction between short and long vowels are maintained. There are so many dipthongs found 

in Rajbnanshi as for example [ao] আও as in [kʰao] খাও‘eat’. Consonants do not contrast in length 

but gemmination is very common. Rajbanshi is not a stress sensitive language i.e. stress is not 

a distinctive feature of Rajbanshi. It is a syllable timed language, sometimes the individual 

words are stressed for emphasis. The majority of word initial and word final consonant clusters 

are found in the borrowed words from Sanskrit and English. The indigenous consonant clusters 

are very few. The New Indo-Aryan languages descended from Old Indo-Aryans have started 

simplifying the consonant clusters (Kakati 1972, Chatterji 1926). The intonation patterns may 

have syntactic functions. The high-rise, mid, high-fall patterns may carry the information about 

the sentence and its types. Intonation peaks are generally positioned on the penultimate word 

of a sentence or some other particle, as for example; 

    1.      (a)  িুই বইখান পড় াোং 

     [mui bɔɪkʰan pɔroŋ] । 

       I  book-CLS     read-Prsnt-1st-SING 

      ‘I read a book’ 

(b) উিায় মক হাট ড়িইলচ ? 

      [umay ki baɈar geice]       

       He  WH market go-PERF-3rd-SING 

      Has he gone to market? 

(c) ড়কায়াইরখান ড়খাি ! 

       [koyair-kʰan kʰol]     

         Door CLS open 

          ‘Open the door.’ 

Consonants are often deleted in Rajbanshi in multiple contexts, such as in clusters, between 

vowels and word initially in words that are cognates of words in Assamese and Bangla as for 

examples; /kʰ/, /b/ or /v/, /r/ are deleted; [ʃɔkʰi] সমখ [ʃɔi] সই ‘female companion’; [d̪eb] ড়দব or 

[d̪eva] ড়দবা [d̪ɛɔ] দযাও ‘God’; [priya] মিয়া [piya] মপয়া ‘beloved, intimate’. The aspirated sounds 

are often exchanged for unaspirated sounds and vice versa  as for instance /cʰ/ is pronounced 

/c/ as [acʰe] আলছ [ace] আলচ ‘Be’, [kicʰu] মকছু [kicu] মকচু ‘something’, [Ɉʰɔn] ঝন [Ɉɔn] জন 

‘person’.  The /r/ in the onset of syllable in word-initially often deleted as for example, [ram] 
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রাি [am] আি ‘mango/name Ram’, [rɔt̪on] রতন  [ɔt̪on] অতন ‘precious’, [ranna] রান্না  [anna] 

আন্না ‘cook’, [rait̪]রাইত [ait̪] আইত ‘night’. The /l/ ি and /n/ ন are frequently interchanged as for 

instance [nal] নাি  [lal] িাি ‘red’, [nun] নুন  [lun] িুন্ ‘salt’. According to Grierson 

(1903:164), [gula] গুিা, [gila] মিিা may be used to form the plural. He also mentions [gʰɔr] ঘর 

substituted for [gula], গুিা or [gila] মিিা also with genitive marker. He also found plural /la/ িা 

suffix in Darjeeling and Jalpaiguri variety (See Chapter-II, section 2.1.2.).  

Rajbanshi language does not have negative pronouns like none, no one, nobody or adverbials 

like nowhere, never, nowhere, etc.  This does not mean that Rajbanshi speakers cannot express 

negative pronouns, what is expressed in one language by morphological markers that can be 

expressed by different grammatical feature in another language.  

2. [kaŋgoy haʈ na Ɉa-i-be] কাল ায় হাট না র্াইলব । 

Someone market go-3-FUT- not 

‘Nobody will go to the market.’ 

 

1.2.8. Rajbanshi in South Asian perspective 

M. B. Emeneau (1956 a, b) addressed the issue of ‘diffusion of linguistic traits across genetic 

boundaries’ in his seminal article ‘India as a Linguistic Area’. He introduced the concept of 

Sprachbund or linguistic area in which sustained long contact among unrelated or distantly 

related languages, leads to convergence of certain grammatical features. He provided many 

examples of shared features from Indo-Aryan, Dravidian and Austroasiatic families. Masica 

(2005) also observed shared linguistic characteristics are unique to the area and specifically 

what might be called as ‘South Asianness’. Subbarao (2012) starts his description of 

Sprachbund in principles and parameters approach in contrast to Greenbergian implicational 

universals. He poses the question of whether it is thousands of years of contact and resulting 

multilingualism or rather the universals that fall out from the languages of this area. His specific 

claim is that as most of the languages of this area are SOV languages, this common feature 

might have caused convergence.  

Rajbanshi is phonologically a South Asian language with the presence of nasal vowels, 

retroflex consonants, and voice and aspiration distinctions in many stops. {See Appendix-1(b) 

(c) for the vowel and consonant chart}. It is mostly agreed that retroflex consonants are original 

to the Dravidian languages and were borrowed to Indo-Aryan languages through contact. 
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Rajbanshi has light verb construction (LVC) which is a notable phenomenon in South Asian 

languages. There are two types of LVC constructions found in Rajbanshi, Conjunct verbs and 

Compound verbs. It consists of two word expressions that take a single subject and express one 

event. The second element of the construction is a verb which belongs to a closed set.  The 

LVC phenomenon is also referred as complex predicates. In a conjunct verb construction, a 

conjunct verb /kɔra/ করা ‘to do; make’ or /hɔoya/ হওয়া ‘to be; become; happen’, verbalizes a 

noun, adjective, an onomatopoeic expression, or a borrowed noun. Usually, /kɔra/ করা forms a 

transitive verb and /hɔoya/ হওয়া forms an intransitive verb and sometimes /d̪ɛɔya/ ড়দওয়া ‘to give’ 

and other verbs are also used.  

Reduplication phenomenon is prevalent in South Asian languages and Rajbanshi is not an 

exception (See chapter II, Chapter V for Rajbanshi Reduplication). Though Rajbanshi, in some 

regards, diverges from south Asian languages, it has lost grammatical gender, number in verbs, 

presence of negative verb forms. The negative verb forms are found in most of the Dravidian 

languages (Abbi 2001). 

  

1.2.9. The Rajbanshi Lexicon 

The vocabulary of the Rajbanshi language is vast. Apart from its indigenous (desi) sources, 

Rajbanshi has borrowed words from Tibeto-burman language namely Bodo, Garo language 

because of its geographical proximity. Rajbanshi is an Indo-Aryan language and we find an 

ample number of tatsama and tatbhabhaba words18. Here are some indigenous words (desi) of 

Rajbanshi presented in Table.1.4. 

[baigon]বাইলিান ‘brinjal’ [̪uʈka]উটকা 

‘search’ 

[cʰɛnd̪a]ছযান্দা‘hole’ [caŋɽa] চাোং া  ‘cot’ 

[ʈɔʃa]    টসা ‘deaf’ [Ɉʰinai]মঝনাই 

‘shell’ 

[nɔllɖʰoŋgi]নিঢঙ্গী  

‘windpipe’ 

[cika] মচকা  ‘kind of 

rat’ 

                                                           
18 Tatsama words are borrowed from Sanskrit in their pure form, no phonological changes with the words, 

Tatbhaba words borrowed from Sanskrit with some phonological changes or the words are nativizedor adapted to 

the phonological patterns of Rajbanshi. 
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[hot̪ʰlai] ড়হাথিাই ‘chin’ [bʰurbʰura] ভুরভুরা 

‘a kind of fried 

rice’ 

[ʃɛʃa]শ্যাশ্া ‘rabbit’ [ɖanga] ডাোংিা  ‘dry 

land’ or ‘hit’ 

[ʈaŋgura] টাঙু্গরা  ‘bone’ [nɔgul]নগুি 

‘finger’ 

[ɖʰoŋgol]ড়ঢাঙ্গি‘stem’ [aɈu] আজু 

‘maternal grand 

father’ 

[ʃid̪ol] মশ্লদাি  ‘a kind of 

dry fish preparation 

which is reserved for a 

long time’ 

[nai] নাই ‘naval’or 

‘not’ 

[gʰaʈa] ঘাটা  ‘road’ [abo]আলবা‘grand 

mother’ 

Table. 1.4 Rajbanshi indigenous words 

The masses of North Bengal areas are largely of Bodo origin or mixed Austric-Dravidian 

Mongoloid. They can now mainly be described as Koch i.e. Hinduised or semi-Hinduised Bodo 

who have abandoned their original Tibeto Burman speech and have adopted the northern 

dialect of Bengali. They are proud to call themselves as Rajbanshi and claim to be called 

Kshatriyas. Nothing much is definitely known about the Koches of North Bengal prior to the 

16th century; they may be classified as western Bodos, as extension of the great Bodo race of 

Assam. The remnant of Bodo lexical items are still found in Rajbanshi which is why, the 

lexicon of Bangla is different from Rajbanshi; 

Rajbanshi Words Bengali Words Rajbanshi Words  Bengali Words 

[aot̪a]আওতা ‘to keep in a 

safe place’ 

[ʃɔɈɔt̪ne rakʰa] 

সর্লে রাখা  

[poyat̪i]ড়পায়ামত‘pregnant 

woman’ 

[gorbʰobat̪i] িভয বতী  

[ud̪d̪iʃ]উমিস ‘search’ [kʰõɈa] ড়খাাঁ জা  [cækar] চযাকার  ‘fence’ [bɛɽa] ড়ব া  

[kæcal]কযাচাি‘quarrel’ [Ɉʰogoɽa] ঝি া  [Ɉabura]  জাবুরা ‘dirt’ [aborɈɔna] আবজয না  

[guɖɖi] গুমি ‘kite’ [gʰɽi] ঘুম   [ʈæpɽa] টযাপ া ‘short 

height’ 

[beʈe] ড়বলট  

[uɽi] উম  ‘insect’ [uipoka] উইলপাকা  [ʈopola] ড়টাপিা  ‘small bag’ [putuli] পুতুমি  
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[ud̪aŋ] উদাোং, [nɛŋʈa] নযাোংটা 

‘open, naked’ 

[uloŋgo] উিঙ্গ, 

[nɔgno] নগ্ন  

[kɔʃʈiya] কমিয়া ‘miser’ [kripon] কৃপণ 

[d̪ubor] দুলবার‘door’ [d̪ɔrɈa] দরজা  [kʰod̪ora] ড়খাদরা  ‘uneven, 

not plain’ 

[ɔʃɔman] অসিান  

[giri] মিমর ‘owner, 

master’ 

[malik] িামিক  [ʃupuri] সুপুমর  ‘guava’ [peyara] ড়পয়ারা  

[cæŋɽa] চযাোং া ‘boy’ [cʰele] ড়ছলি  [kaʈolʃupuri] কালটাি সুপুমর  

‘pineaaple’ 

[anarɔʃ] আনারস  

[cɛŋɽi] ড়চোংম  ‘girl’ [meye] ড়িলয়  [ʈɔʃa] টসা  ‘mute’ [bɔd̪ʰir] বমির  

[Ɉakla]জাকিা  ‘bamboo 

ladder’ 

[bãʃer mɔi] বাাঁ লশ্র 

িই  

[ʈɔʃi] টমস  ‘mute (fem)’ [bɔd̪ʰir] বমির  

[Ɉala] জািা , [Ɉali] জামি  

‘unripe’ 

[kɔci] কমচ  [ɖum] ডুি  ‘piece of tree’ [ʈukro] টুকলরা  

[ʈʰuma] ঠুিা ‘piece of 

meat’ 

[ʈukro] টুকলরা  [ɖɛkuya mɔra ] ড়ডকুয়া িরা 

‘teenager (Mas)’ 

[kiʃor] মকলশ্ার  

[ɖʰol ɖʰola] ড়ঢাি ড়ঢািা  

‘loose’ 

[ɖʰila] মঢিা  [d̪ʰɔkor pɔkor] িকর পকর  

‘haste’ 

[t̪aɽahuɽo] তা াহুল া  

[bɔɽai] ব াই  ‘plum’ [kul] কুি  [pʰaukʃali] ফাউকশ্ামি ‘non-

serious’ 

[aɈe baɈe] আলজ 

বালজ  

[bʰod̪a] ড়ভাদা ‘stupid’ [boka] ড়বাকা   [mauriya] িাউমরয়া  

‘orphan,without mother’ 

[mat̪rihin] িাতৃহীন  

[mola] ড়িািা ‘ball made 

of puffed rice’ 

[moya] ড়িায়া  [makt̪ai] ‘water rice’  [bʰat̪er pʰɛna] 

ভালতর ড়ফনা  

[Ɉamʈiya] জািটিয়া ‘twin, 

pair’ 

[ɈɔmoɈ] র্িজ  [ʃikai] মশ্কাই ‘waist band’ [kɔmorbond̪ʰi] 

ড়কাির বন্ধী  
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[ʃuluŋ] সুিুোং  ‘small hole’ [pʰãka] ফাাঁ কা  [ʃol ʃola] ড়শ্ািলশ্ািা ‘loose’ [ɖʰila]  

[haŋ haŋ] হাোংহাোং ‘widely 

open’ 

[unmukto] উনিুক্ত [hɛʃkari]হযাসকামর ‘neglect’ [ɔbohela] অবলহিা 

[kaicau] কাইচাও [kaʃt̪e] কালে [ʃaɔ] ‘curse’ শ্াও [ɔbʰiʃap] অমভশ্াপ 

[kamla] কািিা  ‘labour’ [ʃromik] শ্রমিক [Ɉiu] মজউ  ‘life’ [Ɉibon] জীবন 

Table 1.5 Bodo words in Rajbanshi lexicon19 

Rajbanshi has borrowed and absorbed many foreign words easily into the lexicon and has made 

them part of the language. Once words are borrowed from the source language, it participates 

in different word-formation processes, it takes the classifier and case endings which ultimately 

enrich the language. It would be very difficult to determine the origin and etymology of words 

without the knowledge of historical linguistics. Here are some words which are borrowed from 

different foreign languages, shown in Table.1.6; 

 

[ɔpiʃ] অমপস ‘office’ [kek] ড়কক  ‘cake’ [puliʃ] পুমিশ্ ‘police’ [ʈibʰi] টিমভ ‘TV’ 

[inɈin] ইমিন ‘engine’ [kap] কাপ  ‘cup’ [ɖakt̪ar] ডাক্তার 

‘doctor’ 

[kɔpi] কমপ ‘coffee’ 

[ʈebil] ড়টমবি  ‘table’ [gilaʃ] মিিাস ‘glass’ [iʃkul] ইসু্কি ‘school’ [biʃkuʈ]মবসকুট  

‘biscuit’ 

[ceyar] ড়চয়ার  ‘chair’ [ɛʃʈeʃɔn]ড়েশ্ন  

‘station’ 

[ʃaʈ] শ্াট ‘shirt’ [bɛŋk] বযাঙ্ক  ‘bank’ 

Table. 1.6 Loan words in Rajbanshi 

 

                                                           
19 Most of these words are collected from Barma, Debendra Nath. 2012. Rajbanshi Bhashar Itihas. Sopan 

Kolkata. 
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1.3. Nominal Morphology 

According to Payne (2006:258), the term ‘noun’ is used to describe the class of lexical items 

whose prototypical members refer to entities (chair, film, leg), substances (butter, concrete, 

blood) and named individuals or locations (John, Paris, France). The traditional definition of 

grammatical categories like nouns, verbs, adjectives are purely based on semantic criteria and 

leave many questions unanswered. However, the grammatical category of a word is determined 

by its placement in a sentence i.e, syntactic distribution and by also by its affixes i.e. 

morphological distribution. If we consider the sentence ‘The haldish calker kainted very 

partically’ is semantically ill-formed and the words used in the sentence are not actual words 

of English. Given a task to determine the grammatical category of the non-sensical words of 

the sentence, speakers can easily identify that ‘haldish’ is an adjective, ‘calker’ is a noun, 

‘kainted’ is a verb and ‘partically’ as an adverb because of the positioning of words in a 

sentence (syntactic distribution)  and occurrence of particular type of affixes (morphological 

distribution).  

According to Payne (2006:94), “The class of nouns in any language include words that refer to 

highly bounded or individuated entities, eg., ‘tree’, ‘mountain’, ‘mausoleum’, etc. These are 

concepts that tend not to change very much over time, and which can be referred to repeatedly 

in discourse as the same thing.” Hopper and Thompson (1984) describe noun as having 

prototypical property ‘discourse manipulability’. Traditionally, nouns can function as the 

subject of a sentence, object of a verb, modifier of a noun. Rajbanshi nouns can be classified 

into the following groups; 

(a) Proper nouns  (b) Common nouns (c) Generic nouns (d) Collective nouns (e) Material 

nouns (f) Abstract nouns (g) Verbal nouns. 

Rajbanshi has no articles. Nouns take classifiers [ʈa] টা, kʰan খান, [kona] ড়কানা), modifiers such 

as possessive, deictics, quantifiers, qualifiers and case endings. Genitive nouns can function as 

attributive adjectives to modify other nouns as for example [alu-r ɖail]  আিুর ডাইি ‘pulse 

(prepared from) potato’; [upa-r mala]  উপার িািা ‘silver necklace’; [dudʰ-er gilaʃ]  দুলির মিিাস ‘a 

glass of milk’. The use of classifiers adheres to the grammatical properties of nouns i.e. whether 

a noun is animate/inanimate, count/noncount, singular/plural. Classifiers are added together 

with numbers, quantifiers, and case markings to make noun phrases. The traditional 

classification of nouns is flexible; individual words can switch from one group to another 
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group, though these categories may be useful in the distinctions of count/non-count and 

singular/plural. In this study, nominal inflectional and derivational morphological construction 

will be analysed under the theoretical framework of Construction Morphology (Geert Booij, 

2010). The nominal morphology of Rajbanshi language will be discussed in Chapter-II and in 

Chapter-V nominal inflectional constructions, derivational constructions, reduplicated 

structures, compound constructions and also constructional schemas associated with nouns will 

be investigated in this study.  

 

1.4. Research Methodology: Approach/Method/Technique 

The word ‘exploration’ used in the title ‘Nominal morphology of Rajbanshi language: An 

exploration in Construction Morphology’ needs careful attention. I have considered 

‘exploration’ close to ‘investigation’. The Concise Oxford English Dictionary describes 

‘Exploration’ as a Noun and the verb ‘explore’ means; 1. Travel through an unfamiliar area in 

order to learn about it 2. Investigate or discuss it in detail 3. Examine by touch. The definition 

2 of ‘investigation’ used in Oxford Learners Dictionaries is more suitable for this work; 1. 

“Investigation is normally used as an official examination of the facts about a situation, crime, 

etc. 2. Investigation (into something) a scientific or academic examination of the facts of a 

subject or problem”20. So how far is this ‘exploration’ different from ‘description’? Description 

is normally used in a theoretical way, an indication of the empiricist bias of modern social 

sciences with its emphasis on what is called ‘facts’. Very often, it is merely an old theory, a 

new theory has not been able to accommodate.21 According to Kuhn (1970: 16), ‘since any 

description must be partial, the typical natural history often omits from its immensely 

circumstantial accounts just those details that later scientists will find sources of important 

illumination. Thomas Kuhn thinks that three normal foci for factual scientific investigation, 

and they are neither always nor permanently distinct. 

1. First is that class of facts that the paradigm has shown to be particularly revealing of the 

nature of things. By employing them in solving problems, the paradigm has made them worth 

determining both with more precision and in a larger variety of situations... 

                                                           
20 http://www.oxfordlearnersdictionaries.com/definition/english/investigation 

21 See Singh, Rajendra; Agnihotri, Ramakant. 1997. Hindi Morphology: A Word-Based Description. Motilal 

Banrsidas. Delhi. P-15 
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1. A second usual but smaller class of factual determinations is directed to those facts that, 

though often without much intrinsic interest, can be compared directly with predictions 

from the paradigm theory…. 

2. A third class of experiments and observations exhausts, I think, the fact-gathering activities 

of normal science. It consists of empirical work undertaken to articulate the paradigm 

theory, resolving some of its residual ambiguities and permitting the solution of problems 

to which it had previously only drawn attention. This class proves to be the most important 

of all, and its description demands its subdivision….22 

 

According to Dixon (2010:1-2), the task of linguistics is to explain the nature of human 

language, through active involvement in the description of languages—each viewed as an 

integrated system—together with explanation of why each language is the way it is, allied to 

further scientific pursuits of prediction and evaluation. There is constant feedback between 

theory and description. Each description is in terms of an established theory, which in itself is 

made up of interrelated inductive generalization based on the descriptions provided in terms of 

it. As each description is completed, it is likely to lead to the refinement or revision of some 

aspect or aspects of theory. Morris Halle has pointed out that data on their own are meaningless; 

it is the theoretical framework which dictates what facts are interesting and what facts are not. 

Comrie (1981:4) argues that it is necessary to have data from wide range of languages and he 

emphasises on arriving at language universals on the basis of ‘concrete rather than abstract 

analyses’.  On the other hand, the deductivists believe that the study of even a single language 

is sufficient to predict language universals. (Chomsky 1975:118) points out that ‘the principles 

that appear to have explanatory adequacy for English are the principles of Universal grammar’. 

Thus ‘a great deal can be learned about UG from the study of a single language’. They give 

importance to ‘innateness’ as the explanation for language universals. Subbarao and Saxena 

(1987) argued that the deductivist is a microinductivist and the inductivist is a micro-

deductivist and therefore, a strict dichotomy between the inductive (empiricist) and deductive 

(rationalist) approaches cannot be maintained. They propose an integrated approach that 

combines these two, Limited induction base Deduction induction. Subbarao (2012:5) 

states that ‘to build an explanatory adequate theory, it is essential to have a sound database. A 

fruitful conflation of theory and data alone will yield the desired results’.   

                                                           
22 See Kuhn, Thomas S. 1971. The Structure of Scientific Revolutions. University of Chicago Press. Pp-16-25. 
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For this study, I have used my intuitive judgements as well as other native speakers’. The data 

were collected from both the sources: primary and secondary. The primary sources involve the 

collection of data from day to day conversation, collection of short stories or folk tales from 

the native speakers of the Rajbanshi language. The conversations of the participants are also 

observed and recorded. The subjects were asked to narrate a story or stories or the folk tale in 

various phases of data collection in Rajbanshi. The environment was not isolated; the 

interlocutors’ presence and their participation in the story telling and their daily life 

conversations were also recorded and analysed. Besides the spoken forms, I also collected 

many short stories (Appendix-IV a) and songs (Appendix-IV b) from the secondary sources. 

The morphological constructions or constructional schemas which are found in collected 

stories and daily conversations were searched in the secondary sources which include different 

periodicals, magazines, books etc. These are primarily written and published in the Rajbanshi 

language. 

In the words of Chomsky, ‘--A corpus never tells you what is impossible. In fact, it does not 

even tell you what is possible (Aarts 2000:6). Using intuitions as the only source of evidence 

is methodologically problematic (Schutze 1996). Hilpert (2014:20) points out that it would still 

be wrong to demonise linguistic intuitions. Intuitions are in fact necessary for the analysis of 

idiosyncratic constructions, but they are only part of the story. Hilperts recommends using 

intuitions for the analysis of constructions and their constraints and to check their examples 

against a large data base. Experimental research in CG is still in its infancy, but there are quite 

a few studies out there that do not require the use of specialized software or expensive 

machinery (Bencini & Goldberg 2000, Gurevich et. al. 2010, Dabrowska. They have taken 

similar or identical stimuli but with different participants.  

For the present study, twenty native speakers of the Rajbanshi language, spoken in Coochbehar 

district of West Bengal were consulted (See Appendix IX-List of informants).  

The map of Coochbehar district is given below with subdivisions and blocks23 

                                                           
23http://coochbehar.nic.in/HTMfiles/block_demarcated_Map.html 
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Figure.1.2 Map of Coochbehar district 

 

1.5. Significance and implication of the study 

Speakers of a language retrieve words from their mental lexicon to describe a speech event or 

to express their ideas, emotions and thoughts. The question arises how are the words retrieved 

from the mental lexicon? Does this retrieval or language processing take place one word after 

another or some chunks together or in a decomposed fashion? Do they also activate some 

related set of words? I would try to explain some of these questions raised here. The assumption 

is that every language uses the constructional schema, and the set of construction is common 

and prototypical for an individual speaker, and those constructions found similar also relate to 

a group of speakers who use the constructions in a given speech community. It has to be pointed 

out that the fixed constructs exist in the minds of speakers and interlocutors which allow 

conversations to be carried out efficiently. The lexical decision task combined with priming 

test is used in psychology which supports the existence of constructions in the mental lexicon. 

This work will be the first theoretical account of Rajbanshi language and its morphology from 

the perspective of Construction Morphology.  

The model of Generative transformational grammar makes a strict division between theoretical 

linguistics and applied linguistics. In the sphere of foreign language teaching, generative 

transformational grammar had little to offer in terms of integrating those idiomatic 
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constructions, collocations and fixed patterns into a general theory of grammar. The insights 

of Construction Grammar (and hence Construction Morphology) can be fruitful in learning and 

teaching of foreign language which takes into account the crucial role of conventionalized but 

unpredictable constructional idioms. Fillmore et al. (1988:534) mention that “those linguistic 

processes that are thought of as irregular cannot be accounted for by constructing lists of 

exceptions; the realm of idiomaticity in a language contains a great deal that is productive, 

highly structured and worthy of serious grammatical investigations”.  

The constructions have culture specific knowledge with respect to the co-occurrence of one 

word with another word or one word with a particular grammatical construction as for instance 

the following Rajbanshi constructional idiom in (3); 

              3. (a) [kukur-i kana] কুকুমর কানা 

      Dog- blind 

     ‘unable to see in dim light’/ ‘not able to see at night’ 

(b) [d̪ɔʃ cʰɔy ana] দশ্ ছয় আনা 24 

       Ten six a unit of Indian (old) currency25 

       ‘finish’ 

(c) [Ɉɔl cʰiʈa] জি মছটা 

     Water sprinkle 

    ‘custom of sprinkling water during marriage’ 26 

In 3 (a) the word [kukuri] কুকুমর cannot be replaced by any other word for that specific meaning. 

The meaning is also unpredictable, and hence it has to be learned by the language users. (See 

Appendix-VII for more constructional idioms). These expressions have structural fixedness 

and rigidity. They are not amenable to lexical or structural re-formulations—only a limited set 

of lexical items can fill the structural slot as for example in 3(c) [Ɉɔl] জি ‘water’ can be replaced 

by another homonymous lexical item [pani] পামন ‘water’ and retained the idiomatic meaning 

intact . But changing the position of lexical items [kukuri kana] কুকুমর কানা to [kana kukuri] কানা 

কুকুমর is not permissible, the structural fixedness and rigidity has to be maintained. The word 

                                                           
24 See Appendix V (a) 
25 The unit of Indian (Old) currency, a sixteenth part of a rupee.  
26 In Rajbanshi society, during a wedding ceremony, a person titually sprinkles water on the bride and groom. The 

male person will become father in relation and female person will become mother in relation to the bridegroom.  
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[kukuri] কুকুমর cannot replaced by another lexical item [bilai kana] ‘blind cat’ মবিাই কানা or [goru 

kana] িরু কানা ‘blind cow’ [kana kukur] কানা কুকুর /[kukur kana] কুকুর কানা ‘blind dog’ which may 

have literal meaning as above.27  In the constructional idiom 3 (b), none of the morpheme can 

be replaced by another element, even, if both the morphemes have similar or identical 

meanings. The morpheme order cannot be violated. The complex word [ʃolo ana] ড় ালিা আনা and 

[d̪ɔʃ cʰɔy ana] দশ্ ছয় আনা have identical meanings but to express the idiomatic meaning ‘to 

finish’, ‘accomplish’ or ‘kill’ the former cannot be used. They stand as symbols of a given 

culture, and by and large it is deeply rooted in the cultural system in a community. The meaning 

of the idiom [kukuri kana] কুকুমর কানা does not refer to dog’s vision in general. In fact in compare 

to human’s vision dog’s vision is better at night.28  

Mischler (2009) suggests that a particular cultural model is needed to account for certain 

conceptual metaphors, and how they change over time. Sinclair (1991:109-10) coined the 

phrase ‘the open choice principle’ to describe the notion that text—sentences and discourses—

can result from a large number of complex choices. The open choice principle contrasts with 

‘idiom principle’ in which a large number of semi-preconstructed phrases that constitute single 

choices, even though they may appear to be analyseable into segments. 

It is important to note that the knowledge of these constructions are essential for native-like or 

near native like intuitions. The foreign language teachers and learners can get insights from 

CM regarding the constructional idioms and over they can be best be taught and learned 

respectively. Ellis et al. (2014:71-98) show that frequencies, functions and forms of the input 

                                                           
27 The children play with this rhyme and teases a person who has this kind of ‘blindness’ or a person whose name 

begins with’ kan—‘ as for example [kanon] কানন. Here is an example of  rhyme,  [kan kan kukuri kan কান কান কান 

কুকুমর কান , cʰagol band̪a d̪ɔɽi an ছালিাি বান্দা দম  আন, cʰagol gɛlo hoʃki ছালিাি ড়িলিা হসমক, kana uʈʰil cɔʈki] কানা উঠিি চটমক । 

28 Dogs are not completely color blind since they have a dichromatic color perception. Unlike humans who have 

three different color sensitive cone cells in their retina (red, green and blue) dogs have only two (yellow,and, 

blue).This does not mean that dogs can't see green or red objects! It only means that they can't distinguish green, 

yellow or red objects based on their color. However they can still distinguish a red ball from a green one if there 

is a difference in the perceived brightness of the two.Visual acuity is a measure of the spatial resolution of the 

visual system. It is often measured in cycles per degree (CPD), which measures how much an eye can differentiate 

one object from another in terms of visual angles. The maximum visual acuity of the human eye is around 50 CPD 

and 60 CPD. The measurements of dogs' visual acuity vary around 7.5-9 CPD and 11.6 CPD. According to these 

measurements dogs' visual acuity is 4 to 8 times worse than that of humans. Source: https://dog-vision.com/ 

But the canine’s biggest advantage is called the tapetum. This mirror-like structure in the back of the eye reflects 

light, giving the retina a second chance to register light that has entered the eye. “Although the tapetum improves 

vision in dim light, it also scatters some light, degrading the dog’s vision from the 20:20 that you and I normally 

see to about 20:80,”- Source: University of Wisconsin - Madison. "How Well Do Dogs See At Night?." 

ScienceDaily. ScienceDaily, 9 November 2007. www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2007/11/071108140336.htm 

https://dog-vision.com/
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2007/11/071108140336.htm
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that learners are exposed to provide ideal conditions for construction learning by means of 

statistical learning from the input. Macwhinney (2014:33-70) throws light on the role of item 

based patterns in second language acquisition and also touches upon question of computational 

models. Erman (2009) learning formulae and idiomatic constructions is problematic for second 

language learners because, compared to first language learners who usually hear these kinds of 

constructions repeatedly, second language learners have less extensive language exposure. She 

finds in her study of written compositions that the subjects of second language learners 

underuse collocations and other formulae which makes their compositions appear less native-

like.  

The advent of machine readable corpus had serious implications in corpus linguistics. The large 

scale corpus analysis reveals the fact that fixed or partially fixed multiword units determine the 

character of everyday language use. It has given new impetus to collocational research and 

constructional patterns (Palmer 1933, Firth 1968, Sinclair 1991).  Corpus linguistic research of 

lexico-grammatical patterns and constructional phenomena also motivated Sinclair’s 

(1991:110) suggestion that the idiomatic principle had to complement slot and filler type open 

choice decision models of sentence structure.   

Constructions are first and foremost something cognitive that is, a piece of speaker’s linguistic 

knowledge… is a generalization that speakers make across a number of encounters with 

linguistic forms (Hilpert: 2014:9). According to Goldberg (1995:4) “C is a CONSTRUCTION 

iff def C is a form-meaning pair of Fi or some aspect of Si is not strictly predictable from C’s 

component parts or from other previously established constructions.”29 Constructions are 

unpredictable and have non-compositional meanings. It has non-predictable aspects of forms 

which generally disobey the phrase structure rules. Fillmore et al. (1988:506-10) describe these 

unpredictable aspects of constructions as ‘familiar pieces, unfamiliarly arranged.’ The 

sequences which are highly frequent and highly conventionalised can be qualified as 

constructions. The distinction is made between constructions and construct. Phrases and 

sentences that instantiate more general constructions are called constructs, so the distinctions 

between generalizations and concrete instances, between abstract types and a token that 

instantiates them.  

                                                           
29 F= form and S= Semantics 
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If we consider the following Rajbanshi words (in 4) in the Dictionary and grammar model 

(Taylor, 2012), these words will not be stored in the lexicon because they are formed by regular 

plural formational rules. 

      4.  (a). বাম  বাম  মবমজিা বাতিতিলা জমি উঠিি / 

     [baɽi baɽi biɈli bat̪i-gula Ɉɔli uʈʰil] 

     House house electric lamp-PL light rise.PST 

      In every household electric lamps lit up. 

(b) দালালগুলার অলঠ থামক ড়বমশ্ দাি মদয়া দুইখান টিমকট মকনলব । 

      [d̪alal-gula-r ɔʈe t̪ʰaki beʃi d̪am d̪iya d̪ui-kʰan ʈikiʈ kinb-e] 

     Tout-PL-GEN there from much price give two-CL ticket buy-FUT.3.SING 

     ‘From the touts (he) would buy two tickets in much higher price.’  

(c) রাজবোংশ্ী ববটিছাওয়াতিলা এক সিয় ড়ফাতা িমজ মপমন্দমচলিা ।30 

     [raɈbɔŋʃi beʈicʰaɔya-gila k ʃomoy pʰot̪a gɔɈi pind̪icilo] 

      Rajbanshi woman-PL one time Phota shawl wear-PERF-3 

      ‘There was a time, the Rajbanshi women used to wear Phota, (shawls).’ 

 

In Construction Grammar, these words would be viewed as constructs of the plural formation 

construction because they are regular and frequently used expressions in Rajbanshi. The plural 

construction can be generalized by the schema <[X] N, SING, NOM↔ [X]N,SING,NOM –

la/gula/gila] N, PL,NOM>. 

In the following example 5, Rajbanshi associative plural marker [gʰɔr] ঘর can also receive a 

new grammatical function is that of a linking element. The sequence [nɛt̪ar gʰɔr] ড়নতার ঘর 

‘leaders and associates’, [bʰaiyer gʰɔr] ভাইলয়র ঘর ‘brothers and associates’, [mamar gʰɔr] িািার ঘর 

‘maternal uncle and associates’ (See section 2.1.3.6.) are no longer lexical phrases but 

considered as complex words.  What I would interpret here, the genitive marker /r র or er এর/ 

as a linking element because the grammatical function of genitive marker is not retained in the 

complex words. These words have a specific semantic interpretations. The referent nouns are 

                                                           
30 See Rajbanshi narir Pindibar Kapera, Dipok Kumar Roy, In Baghdhenuk, 6. 
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always + human and the meaning is associative with the [X] element of the genitive. The word 

[band̪orer gʰɔr] বান্দলরর ঘর does not refer to ‘monkey and its associates’ rather the quality 

(naughty) of some boys.  

   5.        (a) মামার ঘর আইসলচ মক ? 

  [mama-r          gʰɔr      aiʃce     ki]  ?  

  Uncle-GEN PL   come.PER what 

   ‘Have Mamas and their families (maternal uncles) come?’ 

 (b) হালুয়ার ঘর থুকুরা ড়বমচ আমিত মভ া কমর ড়থায় । 

   [haluya-r gʰɔr  t̪ʰukura  bɛci ali-t̪ bʰiɽa kɔri t̪ʰoy] 

   Ploughman-GEN ASS.PL garbage mark  boundary-LOC pile do keep.PRS.PL 

   ‘The ploughmen finds the garbage and stores in the boundary’ 

(c) [cɛŋɽi-r gʰɔr] ড়চোংম র ঘর ‘girls’, [nɛt̪ar gʰɔr] ড়নতার ঘর ‘leaders’ [bɔiner gʰɔr] বইলনর ঘর 

‘sisters’ 

(d) [put̪uler gʰɔr] পুতুলির ঘর ‘the doll house’, [t̪aʃer gʰɔr] তালসর ঘর ‘the card house/easily 

breakable’, [band̪orer gʰɔr] বান্দলরর ঘর ‘*monkeys; quality of naughtiness’ 

These word sequences cannot be considered short phrases rather I would assume that they are 

complex words which are dominated by the following schema; (See Chapter V)  

 <[Ni-er gʰɔr]Nj ↔ [SEM Ni ASSOCIATE PL]j>    

These kinds of constructs also receive empirical support from psycholinguistic studies 

(Stemberger & Macwhinney 1988, Arnon & Sinder 2010). Construct-i-con is usage based and 

created through experience with language and continuously influenced by experience with 

language (Bybee, 2010). Usage based cognitive linguistic research focuses on cognitive 

foundations of linguistic knowledge and poses basic questions as to how linguistic patterns and 

item specific knowledge are stored and represented in the human mind, how this knowledge 

emerges and what cognitive processes are involved in the emergence of linguistic knowledge. 

Sidtits (2009) argues for the use of dual process model of language- holistic mode and analytic 

mode.31 Both these models interact with each other when processing schemata, fixed 

expressions with one or more open slots. In Cognitive and psycholinguistic research, the notion 

‘construction’ plays an important role. The construction includes both unpredictable form-

                                                           
31 The holistic mode is used to process formulae, while the analytic mode is used to generate new and creative 

utterances.  
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meaning pairings and highly frequent ones (Goldberg 2006) and hence the term ‘construction’ 

accommodates collocations, fixed patterns, valency, idiomaticity as well as other types of 

lexical and lexico-grammatical patterns. According to Hilpert (2014: 202) constructions 

comprise everything from mono-morphemic words to complex syntactic constructions; they 

connect a formal pole with a meaning pole, each of which is characterized by variation; they 

are hierarchically organized and inter-connected through links such as instantiation links or 

subpart links; they are learned through exposure to language use; they serve to evoke parts of 

sematic frames and to present those ideas in ways that facilitate successful communication.  It 

is essentially the idea of item-based constructions which can be applied to collocation and 

valency patterns. It has to be remembered that construction grammar emerged for the treatment 

of idioms and idiomatic expressions (Croft and Cruse 2004: 225, Macwhinney 2005:53).  

The psycholinguistic implication of the tripartite parallel architecture of grammar views that 

the linguistic expressions are built in all three components- the phonological (PHON), morpho-

syntactic (SYN) and semantic (SEM) structure of words, combined to larger structures in a 

parallel fashion, by means of unification (Jackendoff 2008). Hagoort (2005) argues that this 

architectural design of grammar is a good starting point for the interpretation of neuro-imaging 

studies of language processing. Sidtits (2009) examined the patients with left hemisphere 

damage and he found production and comprehension of formulae was preserved but with right 

hemisphere damage it was lost. Booij (2010 a: 258) points out that a constructionist approach 

provides an interesting perspective for the interpretation of neuro-psychological finding and 

proper location of various linguistic tasks in the brain.  

The use of repeated lexically specific sequences in parents, motherese and children’s speech 

play important role for the acquisition of early chunks. The repeated patterns are the starting 

points for the emergence of variable low-level schemas and even more flexible unfilled 

schemas such as ditransitive construction or other argument structure construction (Tomasello 

2003, Goldberg 2006). According to Wray (2009), formulaic language is the starting point for 

the first language acquisition and child language development proceeds from formulaic 

sequence to analysed forms rather than vice versa. Peters (2009) emphasizes the role of 

experience as the basis for children’s eventual construction of internal representation of the 

language they hear. Lieven (2014:9-32) discusses experimental evidence and the role of errors 

in child language development. She gives an account of how children learn constructions on 

the basis of the input they receive. She presents an outline on how a network of constructions 
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can be imagined to develop in children’s speech. Erman (2009) claims that particular types of 

collocation reflect language user’s experience as social beings. Bannard and Lieven (2009) 

point out that novel utterances are produced and understood by analogy with previously 

experienced language. They claim that language is learned both by observing and by interacting 

with others and reuse of language is the basis of communication. According to them children 

analyse chunks and eventually develop more general categories or schemas and then they 

connect their constructions into complex networks. The present study has presented Rajbanshi 

nominal morphology and constructional idioms within the theoretical framework of 

Construction Morphology (Booij 2010).  

In the next chapter, I would present a descriptive account of Nominal Morphology of Rajbanshi 

Language. 
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CHAPTER-2 

2. NOMINAL MORPHOLOGY OF RAJBANSHI LANGUAGE: A DESCRIPTIVE 

ACCOUNT 

In this chapter, I will be looking at Rajbanshi Nominal Morphology. In section 2.1, I would 

discuss Inflectional Morphology (case markers, classifiers, grammatical Numbers, and 

grammatical gender), in section 2.2. Derivational Morphology (list of derivational affixes & 

nominal derivations), in section 2.3. Compounding and in 2.4. Reduplication. All these word-

formation strategies will be dealt keeping in mind Nominal morphology of Rajbanshi language.  

 

2.1. Inflectional Morphology 

Three categories of inflections are crucial to nominal morphology in KRDS: case markers, 

specificity classifiers, and pronominals. Case markers indicate the grammatical function of a 

noun phrase (NP), while specificity classifiers indicate its discourse function (hence 

‘specificity’), grammatical class, and also number (Toulmin 2011: 106)).  The case markers, 

classifiers and pronominals are categorized under inflectional category following Zograph 

(1976) and Masica (1991). Both agglutinative and certain analytic elements ‘entering into 

paradigmatic contrasts’. Masica (1991: 251) points out that “some NIA languages do not inflect 

adjectives at all: Bengali, Assamese, Oriya and Sinhalese do not… OIA comparative and 

superlative inflection of adjectives do not survive in NIA (except as isolated lexicalised forms). 

Comparison is expressed through a syntactic construction.” Traditionally, it is believed that 

inflectional morphology never changes the grammatical category of the stem, it attaches to, 

rather it modifies the existing stem as for example in Rajbanshi  [cɛŋɽa] চযাোং া ‘boy’ (N. 

Singular) vs. [cɛŋɽa-la] চযাোং ািা ‘boys’ (N. plural). In Rajbanshi nouns, inflectional markers are 

found in numbers, gender, and person and also in case. Though gender is not an inflectional 

category but we would find many nouns which are lexically marked as masculine or feminine 

(See section 2.1.5). In the following sections, I would discuss, 2.1.1 Case and case-markings 

and post-positions, 2.1.2. Grammatical numbers and plurality, 2.1.3. Grammatical class 

(classifiers), 2.1.4. Pronominals, 2.1.5. Gender and kinship terminology. 
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2.1.1. Case, Case Markings and Post-positions  

Case is a characteristic feature of a noun and a pronoun (NP). It identifies the role of a noun 

within a sentence whether the NP is in a subject position, in object positions or participants in 

a sentence. It has been seen that if there is a classifier attached with the noun, the case ending 

will be added at the end of a noun phrase. Anderson (1991:58) says “…case is most generally 

understood as a category of inflectional morphology—indeed—in the Greco-Roman tradition, 

as the morphological (secondary) category par excellence, particularly as concerns nouns.”  

Masica (1991: 230) “In NIA as in any language, case is vitally a syntactic as well as 

morphological category. Its markers establish the function of the NP in the sentence (or 

partially in the case of Genitive, within another NP).” Abbi (2001: 127) mentions that one must 

distinguish between case and case markers. The former is a semantic relationship while the 

latter exhibits this relationship by some phonological word. Booij (2007:192) says that case 

marking is a form of dependant marking which signals the grammatical function of an NP in a 

clause. 

There are two types of case systems (a) Nominative-Accusative and (b) Absolute-Ergative. In 

Nominative Accusative system, A and S receive the same case marking whereas in the 

Absolutive-Ergative system, this applies to O and S. 32 The predicate argument structure of 

these two systems can be summarized below (Booij, 2010:193) in Table 2.1; 

 PREDICATE  X PREDICATE X          Y 

Grammatical function                        S                        A            O 

Nominative-Accusative                         NOM                      NOM        ACC 

Absolutive-Ergative                      ABS                      ERG         ABS 

Table.2.1 Two types of case system 

Rajbanshi case system is nominative-accusative type in which subject of transitive and 

intransitive predicates are marked in a similar way 1. (a, b) while the object is marked 

differently 1. (c), as in the following examples; 

1. (a) ড়বটিছাওয়াটা ভাত আলন্দ ।  

 [beʈicʰaoya-ʈa bʰat̪ and̪e]       

                                                           
32 RMW Dixon (1994:6) uses the symbol S= intransitive subject, A= transitive subject, O= transitive object. 
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Woman-CLF rice cook.PRS.SING 

‘The woman cooks rice.’ 

(b).  ড়িার ছাওয়ালকানা এলকিায় সু্কি র্ায় । 

[mor cʰaoya-kona ɛkelay iskul Ɉay]  

    My child-CLF alone school go.PRS.SING 

‘My child goes to the school alone’ 

(c)  ড়বটিছাওয়াটা ছাওয়ালকানাক ভাত ড়খায়ায় । 

[beʈicʰaoya-ʈa cʰaoya-kona-k bʰat̪ kʰoyay]  

     Woman-CLF  child-CLF-OBJ rice eat.CAUS.PRS.SING 

      ‘The woman feeds (rice) the child’ 

 (d).  নয়া কইনাটা ঢযালসাটার িললাি মক ড়র্ নুকাইলচ ? 

[nɔya kɔina-ʈa  ɖʰɛkʃo-ʈa-r  t̪ɔl-ot̪  ki  Ɉe  nuka-ice] 

New girl-CLF box-CLF-GEN under-LOC what that hide-PERF-3rd.SING 

‘The new bride has hidden something underneath the box’ 

Things can be more complicated due to the phenomenon of split ergativity. In 1. (d), it seems 

that the post-position /t̪ɔl/ তি ‘underneath’ is external to the Noun Phrase and needs further 

investigation, and this is beyond the scope of the present study. While discussing case and case 

markings, Masica (1991) talks of three kinds of layers- Layer-I, Layer-II and Layer-III. It seems 

that the post-position [t̪ɔl] তি will fall under layer-III. The layer-III elements are semantically 

regular and more specific. As Masica (1991) points out, “A Layer-III element is semantically 

more specific…Layer-III typically mediates such concepts as ‘on top of’, ‘under’, ‘behind’, 

‘inside of’, ‘near’, etc”. Following Masica Layer-I “attach directly to the base, with 

morphophonemic adjustments which are occasionally complex” and Layer II 

‘morphophonemic variation, while not entirely absent at Layer-II, tends to be simpler order 

than in Layer-I’. Though Bangla has layer-I general oblique marker [d̪] as in [cʰeled̪er] ড়ছলিলদর 

‘boys’  found in plural nouns, Rajbanshi does not have Layer-I elements and case markings are 

exclusively found in Layer-II and Layer-III (See App-III-I-Cases, Agreement, coindexing).  
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2.1.1.1. Nominative Case 

The nominative case is a core grammatical function encompassing the S of intransitive clauses 

and the A of transitive clauses. In Bangla, NPs in nominative case are suffixed by [e-ra] 

PL.NOM.AN when the referent of the head noun is both plural and animate {Toulmin (2011: 

111)}. Wilde (2009:108) points out that “the case marking system of Rajbanshi arranged on a 

nominative/accusative basis. The nominative case is unmarked, and it is used for the subject 

and complement in copula clauses.” In nominative 1st and 2nd person plural pronouns has an 

additional element /ra/ রা and also different stems [ham] হাি and [t̪om] ড়তাি. (See App-III, A-3, 

H-1) 

2. (a).  SING   PLUR 

1 [mui] িুই  ‘I’    [ham-ra] হািরা ‘we’ 

2 [t̪ui] তুই  ‘you’   [t̪om-ra] ড়তািরা  ‘you’ 

According to Toulmin (2011:111), the marking of nominal plurality through a construction 

noun-GEN (-a) + ‘noun of multitude’ is well distributed in Magadhan lects and seems to be 

inherited from the proto Magadhan stage of linguistic history. The nominative case is unmarked 

in Rajbanshi. It is the main case for the subject of a sentence. Usually, nominative nouns (3.a 

and 3.b) and pronouns (3.c) appear at the beginning of a sentence. 

3. (a)   িাসরাটা ড়কািা মনিায় । 

[maʃraʈa koʃʈa nɛlay] 

Servant-CLF jute clean 

The servant cleans up the jute-field.  

(b) িোংিু সু্কি র্াওয়ার িইরলচ।  

[mɔŋglu iʃkul jaoyar dhoirce] 

Manglu school go- hold 

Manglu is going to school 

 (c) িুই ভাত খাোং । 

[mui  bʰat̪  kʰa-ŋ] 

I. 1st.SING  rice  eat-PRSNT.1st. SING.  

‘I eat rice’ 
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2.1.1.2. Genitive Case 

The genitive case marker is added to nouns (or pronouns) that modify other nouns. The genitive 

nouns often act as experiencer subjects in existential and impersonal structures. The genitive 

case has different allomorphs which depends on the ending of a noun. These are allomorphs [-

r] , [er], [yer] ‘র, এর, ড়য়র’. If the stem ends with a vowel [-r] র is added (4.a) and if it ends with 

consonants [er] এর (4.b) or [yer] ড়য়র added. Two genitive markers can be found in an NP (4. c, 

d). (See Toulmin, 2012:113). 

4. (a) [manʃi-la-r] িানম িার 

 Human-PL-GEN 

 ‘people’s’ 

 (b) [am-er gɔc] আলির িচ 

 Mangoe-GEN tree 

 ‘Mangoe tree’ 

(c) [nɔren-er gɔru-r gaɽi] নলরলনর িরুর িাম  

 Naren-GEN cow-GEN vehicle 

 ‘Naren’s bullock cart’ 

(d) [mama-r gʰɔr-er Ɉɔmi] িািার ঘলরর জমি 

 Maternal uncle-GEN PL-GEN land 

 ‘Maternal uncle’s land’ (associative) 

The genitive case marker is attached after the classifier as for example in 4. (e); 

 (e) [cɔki-kʰan-er upura] চমকখালনর উপুরা 

Bed-CLF-GEN above 

‘On the bed’ 

The VERB-INF-GEN has attributive and nominative functions in 4.(f); 

(f) [hat̪ mukʰ  d̪ʰoya-r  Ɉaga  ace] হাত িুখ ড়িায়ার জািা আলচ । 

Hand mouth wash—INF-GEN place BE.PRES 

‘Arrangement for washing hand, face.’ 

A handful of time and place adverbs retain the archaic genitive form by adding [-kar] কার to the 

base word. These items are often treated as lexical items frozen or fossilized which are stored 

in the mental lexicon of a speaker. (See App-III, G-1, 27, 28 & App-IV, A-1).  
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5. (a).  

Base word Genitive English Gloss 

[aiɈ] আইজ [aiɈkar] আইজকার ‘of today’ 

[kail] কাইি [kailkar] কাইিকার ‘of yesterday/ tomorrow’ 

[ud̪in] উমদন [ud̪in-kar] উমদনকার ‘of day before yesterday/ of day after 

tomorrow’ 

However, some temporal and place adverbs can take the productive [er/r] এর/র suffix (See APP-

IV,a-1); 

(b). [sed̪in] ড়সমদন [sedinkar] ড়সমদনকার  ~ [sediner] ড়সমদলনর ‘of that day’ 

 

2.1.1.3. Objective: (Accusative/ Dative) 

There is no clear cut distinction between dative and accusative in Rajbanshi. The term used 

here is objective which marks both direct and indirect objects. With inanimate objects the case 

marking may be dropped in 6. (a) but in some sentences the case marker [-k] ক or [-ɔk/ok] 

অক/ওক is retained in 6.(b). (See App-III, B-4, H-2) 

6. (a). [gɔrʊ-ʈa-k  Ɉoba  de] িরুটাক ড়জাবা ড়দ । 

Cow-CLF-OBJ straw  give.INF.PRES 

‘Give straw to the cow’ 

(b). [pɛnʈi-ʈa t̪ʰo] ড়পমিটা ড়থা । 

   stick-CLF keep.PRS.2.INT 

‘Keep aside the stick’ 

The dative-accusative cases has the following roles (a) it marks the recipient of a ditransitive 

verb, (b) it marks the object of a transitive verb if the referent is human, animate or discourse 

prominent and (c) it marks the logical subjects which may be experiencer. According to Masica 

(1991:365), “..its functions, however, are often more pragmatic than syntactic. That is in the 

case of non-human nouns, it stresses their patienthood, a marked status (human nouns normally 

being agents). In languages with other means of marking definiteness… the first of these 

functions is minimalised.” Abbi (2001: 129) points out that “one can classify languages in two 

broad categories; Nominative-accusative and Ergative-absolutive…. In Nominative-accusative 

systems, the subject of transitive and intransitive predicates are marked in a similar way while 
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the object is marked differently. In Ergative-absolutive systems, the subject of the transitive 

predicate is marked differently from the subject of the intransitive and object of the object of 

the transitive predicate that are marked similarly” (See Masica 1991, SKChatterji 1976, Abbi 

2001). The dative-accusative case marking /k/ক is shown in 7. (a), (b), (c); 

7. (a). িািারটা ছাত্রিাক বই মফমর মদলচ । 

[maʃʈar-ʈa  cʰattro-la-k  bɔi  pʰire  di-ce] 

Teacher-CLF  student-PL-OBJ book return  give.PERF. 3 

The teacher has returned books to the students 

(b). ড়চোংম টা ড়চোং াটাক জুিজুি কমর ড়দলখ । 

 [cɛŋɽi-ʈa  cɛŋɽa-ʈa-k  juljul   kɔri  dɛkʰe] 

Girl-CLF  boy-CLF-OBJ  attentively  do  see.PRES.3 

The girl looks at the boy attentively. (Drooling over) 

(c). ড়িাক ড়ভাি নাইিলচ । 

[mok   bʰog  naigce]  

I.SG-OBJ  hungry get.PERF. 

‘I am hungry’.  

Contrary to this 7. (c), Bangla marks this kind of construction with the genitive as in 7. (d) 

(d). আিার মখলদ ড়পলয়লছ । 

     [amar kʰid̪e peyecʰe]  

     I.SG-GEN hungry get 

     I am hungry. 

According to Wilde (2009: 112), Personal pronouns are also marked with dative-accusative 

case when these functions as objects (See sections nominal paradigms 2.1.2.9.1.) as in 7. (e); 

(e). ড়তাক িুই কিা ড়দইি । 

[t̪ok   mui  kɔla  d̪i-m]  

2sg.OBL.DAT  I.1SG banana give-FUT.1sg 

‘I will give you nothing.’ 
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2.1.1.4. Locative Case 

The locative case marks the physical or abstract positions, directions or processes (See App-

III, B-5, G-6). The locative marker in Rajbanshi is /-t̪/ ত or /ɔt̪/ অত which depends on the stems. 

If a word ends with a vowel sound /t̪/ ত is used and after consonant sounds /ɔt̪/ অত is used as in 

8. (a), (b), (c);  

8. (a). [and̪aru haʈ-ot̪ ace] আন্দারু হালটাত আলচ । 

    Andaru market-LOC is.AUC 

   ‘Andaru is in the market.’ 

(b). মহিািয় পাহাল র মনলজর বাম ত বমসয়া িহালদলবর খুব মচন্তা ।33 

[himalɔy pahaɽ-er niɈer   baɽi-t̪   bɔʃ-iya mɔhad̪eber kʰub cint̪a]  

Himalaya mountain-GEN own-GEN house-LOC sit-PARTCMahadeb-GENvery think 

‘Sitting at his own house in the Himalaya mountain, Mahadeb is very thoughtful.’ 

(c). ড়চোং াটা চাোং াখানত বমস আলচ। 

[cŋɽa-ʈa caŋɽa-kʰan-ɔt̪ bɔʃi ace] 

Boy-CLF bed-CLF-LOC sit be.PRS 

‘The boy is sitting on the bed.’ 

The locative marker is also found in the nominalised verb which conveys a particular action. 

Wilde (2010: 121) points out that the locative construction may collocate with verbs which 

portray spatial motion as in 9; 

9.  িানম িা কালজর ড়খালজাত মবদযাশ্ ড়িইি 

         [manʃi-la kaɈ-er kʰõɈ-ot̪ bid̪ʃ gi-l] 

       Man-PL work-GEN search-LOC foreign go.PST 

       ‘The people went to the foreign (different state) in search of work.’ 

  

                                                           
33 See Appendix-IV,a. 
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2.1.1.5. The Instrumental 

The instrumental case marker in Rajbanshi is [-e] এ as for example in the following (10). There 

is distinction between this instrumental /e/ এ and emphatic clitic /e/ এ and also an adverbaliser 

/-e/ এ (See App-III, H-10, I-14, 15).  

10. (a). িুাঁই ড়শ্য  পর্য্নন্তয  িািীর হালত খািুোং । 

[mũi  ʃʃ pɔrɈont̪o  mami-r  hat̪-e kʰa-l-uŋ] 

 I.SING end till  maternal-aunt-GEN  hand-LOC eat-PST-1SG 

‘At last I have taken meal from maternal aunt’s hand.’ 

(b). রলিশ্ ভাি আলচ। 

 [rɔmeʃ  bʰal  ace]  

Ramesh  good Be.PRS.1sg 

‘Ramesh is good.’  

(c) রলিশ্ ভালি আলচ। 

 [rɔmeʃ  bʰal-e    ace]  

Ramesh  good-EMP/INST Be.PRS.1sg 

‘Ramesh is fine.’ 

(d) ড়তািরামিিা হালত হালত খাও । 

 [t̪omra-gila hat̪-e  hat̪-e   kʰa-ɔ]  

You-PL hand-EMPH REDUP-EMPH eat-PRS.2.PL 

‘You (PL) eat in hands’ 

The instrumental post-position [d̪iya] মদয়া occurs after the head noun and if there is any 

specificity classifier in the noun phrase, the post position [d̪iya] মদয়া will occur after the classifier 

as in 10. (e); 

(e) উিায় নাটি মদয়া সাাঁ প িামরি ।  

   [umay naʈi diya ʃãp maril] 

   ‘He killed a snake by a stick’ 

  [hal-uya-ʈa  penʈi-ʈa diya gɔruʈak ɖaŋgail] 

‘The ploughman beat the cow with the stick’ 
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2.1.1.6. The Ablative Case 

The ablative post-position [tʰaki] থামক  and [hate] হালত also occurs after the head noun and after 

optional specificity classifier (See App-III, I-13, 16); 

11. (a)  িচ থামক আি পম ি । 

      [gɔc t̪ʰaki am pɔr-il]  

     Tree from mango fall-PST 

    ‘The mango fell from the tree ’ 

(b) দাওখান িাচািম  হালত আন । 

 [d̪aɔ-kʰan maca-gɔɽi hate an]  

Knife-CLF cot-store from bring 

‘Bring the knife from the cotstore’ 

The ablative post-position [tʰaki] থামক is also used for comparative and superlative construction 

as in 11. (c); 

(c). অিি কিলির চায়া/থামক নম্বা । 

 [ɔmol kɔmoler caya/tʰaki beʃi nɔmba]  

   Amal Kamal-GEN COMP more tall 

  Amal is taller than Kamal. 

 

2.1.1.7. Locative postpositions 

The locative postpositions are given in 12. (C1) and hese postpositions can also be used with 

the locative case marker /-ɔt̪ or -t̪/ as in 12.(C2); 

12.          C1    C2 

 [age] আলি ‘front’  [ag-ot̪] অলিাত ‘in front’ 

[pace] পালচ ‘behind’  [pac-ot̪] পালচাত ‘(at) behind’ 

[upor] উপর ‘on’  [upor-ot̪] উলপারত ‘on top’ 

[nic] মনচ ‘below’  [nic-ot̪] মনলচাত  ‘(at) below’ 

[t̪ol] তি ‘under’  [t̪ɔl-ot̪] তলিাত ‘(at) under’ 

[bɔgol] বিি ‘nearby/close’ [bɔgol-ot̪] বিলিাত ‘(at) beside’ 
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[bʰit̪or] ‘inside’  [bʰit̪orot̪] মভলতালরাত ‘(at) inside’ 

2.1.1.8. Directional postpositions  

It refers to the direction of a particular location or an entity. The directional post-positions are 

given in 13; 

13. (a)  [bʰit̪i] মভমত ‘towards’; [d̪iya] মদয়া ‘towards’; [mukʰe] িুলখ  ‘towards’ 

(b) উিায় পুবিুলখ চমি ড়িইি। 

[umay pub-mukʰe cɔli geil] 

S/he east-side    move  go.PRF..3rd 

‘He has gone in east side or in  east direction.’ 

 

2.1.1.9. Other postpositions 

The following postpositions are used as in 14. (a), (b) and (c); 

14. a. [ʃat̪ʰe] সালথ ‘with’,  [ʃɔŋge] সল  ‘with’, [bʰɔne] ভলন ‘with’ 

(b)  তুই দীমপর সালথ বাজার র্া । 

     [t̪ui d̪ipi-r ʃat̪he baɈar Ɉa]  

     2.INT Dipi-GEN with market go.PRS.2. 

     ‘You go to market with Dipi’ 

(c). তুই দীমপ ভলন বাজার র্া । 

     [t̪ui d̪ipi bʰɔne baɈar Ɉa]  

     2.INT Dipi-GEN with market go.PRS.2. 

     ‘You go to market with Dipi’ 

The case forms of Rajbanshi is summarized in the table 2.2 below; 

Nominative DAT-ACC Genitive Locative Ablative Instrumental 

Ø [-k-] ক [-r-] র [-t̪-] ত [tʰaki] থামক, 

[hate] হালত 

[e] এ, [diya] 

মদয়া 

Table.2.2 The case forms of Rajbanshi 
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2.1.2. Grammatical Numbers and plurality 

According to Dixon (2010), there are three types of number systems are found in the languages 

of the world.34 If we follow Dixon’s classification (Dixon: 2010: 158) on number and number 

system, Rajbanshi falls in the first category. 35 Rajbanshi has two kinds of number, singular 

and plural. However, singular is unmarked and plural noun is marked by suffix –/la/ িা, /-gila/ 

মিিা, /-gula/ গুিা, /-gulan/ গুিান and /–gilan/ মিিান etc. Rajbanshi nouns are also marked with 

definite marker /–ʈa/ টা and classifier /–kona/ ড়কানা, /-kʰan/ খান [Ɉɔn] জন and others. In the 

following sections, I would show how numbers are marked in Rajbanshi;  

 

2.1.2.1. Plural markers 

In Rajbanshi, the plural markers are [la] িা, [-gula] গু িা, [-gila] মিিা. According to Wilde 

(2009:57), “Number is marked on Rājbanshi nouns by the plural suffix -ला -la 'PL' which 

attaches directly to the right of the stem, and to the left of any possible case marking.” The 

following examples of 15. (a) to (f) demonstrate the plural markers of Rajbanshi language; 

15. (a) ছাম য়া মভটা ড়িইচনু অলট ড়র্লট িানম িা পরবাস খালট ।36 

      [cʰaɽ-iya  bʰiʈa geicʰ-nu   ɔʈe  Ɉʈe manʃi-la pɔrbas kʰaʈe] 

   Leave-PERF land  go-PST-1.SING there where man-PL foreign toil-3.PRSNT 

‘Having left my native place I went there where people live in a foreign land’ 

    (b). পাকা িানমিিা আউমস পমর ড়ছ ।37 

[paka d̪ʰan-gila auʃi pɔri.cʰe] 

Ripe rice-PL fall fall.PERF 

‘The full grown rice has fallen’ 

(c) িাছুয়ািা র্মদ দযলখ মবপদ হবার পায় ।38 

                                                           
34According to Dixon: (2010:158), “The number systems of the following sizes are noticeable 1. A two term 

system, (Singular plural), is the most common, 2. A three term system, (singular, dual, plural), is well attested and 

3. A four term system is not too uncommon. Most often the extra term is ‘paucal’, referring to ‘a few’—{singular, 

dual, paucal, plural}. Sometimes, it does refer to three—{singular, dual, trial, plural}.”  

 
36 See Barman, Abhijit. Satao. In Ghanti Phuler kotop.  
37 See ekal sekal, udhasu ray, In Degar 4. P-144. 
38 See Mansuya, Niyoti, Taramohan Adhikary. P-69. 
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[macʰuya-la  Ɉɔd̪i d̪kʰe bipod̪ hɔbar pay] 

Fisher-man-PL  if see danger become get 

‘If the fisherman sees there will be danger.’ 

(d). বাম  বাম  মবমজিা বামতমিিা জমি উঠিি / 39 

[baɽi baɽi biɈli bat̪i-gila Ɉɔli uʈʰil] 

House house electric lamp-PL light rise.PST 

In every household electric lamps lit up. 

(e) দািািগুিার অলঠ থামক ড়বমশ্ দাি মদয়া দুইখান টিমকট মকনলব । 

[d̪alal-gula-r ɔʈe t̪ʰaki beʃi d̪am d̪iya d̪ui-kʰan ʈikiʈ kinb-e] 

Tout-PL-GEN there from much price give two-CL ticket buy-FUT.3.SING 

‘From the touts (he) would buy two tickets in much higher price.’  

(f) রাজবোংশ্ী ড়বটিছাওয়ামিিা এক সিয় ড়ফাতা িমজ মপমন্দমচলিা ।40 

[raɈbɔŋʃi beʈicʰaɔya-gila k ʃomoy pʰot̪a gɔɈi pind̪icilo] 

Rajbanshi woman-PL one time Phota shawl wear-PERF-3 

‘There was a time, the Rajbanshi women wore Phota, shawls.’  

 

2.1.2.2. Associative plural marker  

The associate plural marker /-gʰɔr/ ঘর is used with genitive constructions only with the human 

nouns. It is important to note that Rajbanshi differs from Bangla while using this associate 

plural marker or also by use of classifiers. In Bangla /-ra/ রা is used to refer to member of a 

family or other in group or in family relation; 

16. (a) [d̪ɔt̪t̪o-ra baŋgali] দত্তরা বাোং ািী 

     Datta-PL Bengali 

  ‘The Dattas are Bengali.’    

In Rajbanshi, /-ra/রা is not found as associative plural marker instead /gʰɔr/ ঘর is used with the 

genitive constructions as in 16. (b); 

                                                           
39 See Mansuya, Kanteshwari, Shashanka Barman. P-73. 
40 See Rajbanshi narir Pindibar Kapera, Dipok Kumar Roy, In Baghdhenuk, 6. 
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(b) ড়নতার ঘর খামি কথাত কালজাত নাই 

   [nɛt̪a-r-gʰɔr kʰali kɔt̪ʰa-t̪ kaɈ-ot̪ nai] 

  Leader-GEN-PL only words-LOC work-LOC  NEG 

  ‘The leaders are only good at words but not in works.’ 

(c). কাকার ঘর ড়কালট আলচ ? 

  [kaka-r-gʰɔr  koʈe ace] ? 

  Uncle-GEN-PL  where BE 

 ‘Where are uncles and his family (friends etc,)?’ 

Number system may include ‘associative’, which indicates a set of linked characteristics; as 

for example in English, ‘The Bacchans’ could refer to the whole Bacchan family or it may 

include in-laws, relatives and perhaps some intimate friends who have a different name. In 

Rajbanshi, this kind of associative meaning is expressed through a different kind of plural 

marker /gʰɔr/ ঘর. The marker /gʰɔr/ ঘর is added after genitive markers in 17. (a), (c), (d). 

However, there is a homophonous lexical item /gʰɔr/ঘর ‘room, dwelling place’ as in 17. (b). 

17. a. িািার ঘর আইসলচ মক? 

 [mama-r          gʰɔr      aiʃce     ki]  ?  

 Uncle-GEN PL   come.PER what 

         Have Mamas and their families (maternal uncles) come? 

It may be noted that the plural morpheme /gʰɔr/ ঘর is added only after the animate nouns. If it 

is attached with the inanimate nouns, the plurality is not expressed rather it only refers to the 

lexical item /gʰɔr/ ঘর, ‘house’ as in 17. (b).  

(b) [put̪uler gʰɔr] পুতুলির ঘর ‘the doll house’, [t̪aʃer gʰɔr] তালসর ঘর ‘the card house/easily 

breakable’.  

(c) হািুয়ার ঘর থুকুরা ড়বমচ আমিত মভ া কমর ড়থায় ।41 

[haluya-r gʰɔr t̪ʰukura bɛci alit̪ bʰiɽa kɔri t̪ʰoy] 

ploughman-GEN PL garbage separate boundary pile do keep.PRS.3 

‘The ploughmen separate the garbage and pile it up in the boundary’ 

                                                           
41See Niyoti, In Monsuya, taramohan adhikary, P-162. 
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 (d) [cɛŋɽir gʰɔr] ড়চোংম র ঘর ‘girls’, [nɛt̪ar gʰɔr] ড়নতার ঘর ‘leaders’, [mɔnt̪irir gʰɔr] িনমতমরর ঘর 

‘ministers’ [bɔiner gʰɔr] বইলনর ঘর ‘Sisters’. 

 

2.1.2.3. Numerals, classifiers, Adjectives of quantity and plurality  

Rajbanshi nouns generally do not take plural markers if they are preceded by numerals or 

adjectives of quantity (many, several etc.) as in 18. (a), (b); 

18. (a) হািার চাইরটা িরু আলচ। 

[hamar cair-ʈa   gɔru  ace]  

I. PL  four-CLF  cow  be. PRSNT 

‘We have four cows.’ 

(b) রিনীর বা ীত িযািা মবিাই অমচলিা । 

[rɔmoni-r  bari-t̪   mɛla  bilai  aci-l-o]  

Ramoni-GEN house-LOC many  cat be. PST. AGR 

‘Ramani’s house had many cats’. 

In a sequence of nouns, the demonstrative or the last noun in the sequence, gets the plural 

marking as in 19. (a) and (b); 

19. (a) এইল্লা আি জাি কালটাি কায় খায় ? 

      [e-i-lla    am  Ɉam kaʈol   kay  kʰa.y] ? 

This-EMP-PL  mangoe berry jackfruit who  eat.3SG.PRSNT 

‘Who eats these mangoes, berries, Jackfruits?’ 

(b) এই  আি   জাি কালটািিা    কায় খায় ? 

   [e-i-  am  Ɉam kaʈol-la  kay  kʰa.y] ? 

This  mangoe berry jackfruit-PL who  eat.3SG.PRSNT 

‘Who eats these mangoes, berries, Jackfruits? 

Number words or numerals are added with the singular noun with appropriate noun classifiers- 

[kona] ড়কানা, [kina] মকনা , [kʰan] খান etc. After the addition of the number words, the plural 

morpheme is not added 20. (a). If the plural morpheme is added after the noun, it will make an 

ungrammatical word as in 20 (b); 

20. (a) [cairʈa gɔɽu] চাইরটা িরু 
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 Four-CLF cow 

 ‘Four cows’ 

(b) *[cair-ʈa gɔru-la] চাইরটা িরুিা 

Four-CLF cow-PL 

‘Four cows’ 

It is noticeable that in continuous speech, the aspirated /kʰ/ খ may get deleted and the 

diphthongs of numeral [d̪ui] দুই may be made monopthong [d̪u] দু and it sounds like [dukan] 

দুকান ‘two things’ as a single word as in 21. (e), (f). Once the numeral is added with the head 

noun, the plural marker cannot be added after that. The numeral is followed by the classifier 

[ʈa] টা which functions as definite. The classifier [ʈa] টা may be dropped. Numerals and classifier 

may follow the head noun; (See App-III, A-1, 3, 8; B-7, G-2 & App-III, A-4, D-3, H-4, I-9, 

12). 

21. (a). মতনটা ছাওয়ার িাও হিুোং । 

[t̪in-ʈa cʰaowar mao hɔ-l-uŋ]  

Three-CLF child-GEN mother Be-PST-1sg 

‘I have become mother of the three children’ 

 b.  মতন ছাওয়ার িাও হিুোং । 

[t̪in cʰaowar mao hɔluŋ]  

Three child-GEN mother Be-PST-1sg 

‘I have become mother of three children’ 

c. ছাওয়া মতনটাক ভাি কমর িানু  করা খাইলব । 

[cʰaowa t̪inʈak bʰal kɔri manuʃ kɔra kʰaibe]  

‘I will have to look after three children’ 

d. মতনটা ছাওয়াক ভাি কমর িানু  করা খাইলব  

[t̪in-ʈa cʰaowak bʰal kɔri manuʃ kɔra kʰai-b-e]  

‘I will have to look after three children’ 

e. [d̪u-kan hal] দুকান হাি  

two-CLF  
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‘two pairs of oxen’ 

f. [hal d̪u-kan] হাি দুকান  

pair two-CLF 

‘two pairs of oxen’ 

g. [cair-ʈa bʰat̪]  চাইরটা ভাত  

four-CLF rice 

‘a little rice’ 

h.  bʰat̪ cair-ʈa ভাত চাইরটা  

rice four-CLF 

‘a little rice’ 

 

2.1.2.4. Demonstrative and Plural marker 

If the noun is modified by a demonstrative, the plural marker is found in the demonstrative as 

for example in 22. (a), (b), (c), (d), (e). The case marking is found in right side of the stem as 

in (c). Both the quantifier /ʃɔb/ সব ‘all’ and demonstrative /e/ এ modify the noun phrase, the 

plural marking is found on both words as in 22 (e).   

22. (a). এইল্লা িান ভাি 

   [ei-lla dʰan bʰal ]  

   This.PROX-PL rice good 

    ‘These rice are good.’ 

 (b). ওইল্লা িান বয়া 

    [ɔi-lla dʰan bɔya]  

    This.DIST-PL rice bad 

    ‘Those rice are bad.’  

(c). এইল্লা িালনর িচ হামি পইরলচ । 

   [ei-lla   dʰan-er  gɔc  hali  pɔir-ce] 

   This.PROX-PL rice-GEN tree bend fall-PRF-3PL 

  ‘These saplings of rice have fallen ’ 
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(d). এত্্তিা ছাওয়া ড়ছালটা নাই কযালন গুন ?42 

   [ɛtto-la cʰaowa cʰoʈo nai kɛne gun] ? 

    DEM-PL child-infant not why virtue 

    ‘So many children but why are no good qualities entrusted upon them?’  

(e). এইল্লা সবিায় জমি হািার 

    [ɛi-lla ʃɔb-la-y Ɉɔmi- hamar] 

    This.PROX-PL every-PL-EMP land our 

   ‘These all lands belong to us.’ 

 Though it has been seen that either the demonstrative or the singular noun gets the plural 

marker, double plural markers are not permitted in this language as shown below in 23 (a); 

23. (a) [ei-lla gɔru] এইল্লা িরু b. [ei-lla gɔru-la]  এইল্লা িরুিা 

DEM.PROX-PL cow  DEM.PROX-PL cow-PL 

‘These cows’   ‘These cows’ 

Masica (1991:225-226) points out “…the new agglutinative affixes, especially in the Eastern 

languages, tend to be optional. In those Eastern languages such as Bengali, with optional and 

no agreement, it is open to question whether number exists as an inflectional category, as 

distinct from a notion capable of facultative expression.” Wilde (2010:59) opines that the 

variety of Rajbanshi spoken in Nepal, “..noun classifier and plural marking is (usually) 

obligatory if the head noun is specific. If the head noun is generic the plural is not marked, 

even though plurality is implied”. In Rajbanshi, addition of classifier /ʈa/ টা makes the noun 

definite as in 24 (a); 

24. (a)  ড়চোং াটা ড়কালট র্ায় ? 

[cɛŋɽa-ʈa koʈe Ɉay] ?  

Boy-CLF where go-PRS. 3sg. 

‘Where does the boy go’? 

(b)  [bɛnci-la an] ড়বনমচিা আন । 

Bench-PL bring-IMP 

‘Bring the benches’. 

                                                           
42 See Gitthanir uttor, Ghonta phuler kotop, Abhijit Barman. 
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2.1.2.5. Reduplication, Plurality & collective words 

The plural marking may be optional with non-human referents as in 25. (a), but it is obligatory 

in human referents as in 25. (b), (c). These are cases of partial reduplication and hence echo-

formation as in 25. 

25. (a). িরু টরুিা ঘর ঢুকাইলচন ? 

   [gɔru ʈɔru-(la) gʰɔr ghukai-cen] ?  

   Cow-REDUP-PL hose enter-3.HON.PER 

  ‘Have (you) brought cows and etc. to the house’? 

(b)  ড়চোং া ড়টোং ািা ভাত খাইলচ ? 

  [cɛŋɽa ʈɛŋɽa-la bʰat̪ kʰai-ce] ?  

  boy REDUP-PL rice eat-PERF. 3.PL 

  ‘Have the boys and etc. eaten’? 

(c). িামস টামসর ঘর ড়কালট ড়িইলচ ? 

   [maʃi ʈaʃir gʰɔr koʈe gei-ce] ?  

  maternal-aunt REDUP-PL where go-PERF. 3PL 

 ‘Where have maternal aunts and etc gone’?   

The collective words in Rajbanshi [Ɉʰak] ঝাক ‘flock’, [d̪am] দাি ‘group’, [d̪ɔl] দি ‘group’ etc. are 

reduplicated as in the following 26. (a), (b), (c); 

26. (a). ঝালক ঝালক পমক পলর । 

   [Ɉʰake Ɉʰake pɔki pɔre]  

   Flock REDUP- bird fall.PRS 

  ‘The flocks of birds fall ’ 

(b). ড়চারিা দালি দালি িরু পাচার কলর । 

    [corla d̪ame d̪ame gɔru pacar kɔre ]  

   Thief-PL group REDUP pass do.PRS 

  ‘The thieves pass the herd of cows to other side.’ 

(c). দলি দলি িানম  র্ায়  

  [d̪ɔle d̪ɔle manʃi Ɉay] 
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   Group REDUP people go.PRS 

  ‘The people go in groups.’ 

 

2.1.2.6. Compound words and Plurality 

It is found that plural marking on compound words is obligatory if the compound is specific 

(human and animate) as in 27.(a) and (b). In some cases, we would also find that it is 

ungrammatical if the reference is inanimate but optional as in 27. (d); 

27. (a). হািার িরু বাছুরিা না পাথালরাত আলচ ।43 

 [hamar gɔru bacʰur-la na pat̪ʰarot ace]  

  Our cow calf-PL TAG outside BE 

  ‘Our cows and calfs are grazing outside’. 

(b). ড়িার ভাই বইমনর ঘর মখব ভাি । 

  [mor bʰai bɔinir gʰɔr kʰib bʰal ]  

  my brother sister-GEN PL very good 

  ‘My brothers and sisters are very good’. 

(c). তুই ড়িাক ভাত কালপাড়্িা মক মদয়ার পাবু ? 

   [t̪ui mok bʰat̪ kapoɽ-la ki d̪iyar pabu]?  

   [you I.DAT rice clothe-PL give-GEN can-FUT-1sg] 

   ‘Can you provide me maintenances’?  

(d). ড়িার জমি জিািা কায় খাইলব? 

    [mor Ɉɔmi Ɉɔma-(la) kay kʰaibe] ?  

    My land savings –(PL) who eat-FUT-3rd.sg 

   ‘Who will look after my possessions’? 

 

2.1.2.7. Agreement and Plurality 

Adjectives are not marked for plurality in Rajbanshi however verb is inflected differently when 

different persons are used as shown in the following Table 2.3.  

                                                           
43 See Monsuya, Niyoti by Taramohan Adhikary, p-67. 
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No Singular Plural 

1 [mui Ɉaŋ] িুই র্াোং  

1.SG go.PRS.1.SG 

‘I go’ 

[hamra  Ɉai]  হািরা র্াই 

1.PL  go.PRS.1.PL. 

‘We go’ 

2 [t̪ui Ɉa] তুই র্া 

You. INT go 

‘You go’ 

[t̪omra Ɉao] ড়তািরা র্াও 

You.INT go 

‘you. (pl) go’ 

[t̪̪omra Ɉao] ড়তািরা র্াও 

You.HON go 

‘You go’ 

[t̪omra gila Ɉao] ড়তািরামিিা র্াও 

You.HON.PL go 

‘You.(pl) go’ 

3 [iyay Ɉay] ইয়ায় র্ায় 

He/she.PROX go.PRS.3.SG 

‘S/he goes’ 

[imiragila Ɉay] ইমিরামিিা র্ায় 

They-PL go.PRS.3.SG 

‘S/he goes’ 

Table.2.3 Agreement and plurality 
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2.1.2.8. Abstract and uncountable nouns: 

Abstract and uncountable nouns do not take plural forms in English. As for example, honesty, 

hope, hatred, poverty and uncountable nouns water, oil, sugar are not pluralized. But in 

Rajbanshi, both abstract and uncountable nouns can be pluralized. Most abstract nouns are 

mass nouns in that they do not show the number distinction as in 28.(c), whereas most concrete 

nouns are count nouns and are inflected for number as in 28. (a), (b);  

28. (a) জিগুিা ড়নাোং া । 

        [Ɉɔl-gula noŋɽa]  

       Water-PL dirty 

      ‘The dirty water(s).’  

(b) তযািিা ঢাি 

     [t̪ɛl-la ɖʰal]  

       Oil-PL pour  

       ‘(You )Pour  oil(s)’ 

 (c) ড়িার অIশ্ািা ভোংল া হইি । 

     [mor aʃa-la bʰɔŋgo hɔil]  

I.GEN hope-PL break be.PST 

‘My hope(s) are shattered’. 

 

2.1.2.9. Case Markings and Number System 

It has been noted that Rajbanshi employs various means to express plurality. The plural markers 

are [la] িা, [gila] মিিা, [gula] গুিা [gilan] মিিান whereas [la] িা plural morpheme seems to be used 

more frequently.Word formation processes whether derivational or inflectional have to 

undergo different constraints in a language. These constraints are phonological, morphological, 

syntactic, semantic and pragmatics. It can block the occurrence of a new word or word forms. 

As for example, In English, phonological constraint can block sillyly as an adverb because the 

adjective sily ends with -ly sound, and hence, these sequences [li-li] may not be permitted by 

English phonotactics. Toulmin (2012) points out that Rajbanshi does not permit CCC clusters 

medially in a syllable and hence /g/ is deleted and only [la] িা plural morpheme occurs as in 

[kitap-gla] মকতাপ-িিা.  
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Human nouns rarely take locative case markers. In some cases, non-human nouns in the 

objective case remains affix-free, the objective case marker will be used if the speaker desires 

emphasis or disambiguation. In human and non-human nouns, case markers follow the 

classifier and it attaches to the stem according to the allomorphy rules. The objective case 

markings for non-human nouns with stem forms, and with case marking are shown below in 

Table 2.4; 

 

Singular 

nouns 

[cɛŋɽa] ড়চোং া 

‘boy’ 

[ɖigi]মদমি 

‘pond’ 

[hat̪t̪i] হামত্ত 

‘elephant’ 

[ʈʰɛŋ]ঠযাোং   

‘leg’ 

[cɔuk] চউক 

‘eye’ 

Nominative [cɛŋɽa] ড়চোং া [ɖigi] মদমি [hat̪t̪i] হামত্ত [ʈʰɛŋ] ঠযাোং [cɔuk] চউক 

Objective [cɛŋra-k] 

ড়চোং াক 

[cɛŋɽa-ʈa-k] 

ড়চোং াটাক 

[cɛŋɽa] ড়চোং া 

[ɖigi-k] মদমিক 

[ɖigi-ʈa-k] 

মদমিটাক 

[ɖigi] মদমি 

[hat̪t̪i-k] 

হামত্তক 

[hat̪t̪i-ʈa-k] 

হামত্তটাক 

[hat̪t̪i] হামত্ত 

[ʈʰɛŋ-ok] 

ঠযাোংল াক 

[ʈʰɛŋ-ʈa-k] 

ঠযাোংটাক 

[ʈʰɛŋ] ঠযাোং 

[cɔuk-ok] 

চউলকাক 

[cɔuk-ʈa-k] 

চউকটাক 

[cɔuk] চউক 

Genitive [cɛŋɽa-r] 

ড়চোং ার 

[cɛŋɽa-ʈa-r] 

ড়চোং াটার 

[ɖigi-r] মদমির 

[ɖigi-ʈa-r] 

মদমিটার 

[hat̪t̪i-r] হামত্তর 

[hat̪t̪i-ʈa-r] 

হামত্তটার 

[ʈʰɛŋ-er] 

ঠযাোংলির 

[ʈʰɛŋ-ʈa-r] 

ঠযাোংটার 

[cɔuk-er] 

চউলকর 

[cɔuk-ʈa-r] 

চউকটার 

Locative ---------- [ɖigi-t̪] মদমিত 

[ɖigi-ʈa-t̪]] 

মদমিটাত 

[hat̪t̪i-t̪] হামত্তত 

[hat̪t̪i-ʈa-t̪] 

হামত্তটাত 

[ʈʰɛŋ-ot̪] 

ঠযাোংলিাত 

[ʈʰɛŋ-ʈa-t̪] 

ঠযাোংটাত 

[cɔuk-ot̪] 

চউলকাত 

[cɔuk-ʈa-t̪] 

চউকটাত 

Table.2.4 The case markers in humans and non-humans nouns 
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(b). Plural nouns 

Plural 

Nouns 

[cɛŋɽi-la] 

ড়চোংম িা 

[cɛŋɽi-gula] 

ড়চোংম গুিা 

[cɛŋɽir-gʰɔr] 

ড়চোংম র ঘর  

‘girls’ 

[nɛt̪a-la] 

ড়নতািা 

[nɛt̪a-gula] 

[nɛt̪ar-gʰɔr] 

‘leaders’ 

[kamla-la] 

কািিািা 

[kamla-gula] 

কািিাগুিা 

[kamla-r-

gʰɔr] কািিার 

ঘর‘labourers’ 

[bʰũi-la] ভুাঁ ইিা 

[bʰũi-gula] 

ভুাঁ ইগুিা ‘lands’ 

[cɔki-la] 

চমকিা 

[cɔki-gula] 

চমকগুিা ‘beds’ 

Nominative [cɛŋɽi-la] 

ড়চোংম িা 

[cɛŋɽi-gula] 

ড়চোংম গুিা 

[cɛŋɽir-gʰɔr] 

ড়চোংম র ঘর 

[nɛt̪a-la] 

ড়নতািা 

[nɛt̪a-gula] 

ড়নতাগুিা 

[nɛt̪ar-gʰɔr] 

ড়নতার ঘর 

[kamla-la] 

কািিািা 

[kamla-gula] 

কািিাগুিা 

[kamla-r-

gʰɔr] কািিার ঘর 

[bʰũi-la] ভুাঁ ইিা 

[bʰũi-gula] 

ভুাঁ ইগুিা 

[cɔki-la] 

চমকিা 

[cɔki-gula] 

চমকগুিা 

Objective [cɛŋɽi-la-k] 

ড়চোংম িাক 

[cɛŋɽi-gula-

k] ড়চোংম গুিাক 

[cɛŋɽir-gʰɔr-

ok] ড়চোংম র 

ঘলরাক 

[nɛt̪a-la-k] 

ড়নতািাক 

[nɛt̪a-gula-

k] ড়নতাগুিাক 

[nɛt̪ar-gʰɔr-

ok] ড়নতার 

ঘলরাক 

[kamla-la-k] 

কািিািাক 

[kamla-gula-

k] কািিাগুিাক 

[kamla-r-

gʰɔr-ok] 

কািিার ঘরক 

[bʰũi-la] ভুাঁ ইিা 

[bʰũi-gula] 

ভুাঁ ইগুিা 

[bʰũi-la-k] 

ভুাঁ ইিাক 

[bʰũi-gula-k] 

ভুাঁ ইগুিাক 

[cɔki-la] 

চমকিা 

[cɔki-gula] 

চমকগুিা 

[cɔki-la-k] 

চমকিাক 

[cɔki-gula-k] 

চমকগুিাক 

Genitive [cɛŋɽi-la-r] 

ড়চোংম িার 

[cɛŋɽi-gula-r] 

ড়চোংম গুিার 

[nɛt̪a-la-r] 

ড়নতািার 

[nɛt̪a-gula-r] 

ড়নতাগুিার 

[kamla-la-r] 

কািিািার 

[kamla-gula-

r] কািিাগুিার 

[bʰũi-la-r] 

ভুাঁ ইিার 

[bʰũi-gula-r] 

ভুাঁ ইগুিার 

[cɔki-la-r] 

চমকিার 

[cɔki-gula-r] 

চমকগুিার 
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[cɛŋɽir-gʰɔr-

er] ড়চোংম র ঘলরর 

[nɛt̪ar-gʰɔr-

er] ড়নতার ঘলরর 

[kamla-r-

gʰɔr-er] 

কািিার ঘলরর 

Locative - --- -- [bʰũi-la-t̪] 

ভুাঁ ইিাত 

[bʰũi-gula-t̪] 

ভুাঁ ইগুিাত 

 

[cɔki-la-t̪] 

চমকিাত 

[cɔki-gula-t̪] 

চমকগুিাত 

Table.2.5 The plural markings and case markers 

Affixes are bound elements and their position in a word is fixed. In other words, if we move 

the position of an affix to another position, it will result into an ungrammatical word. In 

Rajbanshi, we had seen, that the position of affixes can be moved in an NP.  Whether these 

elements are treated as affixes or clitics is debateable. In the following examples 29. (a), the 

genetive marker [r] র্ is added after the head noun but in 29. (b) the same genitive is added after 

the classifier [ʈa] টা; 

29. (a). হমরর বক্তবযটা ড়দমশ্ আর ইোংরাজীত আমচলিা । 

[hɔri-r   bɔkt̪okbo-ʈa  d̪eʃi  ar  iŋraɈi-t̪   aci-l-o] 

Hari-3SG.GEN   speech-CLF local  and English-LOC Be. PST.3. NON-HON 

‘Hari’s speech was in local (Rajbanhsi) and English language.’  

(b) িরুটার কান দুইটাত ঘাউয়া হইলচ । 

[gɔru-ʈa-r kan   d̪ui-ʈa-t̪   gʰauya   hɔice] 

Cow-CLF-GEN ear  two-CLF-LOC ulcer       be.PRS 

‘There are ulcers in the cow’s  both ears.’ 

These morphemes are not so free that they can be termed as clitics because they do not have 

an independent status in the language. So, what should we call them as affixes or clitics? I 

would refer them as nominal markers and under the theoretical hindsight of Construction 

Grammar (See Chapter-III) and Construction Morphology (See Chapter-IV), I would prefer to 

call them as nominal constructions.  
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2.1.3. Grammatical Class (Classifiers) 

Talmy (1992:131) points out that langauges “generally subcategorize nouns grammatically 

along with certain semantic parameters.” Greenberg (1978:78) explains why nouns get the 

classifiers, “It is the noun par excellence which gives rise to classificational systems of 

syntactic relevance. It is not so much that that the noun designates persisting entities as against 

actions or tempoarary states. It is that nouns are continuing discourse subjects and are therefore 

in constant need of referential devices of identification.” Many languages use specific 

classifiying morphemes—so-called classifiers for the classification of their nouns. In these 

languages, nominal referents are classified according to specific characteristics of their 

referents which is based on semantic principles and results in the ordering of objects, living 

beings, concepts, actions, and events (Senft 2007: 680). According to Alaan (1977:288), A 

classifier concatenates with quantifier, locative, demonstrative, or predicate to form a nexus 

that cannot be interrupted by the noun which it claasifies.  

In Rajbanshi, the noun classifier is marked when the noun is singular, and the plural noun is 

same across all noun classes. The singular noun classifiers are [ʈa] টা, [kʰan] খান, [kona] ড়কানা, 

and [Ɉʰɔn] ঝন.  According to Toulmin (2010:126), “Classifiers /ʈa/ টা and /kʰan/ খান may occur 

in one of three positions in the noun phrase in MH: postnumeral, postdeterminer or postnominal 

(in that order of priority). The human classifier /Ɉɔn/ জন is only permitted in the post-numeral 

postion in MH.” There are differnces between proper classifiers and quantifiers as pointed out 

by Senft (2007:681), classifiers classifiy a noun inherently, i.e. they deignate and specify 

semantic features inherent to the nominal denotatum and divide the set of nouns of a certain 

language into disjunct classes whereas quantifiers classify a noun temporarily. In other words, 

they can be combined with different nouns in a rather free way and designate a specific 

charcteristics feature of a certain noun that is not inherent to it. I would briefly look at Rajbanshi 

claasifiers below; 

2.1.3.1. The classifier [-ʈa] টা 

The classifier [-ʈa] টা can be said to be the default singular marker in all types of nouns- animate 

or inanimate (See App-III-A-1,3,8; App-III-B-7 & App-III-G-2). It also expresses definiteness 

as in the following; 

30. [gɔru-ʈa gʰaʃ kʰail] িরুটা ঘাস খাইি । 
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Cow-CLF grass eat-PST 

The cow ate grass. 

2.1.3.2. The classifier [-kʰan] খান 

It can be added with flat object or things. (See App-III-A-4, D-3, H-4, I-9,12)  

31. (a) [piɽa-kʰan niya ay] মপ াখান মনয়া আয় । 

Sit-CLF bring come 

‘Bring the sit (stool)’ 

The classifier [ʈa] টা and [kʰan] খান used with singular nouns but can be added after numerals as 

for example in 31. (b), (c); 

[b]. [d̪ɔʃkʰan piɽa] দশ্ খান মপ া 

 Ten-CLF sit 

 Ten sits (a kind of stool) 

 (c) [ponoro-ʈa gɔru] ড়পালনালরাটা িরু 

      Fifteen-CLF cow 

 ‘Fifteen cows’ 

2.1.3.3. The classifier [Ɉʰɔn/Ɉɔn] ঝন/জন  

The human classifier [Ɉʰɔn/Ɉɔn] ঝন/জন is also used after the numerals as for example 32. (a), 

(b); (See App-III-D-6). 

32. (a) [ɛkɈʰɔn manʃi] একঝন িানম  

One-CLF man 

‘A man’ 

(b) [t̪inɈɔn cɛŋɽa] মতনঝন ড়চোং া 

Three-CLF boy 

‘Three boys’ 

(c) [lokɈʰɔn] ড়িাক্জন  

Person-CLF 

‘People’ 

(d) [kɔy-Ɉʰɔn manʃi] কয়ঝন 

  How many person 
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‘How many people’ 

 

2.1.3.4. The classifier [kona] ব ানা  

The classifier [kona] ড়কানা is prevalent in Rajbanshi. It is added after the numerals as in 33. (a) 

and after the noun 33. (b), (c); 

33.  (a) [t̪in kona d̪ãt̪] মতন ড়কানা দাাঁ ত 

Three CLF tooth 

‘Three teeth’ 

(b). [ɔi manʃi kona paɈi ace] ওই িানম লকানা পাজী আলচ । 

That man-CLF naughty Be.PRS 

‘That man is illnatured.’ 

(c). [pɔreʃ-er beʈi kona kʰub calak] পলরলশ্র ড়বটিলকানা খুব চািাক । 

Paresh-GEN daughter CLF very clever 

‘Paresh’s daughter is very clever.’ 

The classfier [kona] ড়কানা has the variant [kuna] কুনা as in the following 33. (d); 

(d) [micca d̪ukuna] মিচ্চা দুকুনা 

 Little two-CLF 

‘A very little’ 

 

2.1.3.5. The plural classifier /gula/গুলা, /gila/তিলা, /la/লা  

It is added with both singular countable and noncountable nouns. This is the most productive 

plural markers which also occurs with human nouns as in 34.. It has varaiants depending upon 

the geographical locations. (See Section 2.1.2.1.; example.15) 

34. [ɔi manʃi-la bɔya] ওই িানম িা বয়া 

     That person-PL bad 

‘Those people are bad’ 
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2.1.3.6. The plural classifier /gʰɔr/ ঘর 

The associate plural marker /-gʰɔr/ ঘর is used with genitive constructions with the human nouns 

only. Rajbanshi differs from Bangla while using this associate plural marker or classifier. (See 

Chapter-IV-4.1.2.2). If we look at the following table 2.6, we would find the differnces between  

Bangla and Rajbanshi plural markers; 

Rajbanshi  Bangla 

(a) [cɛŋɽa-ʈa] ড়চোং াটা 

boy-CLF  

‘the boy’ 

(i) [cʰele-ʈi] ড়ছলিটি 

boy-CLF  

‘the boy’ 

(b) [cɛŋɽa-la ড়চোং ািা/[cɛŋɽa-gula] ড়চোং াগুিা/ 

[cɛŋɽa-r gʰɔr] ড়চোং ার ঘর 

boy-PLUR  

‘boys’ 

(ii) [cʰele-ra] ড়ছলিরা 

boy-PLUR.ANIM.HUMAN  

‘boys’ 

(c). [cɛŋɽa-ʈa-r ʈʰɛŋ] ড়চোং াটার ঠযাোং 

boy-CLF-GEN leg  

‘the boy’s leg’ 

(iii) [cʰele-ʈi-r pa] ড়ছলিটির পা 

 boy-CLF-GEN leg  

‘the boy’s leg’ 

(d). [cɛŋɽa-la-r ʈʰɛŋ] ড়চোং ািার ঠযাোং / [cɛŋɽa-gila-

r ʈʰɛŋ] ড়চোং ামিিার ঠযাোং 

Boy-PL-GEN leg 

‘the boys’s leg’ 

(iv) [cʰele-d̪-er pa] ড়ছলিলদর পা 

boy-OBL.PL.AN-GEN leg 

‘the boys’s leg’ 

Table.2.6 Rajbanshi and Bangla plural markers 

The Noun Classifiers of Rajbanshi are summarized below in 35;   

35.  Singular  -ʈa টা -kʰan খান [Ɉɔn/Ɉʰɔn] জন/ ঝন [kona]/[kuna] ড়কানা/কুনা 

Plural   -la িা  [gʰɔr] ঘর 
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For singular specificity classifier, Bangla has [-ʈa,টা -ʈi], [kʰan]খান, [kʰani]খামন mostly 

conditioned by semantic factors. The classifier [-ʈi] টি and [-kʰani] খামন are considered as 

diminutive forms in Bangla (Dasgupta 2003). We could also find some lexical items in 36. (a)- 

(e) which also inherently qualifies som nouns. They can be categorised as classifiers but need 

further discussion.  

36. (a) [ɖum] ডুি (‘straight and heavey piece) 

িলচর ডুিটা মচম  ফযািাও 

[gɔc-er ɖum-ʈa ciɽi pʰɛlaɔ]  

Tree-GEN piece cut throw.2.INT 

‘Cut the piece of the tree’ 

 (b) [ʈʰum] ঠুি ‘round and oval shape piece’ 

পাঠার ঠুিা খাইলত ভাি নালি । 

[paʈʰar ʈʰuma  kʰait̪e bʰal nage]  

He-goat piece eat good get 

‘Piece of mutton tastes good’ 

(c) [pʰala] ফািা  ‘piece, flat object’  

বালশ্র ফািাখান ড়কালট থুমচস ? 

 [baʃe-r      pʰalakʰan      koʈe tʰuciʃ]?   

Bamboo-GEN piece-piece where keep.PERF.2.INT 

‘Where have you kept the piece of a bamboo’? 

(d) [kona] ড়কানা ‘corner’ ‘associated with place’ 

ড়তািরা ড়কালটলকানা র্ান ?  

[t̪omora koʈekona Ɉan]?   

You.HON where.CLF go.PRS.HON 

‘Where do you go’? 

(e) [bari] বাম  ‘field, place’ as in  

 [paʈa baɽi] পাটা বাম , ‘Jute filed’ [ʃak baɽi] শ্াক বাম  ‘vegetable field’ etc. 
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2.1.4. Pronominals 

Pronominals in Rajbanshi can be divided broadly in two categories personal pronominals and 

non-personal pronominals. Here are some personal pronominals presented below in Table 2.7; 

Pronoun SING PLUR 

1 [mui] িুই  ‘I’ [hamra] হািরা  ‘We’ 

2 [tui] তুই  ‘You’ -Hon 

[tomra]  ড়তািরা ‘you+Hon’ 

[tomra]  ড়তািরা ‘You’ 

[tomra-gila] ড়তািরামিিা ‘You. PL’ 

3 [imay] ইিায় ‘s/he+Prox’ 

[umay] উিায় ‘s/he +Dis’ 

[imiragila]  ইমিরামিিা ‘they’+prox 

[umuragila] উিুরামিিা  ‘they’+dis 

Table.2.7 Rajbanshi personal pronouns 

The third person pronouns have many variants depending on its geographical locations as for 

example [inay] ইনায় ‘s/he+Prox’ and [unay] উনায় ‘s/he+Dis’ are found frequently near Jalpaiguri 

and Alipuduyar. It is noteworthy to mention that these forms are well defined in paradigmatic 

relations than in syntagmatic axis. Besides these third person pronouns, non-personal 

pronominals i.e. the proximal [ɛ-], the distal [ɔ-], the relative [Ɉ-], and the interrogative [k-] 

also participate in paradigmatic relations. These forms [ɛ-,ɔ-, k-, Ɉ-] do not exist independently, 

their existence is always defined in relation to the other forms. I would discuss these 

constructions in Chapter-V. 

 

2.1.4.1. First Person Pronoun 

The first person singular nominative pronoun is [-mui] িুই and the singular oblique form is [-

mo] ড়িা as shown below in 37; 

37. SG.NOM PL.NOM SG.GEN PL.GEN SG.OBL PL.OBL 

      িুই              হািরা  ড়িার   হািার   ড়িা   হািা 

     [mui] [hamra] [mor]  [hamar] [mo-]  [hama] 
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2.1.4.2. Second Person Pronouns 

Bangla has three way distinctions in second person pronouns [tui] তুই ‘intimate’; [tumi] তুমি 

‘neutral’; and [apni] আপমন ‘honorific’. Rajbanshi has two way distinctions [t̪ui] তুই ‘intimate’ 

and [t̪omora] ড়তািরা ‘honorific’. For honorific, second person plural (NOM) form is used to refer 

to the honorific singular nominative form. This is a distinct caharcteristic of Rajabnshi which 

is different from Bangla. The second person pronouns and its case forms are given below 38; 

38. (a) 

SG.NOM PL.NOM SG.GEN PL.GEN SG.OBL PL.OBL 

[tui] তুই [tomra]ড়তািরা    [tor] ড়তার [tomar]ড়তািার   [to-] ড়তা [toma-]ড়তািা 

[t̪omra] ড়তািরা   [tomrala] ড়তািরািা [t̪omar]ড়তািার    [t̪omare] ড়তািালর        ------- 

 (b) [tui koʈe Ɉaiʃ] তুই ড়কালট র্াইস ?  

You.SING.INT where go.PRS.2.INT 

‘Where do you go’? 

 (c) [t̪omora koʈe Ɉan] ড়তািরা ড়কালট র্ান ? 

You.NOM.SG.HON where go-PRSNT-2.NOM.SIG. HON 

‘Where do you go’? 

 

2.1.4.3. Third Person Pronouns 

The distinctions on third person is maintained on account of +/- proximate. Rajbnahsi has 

proximate forms and distal forms in Third persons which are shown in 39.  

 

 39.  SG.NOM PL.NOM SG.GEN PL.GEN SG.OBL PL.OBL 

PROX  ইয়ায়, ইিায় ইমিরা   ইিার   ইিারিার  ই-   ইিা 

 iyay, imay imira  imar  imarlar  i-  ima- 

DIST  উয়ায় উিায়  উিুরা   উিার   উিারিার  উ-   উিা 

uyay, umay umura  umar  umarlar u-  uma- 
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2.1.4.4. Interrogative Pronouns 

The interrogative pronoun [ki] মক ‘what’with its case forms are shown in 40. (a).  

40. (a) Case Singular  Plural 

    Nominative [ki] মক [ki ki] মক মক 

    Objective [ki] মক [ki ki] মক মক 

       Genitive [kiʃer] মকলসর [kiʃer kiʃer] মকলসর মকলসর 

The interrogative pronoun [kay] কায় ‘who’ is given in 40. (b), (c), (d). The redudlication of the 

pronoun brings plurality as for example in 40. (c) and (d); 

 (b) [kay] কায়   

INT.SG.NOM  

‘who’ 

(c) [kay kay] কায় কায়  

 INT.PL.NOM 

 ‘who all’ 

(d) [kay haʈ jay] ? কায় হাট র্ায় ? 

Who.SG.NOM market go-PRST. 

‘who goes to the market’?  

(e) [kay kay haʈ jay] ? কায় কায় হাট র্ায় ? 

Who who market go-PRST 

‘Who all go to the market’?  

 

2.1.4.5. Relative and correlative pronouns 

The relative and correlative pronoun /Ɉa/ র্া, /t̪a/ তা (+/- honorofic) are shown in Table 2.8;  

Case                Singular  

Relative               Correlative 

             Plural 

Relative           Correlative 

Nominative [Ɉay] র্ায়           [t̪ay] তায় [Ɉay Ɉay]  র্ায় র্ায়   [t̪ay t̪ay] তায় তায় 
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Objective [Ɉak]  র্াক          [t̪ak] তাক [Ɉak Ɉak]  র্াক র্াক [t̪ak t̪ak] তাক তাক 

Genitive [Ɉar]   র্ার          [t̪ar] তার [Ɉar Ɉar]  র্ার র্ার [t̪ar t̪ar] তার তার 

Table.2.8 Relative and correlative pronoun 

The relative and correlative non-human pronouns are [Ɉa], [t̪a] [ʃe] as in Table 2.9; 

Case Singular  

Relative                Correlative 

Plural 

Relative             Correlative 

Nominative [Ɉa] র্া [t̪a] তা [Ɉa Ɉa] র্া র্া 

[Ɉɛgula] ড়র্গুিা 

[Ɉɛilla] ড়র্ইল্লা 

[t̪a t̪a] তা তা 

[ʃɛgula] ড়সগুিা 

[ʃɛilla] ড়সইল্লা 

Objective [Ɉak] র্াক [t̪ak] তাক [Ɉɛgulak] ড়র্গুিাক 

[Ɉɛillak] ড়র্ইল্লাক 

[ʃɛgula-k] ড়সগুিাক 

[ʃɛillak] ড়সগুিাক 

Genitive [Ɉar] র্ার [t̪ar] তার [Ɉɛgular] ড়র্গুিার 

[Ɉɛillar] ড়র্ইল্লার 

[ʃegular] ড়সগুিার 

[ʃɛillar] ড়সইল্লার 

Table.2.9 The relative and correlative nonhuman pronouns 

Here are some examples of relative-correlative pronouns in 41.  

41. (a)  র্ায় এই দুমনয়াত নাই তায় মক পযালটর ড়ভাি বুলঝ ? 

[Ɉay   ɛi  d̪uniya-t̪  nai   t ̪ay   ki  

CMPL.NOM this  world-LOC is.not COR-3SG.NOM what   

pɛʈ-er    bʰog   buɈʰ-e] ? 

stomach-GEN  hunger  understand-3SG.PRSN 

‘How can the person who is not present in this world understand hunger’? 

(b) র্ার র্ার মবয়াও বাম  আইসার কথা আমচি তায় তায় আইসলচ মক? 

[Ɉar Ɉar biyar baɽi aiʃar kɔtʰa acilo t̪ay t̪ay aiʃce ki]? 

REL.PL.GEN marriage house come words be.PRF COR-PL>EMPH come.PRF what 

‘Those who are supposed to attend in the marriage ceremony have they come’ 
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2.1.4.6. Temporal Pronominals 

Here are temporal proximate pronouns in 42. (a) and distal pronoun in 42. (b) presented below; 

42. (a) তুই মক কমরস এিা ? 

 [t̪ui ki kɔriʃ ɛla]  

  You.SG.INT what do.PERF now 

  ‘what did you do now’ 

 (b) মিঠুন ড়সিা ড়কালট ড়িইমচলিা ? 

      [miʈʰun ʃɛla koʈe geicilo]?  

   Mithun then where go-PERF 

  ‘Where did Mithun go then’ 

 (c) মিমরটা ড়কানলবিা বাম  র্াইলব ? 

      [giriʈa konbɛla bari Ɉaibe]  

   Master when home go-FUT 

   ‘When will the master go home?’ 

 

2.1.4.7. Reflexive pronouns 

In Rajbanshi, reflexive pronouns do not distinguish persons. The same forms are used for 1st, 

2nd and 3rd person. Even for the honorific [t̪omar] ড়তািার, the same form /niɈe/ মনলজ is used.  The 

case markings are found with the reflexive pronouns, the locative case marking is not 

noticeable, given the rarity of locative case affixes on human nouns as in 43. (a) and other 

examples are shown in 43. (b) – (f).  

43. (a) Case       Singular  Plural 

      Nominative        [niɈe] মনলজ [niɈe niɈe] মনলজ মনলজ 

       Objective         [niɈeke] মনলজলক [niɈeke niɈeke] মনলজলক মনলজলক 

        Genitive           [niɈer] মনলজর [niɈer niɈer] মনলজর মনলজর 
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 (b) িুই মনলজ রাজবোংশ্ী । 

[mui   niɈe  raɈbɔŋʃi] 

1.SG.NOM self  Rajbanshi  

‘I am Rajbanshi myself.’ 

(c) ওইটা উিার মনলজর িরু । 

[ɔi-ʈa  umar  niɈer  gɔru] 

3.SG-CLF 3.SG.GEN self-GEN cow 

‘That’s his/her own cow’. 

(d) িামনলকর ব  ড়বটিটা মনলজর প া মনলজ পড়  । 

[manik-er bɔɽo  beʈi-ʈa   niɈer  pɔɽa niɈe  pɔɽ-e] 

Manik-GEN big daughter-CLF self-GEN reading self  read.PRSN.3.NONH 

‘The elder daughter of Manik, studies her lesson by herself’ 

(e) িুই সবজী কাইটলত কাইটলত মনলজর কামন নগুিটা কাটি ড়ফিািুোং । 

  [mui  ʃɔbɈi   kaiʈ-t̪e kaiʈ-t̪e niɈer kani nɔgul-ʈa kaʈi pʰɛla-luŋ] 

I.SG.NOM Vegetable cut cut self-GEN corner finger cut. Throw.PRF. 1.SG 

‘While cutting vegetables I have cut my little finger’. 

(f) ভুটু্টর ঘর মনলজ মনলজ তািাউক খান িাম ি । 

[bʰuʈʈu-r  gʰɔr  niɈe niɈe t̪amauk-kʰan gaɽil] 

Bhuttu-GEN PL self  self  tobacco-CLF plant.PST.3rd.NonHOn 

‘Bhutto and his family have planted the tobacco by themselves’. 

 

2.1.5. Gender and Gender Markings 

Gender is a category of morphosyntactic properties which distinguish classes of nominal 

lexemes: for each such class of lexemes, there is a distinct set of inflectional markings for 

agreeing words. In many languages, a noun's gender is overtly expressed only through the 

inflection of agreeing words. Many languages exhibit grammatical gender—every noun is 

marked as masculine, feminine and neuter. Swahili distinguishes grammaticality between 

‘human’, ‘thin, extended objects’, ‘extended body parts,’ ‘abstract qualities’, ‘animals and 

among others’. The determination of feminine and masculine gender itself is not fixed on some 

biological criteria, or on gender specific entities. It is not entirely motivated by biology, it may 

be motivated by social roles—and how the speech community perceive an entity whether as 
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male or female. Every language community perceive its world differently and thus decides 

what should be referred to as masculine and what as feminine or neuter.  

While working on the reconstructions on KRDS lects Toulmin (2011:107) points out that 

“..gender is not an inflectional category and hence does not figure in this reconstruction.”  But 

if we look at the following Rajbanshi examples some nouns have inherent phonological endings 

of which we can qualify the noun as masculine and feminine. Rajbanshi has borrowed many 

words from Sanskritized sources which may have some remnants of gender markings. 

Rajbanshi nouns do not have gender distinctions, but some remnants may show it in the final 

vowels as for example /i/ ই endings for Feminine (female) and /a/ আ or conosonant endings are 

masculine (male). This distinction of biogical sex as male and female not only found in human 

beings but also in non-humans. According to Corbett (1991, 1993), the number of genders in a 

language is determined by the types of agreement. 44 Steele (1978: 585-623) refers to some 

“syntactic covariance between a semantic or formal property of one element and a formal 

property of another.”  

 

2.1.5.1 Gender Markings on Human nouns 

Generally, the /a/ আ or consoannatal endings nouns are masculine and /i/ ই endings nouns are 

feminine as for instance in 2.10; 

Masculine Gloss Feminine  Gloss 

[cɛŋɽa] চযাোং া ‘boy’ [cɛŋɽi] ড়চোংম  ‘girl’ 

[kana] কানা ‘male blind person’ [kani] কামন ‘female blind person’ 

or wife of a blind 

[buɽa] বু া ‘old person’ [buɽi] বুম  ‘old person’ 

[baŋɽa] বাোং া ‘short height person’ [baŋɽi] বাোংম  ‘short height person’ 

                                                           
44 The term ‘agreement is discussed by Matthews (1977:12), Steele (1978:167), Lehman (1982:203), Durie 

(1986) and among others.  
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[ɖaŋɽa] ডাোং া ‘one who has large 

cheek,nose, extended 

teeth’ 

[ɖaŋɽi] ডাোংম  ‘one who has large 

cheek, nose, 

extended teeth’ 

[gɛd̪erbʰuʃ] িযালদরভু  ‘one who is very 

dirty’ 

[gɛd̪erbʰuʃi] িযালদরভুম  ‘one who is very 

dirty’ 

[gɛd̪era] িযালদরা ‘dirty person’ [gɛd̪eri] িযালদমর ‘dirty person’ 

[ɖauya] ডাউয়া ‘one who has 

swollen cheek’ 

[ɖauyi] ডাউময় ‘one who has 

swollen cheek’ 

[gʰɔrkoʈora] ঘরলকালটারা ‘one who remains 

closed indoor,  

homesick’ 

[gʰorkuʈuri] ঘরলকাটমর ‘female who remains 

closed inside house, 

homesick’ 

[ɖaŋdʰɔra] ডাোংিরা ‘a kind of male God’ [ɖaŋdʰɔri] ডাোংিমর ‘a female god’ 

[bʰod̪a] ড়ভাদা ‘stupid person’ [bʰud̪i] ভুমদ ‘stupid person’  

[niput̪ura] মনপুতুরা ‘sonless male’ [niput̪uri] মনপুতুমর ‘sonless female’ 

[gʰauyanada] ঘাউয়ানাদা ‘a person who has 

lots of ulcers’ 

[gʰauya-nad̪i] 

ঘাউয়ানামদ 

‘a person who has 

lots of ulcers ’ 

Table.2.10 Remnants of Gender on Human nouns 

The male nouns end with consonants or vowel sound /a/ আ but the female noun ends with /ani/ 

আমন, /ni/ মন as for example in table 2.11; 

Masculine Gloss Feminine  Gloss 

[macʰuya] িাছুয়া ‘fisherman’ [machuya-ni] িাছুয়ামন ‘wife of fisherman’ 

[gʰɔrɈɛya] ঘরলজয়া ‘a man who lives in 

father-in-law’s 

house’ 

[gʰɔrɈɛya-ni] ঘরলজয়ামন ‘wife of gʰɔrɈɛya’ 

[ɖom] ড়ডাি ‘a person who looks 

after pig’ 

[ɖom-ni] ড়ডািমন ‘wife of a ɖom’ 
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[baɽeya] বাল য়া ‘the seller of betel-

leaf’ 

[baɽeyani] বাল য়ামন ‘wife of baɽeya’ 

[maɽeya] িাল য়া ‘the main person’ [maɽeyani] িাল য়ামন ‘female/wife of 

maɽeya’ 

[ʃad̪u] সািু ‘a religious person’ [ʃaud̪ani] সাউদামন ‘a female religious 

person or wife of a 

ʃad̪u’ 

[gʰɔruya] ঘরুয়া ‘domestic, 

homesick’ 

[gʰɔruyani] ঘরুয়ামন ‘wife of gʰɔruya’ 

Table.2.11 The masculine and feminine nouns 

 

2.1.5.2. Animals and birds 

The words ending with /a/ আ or consonant endings are generally used for male and /i/ ই endings 

nouns for female as in Table 2.12; 

Masculine Gloss (+male) Feminine  Gloss (-male) 

[murga] িুরিা ‘cock’ [murgi] িুরিী ‘hen’ 

[band̪or] বান্দর ‘monkey’ [band̪uri] বানু্দরী ‘female monkey’ 

[payra] পায়রা ~ [paɽa] 

পা া 

‘pigeon’ [payri] পায়মর ~ 

[paɽi] পাম  

‘female pigeon’ 

[ɖamɽa] ডাি া ‘calf’ [ɖamɽi] ডািম  ‘female calf’ 

[ɖomna] ড়ডািনা ‘pig’ [ɖumni] ডুিমন ‘female pig’ 

[ʃiyal] মশ্য়াি ‘jackal’ [ʃiyali] মশ্য়ািী ‘jackal’ 

[ɖauk] ডাউক ‘watercock’ [ɖauki] ডাউকী ‘waterhen’ 

[hãʃa] হাাঁ সা ‘male duck’ [hãʃi] হাাঁ মস ‘female duck’ 
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[paʈʰa] পাঠা ‘male goat’ [paʈʰi] পাঠি ‘female goat’ 

Table.2.12 Animals and Birds 

The words which are presented in Table 2.10, 2.11, & 2.12 are clear cut examples of lexical 

items, stored in the mental lexicon as male and female. 

 

2.1.6. Kinship terminology 

The kinship terms end with /a/ আ or consonant are generally used for masculine and /i/ ই 

endings terms are for feminine. Some kinship terms from both affinal and non-affinal 

relationship are shown in Table 2.13; 

Masculine Gloss  Feminine  Gloss 

[kaka] কাকা ‘Uncle’ [kaki] কামক ‘aunt’ 

[piʃa] মপসা ‘uncle’/ father’s 

sister’s husband’ 

[piʃi] মপমস ‘father’s sister’ 

[ʃɔka] সখা   ‘male friend’ [ʃɔki]~ [ʃɔi] সমখ~ সই ‘female friend’ 

[mauʃa] িাউসা ‘mother’s sister’s 

husband’ 

[maʃi] িামস ‘mother’s sister’ 

[mama] িািা ‘mother’s brother’ [mami] িামি ‘mother’s brother’’ 

[ʃala] শ্ািা ‘wife’s brother’ [ʃali] শ্ামি ‘wife’s sister’ 

[bʰaiɈɈa]~ [bʰat̪iɈa] 

[bʰaiɈt̪a]ভাইজ্জা~ 

ভামতজা ভাইজ্তা 

‘brother’s son’ [bʰaiɈɈi]~ [bʰat̪iɈi]~ 

[bʰaiɈt̪i]ভাইমজ্জ~ ভামতমজ 

ভাইজমত 

‘brother’s daughter’ 

[bʰaʃur]~ [bʰauʃan] 

ভাসুর ~ভাউসান 

‘husaband’s elder 

brother’ 

[bʰauʃani] ভাউসামন ‘younger brother’s 

wife’ 

[bʰagina] ভামিনা ‘sister’s son’ [bʰagini] ভামিমন ‘sister’s daughter’ 
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[ʃɔʃur] শ্শুর ‘father-in-law’ [ʃɔʃuri] শ্শুমর ‘mother-in-law’ 

[ʃoŋɽa] ড়শ্া রা ‘son/daughter’s 

friend’s father’ 

[ʃuŋɽi] ড়শ্া মর ‘son/daughter’s 

friend’s mother’ 

[put̪ura] পুতুরা ‘wife’s 

brother/sister’s son’ 

[put̪uri] পুতুমর ‘‘wife’s 

brother/sister’s 

daughter’ 

Table.2.13 Kinship terminology 

 

The suffix /ni/ মন or /i/ ই added with the male couterparts to make it feminine as in Table 2.14; 

[biyai] ‘son or daughter’s father-

in-law’ 

[biyani] ‘son or daughter’s 

mother-in law’ 

[nati] নামত ‘son or daughter’s son’ [natini] নামতমন ‘son or daughter’s 

daughter’ 

[mitor] মিলতার ‘friend’ [mit̪ini] মিমতমন ‘friend’s wife’ 

Table.2.14 The kinship terms /i/ ই and /ni/ তন endings 

 

2.2. Derivational Morphology 

Derivational morphology creates a new word or a new lexeme. It generally changes the 

grammatical category of the word. It is a major source of word-formation which operates in a 

language. By the addition of affixes, a verb stem may turn into another verb or a noun or an 

adjective. According to Kakati (1962:318), “The affix ba, -bᾱ is often added to pronominal 

derivatives expressing manner or quality to suggest an indefinite sense; e.g. kɛnɛba, kenebᾱ, 

konoba, kono-bᾱ, zɛneba, jene-baᾱ, kiba, ki-ba etc. With –ba, the forms kono-, kãjo- give an 

affirmative sense ‘somebody’.” The Nominal derivation of the Rajbanshi language is briefly 

presented with adequate examples.  
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2.2.1. The suffix [t̪a] িা 

Nouns can be derived from adjectives by adding suffix [t̪a] তা. It has variants /ɔt̪a/ অতা or /ot̪a/ 

ওতা / depending on the context, after the vowel [t̪a] তা is used, and after consonants [ɔt̪a] অতা or 

[ot̪a] ওতা as in the following 44; 

44. (a)   Adjective      Noun 

[ʃɔrol] সরি ‘simple’   [ʃɔrol-ɔt̪a] সরিতা  ‘simplicity’ 

[ʃad̪ʰin] স্বািীন ‘independent’  [ʃad̪ʰin-ɔta] স্বািীনতা ‘independence’ 

[bɛct̪o] বযে ‘busy’    [bɛct̪o-t̪a] বযেতা ‘hurry, rush’ 

[ɔ-ʃuʃt̪ʰo] অসুস্থ ‘unhealthy’   [ɔ-ʃuʃt̪ʰo--t̪a] অসুস্থতা  ‘unhealthiness’ 

[ɔggo] অগ্গ ‘ignorant’    [ɔggo-t̪a] অগ্গতা ‘ignorance/ stupidity’ 

[baʃtob] বােব  ‘real’   [baʃt̪ob-ɔt̪a] বােবতা ‘reality’ 

We could also find morphophonemic alternations in the stems. The last consonant of the word 

/d̪/ দ changes to /t̪/ ত when the suffix [ɔt̪a] অতা is used with the stem [nirapɔd̪] মনরাপদ as in 44. 

(b);    

        (b)  [nirapɔd̪] মনরাপদ ‘safe’   [nirapɔt̪t̪a] মনরাপত্তা  ‘safety’ 

 

2.2.2 The suffix [na, ɔna, ona] না, অনা, ওনা 

 Nouns are formed by adding the suffix /na, ɔna, ona/ না, অনা, ওনা to verbs are shown below; 

45.   Verb    Noun 

 [bʰaba] ভাবা ‘think’  [bʰab-ɔna] ভাবনা  ‘thought’ 

[kam] কাি ‘lust’   [kam-ɔna] কািনা ‘lust’ 

[gʰɔʈa] ঘটা ‘happen’  [gʰɔʈ-ona] ঘট্না ‘event, incident’ 

 

2.2.3. The Suffix /i/ ই 

Nouns are formed by adding /i/ ই to the adjectives which end with /o/ sounds as in 46; 

46.   Adjective    Noun 

 [unnot̪o] উন্নত ‘developed’   [unnot̪i] উন্নমত ‘development’ 
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 [ʃant̪o] শ্ান্ত ‘peaceful’   [ʃant̪i] শ্ামন্ত ‘peace’ 

[bʰɔkt̪o] ভক্ত ‘devoted’   [bʰɔkt̪i] ভমক্ত ‘devotion’ 

[birɔkt̪o] মবরক্ত ‘annoyed’  [birɔkt̪i] মবরমক্ত ‘annoyance’ 

[ʃɔkto] শ্ক্ত ‘hard, strong’   [ʃɔkti] শ্মক্ত ‘strength’ 

 [calak] চািাক ‘clever’   [calaki] চািামক ‘cleverness’ 

 

2.2.4. The suffix /mi/ তম or /ami/ আতম 

Abstract nouns are formed byadding /-mi/ মি or /ami/ আমি to the base word which is an adjective 

or a noun as shown in 47; 

47.   Adjeective/Noun   Abstract noun 

[pagla] পািিা  ‘crazy, mad’   [paglami] পািিামি ‘madness’ 

[matal] িাতাি ‘drunk’   [matlami] িাতািামি ‘drunkenness’ 

[d̪uʃʈu] দুেু ‘naughty’   [d̪uʃʈami] দুোমি ‘naughtiness’ 

[boka] ড়বাকা ‘stupid’   [bokami] ড়বাকামি ‘stupidity’ 

[cɛŋɽa] ড়চোং া ‘boy’   [cɛŋɽami] ড়চোং ামি ‘boyishness’ 

 [cɔt̪ur] চতুর ‘clever’   [cɔt̪ura-mi] চতুরামি ‘cunning’ 

[ʃɔt̪turu] শ্ত্রু ‘enemy’   [ʃɔt̪t̪ura-mi] শ্ত্রুরামি ‘enmity’ 

[pʰaɈil] ফামজি ‘wicked’  [pʰaɈilami] ফামজিামি ‘wickedness’ 

[ɔʃur] অসুর ‘devil’   [ɔʃurami] অসুরামি ‘demoniac’ 

In the following examples 48, the homophonous [mi] মি suffix is added with the numeral 5, 7, 

8, 9, 10 but it is not combined with 6. There is an already established word [ʃɔʃʈʰi]  ষ্ঠী which 

perhaps blocks the occurance of *[ʃɔʃʈʰo-mi]  ষ্ঠমি.  

48. [pɔnco] পনলচা ‘five’  [pɔnco-mi] পনলচামি ‘fifth day of the arrival of  

Goddess Durga’ 

[ʃɔpʈo] সপ্ত ‘seven’  [ʃɔpt̪o-mi] সপ্তমি ‘sixth day of the arrival of  

Goddess Durga’ 
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[ɔʃʈo] অে ‘eight’  [ɔʃʈo-mi] অেমি ‘seventh day of the arrival of  

Goddess Durga’ 

[nɔbom] নবি ‘nine’  [nɔbo-mi] নবমি ‘ninth day of the arrival of  

Goddess Durga’ 

[ʃɔʃʈʰo]  ষ্ঠ ‘six’  *[ʃɔʃʈʰo-mi]  ষ্ঠমি  [ʃɔʃʈʰi]  ষ্ঠী ‘Sixth day of the arrival  

      of Goddess Durga’ 

 

2.2.5. The morpheme /jyo/ র্য 

The suffix /Ɉyo/ is added with base forms. It change the phonetic shape of the adjective or noun 

base as for instance in 49; 

49. Noun/Adjective   Abstract Noun 

[mɔd̪ʰu] িিু ‘honey; sweet’   [mad̪ʰurjyo] িািুর্য  ‘sweetness’ 

[ʃund̪or] সুন্দর  ‘beautiful’  [ʃound̪ɔrjyo] ড়সৌন্দর্য ‘beauty’ 

 

2.2.6.  The morpheme /-uya/ উয়া 

The suffix /uya/ উয়া changes the existing base noun to an agentive noun as for example in 50; 

50.   Noun   Noun 

[haʈ] হাট ‘market’   [haʈuya] হাটুয়া ‘the person who goes to the market’ 

[gɔc] িচ  ‘tree’   [gɔcʰuya] িচুয়া ‘the person who climbs up tree’ 

[kaʈʰ] কাঠ ‘wood’  [kaʈʰuya] কাঠুয়া ‘wood-cutter’ 

 

2.2.7. The suffix /ani/ আতন 

The morpheme /ani/ আমন or /ni/মন changes a verb into an abstract noun as in 51; 

51.    Verb   Noun 

[bɛɽa] ড়ব া ‘roam’ [bɛɽani] ড়ব ামন ‘act of roaming around’ 

[gʰuɽa] ঘু া ‘roam’  [gʰuɽani] ঘু ামন  ‘act of roaming around’ 

[pʰira] মফ া ‘return’ [pʰirani] মফ ামন ‘act of returning’ 
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[pʰæla] ড়ফিা ‘throw’  [pʰælani] ড়ফিামন ‘left over 

 

2.2.8. The suffix /ɔn/ অন 

By adding /ɔn/অন, /an/আন, /-n/ ন, /on/ ওন with verbs one can get a deverbal noun as for example 

in 52; 

52. [giɈɈa] মিজ্জয া ‘roar’ [giɈɈɔn] মিলজ্জয ান ‘act of roaring’ 

[ʃiŋɽa] মশ্োং া ‘shake in fear’  [ʃiŋɽon] মশ্োংল ান ‘act of shaking in fear’ 

[ʃot̪a] ড়শ্াতা ‘lie down’ [ʃut̪on] ড়শ্াতন ‘state of lying down’ 

[ʃãʃa] শ্াাঁ সা ‘threat’  [ʃaʃon] শ্াাঁ সন ‘act of ruling, threating’ 

[bʰag] ভাি ‘share’  [bʰagon] ভািন ‘open distribution of share’ 

[bʰɔɈa] ভজা ‘adore’  [bʰɔɈon] ভলজান  ‘adoration’ 

[Ɉira] মজরা ‘take rest’  [Ɉiran] মজরান ‘act of taking rest’ 

[gɔɽa] ি া ‘make’  [gɔron] ি ন  ‘shape’ 

[cɔla] চিা ‘move’  [cɔlon] চিন ‘movement, style’ 

[bɔla]  বিা ‘become big’ [bɔlon] বিন  ‘act of becoming large’ 

[naca] নাচা ‘dance’  [nacon] নাচন ‘act of dancing’ 

 

2.2.9. The suffix /-d̪ar/ দার  

The morpheme /d̪ar/ দার is added with a noun which results a commplex noun as for instance;  

53.   Noun     Noun 

[d̪okan] ড়দাকান ‘shop’ [d̪okan-d̪ar] ড়দাকানদার ‘shopkeeper’ 

[Ɉomi] জমি  ‘land’  [Ɉomi-d̪ar] জমিদার ‘landlord’ 

[ʃik] মশ্ক ‘stick, gun’  [ʃik-d̪ar] মশ্কদার ‘one who posses, keeps gun’ 

 [Ɉot̪] ড়জাত ‘land’  [Ɉot̪-d̪ar] ড়জাতদার ‘landlord’  

[ʃɔkʰ] শ্খ  ‘taste’ [ʃɔkʰin] শ্মখন ‘delicate’ [ʃɔkʰin-d̪ar] শ্মখনদার ‘one who has  

delicate taste’ 
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[ɔŋʃo] অোংশ্ [ɔŋʃi]  অোংশ্ী ‘partnar’  [ɔŋʃid̪ar] অোংশ্ীদার ‘partner’ 

 

2.2.10.  The suffix /-giri/ তিতর  

The suffix /-giri/ মিমর makes an abstract noun as for example; 

54. [hiro] মহলরা ‘hero’  [hero-giri] মহলরামিমর ‘valour’ 

[d̪ɛɔyani] ড়দওয়ামন  [d̪ɛoyani-giri] ড়দওয়ামনমিমর ‘act of maintain the family’ 

 

2.2.11. The suffix  /ik/ ই  

 The morpheme /ik/ ইক is also an nominalizing suffix as for instance; 

55. [mal] িাি ‘goods’   [mal-ik] িামিক ‘proprietor’ 

     [naɔ] নাও ‘boat’   [nabik] নামবক / [naiya] নাইয়া ‘boatman’ 

      [maʃ] িাস  ‘month’  [maʃik] িামসক ‘monthly/ menstruation cycle’ 

 

2.2.12. The suffix /-li/ তল 

The suffix /li/ মি adds with adjectcive and turns the adjective an abstract noun. The idiosyncratic 

and irregular meaning can also be found as in [bokali] ড়বাকামি; 

56. [buɽa] বু া ‘old’ [buɽali] বু ামি ‘about old age’ 

    [boka] ড়বাকা  ‘stupid’ [boka-li] ড়বাকামি ‘one who carries child and takes care’ 

 

2.2.13. The suffix /-ri/ তর 

This suffix is generally added with the verb and it makes a noun as shown in 57; 

57. [ɖoɖa] ড়ডাডা ‘roar’  [ɖoɖari] ড়ডাডামর ‘act of roaring’ 

[ʃuŋga] শুোংিা ‘stinging hair’ [ʃuŋgari] শুোংিামর ‘catterpillar’ 
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2.2.14. The suffix /t̪i/ তি  

By adding suffix /-t̪i/ one can form a noun as for example; 

58. [pan] পান ‘beetel leaf’  [panati] পানামত ‘who sales nut-betel’ 

[mola] ড়িািা ‘rice ball mixed with gourd/sugar’ [molati] ড়িািামত  ‘who sales stuffed  

         rice ball’ 

[caul] চাউি ‘rice’  [caulati] চাউিামত ‘who sales rice’ 

 

2.2.15 The suffix /-ni/ তন 

It is added with a noun which also derives another noun as for example; 

59. [d̪okan] ড়দাকান ‘shop’ [dokani] ড়দাকানী ‘shopkeeper’ 

[tɔl] তি ‘below’   [tɔlani]  তিামন ‘bottom’  

 

2.2.16. Personal Name forming suffix /-u/উ and /-i/ ই 

In Rajbanshi, male personal names are formed with  /-u/উ  ending suffix and female personal 

names are found with /-i/ ই ending sufiix as shown in 60 &61; 

60.  Date/Day/Time  Personal name (Male/Female) 

    [bud̪ʰ] বুি  ‘wednesday’ [bud̪aru] বুিারু ‘One who has been born on Wednesday’ 

   [ʃukor] ‘শুকর Friday’  [Sukaru] শুকারু ‘one who has been born on Friday’ 

   [ʃɔni] শ্মন ‘Saturday’  [ʃɔnaru] শ্নারু ‘one who has been born on Saturday’ 

61. [bʰad̪or] ভাদর ‘month Bhadar’ [bʰadru] ভাদ্রু ‘one who is born in the month of Bhadar’  

   [bʰad̪ri] ‘born in the month of Bhadar’ (female) 

   [ban]  বান ‘flood’   [banaʃu] বানাশু ‘who is born at the time of flood’(male) 

   [banaʃi] বানামশ্ who is born at the time of flood’(female) 
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2.3. Compounding  

It is a major word-formation process in Rajbanshi language. It involves concatenation of at 

least two lexemes. According to Anderson (1995: 40), “… the combination of two or more 

members (potentially) open lexical classes.” Abbi (2001: 171) opines “when two independent 

words in a language are joined to create a new word, this is known as compounding….the 

words that are juxtaposed to form a compound already occupy an independent status in the 

language.. and after being coined as a compound the constituent elements of the compound 

lose their basic meaning and acquire a new reference.”  Compounds consist of two (or rarely 

more) lexeme stems that are juxtaposed in a single word form, and, when a language does not 

allow phrases consisting of two juxtaposed lexemes of the same word classes, the combination 

must be a compound (Haspelmath 2002: 154-155). The resultant meaning of the constituent 

parts of the compound can be predictable or unpredictable. Some compounds are idiomatic in 

the sense that their meaning cannot be determined from the meaning of their component parts. 

They are inseparable and cannot be replaced by another constituent parts. Morphological 

cohesion (Haspelmath 2002: 158) clearly takes the whole compound in its domain rather than 

just the head.  According to Fabb Nigel (2001), “…the meaning of a compound is usually to 

some extent compositional, though it is not often predictable.”  In Rajbanshi, the compound 

word [bʰɔbo nɔd̪i] ভব নদী ‘mystical river’ has a literal meaning but it refers to the ‘journey of 

life’ in the following sentence; 

62.  কায় কমরলব ড়িাক ভব নদী পার ? 

    [kay  kɔri-b-e  mok   bʰɔbo  nɔd̪i  par] ?  

    Who       do-FUT-            I-OBJ   mystical river  cross 

     ‘Who will cross me journey of life’? 

 

2.3.1. Endocentric Compounds 

Compounds where only one constituent operates as head are known as endocentric compounds 

(Abbi 2001: 172). The word ‘endo’ means ‘inside’. The referent or core meaning of the word 

is found in the constituents of the compound and one constituent modifies another. It is 

generally the left constituent which modifies the right constituent as for example in 63; 

63. (a) [gola gʰɔr] ড়িািা ঘর 

Round-shaped house  
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‘Store house’ 

(b) [bʰɔr dupur] ভর দুপুর 

   Full noon 

   ‘(full) mid-noon’ 

(c) [ad̪ʰa bɔʃi] আিা বমস 

   Half age 

  ‘Middle aged’ 

(d) [nak ɖaŋɽa] নাক ডাোংরা 

   Nose big 

  ‘The person who has big nose’ (M) 

(d) [hɔld̪I bari] হিমদ বাম  

   Turmeric house 

   ‘Turmeric field’ 

(e) [biʃ pɛipɽa] মব  ড়পইপ া 

   Poison ant 

   ‘a type of poisonous ant’ 

(f) [ʃɔind̪a bat̪i] সইন্দা বামত 

   Evening light 

‘light lit up in the evening/ worship’ 

(g) [gid̪ali bicʰina] মিদািী মবমছনা 

  Actor/singer bed 

‘wide bed for many persons’ 

(h) [kani nɔgul] কামন নগুি 

     Corner   finger 

   ‘the little finger’ 

(i) [gʰauya nad̪a] ঘাউয়া নাদা 

     Ulcer full 

    ‘one who is full of ulcers’ 
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2.3.2. Exocentric Compounds 

In this compounding, none of the constituents of the compounds act as a head, the head or 

referent compound word is outside of the constituent parts. The morpheme ‘exo-’ means 

‘outside’. In Indian Grammatical Tradition, this kind of compounding is referred as Bahuvrihi 

Samasa. Here are some examples of Exocentric compound words in 64;  

64. (a) [guya muri] গুয়া িুম  

   Nut fried rice 

   ‘a kind of spice’ 

(b) [ɖal cini] ডাি মচমন 

    Pulse sugar 

   ‘cardemom’ 

 (c) [guya kaʈa] গুয়া কাটা 

    Nut cut 

‘a ritual before marriage, bride/groom blessed and presented with clothes, gifts etc’ 

(d) [pan t̪ola] পান ড়তািা 

   Beetel-leaf lift 

‘a ritual before marriage, bride/ʰgroom blessed and presented with clothes, gifts etc’ 

(e) [bʰai kaʈi] ভাই কাটি 

     Brother cut 

  ‘a notorious girl’ 

(f) [ɔ-pucʰa nau] অপুছা নাউ 

   Not-asked gourd 

   ‘a valueless person’ 

(g) [buk ʃula] বুক শুিা 

    Chest spear 

 ‘choke’ 

(h) [bʰat̪ cʰoya-ni] ভাত ড়ছায়ামন 

   Rice touch-AFF.N 

‘a child’s ceremonial testing of rice, vegetable etc.’ 
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(i) [gʰɔr koʈora] ঘর ড়কালটারা 

    House frog 

‘one who remains inside home’ 

(j) [gʰɔr Ɉɛya] ঘর ড়জয়া 

House go 

‘one who stays in father-in-law’s house’ 

(k) [bʰɔy pad̪ura] ভয় পাদুরা 

Fear  farts.Aff.N 

‘coward’ 

 (l) [ɖaŋ dʰɔra] ডাোং িরা 

Hit/stick hold 

 ‘God Dangdhara’ (M) 

(m) [bɛʈa cʰaɔoya] বযাটা ছাওয়া 

Son child 

‘man’ 

(n) [bɛʈi cʰaɔoya] ড়বটি ছাওয়া 

Daughter child  

‘woman’ 

(o) [bʰad̪uri bʰat̪] ভাদুমর ভাত 

Month-bhadar rice 

‘rice fed in the month of Bhadar’ 

(p) [bʰat̪ kapoɽ] ভাত কালপা  

Rice clothes 

‘Maintenance’ 

(q) [bʰoron poʃon] ভরন ড়পা ন 

Full care 

‘Maintenance’ 
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2.3.3. Appositional or Dwanda Samasa 

According to Abbi (2001:173), “this kind of compounding “formed simply by conjunction of 

two elements without any dependency relation existing between them….the two constituents 

could either be of polar quality of the same semantic range or incorporate the salient 

characteristics of the same semantic field.” The appositional compounds of the Rajbanshi 

language is shown below in 65, 66, 67, 68; 

65. (a) [d̪in rait̪] মদন রাইত 

Day night 

‘round the clock’ 

(b) [ʃak ʃobɈi] শ্াক সবজী 

Green vegetable cooked vegetable 

‘A type of green vegetable’ 

 (c) [t̪ɛl ʃabon] তযাি সালবান 

Oil soap  

‘oil and soap’ 

(d) [bap bʰai]  বাপ ভাই 

‘father  brother’ 

‘Father and brother’ 

(d) [bʰai bɔin] ভাই বইন 

Brother sister 

‘brother and sister’ 

 (e) [bap mao] বাপ িাও 

Father mother 

‘parents’ 

(f) [bʈa bʈi] ড়বটা ড়বটি 

Son daughter 

‘son and daughter/ children’ 

(g) [guya pan] গুয়া পান 
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Nut beetel leaf 

‘nut and beetel leave’ 

The constituent parts of the compounds are synonymous or homonymous in nature in 66. 

66. (a) [maʈi Ɉɔmi] িাটি জমি 

Soil land 

‘wealth’ 

(b) [Ɉat̪i kul] জামত কুি 

Caste lineage 

 ‘lineage’ 

(c) [gʰɔr ʃɔŋʃar] ঘর সোংসার 

House family 

‘family’ 

 (c) [man ʃɔmman] িান সম্মান 

Respect respect 

‘respect/ dignity’ 

(d) [d̪ʰɔn ʃɔmpot̪t̪i] িন সম্পমত্ত 

Wealth property 

‘prosperity’ 

(e) [Ɉomi Ɉɔma] জমি জিা 

Land savings 

‘wealth’  

(f) [ʈaka kɔɽi] টাকা কম  

Money conch 

‘money/wealth’ 

(g) [bʰabna cint̪a] ভাবনা মচন্তা 

Think think 

‘contemplate’ 
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(h) [caʃ abad̪] চাষ্-আবাদ 

Plough cultivation 

‘Cultivation’  

In the following examples (67) more than two constituents are juxtaposed;  

67. (a) [ʃɔrgo mɔrt̪o pat̪al] স্বিয িতয  পাতাি 45 

Heaven earth hell 

‘entire world’ 

(b) এলক বাউ ার আিতা ড়সালনা ছায়া ড়বিাউজ শ্াম  ড়তি সালবানা মনয়া ড়দোং 

[ke bauɽa-r alt̪a ʃono cʰaya blauɈ ʃaɽi t̪el ʃabona niya d̪ŋ]  

One man.GEN red face lotion petty coat blouse Sari oil soap take give.PRS.1 

‘The man buys red ink, face lotion, petty coat, blouse, oil, soap’ 

Compound words may have an intervening affix in between two constituent parts which may 

be termed as interfix or empty form as for example in Rajbanshi;  

68. আর্ ড়র আয় মনন্দবািী আয় 

[ay are ay nind-o-bali ay] 

Come DM come sleep-EMP-Sand come 

‘Please come angel (who makes the child sleep)’   

 

2.3.4. Rhyming compounds 

They are part of partially reduplicated compounds as in 69. 

69. (a) [bʰai-bʰɔkkor] ভাই ভক্কর  

Brother No-meaning  

‘brother and relatives’ 

(b) [t̪ɔri- t̪ɔrkari] ~[t̪ɔy t̪ɔrkari] তমর তরকামর~ তয় তরকামর 

No-meaning vegetables 

‘vegetables and others’ 

                                                           
45 See haler kajot haluya goru, Appendix-IV-a. 
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(c) [pʰɔl pʰolant̪o] ফি ফিান্ত 

Fruits fruits etc 

‘Fruits and the like’ 
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2.4. Reduplication 

Reduplication is one of the major word-formation processes in South Asian languages. Though 

the traditional grammarian ignores this process considering it to be trivial. Reduplication is not 

a syntactic process rather a morphological process because the units it operates on are words 

not phrases or sentences. According to Abbi (2001:162), “words formed either by duplicating 

syllables, or by duplicating a single word (phonological word), partially or completely are 

known as cases of reduplication”. Spencer (1991:13) points out that “Some part of a base is 

repeated, either to the left, or to the right, or occasionally in the middle..the interesting thing 

about reduplication is that it involves adding material, just like any other form of affixation, 

but the identity of the added material is partially or wholly determined by the base”. There are 

various kinds of reduplicated structures found in Indian languages as in Figure.3;  

Reduplication 

Lexical      Morphological 

Partial     Complete  Discontinuous  Expressives 

Echo-formation Syllable reduplication  Class changing class maintaining  

Figure.2.1 Types of Reduplicated Structures46 

In Full word reduplication, the complete words of any grammatical category are reduplicated.  

In the following 70. (a), the pronoun reduplication expresses plurality, the word [kaŋ] কাোং means 

‘someone’ but when it is reduplicated [kaŋ kaŋ] কাোং কাোং the meaning becomes ‘some people’. 

70. (a) কাোং কাোং অলট ড়িইলচ আর কা  কা  র্ায় নাই 

[kaŋ kaŋ  ɔʈe   ge-i-c-e  ar  kaŋ  kaŋ  Ɉa-y  nai] 

Someone REDUP there go-V-PST.3.  and  someone REDUP go-PRSNT.3 

NEG 

“Some people have gone there and some folks have not.” 

                                                           
46 The type of Reduplicated structures is taken from, Abbi (Anvita 2001:162). 
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(b) তুই ইসু্কি র্াওয়ার সির সাইলকি ড়কালট ড়কালট থািাইস? 

[t̪ui iʃkul  Ɉa-ɔ-yar ʃɔmoy ʃaikol koʈe koʈe  t̪ʰaima-iʃ] ? 

You.2.SG school go-V- time  cycle  where where  stop-2. SG. PST 

‘What various places (where where) do you stop cycle while you go to school’ ? 

Reduplication has a distributive sense. The word [d̪in] মদন ‘day’ gets a distributive meaning 

‘day by day or day after day’ when reduplicated [d̪in d̪in] মদন মদন as in 71 (a); 

71. (a) মদলন মদলন খমসয়া পলর ড়িার ওম িা দািালনর িাটি ড়র ড়িাসাইমজ। 

[d̪in-e  d̪in-e   kʰɔʃ-iya  pɔre mor ɔŋgila d̪alan-er maʈi re goʃai-Ɉi] 

Day-LOC REDUP detach-  fall I.GEN colourful building-GEN soil  Gosai-

HON 

‘The soil are detaching from my building day by day/ day after day’ 

Reduplication functions as intensifier, and it has adverbial functions as in 71. (b), (c), (d); 

(b) বািাবাম খালনাত আলে আলে হাটিস। 

[bala-bari-kʰan-ɔt̪  aʃt̪e aʃt̪e  haʈ-iʃ] 

Sand-place-CLF-LOC slow REDUP walk-PST.2.SG.  

Walk very slowly on the sand-dune.  

(c) [bʰoʈoɽa bʰoʈoɽa cɔuk] (bʰoɖɖa bʰoɖɖa) ড়ভালটা া ড়ভালটা া চউক  (ড়ভািা ড়ভািা) 

Large REDUP eye 

‘Great big eyes’. 

(d) আর উর্ালর তলিাত িালঝ িালঝ খবর পাবার নাইিলচ ড়র্ 

[ar uyare t̪ɔl-ot̪ maɈʰe maɈʰe kʰɔbor pabar naigce Ɉe] 

And its-EMP under-LOC often often news get that 

‘And underneath it, it gets the news very often’ 

(e) কাইপলত কাইপলত িহালদলবর বিি আমস চামপি 

[kaĩpt̪e kaĩpt̪e mɔhadeb-er bɔgol aʃi cap-il] 

 Shake shake Mahadev-GEN beside come close-PST.3.SING 

 ‘It came near to Mahadev shaking and trembling’.  
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2.4.1. Nominal Full reduplication 

According to Wilde (2009:37), “noun reduplication is adjectival when first noun is marked 

with emphatic suffix=e ‘EMPH’ and the second noun is unmarked. The construction indicates 

exclusiveness (that is, it denotes a nothing but X’’ quality).” Nominal reduplication with 

emphatic particle /e/ এ is shown in 72. (a), (b); 

72. (a) এমদলকানা অথাও জলি জি । 

[d̪i-kona  ɔt̪ʰao  Ɉɔl-e   Ɉol] 

Here-CLF  deep water-EMPH  water 

‘It’s very deep here’ (deep water) 

(b) িানবাম খালনাত কইলতালর কইলতার । 

[d̪ʰan-bari-kʰan-ot̪  kɔit̪or-e kɔit̪or] 

Rice-filed-CLF-LOC  pigeon-EMPH pigeon 

The paddy-field is full of pigeons. 

The nominal reduplication along with emphatic particle –/e/ এ has a distributive connotation.   

73. (a) িানম টা মিিালস মিিালস জি খায় । 

[manʃiʈa  gilaʃ-e   gilaʃ-e   Ɉɔl   kʰa-y] 

Man-CLF  glass-EMP glass-EMPH water  eat-PRSNT.3.SING 

The drinks water glass after glass. 

(b) উিায় থালি থালি মখমচম  মনিাইলচ। 

[umay   t̪ʰal-e   t̪ʰal-e   kʰiciɽi   niga-ice] 

He.DIST plate-EMPH  plate-EMPH  hotchpotch   take-PERF.3 

He has taken hotchpotch plate after plates. 

(c) এিা আোয় আোয় টিপ্কি হইলচ। 

[la  aʃt̪a-y   aʃt̪a-y   ʈipkɔl   hɔi-ce] 

Now  road-EMPH road-EMPH water-tap Be-PRSNT.SING 

Now water-tap is found in every roads (road after road) 

Wilde (2009:37) points out that “there are also cases where reduplication accompanied by the 

suffix-e can function as an adverb, but have a non-distinctive connotation. Whether the suffix 

should be interpreted as the instrumental case, an adverbaliser suffix or the emphatic clitic is 

uncertain.” The example is given below in 73. (d) 

(d) ড়বটিছাওয়াটা িলন িলন মক ড়র্ ভালব? 
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[bʈicʰaɔya-ʈa  mɔn-e   mɔn-e   ki  Ɉe  bʰab-e] ? 

Woman-CLT mind-EMPH  mind-EMPH what  that  think-PRSNT-SING-3 

What does the woman think in mind? 

 

2.4.2. Morphological Expressives 

Rajbanshi has lots of onomatopoeic or imitative words. It consist of two nonsense repeated 

syllables. If the syllable is not repeated it does not make any sense or meaning in the language, 

only when the syllable is repeated it is classified as a word in the language and can be used in 

different paradigms as in the following; 

74. (a)[Ɉʰɔm] ঝি ‘root form’/ no meaning 

(b) [Ɉʰɔm Ɉʰɔm] ঝি or [Ɉʰɔm Ɉʰɔmi] ঝি ঝমি ‘a kind of jingling sound’ 

(c) আ াঢ় িালসর ড়দওয়ার ঝমর ঝিঝলিয়া পড়  

 [aʃaɽʰ  maʃer   d̪ɛɔya-r  Ɉʰɔɽi  Ɉʰɔm Ɉʰɔm-eya  pɔɽe] 

Asadh month-GEN sky-GEN rain   IMIT-REDUP-PST fall. PRSNT. 3 

‘In the month of Asadh (Rajbanshi Calendar), the rains fall in a jingling manner. 

 (d) বালশ্র আিািলকানা মনি মনি কলর ড়িার গুলকানা ড়তার টুটিত পড় 47 

 [baʃ-er   agal-kona  nil nil   kor-e, mor gu-kona t̪or ʈuʈ-it̪ pɔre]  

Bamboo-GEN top-CLF IMIT REDUP do- I-GEN shit-CLF you.GEN thoat-

LOC fall 

‘The top of a bamboo shakes and my shit falls on your mouth’ 

(e)  া  িরুটার মভমত ড়ডাি ড়ডাি কমর চায়া রইি। 

[ʃaɽ  gɔru-ʈa-r  bʰit̪i   ɖog ɖog   kɔri  caya  rɔi-l] 

Ox cow-CLF-GEN towards IMIT  REDUP  do look stay-PST.3 

‘Looking at the Ox, (he) fixed his eyes on it’ 

(f) ভয়লত এলকবালর িাঘ িামসয়া জালরর ঢক থুর থুমর কাপা শুরু কমর মদলচ। 

[bʰɔyo-t̪-e  kebare magʰ maʃ-iya Ɉarer ɖʰɔk t̪ʰur tʰuri kãpa ʃuru kɔri d̪ice] 

                                                           
47 ‘children game’—here this is line is taken from children’s rhyme; 
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Fear-LOC-EMPH once  Magh month-  cold-GEN like IMIT REDUP tremor start do 

give-PST 

‘(It) started shaking and trembling in fear as if in the cold of Magh month’. 

 

2.4.3. Other Partial Reduplication: 

According to Abbi (2001:169) “this constituted of either phonological or semantic partial 

repetition of a word, e.g. (1) echo constructions such as Hindi khaanaa vaanaa ‘food etc’.. or 

(2) semantically reduplicated compounds like khaanaa piinaa” ‘eat + drink= standard of living’ 

considered later under compounds or (3) where only the initial syllable is repeated as in 

Santhali da dal ‘strike intensively’.  In Rajbanshi Echo-formation by a replacement of a fixed 

sound /ʈ/ and in some cases /b/, [ʃ], [m], [f] can be used as in 75 (a-g); 76 (a-d); 

75. (a) [bʰat̪ -ʈ-at̪] ভাত টাত 

 Rice-PRT-REDUP 

‘rice and such’ 

 (b) [baɽi ʈari] বাম  টাম  

House –PRT-REDUP 

‘House and etc’ 

(c) [Ɉai-b-e ʈ-aibe] র্াইলব টাইলব 

Go-FUT-3.SING PRT-REDUP 

‘will go or something’ 

(d) [kʰaoya ʈaoya] খাওয়া টাওয়া 

Eat –PRT-REDUP 

‘Eat and the like’ 

If the word begins with a /ʈ/ sound it is replecd with /pʰ/ or there is vowel alternation  

(e) [ʈaka ʈ-uka] টাকা টুকা 

Money  PRT-REDUP 

‘money and such’ 

(f) [ʈaka pʰ-aka]  টাকা ফাকা 
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Money  PRT-REDUP 

‘money and such’ 

(g) [ʈkʃi ʈukʃi] ড়টমস টুমস 

Taxi PRT-REDUP 

‘Taxi and the like’ 

The meaning conveyed by echo-formation is, X and the like (etc). It carries a note a attitudinal 

lack of concern or care towards his collator (Masica 1991:80). Wilde (2009: 46) points out that 

‘a certain level of either derogation or lack of respect may be implied with referring to humans’ 

76. (a) [mama ʈama] িািা টািা 

Maternal uncle PRT-REDUP 

‘Maternal uncle and others’ 

(b) [mama ʈama-r gʰɔr]  িািা টািার ঘর 

Maternal uncle PRT-REDUP-GEN PL 

‘Maternal uncle and his family etc.’   

(c) [minal ʈinal] মিনাি টিনাি 

Mrinal PRT-REDUP 

‘Mrinal and others’ 

(d) [rɔnɈit̪ ʈɔnɈit̪] রনমজত টনমজত 

Ranjit PRT-REDUP 

‘Ranjit and others’ 

 

2.4.3.1. Partial reduplication with final vowel change 

These forms are lexicalised and not productive in the language. They are formed from a word 

ending in a vowel /a/ or /o/ and the final vowel changes to /i/. While discussing Bangla 

reduplication, Dasgupta (2003:358) called this kind of reduplication process as reciprocal 

reduplicatives, because they are often words that express reciprocal or mutual action. These 

kind of reduplicated words are also found in Rajbanshi as in 77. 

77. (a) [kɔoya kɔoyi] কওয়া কওময় 
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Speak PRT-REDUP 

‘mutual speaking/ conversation’ 

(b) [kola kuli] ড়কািা কুমি 

Lap PRT-REDUP 

‘hugging’ 

(c) [nuka nuki] নুকা নুমক 

Hide PRT-REDUP 

‘hide and seek’ 

(d) [hat̪a hat̪i] হাতা হামত 

Beat PRT-REDUP 

‘(Indulge in) mutually beating up’ 

 

2.5. Summary 

In this chapter, I have presented a descriptive account of Nominal Morphology of the Rajbanshi 

Language. Morphology is broadly divided into Inflection and Word-formation. In Inflectional 

Morphology, I have discussed case markers, classifiers, grammatical number and Gender and 

pronominals. Rajbanshi is a Nominative-Accusative language. The case markers have several 

allomorphs depending on the segments it attaches to. Rajbanshi is a numeral classifier 

language. It has two kinds of number, singular and plural. The singular number is unmarked 

and the plural noun is marked by suffix –/la/ িা, /-gila/ মিিা, /-gula/ গুিা, /-gulan/ গুিান and /–gilan/ 

মিিান etc. Rajbanshi nouns are also marked with definite marker /–ʈa/ টা and classifier /–kona/ 

ড়কানা, /-kʰan/ খান [Ɉɔn] জন and others. The associate plural marker /-gʰɔr/ ঘর is used with genitive 

constructions only with the human nouns. Adjectives are not marked for plurality in Rajbanshi 

however, verb is inflected differently when different personal pronouns are used. 

Inflectional morphology expresses morpho-syntactic properties of lexemes. Each lexeme has 

paradigm of inflectional forms. Inflection is obligatory i.e. each word must be specified for the 

relevant inflectional properties of its word class. The main inflectional categories for nouns 

and adjectives are gender, number and case. Rajbanshi nouns do not have gender distinctions, 

but some remnants may show it on the final vowels as for example /i/ ই ending nouns are 
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Feminine (female) and /a/ আ or conosonant endings are Masculine (male). The kinship terms 

end with /a/ আ or consonant are generally used for masculine and /i/ ই endings terms are for 

feminine. 

Word-formation is the creation of new lexemes by means of affixation, conversion, 

reduplication, compounding. Derivation generally changes the grammatical category of the 

word. The Nominal derivation of the Rajbanshi language is briefly presented with adequate 

examples. Compounding is a major word-formation process in which two or more lexemes are 

concatenated to form a new word. The endocentric, exocentric and appositional compounds of 

Rajbanshi are discussed with adequate examples. Compounding is frequently used because of 

its semantic transparency but some compounds are semantically opaque. The distinction 

between compounds and phrases is not always clear-cut. Stem allomorphy is prevalent in 

compounding. The linking element in a compound may be determined by paradigmatic factors 

such as analogy to existing compound words. There are various kinds of reduplicated structures 

found in Rajbanshi. Reduplication has a distributive sense, adverbial functions and also 

expresses plurality, intensification etc. Rajbanshi has lots of onomatopoeic or imitative words. 

Which consist of two nonsense repeated syllables. 
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CHAPTER-3 

3. MODELS OF MORPHOLOGY 

3.1. What is Morphology? 

The word morphology is derived from the Greek word morph- and logos. Morph means ‘shape’ 

or ‘form’, and logos means ‘knowledge about something’. The meaning of the word 

morphology is the study of shape or forms of something. In Geology, it would refer to study of 

landforms and configuration of lands, and in Biology, it would mean study of organism 

(Aronoff and Fudeman 2010:1-2). However, in Linguistics, it studies forms or shapes of the 

words. It delves into the internal structure of words i.e. complex words. By the term 

morphology in Linguistics, we mean the constructions in which bound forms appear among 

the constituent and morphology includes the constructions of words and parts of words. 

According to Nida (1949), Morphology is the study of morphemes and their arrangements in 

forming words. Aronoff and Fudeman (2010:2) treat morphology in Linguistics as ‘the mental 

system involved in word-formation or to the branch of linguistics that deals with words, their 

internal structures and how they are formed’. According to Singh and Agnihotri (1997:15), 

morphology is no less tricky than description. We take it to mean that part of lexical relatedness 

which satisfies the joint requirements of formal and semantic similarity. According to Booij 

(2005:7), the term ‘morphology’ refers to the study of the internal structure of words, and of 

the systematic form-meaning correspondence between words. In other words, morphology is 

the sub-discipline of linguistics that deals with the systematic relationship between form and 

meaning of linguistic constructs at the word level (Booij 2013:1).  

 

3.2. What does morphology study? 

From the above definitions, we can summarise that (a) morphology is the level of linguistics 

which studies the grammatical properties of words (b) it studies the internal structure of 

complex words i.e. how the smaller units are organized inside the word (c) morphology also 

studies relationship between words, how are words related to each other in a language. If we 

look at the following columns in Table 3.1; 
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C1 (V) C2 (N) 

[kand̪a] কান্দা ‘to cry’ [kand̪on] কালন্দান ‘act of crying’ 

[and̪a] আন্দা ‘to cook’ [and̪on] আলন্দান ‘act of cooking’ 

[bɔiʃa] বইসা ‘to sit’ [bɔiʃon] বইলসান ‘act of sitting’ 

Table.3.1 The relationship between words 

we would find formal and semantic differences between C1 and C2. Formally, we would find 

an additional element /-ɔn/ অন in C2 which has an additional meaning. The meaning of C2 is 

more complex than C1. These two columns can tell us so many things about morphology, as 

for example what is a root? What is a lexeme? What is a morpheme? Which one is free and 

which one is bound morpheme? It is clear that C1 and C2 has a systematic relation. It would 

not be wrong to say that morphology studies the relation between words. The traditional 

definition of morpheme is a minimal meaningful unit of a language; which has a form and a 

grammatical function.48 Nida (1948) discusses thirteen principles to identify morphemes in the 

Structuralist traditions. Hockett (1958:123) says that morphemes are the smallest individually 

meaningful elements in the utterances of a language.  

From the above examples, it is clear that in C1 all the words are free morphemes and they are 

roots, the irreducible core of a word with absolutely nothing else attached to it. It is the part 

that is always present, possibly with some modification, in the various manifestations of a 

lexeme (Katamba 1993:41). The item in C1 can be called lexeme, which is abstract vocabulary 

form of a word. According to DiSciullo and William (1987) lexemes are the vocabulary items 

that are listed in the dictionary. It is an abstract concept, not a single concrete word, but a set 

of grammatical words. These different grammatical words are all tokens of the same type, and 

in a dictionary no one would expect to find it out all the different forms as separate entries. The 

additional segment /-ɔn/ অন is the bound morpheme which is an affix, and more specifically 

suffix because it attaches after the base. Bases are called stems in the context of inflectional 

                                                           
48 Zellig S. Harris, Morpheme alternants in linguistic analysis, LANG.1 8.169-80 (1942); id., Discontinuous 

morphemes, LANG.2 1.121-7 (1945); id., From morpheme to utterance, LANG2. 2.161-83 (1946); Rulon S. 

Wells, Immediate constituents, LANG.2 3.81-117 (1947); C. F. Voegelin, A problem in morpheme alternants and 

their distribution, LANG. 23.245-54 (1947); Charles F. Hockett, Problems in morphemic analysis, LANG.2 

3.321-43 (1947); Bernard Bloch, English verb inflection, LANG2. 3.399-418 (1947), Nida, Eugene A. 1948. The 

Identification of morphemes. In Language, Vol. 24, No. 4. (Oct. - Dec., 1948), pp. 414-441. 
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morphology and some morphologists don’t make distinctions between them.49 Some 

morphemes do not change the grammatical category of a word, only modifies the meaning of 

the word is known as inflectional morpheme but /-ɔn/ অন in column 2 is an example of 

derivational morpheme because it changes the grammatical category and derives a new lexeme. 

50 

 

3.2.1. Word-formations 

Morphology is also about word-formations i.e. how a language builds new words from the 

existing items. If a person knows the rules by adding /-ɔn/ অন, one can create an abstract noun 

and if he encounters a new verb [baɽa] বা া ‘to serve’, he can create a new word [baɽon] বাল ান 

‘act of serving food’. Each language follows different word-formation strategies to create new 

words; I would briefly talk about this word-formation strategies in the languages of the world 

below; (See Plag (2003), Book: Aronoff (1983, 2010), Spencer (1991, 2002). 

Affixation: A new word or word-form is created by adding an affix or multiple affixes. Affixes 

can be classified as the following;  

Prefix attaches to the left of the base with which they are combined as for example Rajbanshi 

negative prefix /ɔ-/ অ  in [kɔt̪ʰa] কথা ‘words’↔[ɔkɔt̪ʰa] অকথা ‘slang, bad words’, [cin] মচন  

‘familiar’↔ [ɔcin] অমচন ‘unfamiliar, unknown’ [t̪ʰao] থাও  ‘measureable’[ɔt̪ʰao] অথাও  ‘very deep, 

immeasurable’, [ad̪or] আদর  ‘care’↔ [ɔnad̪or] অনাদর  ‘without care’. Suffix appears to the right 

of the base with which it is combined as for example /-al/ আি in [d̪a͂t̪] দাাঁ ত  ‘tooth’↔[d̪ant̪al] 

দান্তাি ‘long teeth’ [pub] পুব ‘east’↔[pubal] পুবাি ‘coming from the east direction’. Infix is placed 

inside the root with which they are combined as for instance Tagalog infix <um> in /sulat/--

/sumulat/ ‘one who writes’, /gradwet/ -- /grumadwet/ ‘one who graduated’ (McCarthy and 

Prince 1993:101-5). Circumfix surrounds the base with which it combines i.e. it appears before 

and after the base as a single unit as for example in  Indonesian /ke---an/ in [besar] ‘big’, [ke-

beasr-an] ‘bigness, greatness’(McDonald 1976:63; Beard 1998:62). German and Dutch also 

                                                           
49 See Stump, Gregory T. Inflection. In The Handbook of Morphology . Spencer, Andrew and Arnold M. 

Zwicky (eds). Blackwell Publishing, 2001. Blackwell Reference Online. 28 December 2007. 
50 See Beard, Robert. 2001. Derivation. In The Handbook of Morphology. Spencer, Andrew and Arnold M. 

Zwicky (eds). Blackwell Publishing. Blackwell Reference Online. 28 December 2007.  
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have circumfixes. Interfixes are also called linking elements, they do not have individual 

meaning. It comes in between two constituents of a compound word as for example in German 

/lieb-es-brief / ‘love letter’. In English, the element /o/ in speed-o-meter and other neoclassical 

compounds, interfixes can be found as historical remnants. Simulfixes are discontinuous 

affixes, they not only appear with left or right of the base but intertwine with it. In Semitic 

languages Hebrew and Arabic, a vocalic melody is inserted in between the root to make a well 

formed word or word forms. The root /ktb/ in Biblical Hebrew can never be pronounced on its 

own, but must appear in an inflected form as for example in 1 (Vander Merwe, Nande & Kroeze 

1999); 

1. /ktb/  root  no meaning on its own 

/kǝtob/  imperative  ‘write!’ 

/katob/  infinitive  ‘to write’ 

/katab/  perfective  ‘wrote’ 

This kind of morphology is also called Root and Pattern morphology or Non-concatenative 

Morphology. Multiple affixes also form new words, it is a combination of prefixes and suffixes. 

In English, the word denationalization is formed with prefix-de, suffix- -al, -ize, -tion and In 

Rajbanshi, the word [ʃɔkʰ-in-d̪ar-i]  সমখনদার ‘a person having good taste’ is formed with the 

suffixes /in/ ইন, /d̪ar/ দার and /i/ ই.    

 Compounding involves concatenation of at least two roots or lexemes. The new word is a new 

lexeme in the language. The English words black bird, green house, hot dog, steam boat etc. 

are new words. In Rajbanshi, the words [kiʃi kamai] মকম  কািাই ‘agricultural work’, [guya pan] 

গুয়াপান ‘nut beetel’, [bʰai kaʈi] ভাই কাটি ‘notorious girl’, [buk ʃula] বুকশুিা ‘choke’, [nind̪obali] 

মনলন্দাবামি ‘an angel who puts someone in sleep’, [ʃɔrgo mort̪o pat̪al] স্বিয-িতয -পাতাি ‘universe’ 51 are 

also new lexemes (See Chapter-II, 2.3; Chapter-IV, 4.4.3 & Chapter-V, 5.4).  

Reduplication involves repetition of part of a root or all of a root. According to Abbi (2001: 

162), “words formed either by duplicating syllables, or by duplicating a single word 

(phonological word), partially or completely are known cases of reduplication.” Here are some 

examples of Rajbanshi reduplication, [naʈau naʈau] নাটাউ নাটাউ ‘to move quickly’, [nad̪uʃ nud̪uʃ] 

                                                           
51 See Fabb, Nigel.2001. "Compounding." In The Handbook of Morphology . Spencer, Andrew and Arnold M. 

Zwicky (eds). Blackwell Publishing, 2001. Blackwell Reference Online. 28 December 2007 and chapter IV 

section 4.4.3., and Chapter V section 5.4.  
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নাদুস নুদুস ‘fatty and healthy’, [ʃoŋ ʃɔŋga] ড়শ্াোং ড়শ্াোংিা ‘vacant, open’, [ɖug ɖugi] ডুিডুমি  ‘a kind of 

musical instrument’, [guya muri] গুয়ািুমর  ‘a kind of spice’. 52 (See Chapter-II, 2.4; Chapter-IV, 

4.4.4 & Chapter-V, 5.5) 

Autosegmental variation involves adjustments of features such as tone, stress or nasalization. 

Nasalization is phonemic in most of the Indo-Aryan languages and Rajbanshi being an Indo-

Aryan is not an exception, as for example [pɛca] পযাচা ‘enclose, bind’ [pɛ͂ca] পযাাঁ চা ‘owl’; [ʃap] শ্াপ 

‘curse’, [ʃa͂p] সাাঁ প ‘snake’, [biʃ] মবশ্  ‘twenty’, [bi͂ʃ] মবাঁশ্ ‘poison’. The change of stress in a syllable 

also changes the grammatical meaning or grammatical category. English being the stress 

sensitive language, in disyllabic noun places the stress in the initial syllable and in verb places 

the stress on the second syllable as for example `conduct (N) and con`duct (V); `product (N) 

and pro`duct (V).   

Subtractive Morphology involves deleting some of the portions of the base, it is opposite of 

affixation i.e. it undergoes a process of de-affixation. To determine subtractive morphology 

one has to know etymological information of the words. The initial observation of the English 

words beggar, editor makes us believe that /-r/ is an affix which has been combined with the 

base beg and edit. The close examination reveals that /-r/ is deleted from the base to fit in the 

analogical paradigm in the lexicon (See Booij, 2010). 

Other word formation processes are rarely used in the languages of the world. Even some 

morphologists do not consider these processes as real morphological processes because it does 

not involve the subconscious rules of the language. Rather, these processes are conscious word-

formation strategies which have to be learned by the speakers of the language. Beard (1982) 

has demonstrated that there are processes of what he calls "lexemic extension," including such 

things as blending (e.g, brunch derived from breakfast and lunch) and acronyms (AISA derived 

from All India Students Association) which fall outside the realm of morphology proper. In 

blending, forms of two different words combined, generally the initial segments from the first 

word and last segment from the second word is used to make blending as for example; motor 

(mo) and hotel (tel)   motel; smoke (sm-o) and fog (og)  smog. In acronomy, the phonetic 

value of initial letters of words are not retained, and all of these are pronounced like a single 

word as for example DUSU (Delhi University Students Union). In clipping, polysyllabic words 

are made into a monosyllabic word by deleting some of its parts as for example prof from 

                                                           
52 See Chapter-II, 2.4; Chapter-IV, 4.4.4 & Chapter-V, 5.5. 
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professor, ad from advertisements etc.  In alphabetism, the phonetic value of initial alphabets 

are retained and each alphabet pronounced individually as for example, JNU (Jawaharlal 

Neehru University), DU (Delhi University), JNUTA (Jawaharlal Nehru University Teachers 

Association), ABVP (Akhil Bhartiya Vidyarthi Parishad). We could also find a mixture of 

Alphabetism and Acronymy in different occurrences as GSCASH (Gender Sensitive 

Committee Against Sexual Harassment). In GSCASH, G and S have retained the individual 

phonetic value where CASH is pronounced like a word.  

The object of study of morphology is the word and its internal structures, and how are the 

words related to one another systematically. It also studies how a single form of a word is 

realised in different syntactic contexts. The inflectional properties of word and its realization 

inside syntactic constructions is also the object of study of morphology. While discussing 

various word-formation processes, we could find morphological formatives where morpheme 

could be viewed as things or items. In this approach (Item and Arrangement), we can pinpoint 

the morphological operations as a concatenation of elements or items. The followings are the 

word formation strategies where morphemes are viewed as things: affixation-prefixation, 

suffixation, infixation, circumfixation, interfixation; reduplication. The interesting thing about 

reduplication is that it involves adding material, just like any other form of affixation, but the 

identity of the added or copied material is partially or wholly determined by the base. In 

compounding, it is also a concatenation of at least two lexical items, the morphemes are viewed 

as things. The other operations which heavily interact with syntax are cliticization and 

incorporation in which morphemes are seen as items. On the other hand, In IP (Item and 

Process), the morphological operations can be treated as rules or processes are; stress shift, 

vowel length, tone, nasalization, apophony or ablaut, morphological conversion. Although 

these processes can be viewed as items while proposing a zero morpheme in IA. The other 

word-formation processes in which the items are abbreviated or shortened are not subconscious 

word-formation strategies. These strategies do not have any independent meaning or 

grammatical functions in the language. The speakers begin from the scratch for these arbitrary 

combinations. These other word formation strategies can be best described by processes rather 

than as items. 
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3.3. Criteria for Identification of word 

Morphology evolves around the word. The word of a language is a kind of unit that interacts 

with Phonology, Syntax, and Semantics. The study of morphology is also study of the 

interaction with these three components- PHON, SYN, SEM {(Booij 2010, Fabregas and 

Scalise (2012) and Jackedoff 1975, 1990)}. But what is a word? Can we have a universal 

definition of the word? Traditionally, it has been seen that words are the basic units of language. 

From psycholinguistic perspective, words have intuitive reality in the minds of the speakers. 

The traditional definition of word is the minimal autonomous units of a language that can stand 

alone. According to Bloomfield (1933), words are free forms. Their positions in the sentence 

are not fixed, and in reply to a question, they can stand alone. However, in English, some words 

fail the stand alone test in reply to a question, as for example, whose house is this? If the answer 

is My, The word ‘my’ cannot stand alone, rather the correct answer is mine. This has something 

to do with English syntax that the functional word ‘my’ is a determiner and generally appears 

with the noun phrase my book, my house. Even in our daily lives, we see many bound 

morphemes which are used as words; the novelists, poets, song-writers and verbal artists 

manipulate with the canonical structure of a language. In English, bound morphemes are also 

used as free morphemes or full words. Could we consider those bound morphemes as words? 

It depends on acceptability by the language users in a given speech community. I would not 

discuss this phenomenon here, but we could say that people may use those items to catch the 

attention of the language users, which are instances of creative use of language.  

In this section, I would talk about what a word is and what a word is not in a language. What 

are the criteria available in the morphological literature about an expression being a word? I 

would also question those criteria for their authenticity? It is traditionally believed that words 

are orthographically autonomous units, these are uninterrupted series of letters without spaces 

in between, and are separated by other series of letters by blank spaces. This may be little 

helpful while discussing English orthography but there are other writing systems in the 

languages of the world mainly logographic, syllabic, alpha-syllabic and phonetic etc. will have 

different pictures. Even in English, the compound word blackbird can be written in three 

different ways- black bird, black-bird, blackbird. Another important question is; given that 

there are so many languages in the world which do not have a writing system; does that mean 

these languages do not have words? Of course, they have words. It is clear that orthographic 

criterion to identify word is not a universal criterion. It rather adds complexity in the 
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representation of words, because there are inconsistencies and ambiguities involved in the 

writing system in the languages of the world. 

The word is listed in the lexicon, in the minds of the speaker. In the lexicalist tradition, it is not 

only the word which is listed in the lexicon but also irregularities and idiosyncrasies are 

captured in the lexicon. We would also find idioms and proverbs, and other frequently used 

expressions in the lexicon. William calls these items ‘listemes’ and the word is only one of the 

listemes in our mental lexicon. Wray and Perkins (2000:1) uses the term ‘formulaic language’ 

i.e. ‘a sequence, continuous or discontinuous of words or other meaning elements, which is, or 

appears to be prefabricated that is stored and retrieved whole from memory at the time of use 

rather than being subject to generation or analysis by the language grammar’. Jackendoff 

(1975) discusses morphological and semantic regularities in the lexicon, one can deal with 

derivation in several ways, and the most common is by means of redundancy rules.53 The 

lexicon is conceived of as a prison which contains only the lawless, and only thing that its 

inmates have in common is lawlessness (Di Sciullo and Williams 1987:3). Lexicon in 

generative grammar must list various kinds of information of words, morphemes and idioms 

which have to be retrieved.54 

Words also meet some phonological criteria in a language. In stress sensitive language, the 

position of stress can tell us something about the word. It is in the domain of stress assignment. 

In French, stress always falls on the last syllable of word. In English, if it is disyllabic word the 

stress fall on the first syllable if it is noun and on the second syllable if it is verb; `Conduct (N) 

Con`duct (V).55 The question remains for the syllable time languages, the position of word 

stress cannot be the universal criterion for determination of word in languages. 

Syntactically words are treated as smallest syntactic atoms. The internal structure of words is 

not accessible to syntax. According to Anderson (1995), the syntax cannot have access to 

internal structure of words.56  But if we look at the sentence Ram goes to the market, the bound 

                                                           
53 According to Jackendoff (1975), the redundancy rules are not primarily designed for the generation of new 

words, rather they are used for capturing regularities in the lexicon and for the evaluation of lexical entries 

stored in the lexicon.  
54 See chapter III, section 3.2 the nature of mental lexicon 
55 Chomsky and Halle (1968) presented two stress rules in English: Compound stress rules and nuclear stress 

rules. In CSR, stress is assigned to the leftmost stressable vowel in nouns, verbs, or adjectives as for example 

`steam boat, `black bird etc. and in NSR, stress is assigned to the rightmost stressable vowel in a major 

constituent as for example [the [black `bird]].  
56 Given the formulation of LIH of Anderson: “the syntax neither manipulates nor has access to the internal 

structure of words” (Anderson 1992:84), Booij (2005) proposes to split the LIH in two parts: Syntax cannot 

manipulate internal structure of words and Syntax cannot enter into the internal structure of words. Spencer 
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morpheme –es [z] is also a smallest syntactic atom, and it is placed in the syntactic tree but 

cannot be treated as a word. Words have fixed order of elements. The elements of the words 

and their position cannot be changed; changing position will lead to the ungrammatical word 

as for example in English the word hunters, it cannot be reorderd as*ershunt, *huntser, 

*serhunt. The constituents of a sentence can be changed from one position to another as in 2 

2.  a. I will pick you up at 9’0 clock.  

      Or At 9’0 clock I will pick you up. 

b. I get what I eat. 

      Or, I eat what I get.  

Words cannot be broken by the insertion of an element inside it. But we have seen infix in 

many languages in the world (See Tagalog example in section 2.1.). The literate and illiterate 

speakers of a language know what a word is and what a word is not. They have clear intuitions 

about it. People can easily recognise a word of their language when they see or hear it. It is 

clearly the job of morphology to study words and its internal structure. The things presented 

above for word and the determination of wordhood is not a simple task rather a challenging 

one. The morphological typology classifies languages on the basis of how are morphemes put 

together in a word. There are different morphological types found in the languages of the world; 

analytic or isolating, agglutinating, inflectional or fusional, polysynthetic, and infixing 

languages (See Comrie 1988, Katamba 1991). Cross- linguistically what is seen as a word in 

one language may turn out to be a long sentence if we translate that word in English. It also 

depends on what kinds of morphological theory we follow while analysing words, whether we 

consider the word as whole unit, or the word which can be broken into smaller meaningful 

constituent morphemes. In the next section, I would discuss morpheme and classes of 

morpheme and the theoretical position in favour of word and as well as in favour of morpheme.   

 

 

 

                                                           
(2005:81) proposed Revised Lexical Integrity in which syntactic rules cannot alter the lexical meaning of words 

(including argument structure); syntactic rules have no access to the internal structure of X0 categories. 
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3.4. Approaches to Morphology 

The notion of ‘morpheme’ was developed in the Structuralist tradition particularly in America 

and morphologists were occupied to dissect words into its meaningful components i.e. 

morphemes. In the European tradition, identifying words as linguistic units was the norm. So 

what units are appropriate as tools for a preliminary linguistic analysis? Is it a morpheme or a 

word? Saussure (1916) was leaning towards words as sign position, but the fieldwork 

experiences in so many Indo-European languages and languages of Africa and America 

scholars imposed a preference for a version of the morpheme as a sign position. 57 

 

3.4.1. Item and Arrangement model 

Item and arrangement (IA) theory grew out of the Structuralist’s preoccupation with word 

analysis. They broke words into their component morphemes which are items. In IA theory, 

each language is seen as a set of elements and patterns in which those elements occur. The 

main assumption is that there is no fundamental difference between underlying forms and 

surface forms of a morpheme. All morphology is agglutinative though it may not look 

agglutinating on the surface but essentially it is agglutinative on the underlying level. As for 

example the word tables results from the concatenation of two morphemes table and –s.  IA 

model faced problems while analysing words of non-concatenative language and non-affixal 

word formation processes.  

 

3.4.2. Item and process model 

In Item and Process (IP) theory, complex words are formed by the operation of processes in 

simple words. It gives no independent status to the items, and items arise instead through the 

construction of processes. In this theory, the distinction between basic forms and derived forms 

are made. The surface form is derived from the underlying form through the application of 

certain processes as for example the word tables results when the lexeme TABLE undergoes 

the function ‘make plural’. IP analysis can account for non-concatenative morphology in a 

straightforward manner. The complex word ran past tense of run is analysed as run+ past tense 

+ vowel is altered. According to Hockett (1958), what we can express in IA, can be expressed 

                                                           
57 See McCarthy, Andrew Carstairs.2005. Basic terminology. In Stekauser P and R Lieber (eds). Handbook of 

Wordformation, Springer. Netherlands. Pp.5-23.  
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in IP and vice versa. They are most equivalent to one another mathematically. IP and IA theory 

are fundamentally agglutinative in nature and both face problems while dealing with fusional 

nature of inflectional systems, cumulative exponence and multiple exponence.  

 

3.4.3. Word and Paradigm approach 

The most basic question in morphological theory- what is the key unit of morphological 

analysis? Is it a word, or is it a morpheme? Word and Paradigm (WP) approach puts word at 

the centre for morphological analysis. The proponents of this theory felt that there are certain 

generalizations which can only be made at the word level and not at the morpheme level. 

Hockett (1954), Robins (1959), Matthews (1972), S. R. Anderson (1977, 1982) believe that 

words are not decomposed into smaller units such as morphemes. The primitive unit of analysis 

is the word. Stump (2001) points out that paradigms are primitive objects which are used in 

morphology to organize the inflection of words. 

 

3.4. 4. Morpheme based morphology 

In this model of morphology, morpheme is regarded as the key unit of grammatical analysis. 

As syntactic rules combine words to form clauses and sentences the same way morphological 

rules combine to form words in a language. This approach to word formation was very 

dominant among the Structuralists and also in the Post Bloomfieldian tradition. In this model, 

analysis of complex words can be defined as ‘syntax of morphemes’. The syntactic rule and 

morphological rule are essentially the same kinds of rules. The only difference is the domain 

of application; the morphological rules apply to word level whereas syntactic rules apply to the 

phrase or sentence level. Within this theory of morphology, ‘Word Syntax’ model was 

developed by Selkirk (1982) or Lieber (1992), the affixes have lexical status on a par with 

words. The only difference between affix and words is that, the affixes are bound morpheme 

whereas word is a free morpheme. In a more radical version of this approach, morphology as 

a subcomponent has no status in grammar, ‘morphologically complex words are the outcome 

of the manipulation of morphemes that take place in syntax’ (Julien 2002: 297). For the analysis 

of non-concatenative or non-affixational word formation processes, morpheme based approach 

to morphology faces some problems. The word formation processes such as zero derivation, 

truncation, vowel alternation and of extended exponence raise serious problems in determining 
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morphemes. The notion of the head also poses some problems in word syntax model. The head 

in a phrase (NP, VP, PP ..) is the rightmost element and also in the compound word it is right 

headed as for example ‘the man’ and ‘steam boat’ consecutively. But it seems that in derived 

words all the affixes are not heads as for example in ‘rewrite’, the assignment of head status to 

prfix  re- raises numerous problems. Here are some salient points of morpheme based 

morphology, 

 The words are concatenation of morphemes which are found in syntagmatic axis as 

opposed to paradigmatic axis 

 Morpheme is the key element for morphological analysis.  

 Words are seen as the syntax of morphemes.  

 The word formation process is unidirectional from the underlying from to the surface 

form 

 Morphemes exist in the minds of the speakers. It has phonological, morphological, 

syntactic, semantic information per se.  

 It has also additional information what kinds of bases the morphemes would be attached 

to, after the addition with the base what would be the grammatical category etc. 

 The output or the resultant words are not listed but unpredictable and irregular items 

are stored in the lexicon.  

 Words stored in the lexicon are not coherently structured. 

 The radical version of the morpheme based theory does not recognise morphology as a 

separate component Selkirk (1982), Halle and Marantz (1993), Harley (2003).  It is 

believed that syntactic rules and morphological rules would be essentially the same kind 

of rules, with only the entities on which the rules operate being different, morphology 

on the word level, and syntax on the phrase and sentence level.  

 

3.4.5. Word-based morphology 

This approach to morphology was first mentioned in modern linguistics by Charles F. Hockett 

(1954) in traditional grammar which is based on Latin. It was also articulated by Robins (1959) 

and modified by P. H. Matthews (1972). S.R. Anderson’s ‘A-morphous morphology’ (1982) 

is a classical work in this approach. In generative grammar, word based approaches to 

morphology began in 1976. Aronoff (1976) in ‘Word formation in generative grammar’ clearly 

articulated it. What is analysed in morpheme based theory as a ‘morpheme’; it can be 
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conceptualized as a particular phonological and semantic similarity between set of related 

words by a ‘schema’. The schema does not make reference to any individual morpheme, but 

only to whole words. The existence of morpheme in this theory is questioned, and it is assumed 

that morphemes are superfluous in nature. The lexicon contains words and no morpheme i.e. 

bound morpheme. In other words, the word is regarded as the basic unit of morphological 

analysis. The words have entries in the lexicon while affixes do not have an independent 

existence.  Here are the main arguments of Word-based theory; 

 It looks at the words paradigmatically in relation to other words 

 Word is the central element for morphological analysis. 

 It compares words in a related set of words 

 Morphemes per se do not exist in isolation, they are superfluous in nature. They 

are the realization of the abstract schema found in the lexicon.  

 After the morphological operation, the output is listed in the mental lexicon 

irrespective of their productivity. Aronoff (1976) says, the words created by 

productive rules are not listed in the lexicon.  

 New words are coined not on the basis of analogy with an existing word but on 

the basis of abstract schema. These schemas express generalization about the 

form and meaning.  

 Words listed in the lexicon are coherently structured 

 The word-formation strategies are bidirectional or non-directional in nature. 

 

3.4.5.1. A-morphous Morphology 

There are various proposals available in the morphological literature that complex words do 

not have internal structures. Anderson (1992) criticises Item and arrangement approach, and 

its treatment of words. According to him, even syntax cannot access to the internal structure of 

words. In his view, morphology is Realizational, morphemes do not exist per se. There is no 

one to one correspondence between the form and the meaning of word. The meaning of a 

complex word and it cannot be established by identifying smaller units which contribute their 

meanings to the whole. According to him, a word cannot be divided into smaller units, and it 

is impossible to identify any internal structure. He also questions the intuitions of the speakers, 
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and presents a solution that speakers’ intuitions are due to the fact that they relate to the whole 

words, and to each individual parts of a word.   

 

3.4.5.2. Realizational Morphology 

WP theory is also been labelled as Realizational Morphology. It is argued that there is a 

correspondence between the different set of grammatical properties and different forms of a 

word. These forms realise each one of these set of properties in a paradigm. No internal 

constituents are organized to make a word. All forms are organized inside the paradigm and 

none being derived from one another. The notion periphrasis is used in the analysis of 

inflectional paradigm where the cells of the paradigm are filled by the combination of analytical 

elements because of unavailability of specific morphological form. 58 

 

3.4.5.3. Whole word morphology 

Whole word morphology also known as seamless morphology is truly word based theory of 

morphology. It claims that word is the key unit of morphological analysis, and morphological 

operations on units are not morphemes but words. Whole word morphology was outlined in 

Ford and Singh (1991). A fuller monographic sketch of it appeared in Singh and Martohardjono 

(1997). Since then various aspects of it have been elaborated upon, and it has been tested 

against the empirical facts of several languages (of. Singh and Agnihotri 1997, Singh and 

Dasgupta 1999, Singh and Ford 2000, Becker 2000, Neuvel 2003, Singh  and Neuvel 2001). 

Whole word morphology sees morphology not as a combination of morphs or morphemes but 

as a system of generalized and abstract bi-directional correspondences amongst patterns 

instantiated by sets of whole words that exploit the same contrast. Singh and Agnihotri (1997: 

43-45) gives an outline of their proposed word-based theory. Here are some of the main points; 

 The distinctions between different types of morphology are rejected in their proposal 

as for example derivational and inflectional, concatenative and non-concatenative, 

productive and unproductive, template and non-template (No multiple morphologies).  

 Word is considered to be the key unit of morphological analysis.  

                                                           
58 See Chapter-III, section 3.4.5. 
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 The segmentation of morphological operation is not allowed, the morphological 

operation does not allow separation between morphology and phonology and no-

affixation truncation. 

 The operation has no privileged direction it is rather bidirectional.  

 No category is exclusively determined morphologically i.e. no conjugation, declension, 

or intra-extra paradigmatic kind of typology (of Chene 1975; Bybee 1980) 

 Morphological integrity of the word has to be entertained (Siegel 1978)  

 

3.5. The place of morphology in the overall architecture of Grammar 

In 1859, the term morphology in linguistics was first used by August Scheleicher.59 But the 

term morphology is generally attributed to J.W. V. Goethe (1749-183260) who coined it early 

in the 19th century in a biological context. Its etymology is Greek: morph means shape or form 

and logos is knowledge of something; so the term in general usage means study of forms or 

shapes. In linguistics, it has to do with the internal structure of complex words. Why the term 

morphology is recent invention in the 19th century? Somewhat paradoxically, morphology is 

both the oldest and one of the youngest subdisciplines of grammar (Haspelmath, 2002). It is 

oldest because, the first linguists were primarily morphologists. The morphological forms of 

Sumerian words attested on clay tablets from Mesopatemia (1600 BCE)61 

3.  badu    ‘he goes away’   ingen   he went 

 baduun   ‘I go away’    ingenen  ‘I went’ 

 basidu   ‘he goes away to him’  insigne ‘he went to him’ 

 basiduun   ‘I go away to him’  insigenen  ‘I went to him’ 

      (Jacobsen 1974:53-54)  

Morphology was also prominent in the writings of the great grammarian of Antiquity Panini in 

5th century BCE. Morphology played a pivotal role in the Sanskrit, Hebrew, Greek, Roman and 

Arab tradition. Early there was no need for the special term, the grammar itself evoked word 

                                                           
59 His pioneering work was A Compendium of the Comparative Grammar of the Indo-European Languages, in 

which he tried to reconstruct the Proto-Indo-European language. 
60 J. W. V. Goethe, German writer, intellectuals, literary figure used the term morphology, anatomy and optics. 

His word Metamorphosis of plants (1790) and theory of colors (1810) were well received by the scientific 

establishments of his time.  
61 Data source Roman Jacobsen (1974:53-54) excerpted from Haspelmath (2002:1).  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Grammar
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indo-European_Languages
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Proto-Indo-European_language
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structure and hence morphology. This is also the reason why the term morphology was used in 

the 2nd half of the 19th century by August Scheleischer (1859) in the linguistic sense. In the 

early 19th century, morphology played a crucial role in the reconstruction of Indo-European. In 

1816, Franz Bopp published the results of a study supporting the claim originally made by Sir 

William Jones62. He claimed that Sanskrit, Latin, Persian and other Germanic languages were 

descended from a common source. The comparative grammarians’ evidence was based on a 

comparison of the comparative grammatical endings of words in those languages. They have 

studied forms of nominal declension classes and verbal conjugations extensively to reach out 

their analysis. Jacob Grimm published his classical work ‘Deutsche Grammatik’ and he showed 

the evolution of the grammar of Germanic languages, and the relationship of Germanic to other 

Indo-European languages. His principle on language change which is widely known as 

Grimm’s law is still talked about by the historical linguistics. Karl Verner (1875) later observed 

some phonological features and proposed some modifications in Grimm’s law which is known 

as Verner’s law63. Max Muller (1823-1900), one of the German scholars, Indologist, 

Philologist who under the influence of Darwin’s theory of evolution contented that the study 

of evolution of words would throw light on the evolution of language. His specific claim was 

that if we study 400-500 basic roots of Indo-European ancestors of many languages of Europe 

and Asia that would be the key to understanding the origin of human language.64 However, 

Language cannot be viewed as a living organism and such evolutionary pretensions were 

abandoned very early in the history of Linguistics. Morphology has been regarded as an 

essentially synchronic discipline mainly focusing on the study of word-structure of a language 

at a particular point in time rather than a particular period of time. It is worth mentioning that 

Saussure (1916) has shifted the paradigm from diachrony to synchrony in the study of 

languages. 

                                                           
62 Sir William Jones was the founder of Asiatic Society of Bengal. He knew so many languages, he was super 

polyglot. His observation about Sanskrit, “Sanskrit language, whatever ”be its antiquity, is of a wonderful 

structure; more perfect than the Greek, more copious than the Latin and more exquisitely refined than either, yet 

bearing to both of them a stronger affinity, both in the roots of verbs and in the forms of grammar, than could 

possibly have been produced by accident.”  
63 Karl Verner observed that the apparently unexpected voicing of voiceless stops occurred if they were non-

word-initial and if the vowel preceding them carried no stress in Proto Indo European. The original location of 

stress was often retained in Greek and early Sanskrit; in Germanic, though, stress eventually became fixed on 

the initial (root) syllable of all words. Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Verner%27s_law (date:25-05-2016) 
64 Max Muller (1874) ‘Nothing, no doubt, would be more interesting than to know from historical documents 

that exact process by which the first man began to lisp his first words, and thus to be rid forever of all the 

theories on the origin of speech’ (Lectures on the Science of Language) 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Verner%27s_law
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Linguistics, in early American Structural linguistics has been considered as a body of 

descriptive and analytic procedures. Linguistic analysis was expected to concentrate by 

focusing selectively on one dimension of language structure at a time before taking the next 

one. The linguistic levels are; Phonology or phonemics Morphology Syntax semantics. 

It was considered a bad idea while analysing the lower level such as phonology and taking 

information from the higher level such as syntax. The Structuralist’s claim was each level is 

separate, and they proposed a doctrine of separation of levels. However, it was later realised 

by the Structuralists that the doctrine of separation of levels was a bad idea, because each 

linguistic level interacts with one another65. Early American Structuralists were field linguists, 

and they started to analyse structure of new languages. They did not have adequate grammatical 

descriptions on those unknown languages. They initially grappled with the problem of sounds; 

how the sounds are used to distinguish meaning. They developed and refined the theory of 

Phoneme {Sapir (1925), Swadesh (1934), Twaddel, (1944), Harris (1944)}. Then the focus 

gradually shifted to morphology. The Structuralists investigated issues in the theory of word-

structure {See Bloomfield (1933), Harris (1943), Hockett (1958), Nida (1949)}. Before the 

Structuralists preoccupation with internal structure of words the analysis of word structure were 

clubbed with sentence structure under grammar. In the traditional linguistics analysis, the word 

was considered to be the basic, key unit of linguistic analysis and lexicography. It was the 

American Structuralists who showed that words may have its internal structures, and they can 

be analysed in terms of morphemes. A morpheme is a minimal meaningful unit of language 

which has a form and grammatical function/s. According E. Nida (1949), the purpose of 

morphology is to, ‘the study of morphemes and their arrangements in forming words’. They 

have introduced morphology as a separate sub-branch of linguistics and in their theory 

morpheme is regarded as the key unit of morphological analysis. During the year 1940-1960, 

morphology played an important role and occupied a centre stage in the grammatical theory. 

But after the advent of Generative grammar (Chomsky 1957), the role of morphology in the 

grammatical module diminishes in the overall architecture of Generative Grammar. 

One of the main objectives of generative linguistics is to understand the nature of linguistic 

knowledge, and how these systems are acquired by humans. The adequacy of the grammar is 

not only observational and descriptive but explanatory in nature. The basic question is asked 

                                                           
65 See Chapter IV-Construction Morphology. In CM, it is considered that each word is a pairing of three levels 

of information PHON, SYN, SEM. (Booij 2007, 2010).  
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what people know if they know a particular language. Knowing a language does not mean that 

a person is able to memorise innumerable set of utterances. It is believed that knowing a 

language involves the person’s ability to produce innumerable set of sentences and  also 

comprehend the utterances spoken by others. In other words, the person can encode and decode 

the utterances which s/he may not have heard before. This involves creativity which is mostly 

rule-governed. There is no upper limit to the length of a sentence, this characteristic of language 

is known as recursivity or recursiveness.66 In the early generative linguistics, morphology were 

not recognised as a separate component of the grammar it was merged with Lexicon, it was 

believed that word-formation processes can be tackled either in phonology or in syntax. The 

structure of grammar in early Generative linguistics has the components (i) Lexicon and 

Morphology (ii) Syntax (iii) Phonetic Form and (iv) Logical form.  

When structuralism was at its peak, the early generative grammarians rejected morphology as 

a separate linguistic module. They believed that word formation could be adequately covered 

under phonology and syntax. Lees (1960:67) showed the derivation of the words appointment 

and priesthood in the syntactic structure; 

4.  The committee appoints John  The committee’s appointment of John 

John is a priest   John’s priesthood 

Though Chomsky (1970) reacted to this view of word-formation and morphology. He shows 

that there are empirical differences between word-level constructs and sentence level 

constructs. Syntactic operations are very productive but the morphological processes are not 

that much productive, so the morphological processes cannot be associated with syntactic 

processes. Only some verbs of certain kind allow nominalizations, modal verb must can be 

used as a noun, it is must but shall cannot be used ‘it is shall’. On the other hand, syntactic 

processes apply without exception to each phrase of a certain kind. After the application of 

morphological processes, the resultant word or word forms has idiosyncratic and unpredictable 

properties. Word-formation is also sensitive to idiosyncratic properties of the input as for 

example grow-th, explanation, building, kick. Syntactic processes apply to all phrase structures 

that share some relevant properties. When a morphological process is applied to an input, the 

output does not show any memory of the previous properties of the input. Here in the examples 

The explanation of the problem, the complex word ‘explanation’ does not show any of the 

properties of the verb rather it behaves like a simple noun like ‘father’. Before the word explain 

                                                           
66 This hypothesis put forwarded by Noam Chomsky and his colleagues is that recursion enables language, and 

because of this ability that humans are alone in having this language capacity.  
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(V) goes to the next level, the information of the word is obliterated as far as syntax is 

concerned.67 The noun does not keep trace of its verbal origin explain.  

Halle (1973) contends that internal structure of words is built in an independent generative 

component known as lexicon. The unpredictable and idiosyncratic properties of words 

involved are listed in the lexicon. Syntax only has the access to the result of the morphological 

processes and does not access the internal structure of complex words. Syntax only reads the 

result of the process which is the whole word. As time went by, the place of morphology 

became secure and generative grammarians began to analyse word-structures in satisfactory 

ways. Morphology should be regarded as an autonomous component of grammar because of 

the existence of arbitrary inflectional classes. Words are the central dimension of language and 

morphology is the key to understanding language and it shed light on a variety of aspects of 

the complex human activities (Aronoff, 1983:375).  

The comparative grammarians while analysing grammatical structures mostly relied on 

morphological phenomenon. Morphology occupied a centre stage in grammatical theory in the 

comparative and also in the Structuralist traditions. After the advent of generative grammar, 

the place of morphology in the grammatical module was questioned and morphology though 

occupied at the centre of grammatical analysis, dimmed almost fifteen years after the 

publication of syntactic structures (Chomsky, 1957). In the early generative tradition, there was 

no place of morphology, the generative grammarians were of the opinion that if the morphology 

is about word-formation, creation of new words or word forms, then phonology and syntax can 

succinctly deal with this kind of word-formation. Generative linguists soon realized the 

importance of morphology. In Remarks on Nominalization (Chomsky 1970) and Morris Halle 

in Prolegomena to a theory of word-formation (1973) tried to establish morphology as a 

different sub-module in the generative tradition. That has again led to a different way of 

theorizing in generative grammar module. 

After 1960s, the use of the term morpheme differs from the Structuralist interpretations. Three 

trends were noticeable, firstly, the term morpheme continues to be used but not all or some 

morphemes are regarded as Saussurean signs. Secondly, morpheme is used to cover root, 

                                                           
67 Bracket Erasure Convention (Mohanan 1982, Pesetsky 1979) states that at the end of each layer of derivation 

information concerning bracketing and any information concerning phonological, morphological or internal 

structure of words are erased before to go to the next level, the information are obliterated by this convention.  It 

says that all words are treated in the same way when they enter in the next level.  
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affixes without any theoretical weight, and thirdly, the term morpheme was no longer used, it 

is considered inexistent and superfluous in nature. Aronoff (1975) points out that morphemes 

are not always signs He substantiates his claim by proving data from English as for instance; 

assume-assumption, presume-presumption and receive-reception, deceive-deception, and he 

considers -sume and –ceive are morphemes because of their recurrent distribution and 

arbitrariness. Aronoff takes the position in which the word is considered as sign. On the other 

hand, Melcuk (1993, 2000) entirely rejects morpheme as sign position, he considers English 

plural morpheme is not a sign but its allomorphs /s, z, iz, ɔn/ are signs. In a word such as 

presume, it is only the word as whole that counts as a morph. According to Halle (1973) 

morphemes are simply roots and affixes, these are put together by rules of word-formation to 

create potential words. McCarthy (1981) was interested in Semitic languages where tri-

consonantal root has lexical content of a word, and vocalic melody (vowels) is inserted in 

between roots to produce inflectional and derivational words. The vowels are represented in 

morphemic tier and could be regarded as Saussurean signs with discontinuous significants. For 

him, the term morpheme is a level of convenience without giving it much theoretical weight. 

Halle and Marantz (1993) in Distributive morphology assume that vocabulary items- roots and 

affixes are inserted at the terminal nodes both before and after vocabulary insertion so that that 

bundle of features realised a morphemes. Anderson (1992) and Stump (2001) do not give 

theoretical importance to morpheme and the existence of morpheme is questioned in their 

theory. They have taken the word as sign position and they believe that morphological analysis 

can be made at the level of whole word. 

What is Grammar? Grammar is a system of rules and every speaker of a language knows it 

subconsciously. Chomsky and Halle (1968) use ‘the term grammar with a systematic 

ambiguity. On the one hand, the term refers to the explicit theory constructed by the linguist 

and proposed as a description of the speaker’s competence. On the other hand, it refers to the 

competence itself.’ In Generative Linguistics, the term grammar refers to the implicit, 

subconscious rules and principles of language that people have in their heads. This set of rules 

enables the speakers to distinguish between grammatically well-formed sentences and ill-

formed sentences. In traditional approaches, the term grammar refers to morphology and syntax 

(morpho-syntax) but in early generative linguistics the components of grammar are; 

morphology and lexicon, syntax, phonology, semantics. The implicit rules lie in every 

linguistic module. In generative linguistics, grammar is neither prescriptive nor the description 

of observed patterns of language use. The goal of generative linguistics is to model speaker’s 
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linguistic knowledge. Chomsky proposes competence rather than performance is the main 

object of linguistic enquiry. It includes ability to create new words, new phrases and sentences; 

and decode the meaning of novel or unfamiliar words which speakers encounter in everyday 

lives. According to Chomsky, the linguistic capacity of human is innate and general character 

of linguistic knowledge is determined by the nature of mind which is endowed with language 

faculty which is determined in turn by the biology and physiology of the brain. He contends 

that human child is born with a blue print of language which is called Universal Grammar i.e. 

a general principle found in a language “belongs to universal grammar, as part of ‘preexistent’ 

knowledge that makes learning possible.’’ Chomsky (1975:118). The UG is modular in 

structure, it has various principles and parameters which are fixed by cultural transmission, 

experience. He compares Universal Grammar to an intricate electrical system which is all wired 

up, but not switched on. Experience and exposure to particular language will turn on these 

switches and can give them an appropriate setting. The children make intelligent guesses and 

if one choice is made, another choice is automatically made, because rules are interdependent. 

The children do not need to work out each rule independently as for example if a language has 

SVO word order, and the children acquired this rule, it precludes that the language will have 

preposition.     

In Generative tradition, grammar is viewed as a computation system which combines smaller 

units into bigger units and link the structures with sounds and meanings. How many 

components are there in the generative module? The components found in the Generative 

module are; (i) A computational system that combines simple units into bigger units (Syntax), 

(ii) A system that relates to those units into sounds (Phonetics and Phonology), and (iii) A 

system that relates those units into meanings (Semantics). The view of Grammar described 

above is where the work and functions of morphology is taken care of by Syntax. This view of 

grammar is known as Constructionism, where the role of morphology is purely interpretative 

in nature. The radical constructionist like Harley (2006) and others do not recognise 

morphology as subcomponent in their grammatical module. They believed that word-formation 

is done in Syntax. On the other hand, the place of morphology is secured in the generative 

module which is known as Lexicalism. In this theory, the subcomponents of the grammar are; 

(i) Morphology (ii) Syntax (iii) Phonetics and Phonology and (iv) Semantics. I will be briefly 

highlighting both the traditions in the following sections. 
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3.5.1. Lexicalist Theories 

The main claim of Lexicalist theory is that the grammar contains two distinct computational 

components: Lexicon and Syntax which can create new forms. The lexicon consists of a list of 

forms (mental dictionary) and morphology creates new words. Lexicon feeds units to syntax 

and after syntactic operations the units are transferred to LF (meaning) and PF (sounds). The 

architecture of the grammar as it is proposed in Lexicalism in Figure.3.1; 

The Lexicon 

Syntax 

Phonological Form   Logical Form 

Figure-3.1 The Architecture of Grammar in Lexicalism 

 Historically, lexicalism was a reaction against the constructionist theory where 

morphologically complex words were built in syntax. The early generative semanticists {Katz 

and Postal (1964), McCawley 1968, Lees (1960)} have analysed words as the manifestation of 

a complex structure and processes similar to those that apply in syntax which have to be applied 

on morphological objects. In other words, there were no distinctions made between syntactic 

objects (phrases and sentences) and morphological objects (words). Here is an analysis of the 

word where from Katz and Postal (1964:129-35);   

   AdvP 

 P NP 

 At  DetP   N 

         Wh      a    place  

Figure.3.2 The analysis of the word ‘where’ (Katz & Postal 1964) 

The internal structure of morphological object where in syntax realised as ‘at which place’. In 

order to surface at where it has to go through various syntactic operations. Chomsky (1970) 

reacted against this view of word-formations mainly on three grounds: (a) productivity, (b) 

idiosyncrasies and unpredictability, and (c) inaccessibility to the internal structure of words. In 

the lexicalist tradition, lexicon feeds syntax. Syntax receives objects which are created in 

lexicon. Lexicon determines whether a verb will take an object or it is without an object in a 

syntactic structure. The words come out of the lexicon with bundle of properties namely 
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meaning, grammatical category, sounds and also preferred combinations with other units. In 

other word, a single word projects its lexical properties to the whole structure, which is why 

Lexicalism is also called Projectionism. In the lexicon, as for example the word give has the 

following properties; Give: Category (V) Subcategory: Transitive. These properties must be 

met by syntax or else the sentence will be ungrammatical. The syntactic differences find their 

origin in the lexicon itself. The lexicon is store house of individual units, idiosyncratic units 

and all kinds of word formations take place in lexicon.68 However within lexicalist traditions, 

two views emerge that inflectional morphology is performed in Syntax, and derivational 

morphology in Lexicon. Inflectional morphology interacts with Syntax in a direct way and it 

is also visible in agreement. There are two versions of Lexicalism: Strong and weak lexicalism. 

In the strong lexicalist tradition, all morphological processes including inflection is performed 

in the Lexicon. Halle (1973) contends that it is not possible to determine the exact inflectional 

form of a word before it occurs in a syntactic structure. It is assumed that lexicon is prior to 

syntax.  He proposes that instead of supplying a single form the lexicon presents the whole 

inflectional paradigm and leaves the matter to syntax to choose the correct inflectional form in 

a syntactic structure. On the other hand, in weak lexicalism inflectional morphology is 

performed in syntax and not in lexicon. According to Chomsky (1965, 1970), the words come 

out of the lexicon with their many specified properties but their inflectional properties are 

unspecified in the sense that they don’t have a value. It is only in the syntactic structure that 

unspecified property value is specified. As for case marking, the noun is inserted in the 

syntactic structure without case value and in the syntactic context the noun will be assigned 

case value as for example; nominative, locative, genitive, accusative etc. 

 

3.5.2. Constructionist theories 

The alternative generative theory to Lexicalism is Constructionism. It is argued that Syntax is 

the only generative component. The lexicon does not contain word-formation component. It is 

storehouse of units associated with some idiosyncratic meanings. In this theoretical approach, 

morphology has a purely interpretative role. It cannot create any new structures and only 

interpret structures that are created by syntax and modifies them to meet some formal 

                                                           
68 See chapter III, section 3.2 the nature of mental lexicon 
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properties. One of the dominant theory in Constructionism is Distributive Morphology (Halle 

and Marantz 1993). 

 

3.5.2.1. Distributive Morphology 

The architecture of grammar in DM (Halle and Marantz 1993) has a narrow lexicon, 

computational system, morphology, PF and LF. Lexicon and morphology are placed in 

different components. The lexicon is a list of units and does not have a generative role. The list 

of complex units found in the lexicon are combined through the computational system i.e. 

syntax. The word structure is built in syntax and therefore have syntactic properties. 

Morphology has a purely interpretative role and it does not have a generative role. See 

Table.3.2 below for the architecture of grammar in DM and in Lexicalism; 

Constructionism (DM) Lexicalism 

Narrow Lexicon    

Computational system  

Morphology   

                      PF  LF 

Lexicon and Morphology 

Syntax 

PF         LF 

Table.3.2 Constructionism and Lexicalism 

In Distributive Morphology, syntax is prior to morphology. Syntax feeds morphology and 

morphology cannot determine the well-formedness of a syntactic structure rather the syntactic 

properties of structure determine its morphology. Syntax builds the words, and morphology 

has to read them. Words have lexical properties which are due to syntactic requisites. No word 

stored in the narrow lexicon having a set special properties and these properties are only added 

to the representation at a later stage, once syntactic computation has been completed. As for 

example, syntax takes an element (Verb) a head with verbal features, a determiner and so on 

and builds a structure. In the narrow lexicon, the root verb does not have a grammatical 

category. The narrow lexicon is just a bundle of abstract features, and there is not enough 

information about how the features will surface. The vocabulary entry relates a set of abstract 

features with a morphophonological representation. It can also contain unpredictable 

information about its sounds and morphological class such as declension or conjugation class. 
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3.5.2.2. Roots in Distributive Morphology 

The traditional definition of root is a irreducible core of a word with absolutely nothing else 

attached to it and which has a basic meaning (Katamba:1993). In other words, after removing 

all the affixes the item which is left can be qualified as root or base. However, for non-affixal 

processes it may not be easier to remove the morphological processes. In distributive 

morphology a root requires other morphemes before it can be inflected within a particular class 

or paradigm. Roots do not have any grammatical categories and once it is combined with other 

morphemes, it acquires a grammatical category as for example in 5; 

5. In English, the word grow does not have any grammatical category in Lexicon, if it is 

combined with [[GROW]  V] it becomes a verb and in this context [[ GROW] th N] it 

becomes a noun.  

The notion of root in Distributive Morphology is criticised by many, one of the arguments is 

that the root is variable and its nature depends on the morphemes it combines with. It is doubtful 

that all roots cannot surface in the daily usage and it cannot attain grammatical category. In 

Distributive Morphology, Syntax does not have access to idiosyncratic information of items 

and the basic units- roots even do not have grammatical category. The only computational 

component is syntax in which a lot of power is assigned. It can create structures that are not 

well-formed in the language. The problem of over-generation of structures is overcome by 

giving the post-syntactic component the power of filtering the structures which is created by 

syntax. This phenomenon is called as the licensing environment which can restrict productivity. 

A vocabulary entry can determine the syntactic context where an element is introduced as for 

example Cathy grows carrots and beard grows. The root GROW will have an entry in the 

lexicon grow [+/- cause], which allows the root to be inserted in the transitive and intransitive 

configuration. The transitive and intransitive constructions are grammatical in the syntax, but 

some lexical items cannot materialise them. In DM, non-predictable semantic information 

(encyclopaedia) is placed in the LF component. It is not placed in the PF component because 

it contains non-predictable meaning that a lexical item has. The encyclopaedic entries are pairs 

that relate a morphophonological information to a specific meaning as in 6; 

6. (a) /cat/  a feline (animal) that makes the sound meow, and like milk, fish 
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(b) /kick the bucket/  die (idiom) 

Constructionism predicts that idioms must be formed only by elements belonging to the same 

syntactic domain. The verb and its internal arguments can have idiomatic meaning but not the 

one with its agent or causer as for example go bananas, eat one’s words etc. We find data 

against this prediction where an agent is also included as for example A little bird told me 

that…  In DM, word-formation is carried out in Syntax, idiosyncrasies are explained by storing 

units in different lists, and morphology is considered to be a set of operations that interpret the 

output of syntax, and adapt it so that several language specific morphological principles are 

met (Embick and Noyer 2001).  

 

3.5.3. Constructionism vs. Lexicalism  

Here are the main tenets of Constructionism and Lexicalism presented in the following table; 

Constructionism Lexicalism 

Morphology is part of the larger 

computational system i.e. morphology is the 

part of Syntax 

Morphology is an independent module of the 

grammar and is not part of syntax.  

The computational system is combinatorial 

module where units are combined, words are 

combined into phrases and sentences in 

Syntax and morphology combines 

morphemes, it has a purely interpretive role 

The syntax and morphology are distinct 

components of the Grammar. Syntax takes 

care of the combination of words and 

morphemes are combined in Morphology 

There are no substantial differences between 

Syntax and Morphology, words are actually 

built in Syntax. William (2007) argues that 

there are no theoretical arguments in favour 

of Lexicalism.  

In the early 1970s, different phenomenon led 

many linguistics belief that principles that 

operate in syntax are not identical to the 

principles that operate in morphology. The 

lexicalists propose a division of labour 

between Syntax and morphology. 
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There is no place for morphology in 

Constructionism, the lexicon exists in the 

module but it does not have a generative role.  

Lexicon plays a very powerful role in 

Lexicalism, word-formation and lexicon are 

merged together in the early generative 

module (Chomsky 1965).  

One of the recent constructionist theory in 

Morphology is Distributive Morphology 

(Halle and Marantz, 1993) 

The recent Lexicalist theory in Morphology 

is Construction Morphology (Geert Booij: 

2012) based on the theory of Construction 

Grammar (Goldberg 1995) 

The words are put together by syntax so that 

there is no distinct morphological 

component. It has Lexicon where 

grammatical, phonological and semantic 

information is stored and accessed at 

different points in Grammar.  

The notion ‘construction’ plays a pivotal role 

in Construction Morphology. The lexicon 

which has powerful role stores constructions 

which are complex units associated with 

unpredictable meaning, and they can be 

combined with each other through different 

operations.  

Table.3.3 Tenets of Constructionism and Lexicalism 

 

3.6. Representation of morphological knowledge 

As discussed above, it is clear that in one hand, mental lexicon is the storage of information 

and it has also grammar which does the computation. The mental lexicon is the battleground 

for the theoreticians. If we consider the English word dog (sing) and dogs (plural), ring 

(present) rang (past); the plural form of dogs and the past tense rang are neither stored in our 

mental lexicon and nor retrieved from the lexicon. They are formed online by rules. According 

to Aronoff (2010), words formed by productive word formation processes are not stored in our 

mental lexicon, but those are created by irregular processes are stored in our mental lexicon. 

Research in psycholinguistics have proved that words are stored in our mental lexicon and at 

the same time the complex words may be decomposed at the time of lexical processing. What 

should be the structure of morphological knowledge that exists in the mental lexicon? How are 

the morphological complex words produced, recognized, and processed? Research on these 

related areas on language production, recognition, processing and language change have 

thrown some light on the representation of morphologically complex words in the lexicon. 
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Morphology can be viewed as a window on the human mind. But how those complex words 

are represented, is there any source of evidence? There are two kinds of evidence; 

 

3.6.1. Experimental evidence 

Psycholinguists often carry out Lexical Decision Task (LDT) in psycholinguistic research. The 

participants in such experiment may be asked to determine if a sequence of letters shown on 

computer screen is a grammatically well-formed words or ill-formed words on their language. 

If a word has more frequency of occurrences, it has more activation level. On the other hand, 

the less frequency words have less activation level. Higher activation level activated faster in 

language processing. Response latency is measured in milliseconds. The LDT is often 

combined with different kinds of priming tests. (See Baayen et al. 1995, Schreuder & Baayen 

1997, De Jong et al. 2000, Clark and Berman 2004, Clark 1993, Aitchison 2004, Jaeger et al. 

1996, Rumelhart and McClelland 1986, Pinker 1999, Bybee  1995, 2001, Hay 2001).  

 

3.6.2. Naturalistic Data 

These data are the actual behaviour of the language users. Both children and adult productively 

form new words or word forms they have not come across before. This is the evidence of 

naturalistic data that the children have acquired the abstract morphological pattern. Speech 

errors are also good examples of naturalistic data which show the internal morphological 

structure in lexical memory. The people suffering in different kinds of language disorders can 

also throw some light on the mental representation of morphologically complex words 

(Aitchison 2004, Eve Clark 1982, de Bleser and Bayer 1988). The native speakers of a language 

can create or produce new words or word forms any time if the situation demands it. This 

proves that the language users not only uses words from the mental lexicon but also does the 

computation at the time of language use. But how these two things storage and computation of 

morphologically complex words are simultaneously going in mind? Do we need to store the 

morphologically complex words? The answer to the question is human memory has such a vast 

capacity that it can store hundreds of thousands words. The other thing is that storage and 

computation is not complementary in nature rather both have good compatibility in the human 

mind. Psycholinguistics studies have further proved that the existence of both the systems 

storage and computation in the human mind. It has been suggested that information retrieval 
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from the memory route has more speed at the time of language processing. On other hand the 

computation route is slow and may take more processing time.  

The dual system model of morphological knowledge (Pinker 1995) states that regular words 

are processed whereas the irregular words are stored in lexical memory. The stored irregular 

forms are linked to each other in an associative way. The language users are able to discover 

similarity patterns as for example in English strong verb past tense and participial forms –iŋ/k   

---aŋ/k   --uŋ/k for the verbs  

7.  ring, spring, drink, shrink, stink, sink.  

In defense of dual system theory, Jaeger (1996) has conducted an experiment- PET scans of 

participants. He argued that regular and irregular verbs in English are processed by different 

neural systems. It was found that irrregular forms are processed faster than regular forms, and 

also that regular past tense forms activated significantly larger areas of the brain than the 

irregular past task. The dual system theory may pose the question on how to differentiate 

between rules and associative patterns. The rules can be more productive and new words can 

be formed using rules to any variable whereas the associative patterns refer to specific 

properties of words involved.  

 

3.6.3. Connectionist and analogy based approach 

The main assumption of this approach (Rumelhart and McClelland, 1986) is that morphological 

knowledge is conceived of as a pattern associative memory, a set of associations between 

pieces of linguistic information. The strength of these associations varies with the number of 

times that one has been exposed to the relevant information. This theory does not make any 

distinction between rules and representation; as for example, if we analyse English past tense 

formation, it is claimed that the memory contains present tense and past tense forms of words. 

These words are associated with each other, there will be a network of associations of 

considerable strength between the phonological constituents of –iŋ/k and aŋ/k that accounts for 

the past tense forms to sing and other verbs listed in 3.6.2. (a). Explaining English regular and 

irregular past tense, Bybee (1988, 1995, 2001) contended that the regularities in the formal 

relationship between present tense and past tense are captured by abstract schemas that can be 

constructed on the basis of sets of words. The correlation between the phonological and 

semantic properties of the related set of words results in a morphological schema. 
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In Analogy based model, a new word is formed on the basis of a related existing word, without 

an abstract morphological template being involved. As for example, ‘seascape’ can be formed 

on the basis of analogy with ‘landscape’ without the realization of the abstract schema in the 

lexicon. How do we make new words? Is it by analogy, by rules or by the abstract schemas? 

Pinker (1999) has proposed that both ways (analogy and schema) of forming words complex 

words co-exist, for instance in the formation of the past tense forms of English regular verbs 

by abstract rules versus irregular verbs by analogy or associations.  

For the description of affixes, it seems that morpheme based morphological rules and word-

based schemas would equally do well. Both the rules and schemas are abstractions based on 

the analysis of related set of words. The crucial difference between a schema and a rule is that 

the schema does not make reference to individual morpheme. Schema refers only to the whole 

words. The bound morphemes are superfluous and inexistent and the rule will make reference 

to individual morpheme. They are also enlisted in the lexicon along with its other grammatical 

properties. What is analysed as morpheme in morpheme based morphology; is analysed as part 

of the phonological, morphological and semantic description of the set of derivatives in a word-

based model. The word-based morphology can account for wider range of phenomenon in a 

straightforward fashion than in a morpheme based model. The analysis of conversion, truncated 

personal name, back-formation and autosegmental variation everything can be dealt with ease 

in word-based model.  

There are various psycholinguistic and cognitive linguistic literature which favour the word 

based approaches to morphology. As Tomasello (2000: 238) points out, language acquisition 

starts with storing mental representations of concrete cases of language use. Gradually, the 

language learner will make abstractions across set of linguistic constructs with similar 

properties, thus acquiring the abstract system underlying these linguistic constructs. J. H. Paul 

wrote in Prinzipien der Sprachgeschichte (1880) that the language learner will start with 

learning individual words and word forms, but gradually (s)he will abstract way from the 

concrete words (s)he has learned, and coin new words and word forms according to the abstract 

schemas (Booij, 2010). The word based approach to morphology continued in the paradigmatic 

approaches to word formation in European non generative tradition and in recent work such as 

Head Driven Phrase Structure Grammar (Riehemann 1998, 2001), and in the theoretical 

framework of Cognitive linguistics (Croft and Cruse 2004, Langacker 1987, 1991; Taylor 

2002). 
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3.7. Construction Grammar 

The gift of the language is the single human trait that marks us all genetically, setting us apart 

from the rest of the lives (Thomas, 1978). Indeed, the possession of language makes human 

distinct and unique being. Chomsky calls it ‘the innateness’ or unique to man. When we study 

human language, we are approaching what some might call the human essence, the distinctive 

qualities of mind that are, so far unique to man (Chomsky,1968). The language itself is so 

complex phenomenon which is not only a social enterprise but rather an amalgamation of 

interactions of the social and inner system. It is innate inside the mind/brain of the humans. It 

is a matter of exposure that humans acquire a set of rules of particular language (Hockett, 

1958). 

So, what is language? What do we know when we know a language? What knowledge of 

language we require to qualify as a competent/ideal speaker? There are several questions 

remain unanswered. If we ask any speaker of a language the questions raised above particularly 

what speakers know when they know a language; several things crops up in mind. But knowing 

a language means to know the grammar of that language which is different from the traditional 

grammar. The speakers by five or six years of age master the grammar of their language. It is 

the subconscious knowledge of the native speakers by which they produce unlimited number 

of sentences which are never produced before. They can create new words and phrases if the 

need arises, they can carry out the grammaticality judgement tasks whether the sentence is 

grammatically ill-formed or well-formed in their speech variety. The language users know 

where to speak what and when, they know the pragmatics and social and cultural things about 

their language. Our ability to speak and understand, and also to make judgements about the 

grammaticality of sentences reveal our knowledge of the rules of our language. This knowledge 

represents a complex cognitive system (Fromkin 2011: 294). The linguistic knowledge is 

represented in the human mind/brain is not by simple fashion. To capture this representation 

of linguistic knowledge different theories have been proposed. In the theory of Construction 

grammar, it can be captured by a list. The speakers of the language must know the constructions 

of their language.  

According to A. E. Goldberg (2006), “the totality of our knowledge of language is captured by 

a network of constructions: a construct-i-con”. Then what is ‘construction’ in construction 

grammar refers to. The adherents of the theory of Construction Grammar, construction is 
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viewed as units of linguistic knowledge; a pairing of form and meaning. Construction Grammar 

is a general theory of syntactic representation in Cognitive Linguistics.69 CG assumes that the 

basic form of syntactic structure is ‘construction’ which is a pairing of form and meaning. The 

constructions are organized in an inheritance network. In particular, the notion of a construction 

has been generalized so that it is a uniform model for the representation of all grammatical 

knowledge—syntax, morphology, and lexicon (See Croft, 1999).  

In reaction to the componential model of generative grammar, construction grammar emerged 

as an alternative module of grammatical representation.  In componential model, an utterance 

is represented in different components- sound structure (phonological component), syntax 

(Syntactic component) and meaning (Semantic component). Each component describes rules 

and constraints of its own but not separated from one another. They are connected with the 

linking rules or there are interface conditions between components. Different versions of this 

componential model has been proposed and revised again and again. It also proposes D-

structure and S-structure in the module. The theories in componential model are case theory, 

binding theory, principles and parameters and latest version is the minimalist program 

(Chomsky 1995). In Minimalist Program (Chomsky 1993), it is assumed that “.. the cognitive 

system interacts with just two such external systems: the articulatory-perceptual system A-P 

and the conceptual-intentional system C-I. Accordingly, there are two interface levels, Phonetic 

Form (PF) at the A-P interface and Logical Form (LF) at the C-I interface”. The generative 

linguists working on componential model framework could not come to a conclusion that how 

many components are there in their module? Aronoff (1993) argues that morphology which 

deals with internal structure of words and word-formations must occupy a separate component 

in the Generative module. Valluduvi (1992) suggested that context of use or pragmatics should 

have its own component. Within each component, the model of representation is essentially 

reductionist. The logical conclusion of the combinatorial model is that all properties of 

syntactic constructions--- i.e. grammatical structures larger than just a single word—can be 

captured with the general rules of the grammatical components and their interfaces, and there 

is no need for construction in grammatical analysis. Chomsky makes it clear, “a central element 

                                                           
69 Cognitive linguistics is an approach to the analysis of natural language that originated in the late seventies and 

early eighties in the work of George Lakoff, Ronald Langacker, and Len Talmy, and that focuses on language as 

an instrument for organizing, processing, and conveying informations. Given this perspective, the analysis of the 

conceptual and experimental basis of linguistic categories is of primary importance within Cognitive Linguistics: 

the formal structure of language are studied not as they are autonomous, but as reflections of general conceptual 

organization, categorization principles, processing mechanism and experiential and environmental influences. 

(See The Oxford Handbook of Cognitive Linguistics) 
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in the work discussed here, as in recent work from which it evolves, is the effort to decompose 

such processes as ‘passive’, ‘relativization’ etc. into more fundamental abstract features.”  

(Chomsky 1981: 121). UG [Universal Grammar] provides a fixed system of principles and a 

finite array of finitely valued parameters. The language-particular rules reduce to choice of 

values for these parameters. The notion of grammatical construction is eliminated, and with it, 

construction particular rules (Chomsky: 1993: 4).  

Words occupy a central place in the componential model of linguistic analysis. They are found 

in all the components namely Phonlogy, Morphology, Syntax, Sematics etc. They represent 

conventional associations of PHON (Phonology), SYN (Syntax) and SEM (Semantics) and is 

found in their own component the ‘Lexicon’. The componential model can represent the 

grammatical structures larger than words with the general rules of the components, and their 

interfaces without referring to ‘constructions’ in its traditional sense. The idiosyncrasies and 

irregularities are captured by the lexicon. It is assumed that there is no need for constructions 

in grammatical representation.There is no separate module for the idioms and other 

idiosyncratic constructions in the componential model but they are kept in the lexicon.  

The followers of componential model have simply not paid attention to the analysis of idioms 

and other fixed constructions. The reason for their carelessness is that those items are simply 

listed in the lexicon. But idioms have its own structure, some are fully fixed, some are partially 

fixed and require analysis. Any phenomenon in scientific inquiry cannot be left out unanalysed 

or unexamined and simply cannot be placed in the lexicon. Idioms and other grammatical 

construction require proper analysis, and they should have its own component in the 

componential module of Grammar but not in the lexicon. It is in this line of thought, the 

Construction Grammar emerged as an alternative to discuss the problematic phenomena of 

idioms, which posed various problems in componential model.  

Fillmore and Paul Kay (1988) classified constructions in two broad types: fully fixed and 

partially fixed. According to them, a theory of grammar should analyse idioms and 

constructions, instead of placing it in the lexicon; they should have its individual component, 

and how they interact with other components of the grammar. They argue that the existence of 

idioms is the main basis for the evidence of constructions. They are different from the lexical 

items because lexical items are substantive and atomic while the constructions are complex and 

schematic. Like the lexical items constructions are also an object of syntactic representation, 

but they have their own idiosyncratic semantics and phonological information. It has been 
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noted by Paul kay that there is a continuum from substantive to schematic constructions. They 

move on to the further level and claim that the regular syntactic rules and their syntactic 

interpretations are also constructions. 

In reaction to the componential model of generative grammar, the construction grammar 

proposes a different grammatical module. The traditional notion of construction and its 

importance for theories of linguistic structure have recently received renewed attention within 

the theoretical framework of Construction Grammar (cf. Goldberg 2006). The basic idea of 

‘Construction Grammar’ can be summarized as follows:  

“In Construction Grammar, the grammar represents an inventory of form-meaning-

function complexes, in which words are distinguished from grammatical constructions 

only with regard to their internal complexity. The inventory of constructions is not 

unstructured; it is more like a map than a shopping list. Elements in this inventory are 

related through inheritance hierarchies, containing more or less general patterns.” 

(Michaelis and Lambrecht 1996: 216) 

There are two approaches to morphology for analysing complex words; morpheme based 

morphology and word based morphology (See Chapter-III-3.4.4&3.4.5.) CG takes a word 

based perspective in which words are the starting points of morphological analysis. At this 

point, it is fairly clear that the schemas depend on the relationship between related set of words. 

Joan Bybee (1995) terms it as network model. Bochner (1993) emphasizes that the notion 

network is indeed a proper tem for conceptualizing the set of relationships between words in a 

lexicon. Blevins (2006) calls it an abstractive approach since the creation of new words and 

word forms entirely depends on the abstractions over sets of existing words in the individual 

lexicon. 

The notion ‘construction’ has a very important role in CG. It has been clearly articulated in a 

number of recent linguistic models: Construction Grammar (Croft 2001; Fried and Ostman 

2004, Goldberg, 1995, 2006), the simpler syntax model (Culicover and Jackendoff 2005, 

2006), Cognitive Linguistics (Langacker 1987) and Head Driven Phrase Structure Grammar 

(Sag 2007; Sag et all. 2003). As Jackendoff (2008: 15) points out,  

“Pieces of syntactic structure can be listed in the lexicon with associated meanings, just 

as individual words are; these are the MEANINGFUL CONSTRUCTIONS of the 

language. ..Construction grammar makes no principled distinction between words and 
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rules: a lexical entry is more word like to the extent that it contains variables [….]. 

[L]exical entries are arranged in an inheritance hierarchy”. 

I would discuss main tenets of Construction grammar, and the theory of Construction 

Morphology (Booij, 2010) in the next chapter.  

 

3.8. Summary 

In this chapter I presented a thumbnail history of morphology. We take the word-based position 

and consider morphology deals with the systematic relationship between form and meaning of 

linguistic constructs at the word level. Morphology is the study of the internal structure of 

words. It deals with different manifestations of word (lexeme) and how a new lexeme is 

formed. It is argued that new words are formed on the basis of patterns of form-meaning 

correspondences between existing words in the lexicon. The paradigmatic relationship is 

essential while forming a new word. Morphology cannot be conceived of as ‘syntax of 

morphemes’. Though Morphology creates new words and expands the Lexicon, the set of 

established words of a language; it is not only the source lexical units. The lexicon can also be 

expanded by borrowing, word-creation and other type of conscious word-formation processes. 

Word formation strategies where morphemes are viewed as things: affixation-prefixation, 

suffixation, infixation, circumfixation, interfixation; reduplication and where morpheme as 

viewed as processes: autosegmental modification, vowel alternation, conversion etc. are briefly 

discussed. To identify a word one needs to employ different criteria as for example 

phonological criteria, orthographic criteria, listedness in the mental lexicon and also lexical 

integrity principle. Item and arrangement (IA) theory broke words into their component 

morphemes which are items. It faced problems while analysing words of non-concatenative 

language and non-affixal word formation processes. Item and Process (IP) analysis can account 

for non-concatenative morphology in a straightforward manner and in this approach, complex 

words are formed by the operation of processes in simple words. In Word and Paradigm 

approach, paradigms are considered to be primitive objects which are used in morphology to 

organize the inflection of words. In morpheme based model of morphology, morpheme is 

regarded as the key unit of grammatical analysis. In a more radical version of this approach, 

morphology as a subcomponent has no status in grammar, morphologically complex words are 

the outcome of the manipulation of morphemes that take place in syntax. In the Word based 

tradition, word is regarded as the basic unit of morphological analysis. The words have entries 
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in the lexicon while affixes do not have an independent existence. The notion ‘paradigm’ plays 

important role in the analysis of inflectional system.  

By studying corpora of language use, speech errors, effects of language impairment, etc. and 

experimental data such as lexical decision tasks, production tasks and results of priming test 

we may be able to find out how morphological knowledge is represented in the mind and how 

it is used in language processing.  The experimenta evidence suggests that in the mental 

lexicon, we find a correlation between the frequency of words in actual language use and their 

activation level. Morphology is a battleground for competing models of linguistic knowledge; 

and statistical and probabilistic data are important for satisfactory models of morphological 

knowledge. In reaction to the componential model of generative grammar, the Construction 

grammar proposes a different grammatical module. It is not only a theory of syntax and some 

fixed idiomatic expressions but a theory of overall architecture of language and linguistic 

knowledge. The theory of Construction grammar (and hence Construction Morhology) will be 

outlined in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER-4 

4. CONSTRUCTION MORPHOLOGY 

4.1 Introduction  

In the previous chapter, we had seen that Construction Grammar is not only a theory of syntax 

and some fixed idiomatic expressions but a theory of overall architecture of language and 

linguistic knowledge. In the traditional view of language, knowing a language means one has 

to know its phonetics, phonology, morphology, syntax, semantics and pragmatics of the 

language. But in the construction theory of language, knowing a language means knowing the 

constructions of the language, which are represented in the minds of the speaker. According to 

Goldberg (2003:219), the totality of our knowledge is captured by constructions: a ‘construct-

i-con’. Hilpert (2014:74) says, ‘everything that speakers know when they know a language is 

to be represented as a construct-icon, a large network of constructions.’  

Speakers are constantly producing constructions which most likely have never been produced 

before in exactly the same form, and hearers, most of the time, have no problems in 

understanding them. Since the possible sentences cannot be enumerated, knowing a language 

cannot be equated with knowing a set of sentences. By the same token, learning a language 

cannot be a matter of learning sentences that one has encountered” (Tayor 2012: 20). The same 

view is also expressed in Pawley and Syder 1983; Taylor 2012: 247-248; Wray 2002. 

Knowledge of language encompasses both knowledge of the grammatical system of a 

language, and knowledge of the conventions involved in using that language (Coserio, 

1952/1957:11-107).  

The construction is found in the inheritance network of constructions in the lexicon. Though 

construction grammar claims a theory of language in its entirety, it mostly provides examples 

of syntactic phenomena i.e. resultative construction, passive construction etc. Booij (2010) has 

shifted the attention from syntactic construction to morphological construction, which looks 

into word-internal structures and word-formation strategies. He has developed a theory of 

morphology where all the word-formation processes can be analysed as constructions. 

Construction Morphology (2010) is grounded in Construction Grammar (Goldberg 2006) and 

Parallel Architecture (Jackendoff, 2002) explains morphological phenomena as 

‘constructions’. I would like to outline this approach to morphology and would discuss 

Nominal Morphology of Rajbanshi language under the theoretical framework of CM.  
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 “In Construction Grammar, the grammar represents an inventory of form-meaning-function 

complexes, in which words are distinguished from grammatical constructions only with regard 

to their internal complexity. The inventory of constructions is not unstructured; it is more like 

a map than a shopping list. Elements in this inventory are related through inheritance 

hierarchies, containing more or less general patterns.” (Michaelis & Lambrecht, 1996: 216). In 

CM, it is been assumed that both phrase level and word level constructs can be interpreted as 

constructions (Riehemann, 1998, Koenig, 1999, Booij, 2002; 2005). The lexicon is hierarchical 

and allows intermediate levels of generalizations. There are intermediate schemas in between 

the individual words and the most abstract word formation schemas, which express 

generalizations about subsets of complex words of a certain type (Booij 2005).  

Constructional morphology (CM) is an approach to morphology which provides better 

understanding and explanation of the interactions between morphology, phonology, syntax and 

the lexicon. In this model of morphology, similarities and differences of both the word level 

and sentence level constructs can be accounted for. The notion ‘construction’, which is a 

pairing of form and meaning, is not totally compositional but is predictable, and it plays a 

crucial role in Construction Morphology (CM). The key assumptions of CM are the following; 

(i) It takes the lexicalist position that the grammars of natural languages have an 

autonomous morphological sub-grammar. It cannot be reduced to syntax or 

phonology.  

(ii) The output forms i.e. new complex words are listed in the mental lexicon.  

(iii) Each word is a linguistic sign, a pairing of form and meaning. Each word is a pairing 

of three types of information PHON, SYN, SEM respectively. Morphology affects 

all three dimensions of words, that is why we need a ‘tripartite parallel architecture’ 

of grammar (Culicover and Jackendoff 2005, 2006; Jackendoff 2002, 2007). 

(iv) It operates within the frame work of word based morphology, where morphological 

patterns can be seen as abstractions from the related set of words. These abstractions 

or schemas are responsible for creating new words or word forms.  

(v) The notion unification is the basic operation; both at the word level and the phrase 

level, to create well-formed linguistic expressions. Through unification, the 

variables in the formal structure and semantic specification of the schema are turned 

into constants. 

(vi) The specification of a word for a particular property is inherited from the 

dominating node, unless the actual lexical entry has another specification for that 
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property (Briscoe et al, 1993; Evans & Gazdar 1996; Kilbury et al. 2006; Lascarides 

and Copestake 1999). 

(vii) Lexicon, a module of the grammar is viewed as a web of words and phrasal lexical 

units. In other words, lexicon contains a network of the relationship between 

individual words and morphological schemas.  

(viii) It argues against the split of lexicon and grammar, and provides evidence that 

various types of information (PHON, SYN, SEM) are accessed simultaneously. 

(ix) It presents relational network between lexical items, and successfully demonstrate 

constructional schemas which can express different interface phenomenon 

succinctly. 

(x) It motivates for a usage based theory of language. Morphology must be usage– 

based in order to understand the knowledge and creation of complex words (Booij, 

2014:1).  

According to Taylor (2012:8-9), “A person’s I–language [...] is the product of her exposure 

to a set of E–language events; her I–language is as it is because of the properties of the E–

language which triggered its acquisition. Conversely, the language that a speaker produces 

[...] reflects her current I–language; E–language has the properties that it has in virtue of 

the I–language of its speakers”. Construction Morphology depending on the findings of 

explanatory adequacy and language acquisition studies claim that language acquisition 

‘starts with storing mental representation of concrete cases of language use’ (Herman Paul 

1880). The language users will make abstractions from sets of related words which are 

found in their mental lexicon.  

 

4.2 The nature of mental lexicon 

In the traditional view of the dictionary and grammar model (Taylor 2012:8), idioms and fixed 

expressions are kept to the appendix into the dictionary.70 These fixed expressions are outside 

the domain of grammatical analysis because these expressions are peripheral phenomena. “The 

lexicon is really an appendix of the grammar….a list of basic irregularities” (Bloomfield 1933: 

274). Saussure (1916) recognised that even partially motivated complex signs must be listed. 

                                                           
70 The dictionary and grammar model knowledge of vocabulary is clearly separated from grammatical rules. It is 

assumed that the children learn words in the first step and then apply rules to combine those words into phrases 

and sentences.   
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Bloomfield (1933) made it explicit that any item being listed in the lexicon of a language is 

primarily on the basis of its arbitrariness and irregularity. Aronoff (1982) explicitly discusses 

the relationship between morphology and lexicon. According to him, words formed by 

productive word-formation rules may not be stored in the lexicon. Jackendoff (1975) discusses 

morphological and semantic regularities in the lexicon, one can deal with derivation in several 

ways, the most common is by means of redundancy rules. According to Di Sciullo and 

Williams (1987:3), the lexicon is conceived of as a prison which contains only the lawless, and 

the only thing that its inmates have in common is lawlessness.  

The notion of Lexicon in Generative grammar has changed over time. The lexicon must list 

various kinds of information of not only words but information of morphemes, idioms and 

proverbs and it may also list sentences. However, today the most generative linguists abandon 

the Bloomfieldian notion, that lexicon is merely a list of irregularities. The constructionists are 

not satisfied with the traditional treatment of idiomatic expressions. According to them, 

innumerable idioms are found in a language, they occur in everyday speech, and hence they 

need proper analysis. Their forms and meanings are not entirely predictable. The meaning of 

idioms cannot be predicted on the basis of either the words’ meanings found in the dictionary 

nor by the rules of syntax provided by the grammar. Constructionists argue that many idiomatic 

expressions cannot be stored as fixed strings, but they can be stored as schemas with slots that 

can be filled with certain elements but not by others. They abandon the idea that strict 

separation of lexical and grammatical knowledge is uncalled for and claim that even the 

idiomatic expressions are productive allowing speakers to produce creative utterances 

(Culicover and Jackendoff 1999, Fillmore et all. 1988).  Jackendoff (2002) says that there is 

no strict division between lexicon and grammar.  Fillmore et al. (1988:534) opine that it appears 

to us that machinery needed for describing the so-called minor or peripheral constructions of 

the sort which has occupied us here will have to be powerful enough to be generalised to more 

familiar structures, in particular, those represented by individual phrase structure rules.  

Words, fixed expressions, and idiomatic phrases are listed in the lexicon (Katamba 1993:82). 

This view of the lexicon is not sufficient enough for the constructionist. According to Booij 

(2010), the lexicon has to be extended with partially underspecified idioms. The fact that sets 

of complex words may have both common and distinctive properties justifies a model of the 

lexicon in which the individual existing complex words of a language are dominated by a 

hierarchy of schemas that represent different levels of abstraction at which generalization 

concerning subsets of complex words can be made (Ungerer, 2007: 667). In recent different 
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grammatical models, lexicon is represented as a hierarchy of types (Flickinger 1987, Sag 2007, 

Kilbury et al. 2006).  

In CM, the lexicon is viewed as a network of relations. The words in the mental lexicon are 

classified according to its  (a) syntactic category (b) semantic type (c) morphological 

subclasses. I would briefly outline this view of lexicon in the following; 

(a) Syntactic Category:  The words in the mental lexicon may be classified on the basis of 

syntactic category which can further be sub-classified in different types. This kind of 

classification can be described in inheritance tree where each node inherits its properties from 

the dominating nodes. At the bottom, we get the word as for example the word [manʃi] িানম  

‘person’ is an animate noun which is lexical word and part of a word in the larger domain. (See 

Figure.8) 

(b) Semantic type: The words may be classified in the mental lexicon according to their 

semantic type; the name of objects, its properties, events etc. The semantic type may cross-

classify with the syntactic type. A word can inherit properties from both the types as for 

example [d̪ɛɔoyani-giri] ড়দওয়ামনমিমর ‘leadership’ is a noun and it also denotes a property (See 

Figure.8).  

(c) Morphological subclasses: The notion of inheritance hierarchy can also be used to represent 

morphologically complex words (Hippisley 2001; Konig 1999; Krieger and Nerbonne 1993; 

Riehemann 1998, 2001). The noun is divided as simple noun and complex noun. The complex 

nouns can have different morphological markers. The individual word [d̪okand̪ar] ড়দাকানদার is 

dominated by the schema [N-d̪ar] and it inherits the PHON, SYN, SEM properties specified 

by the schema. Besides the schema specify the relevant properties of each subclass. The 

individual word not only inherits the information from the schema but there is also an 

inheritance of information from the base word. This kind of inheritance is captured through co-

indexation: the PHON, SYN, SEM properties of the base word ↔ the PHON, SYN, SEM 

properties of the derived word (See Figure.9).  

In Impoverished entry theory, it is assumed that all the inherited information is omitted from 

the lexical entry of a word before it goes to the next step (Sag 2007). In Full entry theory, the 

individual lexical entries are fully specified and inheritance mechanism compute which are 

information abundant and which are important for the next step. (Jackendoff 1975, 1997). I 

would adhere to the ‘full entry theory’ here. In CM, Lexicon has to be conceived of as a web 
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of words (and phrasal lexical units), a module of the grammar but contains a network of 

relationships between individual words and morphological schemas (Booij, 2010). In other 

words, the lexicon is the place where the conventional use of the linguistic expression is 

encoded, and hence, the lexicon is the meeting point of the systematic and conventional 

properties of language constructs (Booij, 2010:171). 

 

4.3 Basic terminology in construction morphology 

In this section, I will be discussing the basic concepts of CM: Construction, schema, 

subschema, default inheritance, unification, and paradigmatic relations.  

 

4.3.1 Construction 

The notion ‘construction’ plays a central role in CM. Traditionally, construction refers to 

syntactic construction as for example passive construction, transitive construction etc. 

According to Bloomfield (1933:227), complex words have ‘an outer layer of inflectional 

constructions and then an inner layer of constructions of word-formations.’ In CM, Booij uses 

the term ‘construction’ as it is developed in Construction Grammar (Goldberg, 2006, 2009). 

According to Goldberg (2009: 93-94), the term construction evokes “both the notion of 

‘construction’ and the notion that our knowledge of the language is ‘constructed’ on the basis 

of the input together with general cognitive, pragmatic and processing constraints”. Boas 

(2013: 234) refers to constructions as “the fundamental building blocks of language.” 

Constructions are found in “all levels of descriptions and are understood to involve pairings of 

form with semantic or discourse functions, including morphemes or words, idioms, partially 

lexically filled and fully abstract phrasal patterns” (Goldberg 2003: 19). 

Constructions can show greater or lesser degrees of complexity, abstractness in form and 

meaning, transparency and compositionality, and also relational schemas such as verb 

argument constructions. However, complex or abstract the constructions are, all construction 

types have the same basic status. According Goldberg (2006:10), constructions are not derived 

from each other. Constructional approaches adopt a “ [….] ‘what you see is what you get’ 

approach to syntactic form [….]: no underlying level of syntax or any phonologically empty 

elements are posited (Goldberg 2003: 219). Constructions are stored, they are conventional 

pairings of form and function that are entrenched in the speech community and in the minds of 
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individual language users as means to express particular semantic or discourse functions (Ellis 

2002: 167). 

How are the constructions stored in our mental lexicon? The constructionists contend that 

storage is maximal and it takes place at multiple levels in parallel; the individual exemplars of 

constructions are stored alongside emerging abstractions and generalizations of various levels 

of granularity and schematicity (Abbot-Smith, Kirsten & Michael Tomasello 2006; Bybee, 

Joan. 2013). Goldberg (2006, 2009) also lists bound morphemes as constructions, but Booij 

(2010) points out that they cannot be part of constructions because they are not linguistic signs. 

Constructions are first and foremost something cognitive that is, a piece of speaker’s linguistic 

knowledge… is a generalization that speakers make across a number of encounters with 

linguistic forms (Hilpert: 2014:9). According to Goldberg (1995:4), “C is a CONSTRUCTION 

iff def C is a form-meaning pair of Fi or some aspect of Si is not strictly predictable from C’s 

component parts or from other previously established constructions.”71  

Constructions are unpredictable and have non-compositional meanings. It has non-predictable 

aspects of forms which generally disobey the phrase structure rules. Fillmore et al. (1988:506-

10) describe these unpredictable aspects of constructions as ‘familiar pieces, unfamiliarly 

arranged.’ The sequences are highly frequent and highly conventionalised which can be 

qualified as constructions. The distinction is made between constructions and construct. 

Phrases and sentences that instantiate more general constructions are called constructs, so the 

distinctions between generalizations and concrete instances, between abstract types and a token 

that instantiates them. If we look at the following Rajbanshi words in the Dictionary and 

grammar model (Taylor, 2012), these words will not be stored in the mental lexicon because 

they are formed by regular plural formational rules.  In CG, they would be viewed as constructs 

of the plural formation construction because they are regular and sufficiently frequent 

expressions as in Rajbanshi. These kinds of constructs also receive empirical support from 

psycholinguistic studies (Stemberger & Macwhinney 1988, Arnon & Sinder 2010). Construct-

i-con is usage based and created through experience with language and continuously influenced 

by experience with language (Bybee, 2010).  

 

 

                                                           
71 F= form and S= Semantics 
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1. (a) [cɛŋɽa-la] চযাোং ািা  

    boy-PL 

  ‘boys’ 

(b) [gɔru-la]  িরুিা  

   Cow-PL 

     ‘cows’ 

(c) [manʃi-la] িানম িা  

   ‘Person-PL’  

     ‘people’ 

(d) [bʰai-la] ভাইিা  

    Brother-PL 

     ‘brothers’ 

The schema of the plural construction is <[X] N, SING, NOM↔ [X]N,SING,NOM –

la/gila/gula] N, PL,NOM> (See Chapter-I, example.4 & Chapter-V). 

 

4.3.2 Schema and subschema 

In this section, I will be discussing schema and subschema, and the difference between schema 

and rules. Firstly, the schema is a very general notion used in cognitive science. It is ‘a data 

structure for representing the generic concepts stored in memory’ (Rumelhart 1980: 34). In 

CM, the notion ‘construction’ or ‘constructional schema’ is used. It denotes a schematic pairing 

of form and meaning.72 Word is seen in Construction morphology as a complex piece of 

information. It has a particular sequence of sounds which relate to particular meaning, and it 

has a formal property such as syntactic category label. The function of the symbols used in the 

figures are  means correspondence,  phonological word  syllable. 

In the following Figure.4.1 and Figure.4.2, the tripartite parallel structure of hunt and hunter 

are shown respectively; 

 

                                                           
72 The schema and its instantiations are constructions if they are conventionalised form meaning pairings. The 

schema allows speakers to produce new coinages in the language. As for example [nɛt̪a-giri, ড়নতামিমর [d̪ad̪agiri], 

দাদামিমর where [X-giri] schema is the higher node and the lexical construction (concrete) is found in the lower 

node.  
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    i   Ni  HUNTi 

   

h    u    n  t         

Figure.4.1 The tripartite parallel structure of the word ‘hunt’ 73 

   i       Ni  [One who HUNTs j]i 

               Nj Aff k 

[h       u   n     t]              [e      r] 

Figure.4.2 The tripartite parallel structure of the complex word ‘hunters’ 

A schema is an abstract generalization, item general representation which “relative to another 

representation of the same entity, is characterized with lesser specificity and detail” (Langacker 

1991: 552). He adds the grammar lists, the full set of particular statements representing a 

speaker’s grasp of linguistic conventions, including those subsumed by general statements. 

Rather than thinking them an embarrassment, grammarians regard particular statements as the 

matrix from which general statements (rules) are extracted (Langaker 1987: 46). “Even when 

the general rule or schema exists, speakers may represent the same information redundantly by 

means of more specific schemas capturing various special cases” (Dabrowska 2006: 121: of. 

Abbot-Smith and Tomasello 2010: 81). At the time of language processing, though the 

constructional network is accessed at all levels in parallel but for reasons of economy, even if 

the corresponding high level of generalization are available, the lowest possible level of 

processing is preferred (Sinclair1991:110;  Arnon and Cohen Priva 2013; Bannard and Lieven 

2012:2). The low level access is an advantage in processing for the reasons of fluency and 

idiomaticity (Pawley and Syder 1983).  

According to Booij (2010) “… sub-schemas are empirically necessary and theoretically 

advantageous part of the description of patterns of word-formation in order to make 

generalization about subsets of words within a particular morphological category.” 

Subschemas express that speakers are able to make sub-generalization about subsets of 

compound words, and thus create new words in which the lexicalised meaning of a sub-

constituent of a complex word can be formed productively (Booij, 2010:74). Bochner 

                                                           
73The symbol used, ↔= correspondence,  = syllable, =phonological word, Aff=affix, N=noun, V=verb  
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(1993:81) suggests to ‘make use of higher order schemas that combine two schemas into a third 

one’. And hence, the paradigmatic relationship between two schemas may lead to the formation 

of new words. The derivation is not sufficient enough to analyse patterns of affix replacement 

as for example aggression and aggressive. Aronoff (1976) also discusses similar kind of data 

nominee= nominate+ee, where /ate/ is being deleted. But in CM, the schema for the word 

aggression and aggressive is the following74; 

2.    <[X-ion]N> ~̃  <[X-ive]A>  

It is found that second order schemas provide the means for expressing systematic formal and 

semantic relationships between sets of complex words with the same degree of morphological 

complexity (Booij and Audring, 2015).The Morphological Schemas can express predictable 

properties of existing complex words and it indicate how the new ones can be formed on the 

basis of the existing schema. They also provide structure to the lexicon. The new words form 

by the schema make the sets of words less arbitrary in a language.  

Hay & Baayen (2005) raise the basic question, how the internal structure of words is best 

accounted for: is it by means of lexical entries and deterministic symbolic rules or by means of 

probabilistic sub-symbolic networks which implicitly encoding structural similarities in 

connection weights. They argue that morphological structure is intrinsically or inherently 

graded. Their work is influenced by the word-paradigm theory and the work of Rumellhart and 

McClelland (1986). Even there, the basic question remains unanswered what is the difference 

between rules and abstract pattern? It has to be kept in mind that schemas do not exist 

independently, and the existence of schema is always in relation to an item found in 

paradigmatic context. On the other hand, rules can exist independently in the minds of the 

speaker. They exist as rules and also as bound morphemes (rule and list fallacy)75. Rules are 

always input (source) oriented and schemas are output oriented product (Bybee 1995; 

Haspelmath 1989).  

In Construction Morphology, it is shown that schemas are found in paradigmatic relationship. 

They do not have stipulated directions and would enable us to give a sensible answer to this 

question because we are not forced to make such an absolute distinction, thanks to the 

                                                           

74 The symbol  ͌ is used for paradigmatic relationship. 
75 The division into rules and lists of exceptions was originally designed to prevent redundant encoding and to 

achieve economic description (Chomsky 1965). It makes less sense today with the modern recognition that brain 

has vast storage and may not use massive redundant encodings (See Langacker 1987).  
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availability of intermediate schemas.(Booij 2014:37).  The Schemas form a hierarchy of layers 

of different degrees of abstractions across sets of words (Booij, 2010:36). 

 

4.3.3. Default inheritance 

The notion default inheritance is crucial while we look at hierarchical lexicon (Briscoe et al; 

Evans and Gazdar 1996; Kilbury et al. 2006; Lascarides and Copestake 1999). The specific 

properties of a word are inherited from a dominating node. In some instances, we would see 

the lexical entry has different kind of specification, the default inheritance mechanism can 

easily express the exceptional properties of words.The effect of default inheritance is that 

information on a higher node may be superseded by information concerning the relevant 

property on a lower node…not all information that is derived from higher nodes is necessarily 

preserved (Booij 2010:27). The information of the dominating node may be replaced by the 

lower node, because the lower node contains the relevant information for the word. In other 

words, the rules applied in the narrow scope applied first then the general rules (Kiparsky, 

2001).   

The notion of default inheritance is important and “the effect of default unification is that 

incompatible values for attributes are ignored, rather than causing unification failure” 

(Copestake 1993:226). It has been seen that the properties of base word may not recur in the 

derived word. The phonological part of the base may be modified or elided in the derived word 

as for example in English words ‘nation’ [neiʃǝn] to - ‘national’ [nӕʃnǝl], the diphthong /ei/ 

changes to monophthong /æ/. The idea of default inheritance is important, because it can 

express abstract generalization about word-formation schema, and also the irregularities or 

idiosyncrasies of the generalized schema. Schemas specify the relevant properties of each 

subclass, and each word inherits PHON, SYN, SEM properties specify by that schema (Sag, 

2007; Jackendoff 2007, Booij, 2010:26).  

Inheritance captures the relations between more abstract constructions and concrete 

constructions. Abstract constructions are signalled towards the top of the constructional 

network, and concrete or more specific constructions are found in lower levels of constructional 

hierarchy. Constructional properties of form and meaning are inherited in a downward direction 

from higher nodes towards lower nodes which are more concrete levels. Inheritance organises 

the constructions of a language into hierarchy. There are different kinds of inheritance links in 
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the construct-i-con: instance link76 (Goldberg 1995:79), polysemy links77 (Goldberg 1995:75), 

metaphorical links78 (Lakoff & Johnson 1980, Goldberg 1995:81), subpart links79 (Goldberg 

1995:78) and the phenomena of multiple inheritance80 (Michaelis and Lambrecht 1996). It is 

not clear whether the inherited information is to be represented just once in the grammar or it 

is associated with more general constructions or whether this kind of information is redundantly 

represented across all of the constructions that share it. Construction Grammar supports the 

theories of linguistic knowledge that leave a maximal amount of information to be worked out, 

rather to be stored, this is known as complete inheritance. In other words, inherited information 

is only stored once, namely with the most general construction, only the constructional schemas 

are stored not their basic instantiations (Bybee 2010, Stemberger and Macwhinney 1988). 

There are two different theories found in this regard; in Impoverished entry theory, it is 

assumed that all the inherited information are omitted from the lexical entry of a word before 

it goes to the next step (Sag 2007), and in Full entry theory, the individual lexical entries are 

fully specified, and inheritance mechanism compute which are information redundant and 

which are important for the next step (Jackendoff 1975, 1997). I would adhere to the ‘full entry 

theory’ here. 

 

4.3.4. Paradigmatic relations 

In Word and Paradigm theories (Stump 2001), paradigms are primitive objects used by 

morphology to organize the inflection of words. It also refers to which specific rules 

morphology may directly refer. Paradigms are the constructs that organize the correspondence 

between sets of features and specific forms of words, establishing systematic associations 

between forms and meanings in specific categories or subcategories.81 

Paradigmatic relations are between units that could potentially occur in the same slot, and they 

substitute one another in the same slot and both paradigmatically related units co-exist in the 

lexicon (Haspelmath 2002:165). Language users make use of abstract schemas to form new 

words on the basis of the paradigmatic relationship between related words. The words are found 

                                                           
76 Instant links connects constructions in hierarchical fashion, linking construction types with particular 

instances of those types 
77 Polysemy links connect construction that share the same form that display a variety of different senses 
78 Metaphorical links connect basic and extended senses of constructions 
79 Subpart links connect constructions that exhibit partial similarities in their respective form and meanings 
80 In multiple inheritance one construction may instantiate several constructions at the same time.  
81  Paradigm is a term which refers to the set of all the different forms that a word adopts depending on the 

grammatical characteristics that it shows in a syntactic context. (Fabregas and Scalise 2012:76) 
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in the lowest nodes in the trees in a hierarchical lexicon. In a paradigmatic relation, the words 

also share their stem in the word-formation schema (Booij: 2002:6-9). The paradigmatic 

relationship allows for word-formation in both directions. Hay and Baayen (2005) provide 

experimental evidence for paradigmatic analogy. 82 The reality of word-families has been 

confirmed by so-called family size effects. In the lexical decision tasks, the speed of the 

decision correlates positively with the size of the word family of a word. (Schreuder and 

Baayen 1997). 

 In the following examples, the vertical dimension shows paradigmatically related units. The 

substitution of one affix with another without changing the stem may also lead to new patterns 

of word-formations in paradigmatic relations. It can be expressed by the following schema that 

presupposes a paradigmatic relationship between abstract word formation schemas in 

Rajbanshi;83 

3. <[X - uya] Ni ‘human agent,M ’ ↔ [X -uyani]N ‘human agent female Ni ’> 

4.. (a) [nɔʈuya] নটুয়া  ‘actor’ M  [nɔʈuyani] নটুয়ামন ‘actress, F’  

   (b) [gɔcʰuya] িছুয়া ‘climber’ M  [gɔcʰuyani] িছুয়ামন ‘climber, F’ 

As discussed in Chapter IV-4.3.3 the section on default inheritance, it is found that 

morphological constructions are heavily interlinked through different kinds of links. If we take 

a lexical item in Rajbanshi as for example [kʰa] খা ‘eat’ and consider some of the morphological 

constructions that are connected to it via sub-part links. The notion of paradigm is not only 

restricted to inflectional constructions but is also extended to derivation, compounding and 

reduplication. In the following examples the verb /kʰa/ খা ‘eat’ is used in inflectional 

construction in 5 and derivational construction in 6, compound construction in 7 and 

reduplicated construction in 8;  

5. Inflectional Construction 

(a) [mui kʰaim] মুই খাইি  

     I    Eat.-Ist, Sing, FUT 

    ‘I will eat’ 

(b) [tui kʰa] তুই খা  

                                                           
82 See Figure 1. Examples of paradigmatic lexical relations in English from Hay and Baayen (2005:344). 
83 < > the symbol angle bracket demarcate a construction, ~̃  paradigmatic relation, ↔ for correspondence 
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You        eat.2nd, Sing, PRS 

‘You eat’ 

(c) [umay kʰaibe] উমায় খাইলব  

 He/she    eat-3rd Sing, FUT 

‘S/he will eat’ 

(d) [t̪omora kʰaiben] ততামমারা খাইলবন  

You. Hon2nd, Hon, PRS 

‘You will eat’ 

(e) [umay kʰail] উমায় খাইি  

S/he    eat. 3rd, Sing, PRF 

‘S/he has eaten’ 

(f) [t̪ui   kʰalu] তুই খািু  

You.INT eat.2nd, Sing, PRF 

‘You have eaten’ 

6. Derivational Construction 

 (a) [kʰa-ɔaiya] খাওয়াইয়া 

    Eat-AGENT 

‘the one who eats’ 

 (b) [kʰa-d̪ok] খালদাক 

   Eat-AGENT 

‘the one who eats a lot’ 

7. Compound construction 

[kʰa-ɔoya d̪aɔya] খাওয়া দাওয়া  

Eat-PRS.INF   RED. PRS.INF 

‘eating and the like’ 

8. Reduplicated construction 

(a) [kʰait̪e kʰait̪e] খাইলত খাইলত  

  Eat.PRS.INF  RED.PRS.INF 

‘while eating’ 

   (b) [kʰai kʰai] খাই খাই  
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Eat.PRS   eat.PRS 

‘eagerness to eat’ 

The lists of the constructions, which are related through subpart links by a common element 

are called paradigms. Complex morphological words are formed in the Dictionary and 

grammar model (Taylor, 2012) by means of grammatical rules. It is formed either by adding 

affixes to the input forms or by deleting an affix or some parts of the input forms or by some 

prosodic means as for example stress shift or tone changes etc. Booij (2013:264) points out that 

these rules are not needed in CM, because the group of words belongs to a paradigm. If speakers 

know group of words that are interconnected through subpart links, they can form 

generalisation across the word groups. Hilpert (2014:84) points out that subpart links in the 

construct-i-con that connect these kinds of words allow speakers to ‘fill in the blank’ when they 

encounter a word that they have not heard before. The empirical studies and observation in the 

language acquisition studies have shown that children make overgeneralization errors because 

knowledge of the constructional paradigms plays a major role in the regularization process.  

 

4.3.5. Unification 

Unification is the basic operation that builds grammatical structure and the unification of word 

formation schemas explain how multiple complex words can be formed without an 

intermediate complex base (Booij and Audring, 2015:10). Given the existence of word-

formation schemas as abstractions over sets of complex words, such schema can be unified into 

more complex schemas….such unified schema thus specify the co-occurrence of word-

formation patterns in the coining of complex words (Booij, 2005:44, Rumelhart 1980:40-41). 

“Production compilation will try to take each successive pair of productions and build a single 

production that has the effect of both” “[T]he participant is converting from a declarative 

representation and a slow interpretation of the task to a smooth, rapid procedural execution of 

the task (Anderson et al., 2004: 1045-1046).  

The unified schemas are constructions themselves and they may possess specific constructional 

properties of their own. The Word formations schemas are abstractions over sets of complex 

words and they exist in the minds of the language users. These can be unified into more 

complex schemas. According to Booij (2005:47), “a language may acquire new morphological 

schemas as an effect of schema unification and subsequent simplification.” The schemas and 
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their unification take place to form new complex words in the following Rajbanshi examples 

in 9; 

9. (a) [ʃɔkʰ] শ্খ ↔[ʃɔkʰin] শ্মখন  ↔[ʃɔkʰind̪ar] শ্মখনদার ↔[ʃɔkʰind̪ari] শ্মখনদামর 

(b) [Ɉɔmi] জমি ↔[Ɉɔmin] জমিন ↔ [Ɉɔmindar] জমিনদার ↔ [Ɉɔmind̪ari] জমিদামর 

(c) [ɔŋʃo] অোংশ্ ↔ [ɔŋʃi] অোংশ্ী ↔[ɔŋʃid̪ar] অোংশ্ীদার ↔ [ɔŋʃid̪ari] অোংশ্ীদামর 

The schema is shown in 10; 

10.  <[X] ↔ [[X]in] ↔ [X]in]d̪ar]  ↔ [X]in]d̪ar]i]> 

It is argued that the possible but non-existing complex words may form an intermediate stage 

in the formation of even more complex words (Booij, 1977). The word formation schemas can 

be unified into a complex schema that has started a life of its own. It is possible through the 

process of unification which is the basic operation of word formation: a new word results from 

the unification of a template with one or more existing lexemes. The unification of word 

formation templates accounts for the systematic co-occurrence of two or more word formation 

patterns. Why schema is chosen over rules? Booij (2010) suggests that the actual rise of such 

unified templates is most probably the result of the language user’s ability to establish a direct 

relation between a word and a complex word that is two or more derivational steps away from 

that word, unified templates is provided by the observation that they may have specific 

semantic or formal properties that do not derive from the constituent templates. 

 

4.3.6. Embedded productivity 

While discussing key properties of language Hockett (1958:569-586) talks about productivity 

as a phenomenon that a speaker of a language may say something that he has never said nor 

heard before, and which can be understood perfectly by its audience, without either speaker or 

audience being in the slightest aware of the novelty. In Chomsky’s Remarks on Nominalization 

(1970), the issue of productivity was brought to the attention of a new generation of generative 

linguistics and morphologists who tried to understand the notion with the hindsight of modern 

linguistic theories. Zimmer (1964:18-20) argues that productivity is a psychologically real 

phenomenon which is more semantic or pragmatic in nature than formal. Aronoff (1976:17-

18) makes a distinction between possible words and actual words and he views productivity as 

a relationship between possible words and actual words.  
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Williams (1981:250) makes use of the term ‘potentiation’ if a base undergoes some 

morphological process, it gains the potential subsequently to undergo some other specific 

process. Plag (1999) influenced by Optimality Theory (1991) discusses output constraints, the 

well-formedness of the final word which is the crucial factor in determining which process may 

apply to the output of other process. Van Marle (1985) considers productivity is a subset of 

morphological creativity, creativity including much that is beyond the normal rules or 

morphological structure. For Baayen (1992:109:10), productivity of various morphological 

processes may differ according to socio-pragmatic environment such as register or whether the 

recorded language is written or spoken, as well as according to linguistic reasons such as the 

transparency of the process involved.  

Baayen & Renouf (1996:69) point out that ‘dictionaries unfortunately, are not reliable source 

for studying morphological productivity. Aronoff (1976) also argues that dictionaries do not 

list words which are formed by the most productive morphological processes. Bauer (2001) 

opines that productivity cannot be seen as directly equivalent to frequency, transparency, 

regularity, naturalness or default form, although each of these notions may be implicated in 

productivity. The term productivity is not always consistent and neither the status nor the 

precise nature of productivity is made particularly clear (Bauer 2005:316). According to 

Aronoff and Fudeman (2011:227), to say that a given morphological pattern is more productive 

than another is to say that there is a higher probability of a potential word in the first pattern 

being accepted in the language than there is a potential word in the second pattern (See 

Schultnik 1961, Zimmer 1964, Aronoff 1976, Kiparsky 1982, Van Marle 1985, Corbin 1987, 

Baayen 1992, Plag 1999, Hay 2000, Bauer 2001, Booij 1977)   

Van Marle (1985) argues that “the productivity of a schematic morphological construction 

describes the degree of cognitive ease with which speakers can produce or process new 

complex words on the basis of that construction.” The productivity is gradient, it is not absolute 

in nature rather it is relative: more or less, one constructional schema that would be more 

productive than the other. More productive constructions on the scale will generally produce 

new words in the language and new words are not produced by unproductive constrcutions. A 

distinction is often made between productivity and creativity (Bauer 2001, Schultnik 1961, 

Booij 1977, Van Marle 1983) and Booij (1977) also refers to Chomsky’s (1964:22) rule 

governed creativity and rule changing creativity. 
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To study morphological constructions, corpus is useful means because it allows the researcher 

to count the different instantiations of schematic morphological constructions. The highly 

productive constructions are frequent and they are found in the corpus hundreds or thousand 

times (type frequency84). On the other hand, corpus also gives low frequency instantiations as 

for example hapax legomena.85 Booij (2013:258) argues that productive and non-productive 

word-formation processes also be viewed as constructions because the unproductive schema 

may also serve as a useful descriptor for a group of words.  

The productivity is gradient, and there is a degree of productivity; the more productive 

morphological construction will have a more strong mental representation of the schema in the 

minds. According to Booij (2010), the unproductive word-formation process should also be 

viewed as constructions. Embedded productivity is a phenomenon that a word-formation 

process is normally unproductive, but is productive when it occurs with another word-

formation process. In this case, schema unification may result in a productive schema even 

though one of its building blocks is unproductive (Booij, 2010:47).  

 

4.4 Morphological constructions and its properties 

Construction Grammar (Goldberg, 2006) is not just a theory of syntax, it is a theory of overall 

architecture of Language. Booij (2010) has shifted the focus from syntactic constructions to 

morphological constructions which require analysis of word internal structures. There are 

different word formation strategies found in the languages of the world (See Chapter III-3.2.1). 

Morphology is conventionally divided into two parts-Inflection and derivation. While 

Inflection covers those word-internal phenomena which vary with the syntactic role of a given 

word (e.g. case, agreement, TAM etc), the word formation deals with the creation of new 

lexemes (nouns, verbs, and adjectives). Word formation is also divided into derivation and 

compounding; compounding is restricted to cases where two or more lexemes are combined to 

form one (e.g. [nind̪-o-bali] মনন্দবামি ‘an angel who is supposed to give sleep’), while in 

derivation a simple word is combined with affix(es) or other morphological processes to form 

another lexeme (e.g. [d̪okan-dar] ড়দাকানদার shopkeeper). The distinctions of these areas are not 

                                                           
84 It is generally, type frequency is taken to reflect the lexicon and token frequency as language use. 
85 Forms that occur once in a given corpus, this phenomenon is known as hapax legomena.  
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entirely clear-cut. In the following sections, I would outline how these different morphological 

strategies inflection, derivation, compounding and reduplication are spelled out in CM.  

 

4.4.1 Inflectional patterns 

It is generally believed that inflectional morphology86 never changes the grammatical category 

of a word, it modifies the semantics of the existing base in order to fit a word-form in a 

particular syntactic context. The word inflection is borrowed from Latin where ‘flect’ means 

‘bend’, so inflectional morphology bends the shape of a word. It does not change the core 

meaning of the base instead it modifies the meaning of the base as for example [cɛŋɽa] ড়চোং া 

‘boy’ and [cɛŋɽa-la] ড়চোং ািা ‘boys’, one is singular and another is a plural noun in Rajbanshi. 

Tall and taller, tallest- refer to different degrees of adjective of the same lexeme TALL in 

English. By this word formation process a new lexeme is never being created, it does not 

produce new words, the resultant words are realised in different syntactic context as for 

example going is realised for progressive aspect for the same underlying lexeme GO.  

Words created by regular inflectional morphology are generally not listed in the dictionary as 

for example plural form of [cɛŋɽa] ড়চোং া ‘boy’ which is [cɛŋɽa-la] ড়চোং ািা ‘boys’ will not be found 

in the dictionary. But the irregular and idiosyncratic forms [d̪ɔrʃokgɔn] দশ্যকিন or 

[d̪ɔrʃokmonɖoli] দশ্যকিন্ডিী ‘audience’ will be listed because of its idiosyncratic behaviour. It is 

assumed that the speakers know the meaning of the resultant words. Whether the word is listed 

in our mental lexicon or not; it is a different theoretical issue and analysis of word lies in the 

theoretical position one adheres to. In various versions of morpheme based theory, inflected 

words are not listed in the mental lexicon but in the word-based tradition it is believed that 

inflected words may be listed in the mental lexicon.87 The recent evidence in cognitive 

literature supports for the word based tradition where words are found in a network of relations 

in our mental lexicon.  

Inflectional processes appear far away from the root while the derivational processes are closer 

to the root. If a particular base is targeted with different morphemes namely inflectional and 

derivational ones, the inflectional morphemes will appear after the derivational ones. Once the 

                                                           
86 See chapter II, section 2.1 Inflectional morphology 
87 See discussion on morpheme based and word based tradition in Chapter III, 3.4 
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inflectional morpheme is added, further no morphemes can be added to the base. Inflectional 

morphology closes the word as for example in English hunters and denationalizations; /-er/, 

/de-/, /al/, /ize/, /tion/ are derivational morphemes and /s/ is a plural inflectional morpheme. 

The order of morpheme cannot be so strict and but we may find exceptions to this order. 

Aronoff (1976) provides examples of English compounds sister-in-laws and sisters-in-law 

where the native speakers of English produce both the forms. In Hindi, the pluralization of 

compound nound ‘kutta billi’  ‘dog and cat’ as ‘kutte billi’ ‘dogs and cats’ violates the 

morpheme order (Agnihotri and Singh, 2001). In the above examples, inflectional strategies 

are found before compound word formations (See Siegel (1978), Lexical phonology 

morphology (Kiparsky, 1982) and a recent version of Stratal optimality theory (Kiparsky 

(2000), Bermudez- Otero 1999) and Rubach 2000).  

Another important notion crops into mind while discussing inflectional process is productivity 

(See Chapter-IV-4.3.6. embedded productivity). Syntactic processes are maximally productive 

and inflectional processes closely interact with syntax must be productive. Though productivity 

is a degree and cannot be seen as a dichotomy between being productive and unproductive. It 

is a relative phenomenon that one is less productive and another is more productive. Though 

Matthews (1974:52) talks about semi-productivity88, I would refer to productivity as Aronoff 

(1976) refers it as regularity. According to him, regular productive affixes may be blocked 

because of the prior existence of another word with the same meaning that the potential word 

would have. In general, if we compare derivational processes with inflectional processes, the 

inflectional morphology will turn out to be more productive. In comparison with derivation 

and compounding, inflectional processes closely interact with syntax. The interaction is clearly 

visible in agreement. Morphology by itself cannot determine which of the forms, a noun, verb 

or an adjective will take in a particular syntactic context. It is syntax which provides the 

information. This kind of interaction of inflectional morphology and syntax is found in the 

theoretical literature of Lexicalist Theory. There are two versions of the theory, strong and 

weak version. In the weak version of the theory, it is believed that some inflections are 

performed in the lexicon and other in the syntax (Chomsky 1965, 1970; Siegel 1974). The 

irregular inflectional processes as for example man~men, child~children, go~went are 

performed in the lexicon. In Strong Lexicalism, all morphological processes including 

inflection are performed in the lexicon (Halle 1973). Derivational morphology forms a word 

                                                           
88 Matthews (1974:52) talks about semi-productivity to cover idiosyncratic affixes which inexplicably fail to 

attach to apparently eligible forms. When these affixes are used the meaning of the resulting word may be 

unpredictable.  
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in the lexicon and then the word is placed in a syntactic context. But when inflectional 

morphology operates in the lexicon some of the properties of the individual words are left 

unresolved or undetermined by the morphology and once the word is given in a particular 

syntactic context, the syntactic rule will add the missing properties of the word. It has to be 

mentioned that that there is a division of labour between syntax and lexicon. When we talk of 

inflectional processes even syntax on its own cannot determine the inflectional properties of 

the word because depending on the shape of the items a particular affix is selected in a syntactic 

context and also irregular items are important in determining the inflectional properties of 

words. On the other hand, in derivation and compounding there is no division of labour between 

syntax and lexicon. There may be an interaction between these two components because of the 

existence of irregular items.  

In Realization Morphology, for the analysis of inflectional phenomena, it is assumed that there 

are rules that spell out the phonological form of each word-form, a word with a particular array 

of features (Ackerman & Stump, 2004; Anderson 1992; Spencer 2004; Stump 2001). 

Periphrasis is a phenomenon where the cells in the inflectional paradigm of words may be filled 

by word combinations instead of words and it can be seen as phrasal constructs or 

‘constructional idioms’ (Booij:2010:21). Inflectional phenomena provide direct evidence for 

the idea that morphologically complex words should be seen as construction with holistic 

properties (Booij, 2010:23). In Chapter II-2.1., I discussed different inflectional construction 

of Rajbanshi language namely number, gender, case and specificity classifiers constructions.  

 

4.4.2 Derivational constructions 

The derivational constructions are instrumental for word-formation (See Chapter II-2.2). It 

creates a relatively new lexeme. In Dictionary and grammar model of traditional grammar, the 

productive word-formation processes are conceived of as morphological rules (Aronoff 1976, 

Plag 2003). Beard (2001) discusses different kinds of derivational means i.e. affixation, 

apophony, conversion, paradigmatic derivation, prosodic modification, reduplication. In the 

English example, agent meaning cannot be deduced from the suffix –er, the meaning is only 

invoked when the suffix –er forms a word with a verbal base as for example write, paint, read 

etc.  The schema of the agent noun is in 11; 

11.  <[[x] v er] N ‘One who Vs’ (writer, painter, reader)> 
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 Prefixation can be explained in the same way using the morphological construction as for 

example rewrite, reread, repaint etc. is shown in 12; 

12. <[[re] V [x  ]vi  ] Vj ↔ [do it again in SEM i] j> 

Multiple affixes are added to a base to create a complex word. This process can take place in a 

number of rounds, with the output created by one round of affixation serving as the input to a 

later round.89 Siegel (1974) says morphological processes are namely thought of as applying 

in serial fashion, one after another that means there is a cyclic application of rules. This kind 

of rule application is the fundamental tenet of lexical morphology model (See Strict cycle 

condition, Masacaro 1976, Kiparsky 1982: 154, Goldsmith 1990: 249-73).90 The account of 

multiple affixation in dictionary and grammar model is not satisfactory. As for example, the 

words moral (moralise) demoralise; there is no intermediate step moralise in English 

lexicon. A constructional analysis posits a morphological construction in which multiple 

elements attach simultaneously to a host.  

If a base is added with multiple affixes what should be the order of affixes? In the Dictionary 

and Grammar model so many proposals exist. It is said that inflection modifies an existing 

lexeme, it does not create a new word, and also closes the word formation process i.e. once the 

inflectional processes applied there will be no addition of affix to the base. On the other hand, 

derivation creates a new lexeme or a new word, and always creates another base in which to 

other morphological processes can apply.  In the typological framework, Greenberg (1966:93) 

points out that ‘if both the derivation and inflection follow the root, or they both precede the 

root, the derivation is always between the root and inflection’. Siegel (1974) in her level 

ordering hypothesis proposes that there are two levels of affixes-Level-I and Level-II, words 

with level-I affixes may serve as input for words with level-II affixes, but not the vice versa. 

Kiparsky (1982) proposes three levels of affixes: Level-I with irregular inflection and 

derivation, Level-II with regular derivation and compounding, Level-III with regular 

inflection. Halle and Mohanan (1985) recognise four strata: Stratum-1 with class –I irregular 

derivation and inflection, Stratum-2 with regular derivation, Stratum 3 with compounding, and 

stratum-4 with regular inflection. There exist many shortcomings with the theory of Lexical 

                                                           
89 Katamba (1993:53) explains multiple affixation as a phenomenon in which complex words are formed by 

creating bases which contain several derivational affixes.  
90 The principle states that in the lexicon rules are blocked off in such a way that each layer of derivation is self-

contained. Rules are only capable of affecting structures which are built by other rules belonging to the same 

stratum (Katamba 1993:123).  
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morphology. The proponents of the theory cannot come to a conclusion that how many strata 

are found in the lexicon? Besides, the theory does not spell out how are the affixes from the 

same level may or may not be combined?  

Lexical Morphology is not a perfect theory but in spite of shortcomings, the model is intuitively 

satisfying and presents word-formation process of English and other languages. (Mohanan 

1982, 1986; Pullyblank 1986, Pandey 2002). The stratum ordering hypothesis of Lexical 

Morphology is also used in recent linguistic theory namely Optimality Theory (Prince and 

Smolensky 1991). 91Works by Kiparsky (2000), Bermudez- Otero (1999) and Rubach (2000) 

and among others use ranked and violable constraints in conjunction with a division among 

stem level, word-level, and post-lexical strata. According to them, constraints can be ranked 

differently at each stratum and the output of each stratum is used as the input to the next.  

Hay and Plag (2004) analysed fifteen suffixes of English determining for each one of how 

many of its types were likely to be parsed. They propose Complexity based ordering hypothesis 

based on psycholinguistics considerations. Hay (2002:527) says “an affix that can be easily 

parsed out should not occur inside an affix that cannot.” Hay and Plag (2004) conclude that 

more freely an affix can be separated from its base in processing, the more freely it attaches to 

words that contain another affix.  

Derivation processes allow language users to make new lexemes.92 It has been observed that 

there are various constraints on derivational construction; (a) Input constraints are syntactic 

class requirements i.e. an affix is only added to a particular syntactic category not the other (b) 

Input constraints are phonological in nature i.e. a suffix is attached to a particular phonological 

base whether it has consonant ending or vowel ending etc. (c) Stratal constraints, an affix is 

added to a base of a particular historical origin whether it is borrowed or native roots. (d) Base 

driven restrictions i.e. an affix is added depending on the morphological makeup of the base 

whether it is simplex base or complex base. (e) Semantic constraints i.e. an affix forces the 

base word to belong to a particular semantic type (f) Pragmatic, stylistic or sociolinguistic 

constraints also play an important role in the informal and formal usage of language, and 

                                                           
91 Optimality Theory (Prince and Smolensky 1993) is an output oriented approach to language analysis. The 

idea that every grammar is a system of conflicting forces, the surface forms of a language reflect resolution of 

conflicts between competing constraints-Markedeness and Faithfull constraints. The selectional mechanism 

involves hierarchy of rankings of constraints, such that higher rank constarints have priority over lower ranked 

constraints.   
92 See Chapter-II, 2.2, nominal derivation in Rajbanshi language. 
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selection of a particular base. In the next chapter V-5.3, I would discuss nominal derivational 

processes and its constructions in Rajbanshi language. 

 

4.4.3 Compound constructions 

Compounding is a major word-formation process in Rajbanshi language.93 It involves 

concatenation of at least two lexemes. Bloomfield (1933), Jespersen (1929), Marchand (1959), 

Hockett (1963) have presented descriptive account of English compounds. Adams (1973) used 

terms such as association, appositional, locative, resemblance etc. to identify classes of non-

verbal compounds. Lees (1960) argued that compounds are formed in syntax and derived by 

the process of transformation. Siegel (1978) argue that synthetic compounds such as truck 

driver, school teacher, etc. are derivable from lexical transformation. Selkirk (1983) argues that 

transformation has no role in compound formation. {See Lieber (1983), Anderson (1988), 

Spencer (1991), Katamba (1993), Jensen (1990)}. According to Anderson (1995: 40) “… the 

combination of two or more members (potentially) open lexical classes.” Abbi (2001: 171) 

opines “when two independent words in a language are joined to create a new word, this is 

known as compounding….the words that are juxtaposed to form a compound already occupy 

an independent status in the language….and after being coined as a compound the constituent 

elements of the compound lose their basic meaning and acquire a new reference.”  Compounds 

consist of two (or rarely more) lexeme stems that are juxtaposed in a single word form, and, 

when a language does not allow phrases consisting of two juxtaposed lexemes of the same 

word classes, the combination must be a compound (Haspelmath: 154-155). The resultant 

meaning of the constituent parts of the compound can be predictable or unpredictable. Some 

compounds are idiomatic in nature and their meaning cannot be determined from the meaning 

of their component parts. They are inseparable and cannot be replaced by other constituent 

parts. Morphological cohesion (Haspelmath:158) clearly takes the whole compound in its 

domain rather than just the head.  Nigel (2001) points out that “…the meaning of a compound 

is usually to some extent compositional, though it is not often predictable.” 

The lexicon is hierarchical and allows intermediate levels of generalizations. It is assumed that 

there are intermediate schemas in between the individual words and the most abstract word 

formation schemas, which express generalizations about subsets of complex words of a certain 

                                                           
93 See Chapter II, section 2.3. for Rajbnashi compounding 
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type (Booij 2005). In Rajbanshi compounds the word [baɽi] বাম  is homophonous, it has the 

main meaning ‘home or house’ and in the compound construction semantic drift takes place 

and the meaning is ‘place, field’. The meaning of the following compounds is usually ‘field or 

place of some kind’ in 13; 

13.   (a) [gʰaʃ baɽi]  ঘাস বাম  ‘grass field’ 

(b) [hɔld̪I baɽi] হিমদ বাম  ‘turmeric field’ 

(c) [ʃuʈi baɽi] শুটি বাম  ‘barley field’ 

(d) [oya baɽi]’ ওয়া বাম  paddy field’ 

(e) [koʃʈa baɽi] ড়কািা বাম   ‘jute field’ 

We can assume the following intermediate schema for NN compounds of Rajbanshi in 14; 

14.  [[X]N [baɽi]N]N ‘a particular X field/place’.  

The meaning of the word is inherited from the subschema. (cf. Krieger & Nerbonne, 1993 and 

Hippisley, 2001). A number of compound-initial words have developed into intensifying 

prefixes that have started a life of their own, without a synchronic link to their original use (van 

der Sijs, 2001: 545, Booij, 2005). The morphological construction for right headed nominal 

compounds black board, steam boat, school boy etc;94  

15.  [[a] Xk [b] Ni ] Nj ↔ [SEM i with relation R to SEM k]j  

The nature of R is not specified but is determined for each individual compound on the basis 

of the compound constituents, and encyclopedic and contextual knowledge (Downing 1977; 

Jackendoff 2009). 

16. [[a] Xk [b] Ni ]Nj ↔ [SEM I with relation R to SEM k]j 

     [aF] [aF]  

Each nominal compound is the instantiation of this constructional schema presented before. 

There are also cases of analogical word-formations, but analogical patterns can be strengthened 

into constructional idioms, i.e. patterns with productivity. According to Booij (2010a) the use 

of this kind of intermediate schemas, word formation patterns with one of the positions 

                                                           
94 The symbol used X= major lexical categories (N, V, Adj..), a,b= Lower case for arbitrary sound sequences, i, 

j, k= lower case lexical indexes on the PHON, SYN, SEM properties of words, R= Relation 
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lexically specified, and hence constructional idioms, implies that we do not have to decide 

whether such morphemes are affixes or words: their specific use and meaning as parts of 

complex words is specified directly in the constructional idioms. 

 

4.4.4 Reduplicated structures 

Reduplication is one of the major word-formation processes in south Asian languages.95 

Though the traditional grammarian ignores this process considering it to be trivial. It is not a 

syntactic process rather a morphological process because the units it operates on are words, not 

phrases or sentences. According to Abbi (2001:162) “words formed either by duplicating 

syllables, or by duplicating a single word (phonological word), partially or completely are 

known as cases of reduplication”. Spencer (2001:13) points out that “some part of a base is 

repeated, either to the left, or to the right, or occasionally in the middle…the interesting thing 

about reduplication is that it involves adding material, just like any other form of affixation, 

but the identity of the added material is partially or wholly determined by the base”. 

Reduplication is a phenomenon where a linguistic item is repeated in order to convey a 

particular meaning. According Goldberg (2006), the meanings that cannot be derived from the 

constituents of a construction but are properties of construction as whole. Reduplicated 

structures receive a prototypical or idealised interpretation often in contrast to a less 

prototypical interpretation. Reduplicated structures can have all kinds of meanings in Rajbanshi 

(See Chapter-II-2.4 & Chapter-V-5.5). The total or partial reduplication is used to express 

plurality or distributive plurality as for example in 17; 

17. উিায় বাম  বাম  মভক্ষা কলর । 

    [umay baɽi baɽi bʰikka kɔre]  

   He.DIST house house alms do 

  ‘He begs in each and every house’ 

The distributive plurality meaning cannot be derived from one of its constituents, it is the whole 

construction copying or doubling pattern which evoke the meaning of distributive plurality. 

This holistic meaning can be accounted by the following schema in 18; 

                                                           
95 See chapter II, section 2.4. for Rajbanshi reduplication  
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18. <[Ni     Ni] Nj ↔[DISTRIBUTIVE PLURALITY [SEMi]]j>   

Besides, reduplication also affects category change from verb to noun or noun to verb or verb 

to adverb etc. In this case, the construction is exocentric in nature because there is no 

constituent that could have triggered the category change. The verb [kʰa] খা gets its adverbial 

function once it is reduplicated. Here is an example of reduplicated verb having adverbial 

functions as in 19; 

19. ড়চোংম টা খাইলত খাইলত কামন্দি । 

 [cɛŋɽi-ʈa kʰai-t̪e kʰai-t̪e kand̪il]  

    Girl-CLF eat eat cry-PST 

‘The girl cried while eating’ 

According to Hilpert (2014: 86), the symbolic link between a reduplicated structure and the 

idea of prototype is non-compositional; knowledge of the individual words is not sufficient to 

work out the intended interpretation. 

 

4.5. Multiword expressions and Constructional idioms 

The notion periphrasis is used in the analysis of inflectional paradigm. The cells of the 

paradigm are filled by the combination of analytical elements because of unavailability of 

specific morphological form. In Rajbanshi progressive construction is an example of 

periphrasis. It is expressed by using verbs such as [naga] ‘to touch, to get, to attach’; [d̪ʰɔra] 

‘to hold, to catch’ in coordination with the main verb (kʰa) as for example in 20; 

    20. ড়চোং াটা ভাত খাওয়ার নামিলচ । 

 [cɛŋɽa-ʈa bʰat̪ kʰa-ɔyar nagice]  

Boy-CLF rice eat get-PRS 

‘The boy is eating rice’. 

These kinds of constructions with periphrastic function are considered cases constructional 

idioms. They are multiword expressions which are idiomatic in nature. They are not completely 

frozen or fixed because some of its positions/slots are variables. According to Booij (2010:83), 

‘a constructional idiom is a fixed syntactic pattern in which some positions may be filled by all 

kinds of words of the right category, whereas other positions are filled by specific morphemes 

or words.’ Multiword expressions (MWEs) are not just fixed sequences of words with an 
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atomic meaning but differs in their degree of compositionality and syntactic flexibility (Pitt 

and Katz 2000, Sag et all 2002). Wray and Perkins (2000:1) use the term ‘formulaic language’ 

which is ‘a sequence, continuous or discontinuous of words or other meaning elements, which 

is, or appears to be prefabricated that is stored and retrieved whole from memory at the time of 

use rather than being subject to generation or analysis by the language grammar’.  

Booij (2010) uses the term ‘constructional idiom’ to refer to those multiword expressions 

(MWEs) which are to certain aspects flexible and not syntactically frozen (See Appendix-VII 

& Appendix-VIII). These items can receive new instantiations. They are also termed as 

partially fixed constructions, one or more positions in these kinds of constructions are fixed 

and other is variable. Booij (2010) points out that the lexicon has to be extended with partially 

underspecified idioms (Paul and Kay, Michaelis and Lambrecht 1996, Croft 2001, 2003, 

Culicover and Jackendoff 2005, 2006). 

 

4.6 Interface phenomenon 

 The properties of one level may relate to those of another. In CM, the term interface means for 

the ways in which different kinds of representations (phonological, formal, semantic) are linked 

to each other (Booij, 2005). I would briefly discuss the interface phenomena in the following 

subsections;  

 

4.6.1 Morphology and Phonology 

The interaction of morphology and phonology is a vast area. {See Trommer (2012), Inkelas 

(2014)}. The phonological output forms may govern the selection of allomorphs and resolve 

the competing affixes. (Booij, 1998; Booij & Veer 2015; Burzio 2005, Rabach & Booij 2001). 

Morphological processes can be defined in terms of prosodic categories (Lappe, 2007; 

Mccarthy and Prince 1986). The non-isomorphic relations between morphological and 

prosodic constraints, and also different words are subject to different phonological systems 

(Booij and Lieber 1993). There are subclasses of morphological constituents for which the 

alignment of morphological and phonological boundaries needs to be specified (McCarthy and 

Prince 1993). And alignment is an interface phenomenon, a form of correspondence between 

morphology and phonology. Burzio (2005:2) based on Italian data points out that 
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phonologically controlled suppletion reveals that morphological decisions are sometimes made 

based on the output of the phonology.   

In CM, it is argued that morphological constraints have holistic properties i.e. they do not 

derive its properties from the individual constituents likewise holistic phonological properties 

do not follow from the phonology of their constituents. Each individual morphological 

constituent is associated with its own phonological sub-grammar (Inkelas, 2014:45). There are 

two kinds of affixes cohering and non-cohering, where the former makes a prosodic domain 

with the stem and the later forms prosodic domain of their own as for example English deverbal 

agentive suffix /er/ (painter) and abstract noun forming suffix /hood/ (boyhood) respectively. 

In the next chapter, I will be discussing interface phenomena between morphology and 

phonology mainly focusing on Rajbanshi nominal morphology.  

 

4.6.2. Morphology and Semantics 

The relationship between form and meaning of a word is arbitrary. According to Saussure 

(1916), there is an arbitrary relationship between them, there is no inherent or logical 

connection between the signifier and signified. Words are linguistic signs whose meaning are 

arbitrary. Speakers of a language have to remember many arbitrary signs but the meaning of 

complex words may not be fully arbitrary, its meaning is partially motivated. The 

compositionality principle suggests that the meaning of a complex word is a compositional 

function of its constituent parts. But we had seen some linguistic signs are semantically opaque 

or non-compositional i.e. the meaning cannot be deduced from its constituent parts. The 

exocentric compounds ‘pick pocket’ in English and [kaʈol ʃupuri] কালটাি সুপুমর ‘jackfruit guava’ 

(pineapple) in Rajbanshi; the meaning of the constituent parts do not correspond to the overall 

meaning of the complex word. It can be stated that Compositionality principle is not a reliable 

means to determine the meanings of above compounds, and hence one has to be aware of world 

knowledge (encyclopaedic knowledge) and also knowledge of the context in which a word is 

used.  

Another important thing about the meaning of words is the metaphorical use of a word and 

how the language users effectively interpret its meaning. There is a distinction between the 

notions of meaning and interpretation. The interpretation mechanism follows the pragmatic 

principle of cooperation between hearer and speaker. Polysemy of affixes and words are also 
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found in the languages of the world. It is the effect of semantic extension mechanism such as 

metaphor and metonymy and this can be understood more generally in terms of domain shift 

chains. 96 According to Goldberg (2006), meanings that cannot be derived from the constituents 

of a construction but are considered as properties of construction as a whole. The case of 

reduplication as discussed above clearly shows the interaction between morphology and 

semantics. In exocentric compounds, no constituent functions as a head, it is a clear case of 

interface phenomena between morphology and semantics in which holistic properties are 

involved (Booij and Audring 2015:11). The meaning is construction specific but the pragmatics 

and discourse information are also mingled in Semantic component in CM (See Chapter II-2.3) 

 

4.6.3. Morphology and Syntax 

Morphology deals with the internal structure of complex words and syntax deals with structure 

of phrases and sentences. In the traditional view, morphology feeds syntax since morphology 

provides units that are operated upon by syntactic rules. But this is not always correct we had 

seen cases where syntax feeds morphology; a particular syntactic unit is used to build 

morphologically complex words as for example do gooder, do-it-yourselfer, fast tracker, look 

upper (Ryder 2001). Booij (2007:190) points out the interaction between morphology and 

syntax is that they make use of the same word class categories: morphological rules operate on 

words of a certain word class (noun, verb, adj, etc), and also create words or word-forms of a 

specific category. Thus, there is a shared vocabulary for morphology and syntax with respect 

to word classes.  

The interaction of morphology and syntax is not a matter of correspondence between different 

types of information. In this view of grammar (CM), morphology and syntax belong to the 

same level. The assumption of traditional grammar is that there is a pre-syntactic lexicon which 

provides lexical items to be inserted into the syntactic structure. It is not necessarily the case 

that we first build words in a pre-syntactic morphological component and then insert these 

words into syntactic slots in the syntactic component. Instead, syntactic constructions may form 

part of morphological constructions. This implies that syntactic and morphological information 

must be available simultaneously (Booij and Audring:2015). 

                                                           
96 In this case one may go from one semantic domain to another related one and thus derive new interpretation 

as for example PERSON> OBJECT> ACTIVITY>SPEACE>TIME>QUALITY (Heine et all 1991:45). 
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4.7. Architecture of Grammar in CM 

What is the overall architecture of the grammar? How many grammatical components do exist 

in the grammatical system? What is the place of morphology in that system? According to 

Julien (2002:297), morphologically complex words are the outcome of manipulation of 

morphemes that takes place in syntax. In CM, it is argued that grammar of natural language 

has autonomous morphological sub-grammar, and it cannot be reduced to syntax or phonology 

(Booij: 2010). Morphology is word-grammar and similar to sentence grammar in its dealing 

with the relationship between three kinds of information. It is only with respect to the domain 

of linguistic entities that morphology is different from sentence grammar since morphology 

has the word domain as its focus (Booij, 2010: 11). Booij (2010:5) conceives that each word is 

a linguistic sign, a pairing of form and meaning and … it is a pairing of three types of 

information PHON, SYN, SEM respectively. It is argued that each word has a lexical index in 

our lexicon, and it is attached with three kinds of information PHON, SYN, SEM. It is only the 

words which will have lexical index, not the affixes since they are not lexical items.  

Jackendoff and Culicover (2005, 2006) talk of tripartite parallel architecture of grammar. They 

consider morphology to be the extension of parallel architecture below the word level. The 

grammar is an intricate network of lexical relationships not only between morphological 

schemas and their instantiations—that is complex words--- but also among schemas. Complex 

words are not only related indirectly, by sharing a base word but also directly, because they 

may entertain paradigmatic relationships (Booij, 2010:15). The domain of morphology is 

smaller in compare to syntax but the architecture is similar to syntax. The lexical insertion is 

the only point of contact between them (Ackema & Neeleman, 2004). In the construction based 

approach to morphology, output forms emerged out not through the process of derivation where 

different rules compete to operate within a base to derive the suitable output forms but through 

the process of exposure, experience, memory. CM argues that morphology must be usage based 

in order to understand the knowledge of language system and creation of complex words. The 

architecture of grammar in a hierarchical lexicon with various degrees of schematicity that do 

justice to actual language use in the domain of word formation.  
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4.8. Summary 

The notion ‘construction’ plays an important role in Construction grammar. It is a pairing of 

form and meaning, is not totally compositional but is predictable. The language users know the 

constructions of their language. It is found in the inheritance netweork of constructions and is 

useful for the analysis of morphological and lexical phrasal constructs. Morphological schemas 

specify the predictable properties of the complex words listed in the lexicon and they also 

indicate how new words and word forms can be made. The lexion is not only an appendix of 

the grammar, it lists various kinds of information of words, morphemes, idioms and proverbs, 

formulaic sequences and may also list list some sentences. Construction grammar argues that 

many idiomatic elements cannot be stored as fixed strings but they can be stored as schemas 

with slots that can be filled with certain elements and not by others. The lexicon is a meeting 

place of the systematic and conventional properties of language constructs. 

Constructional schema denotes a schematic pairing of form and meaning. Subschemas are 

useful to make generalization about subsets of words and can create new words productively. 

Schemas and subschemas are found in paradigmatic relationship in the hierarchical lexicon. 

Inheritance mechanism captures the relation between more abstract construction and concrete 

construction. In Impoverished theory, all the inherited information are omitted from the lexical 

entry of words before it goes to the next step and in the Full entry theory, the individual lexical 

entries are fully specified and inheritance mechanism compute the relevant and redundant 

information before it goes to the next level. In CM, unproductive word-formation processes 

are also viewed as construction. Embedded productivity is a phenomenon where a wor-

formation schema is normally unproductive but it is productive when it occurs with another 

word-formation schema. 

 Interface phenomenon is also discussed in this chapter with examples. Morphological 

processes influence the phonetic forms of a word. We had seen the distinction between 

cohering and non-cohering affixes. In some cases, the morphological boundary and 

phonological boundary is symmetric and in other cases, it is non-isomorphic. Morphological 

strategies may impose phonological constraints on the stems they operate on. The principle of 

lexical integrity separates morphology from syntax. But syntactic constructs may form part of 

complex words and it may govern the use of case marking on words. Languages may allow 

analytic elements for the morpho-syntactic categories. The combination of this kind is used 

productively can be termed as constructional idiom. The semantics of complex words is 
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generally governed by compositionality principle and conceptualization rules. For a proper 

interpretation and use of complex words, the knowledge of pragmatics and of the world and of 

the context is also important. The semantic extension mechanism such as metaphor and 

metonymy, and polysemy of affixes and individual complex words can be understood in terms 

of domain shift chains.  

CM argues that grammar of natural language has autonomous morphological subgrammar, and 

it cannot be reduced to syntax or phonology. In this theory, the grammar is conceptualized in 

a hierarchical lexicon with various degrees of schematicity that do justice to actual language 

use in the domain of word- formation. 
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CHAPTER-5 

5. CONSTRUCTIONAL SCHEMAS AND NOMINAL MORPHOLOGICAL 

CONSTRUCTIONS IN RAJBANSHI 

5.1. Introduction 

Construction Morphology offers interesting insights into morphological theory and overall 

architecture of Grammar. It handles word-formation strategies namely derivation, inflection, 

compounding, reduplication and other types adequately.97 It is argued in CM that 

morphological schemas or templates have advantages over Word-formation Rules (Aronoff 

1976). For the analysis of word-formation in general the WFRs fail to examine the systematic 

correlation between form and meaning, and they do not provide adequate solutions for some 

problematic cases. The theory of CM will provide adequate solutions for the problems and the 

correlation between form and meaning which can be modelled straightforwardly by means of 

hierarchically ordered word-formation schemas or subschemas in the hierarchical lexicon. In 

this chapter, I will be discussing the following, in section 5.1 Introduction in 5.2. Inflectional 

constructions in 5.3. Derivational constructions in 5.4. Compound constructions in 5.5. 

Reduplicated constructions in 5.6 Constructional idioms, in 5.7. Allomorphy in CM and 5.8 

Summary of the chapter. 

 

5.2. Inflectional Constructions 

Inflectional phenomena provide excellent arguments for word-based morphology and for the 

constructional approach. The inflectional forms have holistic properties and they are found in 

paradigmatic relations.98 In inflectional morphology, we hardly find one to one correspondence 

between form and its morpho-syntactic property. (See Chapter II-2.1 & Chapter IV-4.4.1) It is 

often impossible to assign a particular meaning to an inflectional affix. We simply cannot allow 

large set of inflectional homonymous suffixes in our morphological theory.99 The notion of 

‘portmanteau’ morpheme is called for in traditional approach. (See Word-formation processes, 

Chapter-III-3.2.1). The actual value of an inflectional affix depends on the kinds of stem it 

                                                           
97 See word-formation processes, Chapter-III-3.2.1. 
98 See Chapter III-3.4. Word and  Chapter-IV-4.3.4.  
99 It is often impossible to assign a specific meaning to an inflectional suffix because its actual value depends on 

the kind of stem it combines with and the properties of the stem, unless one allows for large sets of 

homonymous inflectional affixes. (Booij 2010:255). 
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combines with, and the properties of that stem. The classical problem of inflectional 

morphology is the complicated relation between form and meaning (See Spencer 2004, Blevins 

2006, Ackerman et all 2009).In CM, the analysis of inflectional phenomena is quite 

straightforward, the morpho-syntactic properties of each word form in a paradigm are best 

considered as constructional properties i.e. the properties of each word form as a whole.100 The 

Rajbanshi words in Chapter II-2.1.5.2.(Table.18) can be expressed by the following 

morphological schema in 1; 

1.   <(X-c/a) wi ↔ [N] NOM, SING, MAS ↔ SEM i> 

([murga] িুরিা, [band̪or] বান্দর, [payra] পায়রা, [ɖamɽa] দাি া, [ʃiyal] মশ্য়াি etc….) 

In this schema, X is a phonological variable for nominal stems and w is a phonological word. 

The meaning-SEMi is mentioned here is that of the lexeme. The semantic interpretation of the 

morphosyntactic feature is not specified here, since this interpretation depends on stem it 

combines with, and the syntactic contexts in which a word occurs. The morphological schema 

makes it clear that the noun either ends with a consonant or a vowel /a/ আ. The notation X is 

used for any potential phonological base. The noun generally refers to morphosyntactic 

categories Nominative, Singular and Masculine.   

2.  <(X-i) wi ↔ [N] NOM, SING,FEM ↔ SEMi> 

([murgi] িুরিী ‘hen’, [band̪uri] বানু্দমর ‘female monkey’, [payri] পায়মর ‘female pigeon’, [d̪amɽi] দািম  

‘female calf’ , [ʃiyali] মশ্য়ামি ‘female fox’ etc…..) 

The above schema suggests that the phonological segment (X) ends with a vowel /i/ ই. The 

noun is feminine, singular and can have nominative functions in the language.  

Like the previous morphological construction in (1), the phonological segment X (in 3) on the 

left side, can end with either a vowel or a consonant. The construction [[X] ni] N has a 

nominative, singular, feminine function. Besides it can have an additional meaning i.e. wife of 

[X] as in 3.    

 

 

                                                           
100 Inflectional phenomena provides direct evidence for the idea that morphologically complex words should be 

seen as construction with holistic properties (Booij, 2010:23). 
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3.         <[X-c/v] N, Sing, Mas ↔ [[X]ni] N, Sing, Fem>  

([nauya] নাউয়া ‘barber’ [nauyani] নাউয়ামন ‘female barber or wife of barber’ 

[maʃʈar] িািার  ‘teacher’ [maʃʈarni] িািারমন  ‘female teacher or wife of teacher’)101 

 

Periphrasis is a phenomenon where the cells in the inflectional paradigm of words may be filled 

by word combinations instead of words and can be seen as phrasal constructs or ‘constructional 

idioms’ (Booij, 2010:21). The place of a lexical item (such N, V, Adj etc) in a construction is 

found in an open slot i.e. it varies and the construction is marked by bound morphemes. These 

bound morphological elements instantiate construction dependent morphology (Booij 2010: 

211-236). They are the result of reanalysis of syntactic constructions. Croft (2001:126-127) 

calls this kind of analysis is ‘hypoanalysis’ in which “the listener reanalyses a contextual 

semantic/functional property as an inherent property of the syntactic unit. In the reanalysis the 

inherent property of the context [-] is then attributed to the syntactic unit in questions gain a 

new meaning or function”.  

 

If we look at the Rajbanshi case markers that signal relationship between the dependent word 

and the head of construction which can be qualified as inherent or contextual inflection.102 (See 

Chapter-II- example 16.b,c). The case markers are subjected to reanalysis which show that the 

notion of ‘construction’ and ‘constructional idiom’ are indispensable for a proper account of 

the distribution of bound morphological elements. The inflectional markers show how the 

complexity of languages may increase due to preservation of old inflectional markings. Dahl 

(2004: 221) finds that an important source of linguistic complexity lies in the retainment of 

properties from earlier stages of life cycles of constructions. In example 4, we would find the 

plural marker /ra/ রা is the earlier relics of the number system in personal pronominal systems 

(See chapter-II-2.1.4.). In table 13, it is also important to note that the regular plural 

construction <[X]N la, gila/> supersedes the relics /ra/ রা plural marker as in [t̪omragila] 

                                                           
101 For more examples see Chapter-II-2.1.5.1. (b) 
102 Inherent inflection refers to cases where choice of an inflectional form is determined by the speaker’s 

communicative intention when a word is used and not by any recognizable syntactic context. On the other hand 

contextual or assigned inflection is purely motivated by syntactic context as for example number agreement in 

verbs is contextual while number in nouns is inherent inflection in English language (Fabregas and Scalise 

2012: 66-85).   
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ড়তািরামিিা ‘You. PL’, [umuragila] উিুরামিিা ‘they’. (See Chapter-II section 2.1.4.). The mere 

derivational analysis of the singular and plural forms may not establish the systematic 

correspondence between them. The construction morphology finds the following words in 4 in 

paradigmatic relations which treat their systematic correspondences in word-based perspective 

(See Chapter-III-3.4. & Chapter IV 4.3.4).  

4.   Personal pronoun SING    PLUR 

1 [mui] িুই  ‘I’   [hamra] হািরা  ‘We’ 

2 [tui] তুই  ‘You’  [tomra]  ড়তািরা ‘You’ 

[tomra]  ড়তািরা ‘you+Hon’  [tomragila] ড়তািরামিিা ‘You. PL’ 

3 [imay] ইিায় ‘s/he+Prox’  [imiragila]  ইমিরামিিা ‘they’ 

[umay] উিায় ‘s/he +Dis’ [umuragila] উিুরামিিা  ‘they’ 

 

There are also a handful of time and place adverbs which retain the archaic genitive form by 

adding [-kar] কার to the base word as in 5. In the Dictionary and grammar model of lexicon, 

these items are often treated as lexical items frozen or fossilized which are stored in the mental 

lexicon of a speaker. The morphological construction of the words in 5 is <[Xi] Adv↔ [Xi-

kar] Adv↔ [SEM of  Xi]>. 

5. Base word Genitive Gloss 

[aij] আইজ [aijkar] আইজকার ‘of today’ 

[kail] কাইি [kailkar] কাইিকার ‘of yesterday/ tomorrow’ 

[ud̪in] উমদন [ud̪in-kar] উমদনকার ‘of day before yesterday/ of day after 

tomorrow’ 

However, some temporal and place adverbs can take the productive [er/r] এর/র suffix as for 

instance in 6; 

6.  <[Xi] Adv↔ [Xi-r/er] Adv↔ [SEM of that Xi]> 

 ([sed̪in] ড়সমদন [sedinkar] ড়সমদনকার  ~ [sediner] ড়সমদলনর ‘of that day’) 
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The genitive marker is used with proper name and place name as in 7. (a), (b), (c), (d). and in 

8 (a), (b) (c). It is also used with pronominal and quantifier. The schema can be broadly 

generalized as <[Xi-er/r]  N]N ↔  [SEM of Xi]>.103 

 

7. (a) সুনীলির জমি 

 [ʃunil-er Ɉɔmi]  

Sunil-GEN land 

‘Sunil’s land’ 

(b) কুচমবহালরর ড়সানার রাজবাম  

[kucbihar-er ʃona-r raɈbaɽi]  

Coochbehar-GEN gold-GEN palace 

‘the golden palace of Coochbehar’  

(c) [mauʃa-r d̪okan] িাউসার ড়দাকান 

Maternal uncle-GEN shop 

‘Shop of maternal uncle’ 

(d) [abo-r d̪ul] আলবার দুি 

Maternal grandmother-GEN earring 

‘Earring of maternal grandmother’ 

8.     (a) [kar baɽi] কার বাম  

Who-GEN house 

‘Whose (SING) house?’ 

(b) [kar kar baɽi] কার কার বাম  

Who-GEN house 

‘Whose (PL) house’ 

(c) [ʃɔgar baɽi] সিার বাম  

All-GEN house 

‘Everyone’s house’  

                                                           
103 The symbol  has been used to represent the grammatical category symbols since they can have various 

categories.  
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The morphological marker can receive a new grammatical function that of a linking element. 

In Rajbanshi, the sequence [nɛt̪ar gʰɔr] ড়নতার ঘর ‘leaders and associates’, [bʰaiyer gʰɔr] ভাইলয়র ঘর 

‘brothers and associates’, [mamar gʰɔr] িািার ঘর ‘maternal uncle and associates’ (See section 

2.1.3.6.) are no longer treated as lexical phrases but treated as complex words.  What I would 

interpret here is that the genitive marker /r র or er এর/ as a linking element because the 

grammatical function of generative marker is not retained in the complex words. These words 

have specific semantic interpretations. The referent nouns are always + human and the meaning 

is associative in continuation with the [X] element of the genitive. The word [band̪orer gʰɔr] 

বান্দলরর ঘর does not refer to ‘monkey and its associates’ rather the quality (naughty) of some boys. 

These word sequences cannot be considered as short phrases, rather I would assume that they 

are complex words dominated by the following schema; 

9.  <[Ni-er gʰɔr]Nj ↔ [SEM Ni ASSOCIATE PL]j>   

Constructions are also found in the domain of language change (Bybee et al. 1994, Heine 1993, 

Traugott 2003). If a language changes the constructions may disappear due to the erosion of 

the inflectional system. There are traces of forms but the forms have no consistent meaning or 

in cases, the morphological forms receive new grammatical function. Greenberg (1991) refers 

to this phenomenon as ‘regrammaticalization’. Grammaticalization is the change whereby in 

certain linguistic contexts speakers use parts of construction with a grammatical function. Over 

time, the resulting grammatical item may acquire more grammatical function and also expands 

its host (Brinton & Traugott, 2005:9). According to Aikhenvald (2007), the rise of derivative 

morphemes is rightly qualified as grammaticalization, since these morphemes have become 

affixes. If situated at the end point of grammaticalization, these morphemes have abstract 

grammatical properties but such bound morphemes may still have a rather specific meaning, 

more lexical to more grammatical meaning—a pattern characteristics of grammaticalization. 

In the above morphological construction in 9, <[Ni-er gʰɔr]Nj ↔ [SEM Ni ASSOCIATE PL]j>, 

the genitive marker [r/er] loses its syntactic functions and the lexical item [gʰɔr] ঘর acquires a 

new grammatical function in combination with the genitive. It functions as associative plural 

marker in Rajbanshi only with + human nouns.   
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5.3. Derivational Constructions 

There is no doubt that words are enlisted in the mental lexicon and they may be classified on 

the basis of syntactic category, semantic type, and morphological type (See chapter IV-4.2).  

The syntactic category can further be sub-classified in different types as in Figure.5.1; 

Word 

Lexical word        grammatical word 

Noun     verb  adjective adverb   Post-position Conj 

[+Ani] [-Ani]  [+Trans] [-Trans]   [bʰɔne]  [ar] 

[cԑŋɽa] [piɽa]  [d̪ԑɔya]  [Ɉaɔya]  [kʰib]     

চযাোং া    মপ া  ড়দওয়া  র্াওয়া  মখব  ভলন  আর 

‘boy’  ‘sitting stool’ ‘give’  ‘go’   ‘very’  ‘with’  ‘and’ 

 Figure.5.1 The syntactic classification of words in the mental lexicon 

The notion of inheritance hierarchy can also be used to represent morphologically complex 

words (Hippisley 2001; Konig 1999; Krieger and Nerbonne 1993; Riehemann 1998, 2001). 

The noun is divided as simple noun and complex noun. The complex nouns can have different 

morphological markers as in Figure.5.2; 

Noun 

Simple    Complex 

[ʃӕʃa]  [N-giri]   [N-d̪ar]  [N-uya] 

  [[nԑt̪a] giri]             [[Ɉɔmi] d̪ar]   [[gɔcʰ] uya] 

শ্যাশ্া  ড়নতামিমর  জমিদার    িছুয়া 

‘rabbit’ ‘leadership’ ‘Zamindar’ ‘one who climbs on the tree (professionally)’ 

 Figure.5.2 The morphological classification of words in the mental lexicon 

The individual word [Ɉɔmid̪ar] জমিদার ‘Zamindar’ is dominated by the schema [N-d̪ar] and it 

inherits the PHON, SYN, SEM properties specified by the schema. The schema also specifies 

the relevant properties of each subclass. The individual word not only inherits the information 
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from the schema but there is also an inheritance of information from the base word {See 

Section-II (2.2.12) for Impoverished entry theory and Full entry theory}. This kind of 

inheritance is captured through co-indexation: the PHON, SYN, SEM properties of the base 

word ↔ the PHON, SYN, SEM properties of the derived word. In the following example, the 

tripartite parallel structure of /gɔcʰ/  িছ ‘tree’ is shown; 104 

    i   Ni  GOCi 

   

 g      ɔ   c 

ি       অ    চ 

Figure.5.3 The tripartite parallel structure of the word /gɔc/ িচ 

The tripartite parallel structure of complex word /gɔcuya/ িছুয়া ‘who climbs tree 

(professionally)’ is shown in Figure.5.4; 

   i       Ni  [One who climbs j]i 

               Nj Aff k 

[g       ɔ        c]j              [u      ya] 

ি     অ  চ        উ        য়া 

Figure.5.4 The tripartite parallel structure of the complex word /gɔcʰuya/ িছুয়া 

In the above examples, the vertical dimension shows paradigmatically related units. The 

substitution of one affix with another without changing the stem may also lead to new patterns 

of word-formations in paradigmatic relations. It can be expressed by the following schema that 

presupposes a paradigmatic relationship between abstract word formation schemas in 

Rajbanshi;105 

 

 

 

                                                           
104The symbol used, ↔= correspondence,  = syllable, =phonological word, Aff=affix, N=noun, V=verb  
105 < > the symbol angle bracket demarcate a construction, ~̃  paradigmatic relation, ↔ for correspondence 
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10.      Noun     Noun 

 (a) [gɔcʰ] িছ ‘Tree’    [gɔcʰali] িছামি ‘Tree, small in size’ 

 (b) [gɔcʰuya] িছুয়া ‘climber’ M [gɔcʰuyani] িছুয়ামন ‘climber, F’ 

 (c) [Ɉɔmi]  জমি ‘land’   [Ɉɔmin] জমিন ‘land’ 

 (d) [Ɉɔmid̪ar] জমিদার  ‘landlord’ [Ɉɔmid̪ari] জমিদামর ‘landlordship’ 

In CM, it is assumed that the conventionalized complex words are listed in the lexicon. These 

words are paradigmatically related. The language users may consider these words as the 

concatenation of items as for example; (a) [gɔʰ+ali] িছ+আমি (b) [gɔc+uya] িছ্+উয়া, 

[gɔcʰ+uya+ni] িছ্+উয়া+মন (c) [Ɉɔmi +n] জমি+ন (d) [Ɉɔmi+ d̪ar] জমি+দার্, [Ɉɔmi+d̪ar + i] জমি+দার্+ই 

in syntagmatic axis. However, these words are also paradigmatically related and the language 

users may form a word in terms of suffix substitution since the word in 10. (a) and (b) share 

their base [gɔcʰ] িছ and in 10. (c) and (d) the base is [Ɉɔmi] জমি. The paradigmatic relationship 

between words in the lexicon may lead to the coining of new words by means of affix 

substitution. The schemas for complex words (in example 10 and Figure.9) with the same 

degree of morphological complexity can be represented in 11 and 12.  

11.  <[X - uya] Ni ‘human agent,M ’ ↔ [X -uyani]N ‘human agent female Ni ’> ≈ <[X-ali] 

Nj ↔ [SEMj small in size] 

12.  <[X-d̪ar] Ni↔ [SEM]i> ≈ <[X-n] Nj ↔ [SEM]j>  

If we look at the example (reproduced here) from Chapter-II (2.2.8) with a little modification, 

we would find that there is a systematic form-meaning correspondences between C1 and C2.  

13.  C1 (V)    C2 (N) 

[giɈɈa] মিজ্জয া ‘roar’  [giɈɈɔn] মিলজ্জয ান ‘act of roaring’ 

[ʃiŋɽa] মশ্োং া ‘shake in fear’  [ʃiŋɽon] মশ্োংল ান ‘act of shaking in fear’ 

[ʃut̪a] শুতা ‘lie down’  [ʃut̪on] ড়শ্াতন ‘state of lying down’ 

[ʃãʃa] শ্াাঁ সা ‘threat’  [ʃaʃon] শ্াাঁ সন ‘act of ruling, threating’ 

[bʰag] ভাি ‘share’  [bʰagon] ভািন ‘open distribution of share’ 

[bʰɔɈa] ভজা ‘adore’  [bʰɔɈon] ভলজান  ‘adoration’ 
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[Ɉira] মজরা ‘take rest’  [Ɉiran] মজরান ‘act of taking rest’ 

[gɔɽa] ি া ‘make’  [gɔron] ি ন  ‘shape’ 

[cɔla] চিা ‘move’  [cɔlon] চিন ‘movement, style’ 

[bɔla]  বিা ‘become big’ [bɔlon] বিন  ‘act of becoming large’ 

[naca] নাচা ‘dance’  [nacon] নাচন ‘act of dancing’ 

The Rajbanshi language users would form an abstract schema that expresses a generalization 

concerning the form-meaning correspondences that hold for the items in C1 and C2 is shown 

in 14; 

14.  <[X]vi ↔ [[X]vi-ɔn]]jN↔ [SEM ACT OF DOING Xi]j>  

The schema above dominates the individual listed existing nouns in /ɔn/ অন and at the same 

time the schema specifies how a new noun of this type can be derived from verbs. It is a 

productive schema. By specifying both the individual /ɔn/ অন  and the productive schema [[X]v-

ɔn]]N, we would avoid the ‘rule vs. list fallacy’.106 According to Booij (2013:2), listing is a 

way of specifying the lexical convention of a language, whereas schemas express the 

generative power of the grammar. Language users acquire abstract morphological schemas on 

the basis of the individual complex words that they have acquired in the first place.  

The lexicon is a highly structured component of the grammar and there is a paradigmatic 

relationship between complex words and between morphological constructions. This 

paradigmatic relationship plays an essential role in inflectional morphology as well as in 

derivational morphology. How is the relationship between a schema and its instantiation 

modelled in the hierarchical lexicon? In Construction Morphology (Booij 2010), it is assumed 

that there is a default inheritance mechanism between a schema and its instantiation. The 

individual word [nacon]  নালচান ‘act of dancing’ inherit all their predictable properties from the 

dominating schema by default. The default inheritance mechanism may also allow for 

individual word to have its idiosyncratic properties which differ from the specified the schema 

{See Chapter-II (2.2.12)}.  

 

 

                                                           
106 The mistaken idea that a linguistic construct that is completely regular and hence predictable cannot at the 

same time be listed.  
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15.     [buɽa] বু া ‘old’  [buɽali] বু ামি ‘about old age’ 

[bʰuʈa] ভুটা ‘borrowing’    [bʰuʈali] ভুটামি ‘about borrowing’ 

[boka] ড়বাকা  ‘stupid’ [boka-li] ড়বাকামি ‘one who carries child and takes care/ 

baby sitter ’ 

 In the above examples (15), two words [buɽali] বু ামি, [bʰuʈali] ভুটামি inherit all their predictable 

properties from the dominating schema by default. But the word [boka-li] ড়বাকামি ‘something 

about stupidity’ has idiosyncratic properties of its own and the meaning of this individual word 

is ‘babysitter/ one who takes care of baby’. The general schema can be given below in 16; 

16.  <[X]Adj-li]N ↔ ‘about the property of X’> 

The schema for the complex words in 17 is <[X]v-ni]N ↔ ‘Act of Doing X’>.   

17.   C1 (V)    C2 (N) 

[bɛɽa] ড়ব া ‘roam’  [bɛɽani] ড়ব ামন ‘act of roaming around’ 

 [pʰira] মফ া ‘return’ [pʰirani] মফ ামন ‘act of returning’ 

[gʰiɽa] মঘ া ‘enclose’  [gʰiɽani] মঘ ামন ‘an enclose’ 

[gʰuɽa] ঘু া ‘roam’  [gʰuɽani] ঘু ামন ‘act of roaming around’ 

The individual words [gʰiɽani] মঘ ামন ‘an enclosure’, [gʰuɽani] ঘু ামন ‘a kind of toy which whirls 

in wind’ have idiosyncratic properties. They differ from what is predicted by the above schema. 

The default inheritance mechanism allows this unpredictability, idiosyncratic behaviour 

because they do not inherit all their meaning from the meaning of a corresponding base. The 

meaning of [gʰiɽani] মঘ ামন ‘an enclosure’ and [gʰuɽani] ঘু ামন ‘a kind of toy which whirls in wind’ 

is of a concrete noun but the schema prediction was an abstract noun.  

On the basis of the schema <[X]v-ni]N ↔ ‘Act of Doing X’>, a new word [pʰælani] ড়ফিামন ‘left 

over’ can be created. The schema is not just generalization over a set of existing words but can 

be used productively (Jackendoff 2010:28-34, Booij 2010, 2013). The individual words 

[pʰælani] ড়ফিামন ‘left over’, [gʰiɽani] মঘ ামন ‘an enclosure’, [gʰuɽani] ঘু ামন ‘a kind of toy which 

whirls in wind’ etc. are morphological constructs and schema represents morphological 

constructions. In morphological construction, one (affix) position is specified whereas the other 

position (lexical) is open, variable. According to Booij (2010:3) morphological schema or 

constructions is a ‘constructional idiom’ at the word level.  On the basis of the systematic form-
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meaning correspondences between C1 and C2 shown above (in 17), Rajbanshi language users 

can form an abstract schema that expresses a generalization concerning the form-meaning 

correspondences that hold for the items in C1 and C2. 

18.           C1 (N) C2 (N) 

[mɔiʃ] িই  ‘buffalo’      [mɔiʃal] িই াি ‘buffalo man’ 

 [gaɽi] িাম  ‘cart’    [gaɽiyal] িাম য়াি ‘cartman’ 

[bãʃi] বাাঁ শ্ী  ‘flute   [bãʃial] বাাঁ শ্ীয়াি  ‘fluteman’ 

The above words in C1 and C2 can be represented in the following schema; 

  <[X-al] wi N, SING,NOM  ↔ [SEM, WHO LOOKS AFTER/PRACTICES Xi]>  

Below some list of words and their morphological schemas are presented;      

  19.   [t̪ɛl]  তযাি ‘oil’     [t̪ɛli] তযামি  ‘oilman’ 

     [mala]  িািা ‘garland’  [mali] িািী  ‘garland keeper’  

The schema of the above words is given below, 

 

20.   [mola]  ড়িািা ‘a kind of stuffed rice ball’    [molat̪i] ড়িািামত ‘the person who deals 

                   in stuffed rice ball’ 

 [cun]  চুন ‘lime’    [cunat̪i] চুনামত  ‘the person who deals in lime’ 

 [caul]  চাউি ‘rice’   [caulat̪i] চাউিামত  ‘the person who sells rice’ 

  [baɽa]  বা া ‘husk rice’      [baɽat̪i] বা ামত  ‘the person who is involved in the process 

 of making husk rice into full rice’ 

Here is the schema;   

 <[X] N, Sing, Inanimate ↔ [[X]t̪i] ‘One who is involved in X’, N, Animate> 

21.  [ɔporad̪ʰ] অপরাি ‘crime’   [ɔporad̪ʰi] অপরািী ‘criminal’ 

           [ʃɔinnɛʃ] সইন্নাস ‘renunciation’            [ʃɔinnaʃi] সইন্নাসী ‘saint’  

The schema is shown below; 

 <[X] N,Sing. Inanimate ↔ [[X] i] ‘One who practices X’, N, Sing, Animate> 

22.     [pahaɽ] পাহা  ‘mountain’         [pahaɽi] পাহা ী ‘from the hills’; ‘inhabitants of …’  

[nɛpal] নযাপাি ‘Nepal’   [nɛpali] নযাপামি ‘from Nepal’; ‘inhabitants of..’  
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[kamt̪apur] কািতাপুর ‘Kamtapur’  [kamt̪apuri] ‘from Kamtapur’; ‘inhabitants of  

       Kamtapur’ 

Here is the schema;  

<[X] N, Sing, Inanimate, ↔ [[X] i] N, Sing, ‘hail from X, inhabitant of X’> 

 23.    [ɖʰak] ঢাক ‘drum’  [ɖʰaguyaɽ] ‘drummer’ 

            [kʰɛla] খযািা ‘play’  [kʰɛloyaɽ] খযালিায়া   ‘player’ 

The schema is shown below; 

<[X] N, Sing. Inanimate ↔ [[X] aɽ] N, Sing, Animate, ‘One who practices X’> 

24.       [pagla] পািিা  ‘crazy, mad’   [paglami] পািিামি ‘madness’ 

  [mat̪al] িাতাি ‘drunk’             [mat̪lami] িাতািামি ‘drunkenness’ 

  [d̪uʃʈu] দুেু ‘naughty’   [d̪uʃʈami] দুোমি ‘naughtiness’ 

  [boka] ড়বাকা ‘stupid’   [bokami] ড়বাকামি ‘stupidity’ 

[cɔt̪ur] চতুর ‘clever’                   [cɔt̪ura-mi] চতুরামি ‘cunning’ 

 [pʰaɈil] ফামজি ‘wicked’                [pʰaɈilami] ফামজিামি ‘wickedness’ 

Here is the schema; 

<[X] Adj ↔ [X-mi] N Abs, ‘Attribute/Properties  of X’>  

 

5.4. Compound Constructions 

The most common type of word-formation strategies in the languages of the world is 

compounding. It is used in productive ways to form new words in Rajbanshi. The constituent 

members of a compound word may also undergo processes of morpho-syntactic change and 

they may also lose their lexical and semantic information. (For details on compounding see 

Chapter IV-4.4.3.). The morphological construction of right headed English nominal 

compounds black board, steam boat, school boy etc;107  as <[[a] Xk [b] Ni ] Nj ↔ [SEM i with 

relation R to SEM k]j>. The nature of R is not specified but is determined for each individual 

compound on the basis of the compound constituents, and encyclopaedic and contextual 

                                                           
107 The symbol used X= major lexical categories (N, V, Adj..), a,b= Lower case for arbitrary sound sequences, i, 

j, k= lower case lexical indexes on the PHON, SYN, SEM properties of words, R= Relation 
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knowledge (Downing 1977; Jackendoff 2009). Each nominal compound is the instantiation of 

this constructional schema which is presented here in 25, 

25.  <[[a] Xk [b] Ni ]Nj ↔ [SEM i with relation R to SEM k]j> 

     [F] [F]  

 These are also cases of analogical word-formations, but analogical patterns can be 

strengthened into constructional idioms, i.e. patterns with productivity. According to Booij 

(2010), the use of this kind of intermediate schemas, word formation patterns with one of the 

positions lexically specified, and hence constructional idioms, implies that we do not have to 

decide whether such morphemes are affixes or words. Their specific use and meaning as parts 

of complex words is specified directly in the constructional idioms. 

 If we look at the following compound words of Rajbanshi in 26, we would find that formal 

head of the compound is also a semantic head of the compound.  They can be qualified as 

endocentric compound as the head is inside the constituent members. In this case, the 

modifying member is first in sequence while head is second position. 

26.  (a). [him gʰɔr] মহি ঘর  

        Snow room  

     ‘cold storage’ 

(b). [gola gʰɔr] ড়িািা ঘর  

       Round room  

       ‘storage (rice)’ 

(c) [bɔɽo gʰɔɽ] ব  ঘর  

        big   room 

‘a room situated in north direction in a house where idols of gods are kept’ 

(d) [ɖaɽiya gʰɔr] ডামরয়া ঘর  

         sitting     room 

     ‘a guest room where usually meeting and discussion takes place’ 

All these words denote ‘a type of room.’ The left constituent member modifies the right 

constituent member and the right member has some semantic relation with the left constituent. 

The specific semantic interpretation of relation between the constituent parts can be deduced 

from the conceptual and encyclopaedic knowledge. This knowledge is established and 
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conventionalised for existing and listed compound words in Rajbanshi. The abstract schema 

for the Rajbanshi right headed compound words can be shown in 27; 

27. <[Xi    Yj] Yk  ↔ [SEM Y with Relation R to SEM Xi] k>     

In the following compound two words are juxtaposed to form a new compound. The words are 

closely related entity in the language. This kind of compounding is called as appositional or 

copulative compounding. It has been observed that if the constituent members belong to 

+Human category, the semantic interpretation of compound would refer to both the entities.    

28.  (a). [bap maɔ] বাপ িাও  

  Father mother 

‘parents’ 

 (b) [buɽa buɽi] বু া বুম  

Old (Mas)  old (Fem) 

‘Old man and women’   

(c) [cԑŋɽa cԑŋɽi] চযাোং া ড়চোংম  

Boy girl 

‘Boy and girl’ 

(d) [bapo bʰai] বালপা ভাই 

Father brother 

‘Father and brother’ 

(e) [maiya cʰaɔya] িাইয়া ছাওর্া 

Wife child 

‘Wife and child’ 

The schema of the words in 28 is presented in 29; 

29.  Schema: <[Xi    Yj]N(+Human) k  ↔ [SEM N combination of Xi & Yj] k> 

If both the constituent members belong to –Human category, the compound may have general 

interpretation as for instance in 30; 

30. (a) [gɔru cʰagol] িরু ছালিাি 

Cow goat 

‘cattle’ 

(b) [gʰɔr d̪ubor] 
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      House door 

   ‘property’ 

(c) [aʃt̪a gʰaʈ] আো ঘাট  

Road ghat 

‘roads’ 

  (d) [hat̪ paɔ] হাত পাও  

Hand feet 

‘hand and feet (face)’ 

The schema of the words in 30 is shown in 31; 

31. Schema: <[Xi Yj] N (-Human)k ↔ [SEM N of Xi & Yj with General Properties]> 

Compounding is not only concatenation of two lexical bases, in some cases more than two 

constituents participate in forming compound words as the following examples 32 and the 

compound construction as in 33; 

32. (a) [gid̪al caʈa lok] মিদাি চাটা ড়িাক 

Actor lick people 

‘People having extra love for acting, drama etc’ 

(b) [ʃɔrgo mɔrt̪o pat̪al] স্বিয িতয  পাতাি 

Heaven earth hell 

The whole cosmos 

(c) [cʰaya ʃaɽi belauɈ] ছায়া শ্াম  ড়বিাউজ 

Petti-coat Sari blouse 

‘Dress’ 

(d) [ʃono pauɖar alt̪a] ড়সালনা পাউডার আিতা 

Cream powder liquid 

‘beauty care product’ 

The schema of the above words in 32 is presented in 33; 

33. Construction: <[X Y Z (+)]Ni↔ [SEMi]> 

Rajbanshi has lots synonymous or antonymous compound words. In copulative compounds, 

synonymy, near synonymy or antonyms are juxtaposed to form compound words as for 

example as in 34 & 36; 
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34. (a) [d̪ʰɔn ʃɔmpɔt̪t̪i] িন সম্পমত্ত 

Wealth possession  

‘prosperity’ 

 (b) [maʈi Ɉɔmi] িাটি জমি 

  Soil land 

‘wealth’ 

(c) [Ɉat̪i kul] জামত কুি 

Caste lineage 

‘lineage’ 

The morphological schema of the words in 34 is shown in 35; 

35.    Construction: <[Xi  =Y]Nj ↔ [SEM of Xi ]j>108 

36.    (a) [d̪in rait̪] মদন রাইত  

Day night 

‘round the clock, all the days’ 

(b) [bʰal mɔnd̪o] ভাি িন্দ 

Good bad 

‘good and bad/ ups and downs of life’ 

The morphological construction of the words in 36 is presented in 37;; 

37.   Construction: <[Xi  Y]j↔ [SEM of Xi, Y GENERAL PROPERTY ]j>109 

In exocentric compounding there is no match between formal head and semantic head of 

compound words. The semanticity of the compound words remain outside of the constituent 

members. In Indian grammatical tradition it is called as bahuvrihi samasa. (See Chapter-II-

2.3.2). The first constituent modifies the second and the second modifies the other as for 

example in 38.  

38.  (a) [band̪or mukʰ] বান্দর িুখ 

Monkey face 

‘ugly’ 

(b) [bɛʈi cʰaɔya] ড়বটি ছাওয়া 

                                                           
108 The symbol = represents that X and Y has a synonymous relations.  
109 The symbol  represents that X and Y has an antonymy relations  
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Daughter child 

‘Woman’ 

(c)  [bɛʈa cʰaɔya] ড়বটা ছাওয়া 

Son child  

‘Man’ 

The schema of the words in 38 is shown in 39;  

39. Schema: <[X Y]Nj ↔ [SEM Outside of X, Y (HOLISTIC)]j>110 

In the following compounds (40), the first constituent member is a noun while the second is a 

verb. The combination of these constituents has more conventionalised and idiosyncratic 

meaning in Rajbanshi. The contextual information is not sufficient to determine the meaning 

of this kind of exocentric compounds. 

40.   (a) [bʰai kaʈi] ভাই কাটি 

Brother cut 

‘a notorious girl’ 

(b) [ɖaŋ d̪ʰɔra] ডাোং িরা 

Stick/hit hold 

‘God Dangdhora’ (Mas) 

(c) [pani kʰaɔya] পামন খাওয়া 

Water eat  

‘name of a place’ 

(d) [pani cʰiʈa] পামন মছটা  

‘water sprinkle’ 

‘a ceremony’111 

(e) [bɔn bʰoɈon] বন ড়ভাজন  

Forest eating 

‘picnic’ 

(f) [Ɉɔl pan] জি পান  

                                                           
110 The word holistic refers to the holistic property of the compound constructions and its meaning as a whole 

which is seen in the construction 
111 A Person sprinkles water on the bridegroom during marriage ceremony and becomes relative to the 

bridegroom and his family. The bride-groom addresses the person as mother or father and establishes a social, 

family relations.  
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Water drink 

‘light meal/ snacks’ 

(g) [kɔina d̪an] কইনা দান  

Bride give 

‘bride giving (marriage) ceremony’ 

(h) [gɔru cɔɽa] িরু চ া  

cow climb 

‘Cow rearing’ 

The morphological construction of the words in 40 is shown in 41; 

41. Schema: <[X(N)  Y (V)]Nj ↔ [SEM is OUTSIDE of X, Y, HOLISTIC]j> 

The holistic interpretation of compounds exemplified by the class of exocentric compounds in 

which their lexical class cannot be determined with that one of the constituent members. The 

meaning of the compound words also cannot be derived from the constituent members. The 

meanings may lie outside the total meanings of the constituent members. In constructional 

analysis, the word class and meaning of the compound is specified as properties of the 

morphological construction as holistic properties.  

We would also find juxtaposition of similar or closely related words and in some cases partial 

or full reduplicated words. In the following examples (42), the lexical position for /mul/ িুি 

‘main/root’, /t̪ɔri/ তমর ‘no meaning’, /pʰɔlant̪o/ ফিান্ত ‘no meaning’ is fixed and they have specific 

bound meaning. Without the construction, their existence in a language is often questionable. 

They carry particular bound meaning is also a part of the construction these elements occur.  

The elements /t̪ɔri/ তমর and /pʰɔlant̪o/ do not have any meaning if they occur in isolation though 

they can be qualified as a phonological word in Rajbanshi. Besides, there is no extra element 

which can be placed between the constituent members of a compound.  

 42.  (a) [pʰɔl mul] ফি িুি 

Fruit root 

(b) [t̪ɔri tɔrkari] তমর তরকামর 

 (c) [pʰɔl pʰɔlant̪o] ফি ফিান্ত 

Fruit fruit-like 

‘Fruit and the like’ 
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The morphological schema of 42 is presented in 43; 

43. Schema: <[Xi  -X- ]N ↔ [SEM of Xi and the like]>112 

In the following compounds (44), two verbs (V1 and V2) are combined to create a new 

compound word. The interesting thing about this combination is that the resultant word is a 

noun. They may have idiosyncratic meaning which is not derived from the participating 

constituent members of a compound. This kind of combination has to be treated as construction 

with holistic properties since none of the constituent members have the property of a noun.  

44.     (a) [aiʃa Ɉaɔya] আইসা র্াওয়া  

coming  going 

 ‘frequent visit’ 

(b) [mɔra baca] িরা বাচা  

dying and living 

‘deplorable condition’  

(c) [uʈʰa bɔiʃa] উঠা বইসা  

get up and sit down 

‘restless behaviour’ 

(d) [d̪ɛkʰa ʃuna] ড়দখা শুনা  

see  listen 

‘take care’ 

(e) [nɛka pɔɽa] নযাকা প া  

Write read  

Literacy 

The morphological construction is provided below; 

45.  [Xvi   Yv2] Nj ↔ [SEMi, 2-HOLISTIC]j 

In the following examples, the prepositions which has clear lexical meaning can be added to 

noun to form compound noun. The meaning could be literal, contextual or idiomatic. The 

combined sequences and their meaning is conventionalised in Rajbanshi society. In 46. (a) the 

word sequence [upɔr mukʰ] উপর িুখ  has the literal meaning ‘the face is above’. But not even a 

                                                           
112 The symbol X is a phonological segment and -X- represents the copying material or the related part of X 

which can be added before or after Xi.  
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single Rajbanshi speaker will use this in literal sense. It is particularly used in a context when 

‘a person is not able to finish his food or has left eating’. It has a derogatory sense attached to 

it. When I interviewed some Rajbanshi speakers, they have also told me that the word  [upɔr 

mukʰ] উপর িুখ also refers to ‘ a kind of food served as offerings to Gods during worship’, and 

hence, it refers specially to ‘flattened rice or anything which a person eats keeping his mouth 

above/ in a raised position’. In 46.(b) the word [nama mukʰ] নািা িুখ has a literal meaning ‘the 

face below’; but the literal meaning is redundant where the idiomatic usage is important which 

is ‘shame’. On the other hand, the word may also mean ‘food offerings to God/goddess 

particularly hotchpotch because one has to eat the offering lowering one’s head down. 

46.  (a) [upɔr mukʰ] উপর িুখ 

Above face 

‘not able to eat enough’ 

             (b) [nama mukʰ] নািা িুখ  

                  Down face 

                 ‘Shame’ 

In Rajbanshi compounds, the word [baɽi] বাম  is homophonous, it has the main/lexical meaning 

‘home or house’ and in the compound construction, the semantic drift takes place, and the 

meaning is extended which means ‘a kind of place or field’. In this case, one of the constituents 

is lexically specified and they have a specific bound meaning when forming part of a compound 

(Booij 2005). A number of compound-initial words have developed into intensifying prefixes 

that have started a life of their own, without a synchronic link to their original use (van der Sijs, 

2001: 545, Booij, 2005).This kind of phenomenon is also known as affixoids. 113  

 The meaning of the following compounds is usually ‘field or place’ in the following examples; 

47.      (a)   [gʰaʃ baɽi]  ঘাস বাম   

Grass house 

‘Grass field’ 

(b) [hɔld̪I baɽi] হিমদ বাম   

                                                           
113 The rise of affixiods means that a lexical word develops into a word with more generalised meaning and 

exhibits context expansion. The word generally attaches to a large class of words than its original meaning 

would justify. Himmelman (2004) noted that this pattern of change may also lead to the development of new 

grammatical meaning and language change beginning with the affixiods and hence to grammaticalization.  
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Turmeric house 

‘Turmeric field’ 

(c) [ʃuʈi baɽi] শুটি বাম   

Barley house 

‘Barley field’ 

(d) [oya baɽi] ওয়া বাম   

Paddy house 

‘Paddy field’ 

(e) [koʃʈa baɽi] ড়কািা বাম    

Jute house 

‘Jute field’ 

The compound word functions as a single lexical unit. The ordering of the participating 

members is so rigid that reversing the order of sequences will create ungrammatical word in a 

language. In the above examples (47), the word /bari/ বাম  is affix like in the sense that it has a 

specific bound meaning when forming part of a compound. The original meaning of /bari/ বাম  

is ‘house/home’ is being extended. We could assume the following intermediate schema for 

NN compounds of Rajbanshi in 48,  

48. <[[X]N [baɽi]N]N ↔ [‘a particular X field/place’]>  

This implies that Rajbanshi lexicon contains constructional idioms subcases of NN 

compounding with the second constituent lexically specified. The meaning of the word is 

inherited from the subschema (Krieger & Nerbonne, 1993 and Hippisley, 2001). The lexicon 

is hierarchical and allows intermediate levels of generalizations. It is assumed that there are 

intermediate schemas in between the individual words and the most abstract word formation 

schemas, which expresses generalizations about subsets of complex words of a certain type 

(Booij 2005).  

 

5.5. Reduplicated Constructions 

Reduplication is a phenomenon where a linguistic item is repeated in order to convey a 

particular meaning (See Chapter-II-2.4). The meaning that cannot be derived from the 

constituents of a construction but are considered as the holistic properties of construction 
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(Goldberg 2006). Reduplicated structures receive a prototypical or idealised interpretation 

often in contrast to a less prototypical interpretation.  

Reduplicated structures can have all kinds of meanings in Rajbanshi. The total or partial 

reduplication is used to express plurality or distributive plurality as for example in 49; 

49.  উিায় বাম  বাম  মভক্খা কলর । 

[umay baɽi baɽi bʰikka kɔre]  

He.DIST house house alms do 

‘He begs in each and every house’. 

The distributive plurality meaning cannot be derived from one of its constituents, it is the whole 

construction copying or doubling pattern which evokes the meaning of distributive plurality. 

This holistic meaning can be accounted by the following schema in 50; 

50.  <[Ni     Ni] Nj ↔ [DISTRIBUTIVE PLURALITY [SEMi]]j>   

Reduplication also affects category change from verb to noun or noun to verb or verb to adverb 

etc. In this case, the construction is exocentric in nature because there is no constituent that 

could have triggered the category change. Here is an example of reduplicated verb having 

adverbial functions in 51; 

51.  ড়চোংম টা খাইলত খাইলত কামন্দি । 

[cɛŋɽi-ʈa kʰai-t̪e kʰai-t̪e kand̪il]  

Girl-CLF eat eat cry-PST 

‘The girl cried while eating’ 

Hilpert (2014: 86) says that the symbolic link between a reduplicated structure and the idea of 

prototype is non-compositional; knowledge of the individual words is not sufficient to work 

out the intended interpretation. If we look at the following reduplicated words of Rajbanshi in 

(52), we would see that it is the combination of the base and reduplicant which functions as a 

unit. These are cases of morphological/lexical reduplication. Without the reduplicant, the base 

does not exist in the language.  

 52.  (a) [d̪og d̪og] ড়ডাি ড়ডাি ‘drooling’ 

 (b) [kum kum] কুি কুি ‘lipstick’ 
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(c) [ʈul ʈul] টুি টুি ‘watch  eyelashes ’ 

(d) [ɖug ɖug] ডুিডুি ‘a kind of sound produced by the instrument [ɖug ɖugi]’ 

(e) [ʈɔn ʈɔn] টনটন ‘very strong and hard’ 

(f) [haŋ haŋ] হাোং হাোং ‘empty, vacuum or long hole’ 

(g) [Ɉʰɔk Ɉʰɔk] ঝক ঝক ‘very clean’ 

The morphological schema of 52 can be given in 53; 

53.    < [Xi  Xi] Yj ↔ [SEM of Xi, HOLISTIC Y]j>  

If we look at the following words in 54, we would see that whole words are being reduplicated. 

The meaning of this reduplicated construction is undoubtedly different from the single lexical 

word. The reduplicated constructions may change the grammatical category of the existing 

word or its whole semantics. This is why we need to look at reduplicated structures as a 

construction with holistic properties. 

54.  (a) [maɈʰe maɈʰe] িালঝ িালঝ ‘Often’ 

(b) [bare bare] বালর বালর ‘Again and again’ 

(c) [gʰur gʰur] ঘুর ঘুর ‘making round and round, rotate/ making circles’ 

(d) [aʃt̪e aʃt̪e] আলে আলে ‘Slowly’ 

(e) [Ɉʰɔʈke Ɉʰɔʈke] ঝটলক ঝটলক ‘pull with sudden force’ 

(f) [kai֮pt̪e kai ֮pt̪e] কাইপলত কাইপলত ‘Trembling’  

(g) [kɔirt̪e kɔirt̪e] কইরলত কইরলত ‘while doing’ 

(h) [kauʃe kauʃe] কাউলস কাউলস ‘Speedily’ 

(i) [Ɉoɽay Ɉoɽay] ড়জা ায় ড়জা ায় ‘in pairs’ 

(j) [ʃot̪t̪e ʃot̪t̪e] ড়সালত্ত ড়সালত্ত ‘Repeated mild touching’  

The schema of this full word reduplication of 54 is given in 55. 

55.   <[Xi  Xi ]Yj  ↔ [SEM of Xi as HOLISTIC] j> 

In Rajbanshi echo-formation construction, the /ʈ/ ট sound is replaced as in the following 

examples 56. The echo-formation construction conveys the meaning ‘and the like’ in the 

language.   
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56.  (a) [biɽi ʈiɽi] মবম  টিম  

Bidi (echo) bidi 

‘Bidi and the like’ 

(b) [ɖail ʈail] ডাইি টাইি 

Pulse  (echo) pulse 

‘Pulses and the like‘ 

(c) [guya ʈuya] গুয়া টুয়া 

Nut-beetel  (echo) nutbeetel 

‘Nut-beetel and the like’ 

(d) [bʰomma ʈomma] ড়ভাম্মা ড়টাম্মা 

Fatty/healthy echo- Fatty/healthy 

‘Fatty/healthy and the like’  

The morphological schema is presented in 57. 

57.  <[Xi ʈ-EXi] Yj ↔ [SEM Xi and the like]> 

As shown in 56, echo-formation construction of Rajbanshi where the fixed sound replaced is 

/ʈ/ ট.  However, if a word begins with a /ʈ/ট sound instead of /ʈ/ট repetition, internal vowel of 

the lexical word is changed as in  58. (a) & (b). Apart from these specific cases, there are other 

occurrences where internal vowel may be changed in echo-formation construction as in 56.(c) 

& (d); 

58.  (a) [t̪ʰal t̪ʰul] থাি থুি 

 ‘the plate and the like’ 

(b) [ʈӕkʃi ʈukʃi] টযাকম  টুকম  

‘Taxi and the like’ 

(c) [bʰul bʰal] ভুি ভাি 

 ‘Errors and the like’ 

(d) [ɖԑkʃi ɖukʃi] ড়ডকমস ডুকমস 

‘The big bowl and the like’ 

The morphological construction is given below in 59; 
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59. <[Xi X(V)i] Yj ↔ [SEM of Xi and the like] j>114 

As discussed in Chapter IV-(example, 18), under the heading the partial reduplication with 

final vowel change, it has to be noted that these kinds of similar reduplicated forms in 60 is 

lexicalised in Rajbanshi. They are not productively used in the language. Dasgupta (2003:358) 

mentions this kind of reduplication as reciprocal reduplicatives in Bangla as they express 

reciprocal or mutual function.  

60.  (a) [bʰuka bʰuki] ভুকা ভুমক  

‘mutual fisting’ 

(b) [t̪aɽa t̪aɽi] তা াতাম   

‘hurriedly’ 

(c) [gɔɖɖa gɔɖɖi] িিা িমি  

‘turning mutually’ 

(d) [ʈana ʈuna] টানা টুনা 

‘mutually pulling’ 

(e) [ʈana ʈani] টানা টামন  

‘mutual pulling’ 

(f) [hat̪a hat̪i] হাতা হামত  

‘mutual beating up’ 

The morphological construction of this reciprocal reduplication is shown in 61. 

61.    <[Xi X (V-)i]Yj ↔ [SEM of Xi, Mutual or reciprocal action] j>115 

Wilde (2008) points out that in nominal full reduplication when the first constituent is marked 

with emphatic particle /e/ এ and the second member is unmarked, the construction conveys a 

meaning of exclusiveness i.e. ‘it denotes a nothing but X’ quality’. {See chapter II-2.4.1. 

example 72. (a) [Ɉɔle Ɉɔl] জলি জি and (b) [kɔit̪ore kɔit̪or] কইলতালর কইলতার}. The morphological 

construction for this type of nominal reduplication and its schema is given below; 

62.  <[Ni-e  Ni]Nj ↔  [Exclusiveness [SEMi]]j> 

                                                           
114 The Symbol (V) represents internal vowel change  
115 The symbol (V-) represents final vowel change 
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Wilde (2008) also noted that if the emphatic particle [e] এ is found in both of the constituent 

members, it has semantic interpretation of distributive plurality.  {See chapter II-2.4.1. example 

73. (a) [gilaʃe gilaʃe] মিিালস মিিালস (b) [t̪ʰale t̪ʰale] থালি থালি & (c) [aʃt̪ay aʃt̪ay] আোয় আোয়}. The 

morphological schema of the above words which evokes distributive plurality meaning is given 

below; 

 63.       <[Ni-e  Ni-e] Nj ↔ [Distributive connotation [SEMi]]j> 

The pronouns can be reduplicated and can serve plural functions after reduplication. (See 

Chapter II-2.1.4.4., 2.1.4.5. & 2.1.4.7.). The full reduplication of pronouns can have idiomatic 

meaning in Rajbanshi as for example in 64.  

64. (a) ড়তার ড়তার ড়িার ড়িার 

[t̪or                      t̪or             mor       mor]  

You.GEN      You.GEN     I.GEN       I.GEN 

‘One who always thinks about himself/herself’/ self-centric approach’ 

(b) র্ার র্ার তার তার 

[Ɉar   Ɉar   t̪ar   t̪ar]  

      Who.GEN   who.GEN   Who(COR).GEN  who (COR).GEN 

     ‘mind your own business/ think about yourself’ 

The morphological constructions is given in 65; 

65.      <[Xi Xi Yi Yi]Zj↔ [SEM of Xi, Yi, HOLISTIC]> 

 

5.6. Constructional Idioms and multiword units 

Idioms are group of words or chunk of words strung together as a single unit. The chunk refers 

to a specific meaning in which the compositional meaning of the constituent parts are different 

from the specific meaning. The meaning of idiom can be expressed by other words or group of 

words. The specific meaning, a particular idiom expresses vividly and subjectively in a 

particular context which cannot be matched with other words or chunk of words. Katamba 

(1993: 291) describes “..idioms (e.g., eat humble pie i.e. ‘submit to humiliation’ ) are lexical 

entities and function very much like a single word although they contain several words and are 

comparable to syntactic phrases and clauses (e.g., [eat Swiss chocolate] vp). 
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The constituent members of the idioms neither can be changed nor can be replaced by other 

synonymous words. The change of any word or its parts will destroy the specific meaning of 

the idiom or the new combinations may turn into something else with different meaning. As 

for example in Rajbanshi, the idiomatic construction [kɔla kʰa] কিা খা ‘banana eat’ which 

actually means ‘to get nothing (derogatory)’ and the idiomatic phrase [nau baɽi tʰaki kɔcu baɽi] 

নাউ বাম  থামক কচু বাম  (from gourdfield to colocasia roots field) which means ‘talk rubbish/ talk 

nonsense’. The constituent parts of the idiomatic constructions cannot be changed or replaced 

by other; [kɔla] কিা ‘banana’ cannot be replaced by [am] আি ‘mango’ or [kʰa] খা ‘eat’ cannot be 

replaced by [pa] পা ‘get’.  

Hockett (1958: 303-320) discusses idiom formation, and types of idioms. According to him, 

idiom formation is also an important matter in historical linguistics.  In every language, new 

idioms are constantly being created, some destined to occur only once or twice and then to be 

forgotten, others are due to survive for a long time. There are certain matters which are relevant 

both in understanding how a language works at a given time and also in connection with 

linguistic change.  He observes that each language favours certain patterns in the creation of 

new idioms. He also brings productivity to discuss idiom formation; “…the less productive a 

pattern is, the more likely it is that if a new form does get coined by the pattern it will have 

idiomatic value.” The syntactic patterns tend to be most productive, inflectional patterns next 

and derivational patterns least. While discussing types of idioms Hockett emphasizes on 

substitutes, proper names, abbreviations, English phrasal compounds, figures of speech and 

also slang. Saussure (1916) believed that linguistic signs are arbitrary.  There is an arbitrary 

relationship between signifier (sequence of sounds) and the signified (concept). He notices the 

distinction between motivated and unmotivated signs; partially motivated and fully motivated 

signs. The numbers (numerals) 1, 2, 3, 8, 10 are unmotivated signs. Nothing about its form 

(sequence of sounds) represent the number 1, 2, 3, 8, and 10 respectively. Fully motivated signs 

have compositional meanings. Compositionality is defined in terms of its constituent parts. 

Unmotivated signs may have non-compositional meaning. Partially motivated or unmotivated 

signs are stored in the lexicon and they are memorized. According to Bloomfield (1933:274), 

the lexicon is really an appendix of grammar, a list of basic irregularities. Aronoff and Fudeman 

(2010) say that ‘..irregular items are stored whole in the lexicon—they are memorized.’ (See 

Chapter-IV-4.2).  
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The traditional belief of idioms is that they are once metaphorical in their origins and lost their 

metaphorical sense over time. These idiomatic elements exist in the minds of the speakers as 

frozen items or dead metaphors. Idioms are brief and clear in definitions and meaning. The 

subjective meaning is expressed objectively with force and vividness. It does not hurt the 

sentiment of the interlocutors rather it is the accumulated knowledge of a community which is 

expressed by simple interpretation. The structure of idioms is limited and there is less flexibility 

either in terms of syntax or in terms of lexical items. Idiomatic phrases are traditionally seen 

as being distinct from ordinary literal language because they are non-compositional in their 

conventional interpretations are not functions of the meanings of their individual parts (Chafe 

1970; Chomsky 1965, 1980; Fraser 1970; Katz 1973; Weinreich 1969). It has been understood 

that the literal meaning of the idioms are rejected as inappropriate and only the nonliteral 

idiomatic meaning is accessed through retrieval.  

Psycholinguist and cognitive linguists are of the opinion that idioms are analyseable and also 

compositional to some extent. Meanings of idioms are not arbitrary. People in their everyday 

lives use and comprehend idioms. They make use of metaphorical and metonymic knowledge 

which provides link between these phrases and their figurative expressions. Idioms were 

considered as periphery in the traditional grammatical analysis. The followers of componential 

model of Grammar has simply not paid attention to the analysis of idioms and other fixed 

constructions. The reason for their carelessness is that those items are simply listed in the 

lexicon. But idioms have its own structure, some are fully fixed, some are partially fixed and 

require proper analysis. Any phenomenon in scientific inquiry cannot be left out unanalysed or 

unexamined and simple cannot be placed in the lexicon. Idioms and other grammatical 

construction require proper analysis and they should have its own component in the 

componential module but not in the lexicon. It is in this line of thought, the Construction 

grammar emerged as an alternative to discuss the problematic phenomena of idioms which 

posed various problems in componential model. (See Chapeter-III-3.7.1).  

Possibility for analysing idioms and formulaic sequences is the idea that in Construction 

Grammar through inheritance hierarchies that can capture more or less general patterns. It can 

be stated that the constructional idioms may be organized in the higher order structures.  Gibbs 

Jr. contends that children and second language learners presumably learn idioms from the 

context in a rote manner or they simply infer the meaning from the context. These lexical frozen 

items are also referred as Multiword expressions (MWEs). They are not just fixed sequences 

of words with an atomic meaning but differs in their degree of compositionality and syntactic 
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flexibility (Pitt and Katz 2000, Sag et all 2002). Wray and Perkins (2000:1) uses the term 

‘formulaic language’, and working definitions of the MWEs; 

 ‘a sequence, continuous or discontinuous of words or other meaning elements, which is, or 

appears to be prefabricated that is stored and retrieved whole from memory at the time of use 

rather than being subject to generation or analysis by the language grammar’. 

Booij (2010) uses the term ‘constructional idiom’ to refer to those multiword expressions 

116(MWEs) which are to certain aspects flexible and not syntactically frozen. These items can 

receive new instantiations. They are also termed as partially fixed constructions, one or more 

positions in these kinds of constructions are fixed and other is variable. Booij (2010) points out 

that the lexicon has to be extended with partially underspecified idioms. (Paul and Kay, 

Michaelis and Lambrecht 1996, Croft 2001, 2003, Culicover and Jackendoff 2005, 2006). 

In this section, I would discuss constructional schema of different idiomatic constructions of 

Rajbanshi. It has to be kept in mind that the constructions have culture specific knowledge with 

respect to the co-occurrence of one word with another word or one word with a particular 

grammatical construction as for instance the following Rajbanshi constructional idiom in (66) 

66.         (a) [kukur-i kana] কুকুমর কানা 

      Dog- blind 

     ‘unable to see in dim light’/ ‘not able to see at night’ 

(b) [d̪ɔʃ cʰɔy ana] দশ্ ছয় আনা 117 

       Ten six a unit of Indian (old) currency118 

       ‘finish’ 

(c) [Ɉɔl cʰiʈa] জি মছটা 

     Water sprinkle 

‘custom of sprinkling water during marriage’ 119 

                                                           
116 See chapter IV-4.5 and Appendix VII & VIII for multiword and idiomatic expressions.   
117 See Appendix V (a) 
118 The unit of Indian (Old) currency, a sixteenth part of a rupee.  
119 In Rajbanshi society during marriage a person ceremonially the custom of sprinkling water on the bride and 

groom. The person male will become father in relation and female will become mother in relation to the 

bridegroom.  
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In 66 (a) the word [kukuri] কুকুমর cannot be replaced by any other word for that specific meaning. 

The meaning is also unpredictable and hence it has to be learned by the language users. (See 

Appendix-VII for more constructional idioms). These expressions have structural fixedness 

and rigidity. They are not amenable to lexical or structural re-formulations—only a limited set 

of lexical items can fill the structural slot as for example in 66. (c) [Ɉɔl] জি ‘water’ can be 

replaced by another homonymous lexical item [pani] পামন ‘water’ and retained the idiomatic 

meaning intact . But changing the position of lexical items [kukuri kana] কুকুমর কানা to [kana 

kukuri] কানা কুকুমর is not permissible, the structural fixedness and rigidity has to be maintained. 

The word [kukuri] কুকুমর cannot be replaced by another lexical item [bilai kana] মবিাই কানা ‘blind 

cat’or [goru kana] িরু কানা ‘blind cow’ [kana kukur] কানা কুকুর /[kukur kana] কুকুর কানা ‘blind dog’ 

which may have literal meaning as above. 120  In constructing the constructional idiom in 66 

(b), none of the morphemes can be replaced by another, even, if both the morphemes have a 

similar or identical meaning, even the order of morpheme cannot be changed. The complex 

word in 66.(c) [ʃolo ana] ড় ালিা আনা is synonymous to [d̪ɔʃ cʰɔy ana] দশ্ ছয় আনা  (sixteen). To 

express the idiomatic meaning ‘to finsih’, ‘accomplish’ or ‘kill’ the word [ʃolo ana] ড় ালিা আনা 

cannot be used. They stand as symbols of a given culture and by and large, it is deeply rooted 

in the cultural system in a community. The meaning of the idiom [kukuri kana] কুকুমর কানা does 

not refer to dog’s vision in general. In fact, in compare to human’s vision dog’s vision is better 

at night.121 Mischler (2009) suggests that a particular cultural model is needed to account for 

                                                           
120 The children play with this rhyme and teases a person who has this kind of ‘blindness’ or a person whose name 

begins with’ kan—‘ as for example [kanan]. Here is the rhyme,  [kan kan kukuri kan কান কান কান কুকুমর কান , cʰagol 

band̪a d̪ɔɽi an ছালিাি বান্দা দম  আন, cʰagol gɛlo hoʃki ছালিাি ড়িলিা হসমক, kana uʈʰil cɔʈki] কানা উঠিি চটমক । 

121 Dogs are not completely color blind since they have a dichromatic color perception. Unlike humans who have 

three different color sensitive cone cells in their retina (red, green and blue) dogs have only two (yellow,and, 

blue).This does not mean that dogs can't see green or red objects! It only means that they can't distinguish green, 

yellow or red objects based on their color. However they can still distinguish a red ball from a green one if there 

is a difference in the perceived brightness of the two.Visual acuity is a measure of the spatial resolution of the 

visual system. It is often measured in cycles per degree (CPD), which measures how much an eye can differentiate 

one object from another in terms of visual angles. The maximum visual acuity of the human eye is around 50 CPD 

and 60 CPD. The measurements of dogs' visual acuity vary around 7.5-9 CPD and 11.6 CPD. According to these 

measurements dogs' visual acuity is 4 to 8 times worse than that of humans. Source: https://dog-vision.com/ 

But the canine’s biggest advantage is called the tapetum. This mirror-like structure in the back of the eye reflects 

light, giving the retina a second chance to register light that has entered the eye. “Although the tapetum improves 

vision in dim light, it also scatters some light, degrading the dog’s vision from the 20:20 that you and I normally 

see to about 20:80,”- Source: University of Wisconsin - Madison. "How Well Do Dogs See At Night?." 

ScienceDaily. ScienceDaily, 9 November 2007. www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2007/11/071108140336.htm 

https://dog-vision.com/
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2007/11/071108140336.htm
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certain conceptual metaphors and how they change over time. Sinclair (1991:109-10) coined 

the phrase ‘the open choice principle’ in which text—sentences and discourses—can result 

from a large number of complex choices. The open choice principle contrasts with ‘idiom 

principle’ in which a large number of semi-preconstructed phrases that constitute single 

choices, even though they may appear to be analyseable into segments. In the following I would 

consider few idiomatic constructions of Rajbanshi. (See Appendix-VII for list of idiomatic 

constructions). 

 

The meaning of the idiomatic constructions (67,68) refers to the holistic properties of the 

construction. The relationship between constituent parts and its semantic head is non-

compositional as for instance in 67 [kuɈa baigon] কুজা বাইলিান ‘bend brinjal’ and in 68 [ɔ-pucʰa 

nau]  অপুছা নাউ ‘not-asked gourd’. These items do not have any literal meaning, rather this kind 

of fixed combination of words is semantically extended. The meaning has to do with the social 

or cultural understanding and it is deeply rooted belief engrained in Rajbanshi society. In a 

vegetable market [kuɈa baigon] কুজা বাইলিান ‘bend brinjal’ is not of great demand and having 

poor quality. The Rajbanshi speakers conventionally and traditionally have learned this 

idiosyncratic, non-compositional items and whenever it is used in a discourse they associate 

the meaning as ‘valueless thing or person’.   The Schema of 67 and 68 can be expressed as  

<[Xi Yj]Nk ↔ [SEM of Xi, Yj HOLSTIC]k>.  

67. RS কুজা বাইলিান  

IPA [kuɈa baigon] 

IMG Bend brinjal  

Meaning ‘valueless thing/person’ 

68.  RS অপুছা নাউ  

IPA [ɔ-pucʰa nau] 

IMG Not-ask    gourd 

Meaning ‘valueless thing/person’ 

The literal meaning of the word [kɔpal] কপাি in 69, 70, 71 ‘forehead’ is semantically extended. 

The extended meaning is associated with ‘luck or destiny’. This form-meaning-function 
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composite is conventionalised in Rajbanshi community. The schema can be represented as 

<[Xi Y-]Zj ↔ [SEM of Xi, Y-, HOLISTIC]. 122   

 

69. RS কপাি বয়া  

IPA [kɔpal bɔya] 

IMG Forehead bad 

Meaning ‘bad luck’ 

70. RS কপাি খাওয়া  

IPA [kɔpal kʰaɔya] 

IMG Forehead eat 

Meaning ‘ill luck or bad fortune’ 

71. RS কপালিাত আগুন নািা  

IPA [kɔpal-ot agun naga] 

IMG Forehead.Loc fire  set 

Meaning ‘Loose everything’/ ‘destroy’/ obliterate’  

The number idioms are given in 72, 73, 74, 75. The usage of these idioms has fixed 

connotations. The context also plays role as for example in formal contexts some idioms may 

not be used. They can have derogatory functions. The general schema can be given for this 

kind of number idioms <[Xi Y-]Zj/ [Y- Xi]Zj ↔ [SEM of Xi, Y- HOLISTIC]j>  

72. RS কাি পাঁয় ট্টি  

IPA [kam pɔyʃɔʈʈi] 

IMG Work  sixty-five 

Meaning ‘deplorable condition’ 

73. RS চইিবার কওয়া  

IPA [cɔiddo-bar       kɔoya] 

IMG Fourteen-times  say 

                                                           
122 The symbol Y- represents any grammatical word or combinations of word. The symbol Z refers to any 

grammatical category of the construction.  
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Meaning ‘Say again and again’ 

74. RS সাত খালির ড়চোং  

IPA [ʃat̪          kʰal-er                 cɛŋ] 

IMG Seven hole-GEN a kind of fish 

Meaning ‘very experienced’; ‘clever’ 

75. RS সাত ঘালটর জি খাওয়া  

IPA [ʃat̪        gʰaʈ-er        Ɉɔl        kʰaoya] 

IMG Seven Ghat-GEN   water        eat 

Meaning ‘being cheated several times’; ‘ knowledgeable’ 

In the following example in 76, Noun and verb combination is used for the idiomatic 

construction. The schema of the construction is <[Xi V]j ↔ [SEM of Xi, V HOLISTIC]>.  

76. RS কুপা কাইত  

IPA [kupa kait̪] 

IMG Lamp bend 

Meaning ‘bad condition’ 

In 77, both the constituent members are noun and also the resultant word is a noun. The 

meaning is totally non-compositional in nature.  The schema of this construction is <[Ni 

Nii]Nj ↔ [SEM of Ni, Nii HOLISTIC]>.  

77. RS কালটাি সুপমর 

IPA [kaʈol ʃupri ] 

IMG Jackfruit guava 

Meaning ‘pine apple’ 

The first constituent is a Noun and second constituent is adjective in 78. It has a nominative 

role and conventionalized in Rajbanshi. The morphological schema of this construction is <[Ni 

Adji] Nj ↔ [SEM of Ni, Adji] j> 

78. RS গুটি নাি  

IPA [guʈi nal] 

IMG Piece red 
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Meaning ‘to gain something’ 

The word [cɔuk] চউক is used in the following constructions 79, 80, 81. The first constituent is 

noun and second one is verb in 79 and 80. The constructional schema is <[X-i Y]j ↔ [SEM of 

X-i, Y HOLISTIC]>. In 81, the genitive affix [er] এর is essential part of the construction which 

can be seen as <[Xi-er Y]j ↔ [SEM of Xi, Y HOLISTIC]>  

79. RS চউলকাত নািা  

IPA [cɔuk-ot̪ naga] 

IMG Eye-LOC get 

Meaning ‘enviable’; ‘jealous’ 

80. RS চউক টিপা  

IPA [cɔuk ʈipa] 

IMG Eye press 

Meaning ‘indicate’ 

81. RS চউলখর কাাঁ টা  

IPA [cɔukʰ-er kaʈa] 

IMG Eye.loc thorn 

Meaning ‘Enemy’; ‘unbearable’  

The word [Ɉɔl] জি ‘water’ is used as a first participating member in 82, 83 and 84. The similar 

lexical item [pani] পামন ‘water’ cannot replace the word [Ɉɔl] জি ‘water’. It is fixed and 

conventionalised in Rajbanshi. The general construction schema is <[Xi Yi]Zj↔ [SEM of Xi 

Yi HOLISTIC]> 

82. RS জিভাত  

IPA [Ɉɔl bʰat] 

IMG Water cooked rice 

Meaning ‘very easy’ 

83 RS জি ড়ঢরাই  

IPA [Ɉɔl dʰɛrai] 

IMG Water stupid 
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Meaning ‘very stupid’ 

84. RS জিত ফযািা  

IPA [Ɉɔlot pʰɛla] 

IMG Water.loc fall 

Meaning ‘make waste’ 

In the following constructions the first constituent is a noun and second constituent is a verb in 

85, 86 and 87. All these constructions have idiomatic meaning which is conventionalized in 

Rajbanshi. The constructional schema of the following words is <[Ni Vi]Nj↔ [SEM of Ni, Vi 

HOLISTIC]j>.   

85. RS পলটাি ড়তািা  

IPA [pɔʈol                      t̪ola] 

IMG Parbal-vegetable pluck 

Meaning ‘to die’ 

86. RS বাাঁ শ্ ড়দওয়া  

IPA [bãʃ dɛɔya] 

IMG Bamboo give 

Meaning ‘injustice’ or ‘present woods at the of crematory ground while burning the 

dead body’ 

87. RS িাথা চুিকা  

IPA [mat̪ʰa culka] 

IMG Head itch 

Meaning ‘to get idea’ 

The examples in 88, 89, 90 are multiword units (MWE). Some positions are lexically fixed and 

while others can be manipulated by morpho-syntactic rules or word replacement. In the 

traditional grammar, these kinds of word combinations are referred to as proverbial usage.    

88. RS ড়তার পয়রা কায় নালপ?  

IPA [t̪or               pɔyra kay nape]? 

IMG You.Gen                          who   measure 

Meaning ‘Very powerful or influential’ 
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89. RS ঐ ড়র্ কইলচ আলরা কবার চাইলচ  

IPA [ɔi Ɉe kɔice aro kɔbar caice] 

IMG That   that say more say want  

Meaning ‘belittle’ 

90. RS ততয়ার ছাওয়ার বাপ  

IPA [tɔiyar cʰaoyar bap] 

IMG Ready child-GEN father 

Meaning ‘get everything readymade ’ 

The word ‘Proverb /prɒvɛ:rb/ is a short sentence that people often quote, which gives advice 

or tells you something about life.123 It can have a religious and philosophical meaning, which 

provide inspiration and food for thought. They exist as little pieces of wisdom or thought in the 

minds of the speakers in a language. Proverbs are somewhat different from idioms ( i.e. a group 

of words established by usage as having a meaning not deducible from those of individual 

words)124 by the fact that they tend to convey a direct message or meaning, usually in the form 

of a phrase or sentence. The words used tend to have a deeper meaning and are not as cryptic 

or hidden as those used in idioms. According to Wray and Perkins (2000), Idioms and Proverbs 

are also part of Formulaic language.125 

These items are conventionalized, frozen, fossilized and differ from creativity. Formulaicity or 

Formulaic language contrasts with productivity, the ability to use the structural system of 

language (syntax, semantics, morphology and phonology) in a combinatory way to create novel 

utterances and in an analytical way to understand them. In other words, we cannot manipulate 

with the structure of those items, once new words, morphemes, particles are incorporated in 

the formulaic structure, the idiomaticity, and the proverbial meaning of the items will be lost.  

The cultural social knowledge engrained in idioms and proverbs are found in folk tradition. 

This accumulated knowledge is the result of experience of not only of an individual but of the 

community or the society at large. We may call it the wisdom of the people or the learning of 

the community. This is achieved when acceptance of a particular knowledge system, be it 

herbal medicine traditions, ethnic ecology, myth chanting, agrarian calendar reckoning through 

                                                           
123 Advanced Learner‟s English Dictionary, Collins Cobuild. Harper Collins Publishers. 4thEd. 2003. P. 1150.  
124 Concise Oxford English Dictionary. Oxford University Press. 12th edition. 2011. P. 708.  
125  Formulaic language can be defined as ‘a sequence, continuous or discontinuous, of words or other meaning 

elements, which is, or appears to be, prefabricated: that is, stored and retrieved whole from memory at the time 

of use, rather than being subject to generation or analysis by the language grammar’. 
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proverbs etc. is gained by the community. Here are some proverbs made with numerals given 

below; 

 

91. মতন িাথার বুমি,মনমব িালছর িাথা মনতয খামব 

 [t̪in mat̪ʰa-r  bud̪d̪ʰi   nibi macʰer  mat̪ʰa nit̪t̪o  kʰabi]  

 Three head-GEN knowledge take fish-GEN head regular eat.FUT.2.SG 

‘Take suggestions from three people (brains) and eat head of fish regularly.’  

92. ড়চালরর দশ্ মদন মিমরর এক মদন 

[cor-er  d̪ɔʃ  din  giri-r   ɛk din]  

Thief-GEN ten days landlord-GEN one day 

‘Thieves have so many (ten) days, but the landlord has one day.’ (Cheating, stealing, 

cunning etc. will be caught one day) 

 93. টাকা হইলিক ব  মচস ড়খাদার থামক উমনশ্ মবশ্ 

[ʈaka hɔilek bɔɽo ciʃ kʰod̪a-r t̪ʰaki uniʃ biʃ]  

Money be-PST big thing Lord  from nineteen twenty 

‘Money is great thing, there is a little difference between God and Money’ 

94. মতমরলশ্ মবদযা চমল্ললশ্ িন ইয়ার ওপালক ঠন ঠন 

 [tiriʃ-e  bidda  cɔlliʃ-e  d̪ʰɔn iyar ɔ.pake ʈʰɔn ʈʰɔn]  

Thirty-INS education fourty-INS  wealth it-GEN that.side  nothing 

‘Acquire knowledge before thirty years and wealth before forty after that nothing is 

left’ 

95. সাকালির হাওয়া হাজার টাকার দাওয়া 

[ʃakal-er  haɔya haɈar  ʈaka-r   d̪aoya] 

Morning-GEN air thousand money-GEN medicine  

‘The morning breeze is compared to medicines of thousands rupees ’ 

 

5.7. Allomorphy in CM 

As discussed earlier (See Chapter-III), CM takes the position of word based morphology. It is 

assumed that words are stored in the lexicon with their surface phonological forms which occur 

in isolation. Construction Morphology is output oriented: it considers morphological schemas 
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as based on listed words (Booij 2010:237).  In classical generative phonology, (morphology) 

words are listed with their underlying forms which may differ with their surface forms. In order 

to derive the surface forms, certain phonological (morphological) rules are applied in the 

underlying forms. The phonological identity of the two forms will allow for co-indexation 

relation to be established between the phonological form of a constituent of a complex word 

and that of corresponding word (Booij 2010:238). This can be supported from a language 

acquisition point of view. When a child has acquired the word, it will be stored with its phonetic 

form. The regular complex word is not stored in classical generative phonology model rather 

the child restructures the lexical representation of the word with rules. In CM, restructuring is 

not necessary because the child stores the simple as well as the complex forms of the word in 

his mental lexicon. As for example, the Rajbanshi Genitive marker (r/er) র, এর, Locative (t̪/ɔt̪) 

ত, অত, Objective (k/ɔk) ক, অক are stored along with their phonological bases. If a noun ends 

with a consonant, the allomorph /er, ɔt̪, ɔk/ এর, অত, অক is selected and if a noun ends with vowel 

allomorph /r,t̪, k/ র, ত্, ক selected respectively. CM tries to find out how to select the proper 

phonological form of a base word that serves as basis for the computation of the phonological 

form of words derived from the base word. At the outset, morphological constructions are not 

very different from word formation rules but there are several pieces of evidence that word-

formation processes and morphological constructions are different. Word formation processes 

are selective with regard to the elements that they take as input. On the other hand, 

morphological constructions are output oriented. If we recall the data set of 60 (See Chapter-

II-2.2.16) reproduced here in 96 with little modification; 

96.   C1 (N)   C2 (N) 

 (a)[bud̪ʰ] বুি  ‘wednesday’ [bud̪aru] বুিারু ‘One who has been born on Wednesday’ 

(b) [ʃukor] ‘শুকর Friday’ [Sukaru] শুকারু ‘one who has been born on friday’ 

(c) [ʃɔni] ‘Saturday’  [ʃɔnaru] ‘one who has been born on Saturday’(M) 

(d) [bʰad̪or] ‘month Bhadar’ [bʰadru] ‘one who is born in the mother of Bhadra’ (M) 

    [bʰad̪ri] ‘born in the month of Bhadar’ (F) 

(e) [ban] ‘flood’   [banaʃu] ‘who is born at the time of flood’ 

(f) [Ɉonak] ‘light/full moon’ [Ɉonaku] ‘who is born at the time of full- noon’ 

We would find that there is a correspondence between C1 and C2. The phonological base is 

either reduced or elongated in C2. In 96, (a) deaspiration of [d̪ʰ] to [d̪] is noticeable. The 
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personal name forming suffix is /ru or u or ʃu/. The language users store the simple forms of 

C1 as well as the complex forms of C2 in the mental lexicon. The allomorphy is also stored 

along with their phonological bases. There is also a great deal of psycholinguistic evidence that 

morphologically related words are co-activated in the mental lexicon (De Jong, et all. 2000). 

In addition to the extensive evidence for the storage of full forms, there is a growing body of 

evidence in the literature which supports the hypothesis that several paradigmatic relations 

characterize lexical representation and codetermine lexical processing (See Figure 1 Hay and 

Baayen 2005:344).  

 

5.8. Summary 

I have discussed nominal morphology and various constructional idioms of Rajbanshi in this 

chapter. I dealt with specific morphological constructs and some phrasal lexical constructs that 

support CM mainly number idioms, plural construction, compound construction, reduplicated 

and periphrasis constructions. The words, hierarchically ordered word-formation schemas and 

subschemas are found in the lexicon and the words may be classified on the basis of its syntactic 

category, semantic type and morphological type. In Inflectional morphology, we hardly find 

one to one correspondence between form and its morphosyntactic properties. In CM, the 

morphosyntactic properties of each word-form in a paradigm are best considered as the 

properties of each word as a whole. The conventionalized complex words are listed in the 

lexicon and they are paradigmatically related. The language users form a new word on the basis 

of abstract schemas or in terms of affix substitution. The default inheritance mechanism may 

also allow for individual word to have its morphosyntactic properties which differ from the 

specified schema. 
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CHAPTER-6 

6. CONCLUSION 

Construction Grammar has its roots in the Saussurean notion of the linguistic sign. According 

to Saussure (1916), a linguistic sign is an arbitrary and conventional pairing of form (signifier) 

and meaning (signified). The notion of the Saussurean linguistic sign is helpful to analyse 

words and morphemes, the notion can be extended to analyse idioms, abstract phrasal patterns 

or perhaps all levels of grammatical descriptions which can be broadly categorised as 

‘constructions’ or ‘construct-i-cons’. The present work gives an account of Rajbanshi Nominal 

Morphology keeping in mind the theoretical position of Construction Morphology (Booij 

2010). The descriptive account of Nominal morphology and also its exploration in Construction 

Morphology are shown in Chapter-II, Chapter IV & Chapter V. The theory of CM grounded in 

Construction Grammar does not make clear cut distinctions between lexicon and syntax, and it 

considers all constructions to be part of lexicon-syntax continuum (Fillmore 1988, Jurafsky 

1992, Goldberg 2003, 2006). In CG, no interfaces are needed because both syntactic 

constructions and morphological constructions are cut from the same cloth: they form part of 

construct-i-con. (Hilpert 2014). The domain of morphology is smaller in comparison to syntax 

but the architecture is similar to syntax. The lexical insertion is the only point of contact 

between them (Ackema & Neeleman, 2004). 

The word is an arbitrary and conventional pairing of form and meaning, and qualifies as a 

‘construction’. The lexicon contains simple words and complex words, and also word-

formation schemas of various degrees of abstractions. The list of Rajbanshi words are presented 

in Appendix-II (a, b, c) and Chapter-I (1.2.9).  The descriptive traditional account of Rajbanshi 

nominal morphology is presented in Chapter-II and more specifically description and analysis 

of inflectional constructions in Chapter-II (2.1.) & in Chapter-IV (4.4.1), the derivational 

constructions, in Chapter-II (2.2.) & Chapter-IV (4.4.2), the compound constructions in 

Chapter-II (2.3.) and in Chapter-IV (4.4.3) and reduplicated constructions in Chapter-II (2.4) 

and in Chapter-IV (4.4.4). 

The meaning of the idiom is not completely compositional and must therefore be stored in the 

minds of the speakers. According to (Booij 2010b:83) ‘a constructional idiom is a fixed 

syntactic pattern in which some positions may be filled by all kinds of words of the right 

category, whereas other positions are filled by specific morphemes or words.’ Multiword 

expressions (MWEs) are not just fixed sequences of words with an atomic meaning but differs 
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in their degree of compositionality and syntactic flexibility (Pitt and Katz 2000, Sag et al 2002). 

All these constructional idioms and multiword expressions of Rajbanshi are discussed in 

Chapter-IV (4.5) and in Chapter-V (5.6) and also found in Appendix-VII. Data were collected 

from native speakers of Rajbanshi and from written text and recorded speech. Various 

Rajbanshi nominal morphological constructions were found in the collected data. These are 

considered cases of ‘constructions’ or ‘construct-i-cons’ which are presented in Appendix-III, 

in Appendix-IV (a) & (b) 1. 2. 3. 4. 5, and in Appendix-V (a), (b), (c), (d).  

The speakers of the language were asked to fill in the blanks in a sheet of paper which contained 

sixteen fill in the blank items carryingRajbanshi idioms and number idioms. The fill in the 

blank items are presented with a context, which provides the speaker clue about the idioms. If 

the speaker does not know the idiom, s/he may not interpret the idiomatic meaning rather s/he 

can provide the literal meaning of the idiom/phrase. The exercise carried out with ten male and 

female speakers each, both groups aged twenty to forty five years.126 The experimental design 

is given in Appendix VIII (Questionnaire for number idioms). The expected answers as the 

idioms and number idioms are the following; 

1. [poʈol tuilce] ড়পালটাি তুইিলচ 2. [ʃatpac] সাত পাচ 3. [baro] বালরা 4. [ʃat] সাত 5. [nɔy-cʰoy] নয় ছয় 6. 

[caice] চাইলচ 7. [biʃ] মবশ্ 8. [cɔlliʃe] চমল্ললশ্ 9. [dɔʃ] দশ্ 10. [haɈar] হাজার 11. [uniʃ] উমনশ্ 12. [ɛkdin] 

একমদন 13. [baroʈa] বালরাটা  14. [cairʈa] চাইরটা 15. [cɔiddobar] চইিবার 16. [dukuna] দুকুনা.  

The informants 1, 3, and 5, 8 commit errors as far as the correct idioms in No. 1, No. 3 and No. 

15. They have taken the literal meaning of the idioms and interpreted them as the following: 

No. 1 [poʈol tulir dʰɔrice] ড়পালটাি তুমির িমরলচ, No. 3 [cɔiddo] চইি and No.15 [ʃatbar] সাতবার. The 

informers 1 & 6 did not fill the blank in No. 8. and informed that they did not know the answer 

to that question. The rest of the answers were correct as expected by the researcher. The above 

exercise with Rajbanshi informants provided us with the information that constructions have 

culture specific knowledge with respect to the co-occurrence of one word with another word 

or one word with a particular grammatical construction as discussed in Chapter V-5.6. Mischler 

(2009) suggests that a particular cultural model is needed to account for certain conceptual 

metaphors and the change in their constructions over time. Sinclair (1991:109-10) coined the 

phrase ‘the open choice principle’ to describe the notion that text—sentences and discourses—

                                                           
126 Sending questionnaire methods were also used to collect data. The  informants were given a set of questions 

to fill in the blanks using their native intuitions.  
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can result from a large number of complex choices. The open choice principle contrasts with 

‘idiom principle’ in which a large number of semi-preconstructed phrases constitute single 

choices, even though they may appear to be analysable into segments. 

Chomsky (1957,1965) in Transformational grammar models employed the notion 

‘construction’ and construction specific rules. Chomsky (1995:20) in UG approach while 

addressing the constructions points out that ‘the focus on the core system, putting aside 

phenomena that result from historical accident, dialect mixture, personal idiosyncrasies and the 

like.’ Contrary to the UG approach Construction Grammar presents a uniform analysis of 

‘peripheral’ as well as ‘core’ linguistic constructs without performing transformational 

analysis, derivation or assumption of a zero element.  According to Hoffman & Trousdale 

(2013:2), the mental grammar of speakers is claimed to consist of a network of schematic and 

substantive constructions (construct-i-cons) and it is the parallel activation of construction that 

underlies a set of particular utterances ‘constructs’. Pandey (2015:318) claims that grammars 

admit natural and universal properties of languages as well as exceptions, irregularities, 

inconsistent application of processes and constraints, hybridity is expected to surface in natural 

languages and it is not merely externally induced but also ingrained in human linguistic 

capacity.  

Construction Grammar is usually not considered to be an elegant theory of linguistic 

knowledge, but in the case of phrasal compounds, it provides a very straightforward account 

that directly follows from its main organizational principles (Hilpert 2014:79). Hoeksema 

(2012) reviewed Construction Morphology (Booij, 2010) and made the following interesting 

observations;  

“...what I missed in this chapters is some additional discussion of the meta-properties 

of constructional approach, such as its predominantly inductive in nature, and the lack 

of any general predictions about possible languages or possible systems of 

morphology.” (Hoeksema : 2012:185)  

She also raises the question of bi-directionality and the like “… property of non-directionality, 

however, can also be seen as disadvantage. There is a basic difference between adding an affix 

and subtracting one, a difference that is captured by assuming a directional rule of affixation 

and by delegating affix subtraction to a process of back formation that is supposed to have a 

different status in the language…both zero affixes and constructions are theoretical entities for 

which we have no direct evidence. They are deduced from a linguistic data given some set of 
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assumptions (Hoeksema 2012: 183-184). On the other hand, Anshen and Aronoff (1981) 

consider “rules must be viewed as abstract patterns to which potential words should conform 

to some degree rather than as rules which completely determine the form and meaning of all 

new words.”  

At the outset, morphological constructions are not very different from word formation rules 

but there are several pieces of evidence that word-formation processes and morphological 

constructions are different. Word formation processes are selective with regard to the elements 

that they take as input. On the other hand, morphological constructions are output oriented. In 

the construction based approach to morphology, output forms emerged out not through the 

process of derivation where different rules compete to operate within a base to derive the 

suitable output forms but through the process of exposure, experience and memory. According 

to Pandey (2015:319), ‘in a contact language situations when social factors and formal factors 

within a language are in conflict, the social factors are the winner.’ If we look at the following 

words [upɔr mukʰ] উপর িুখ ‘above face/mouth’ and [nama mukʰ] নািা িুখ ‘below face/mouth’ has 

acquired a contextual social/cultural meaning as ‘a particular kinds of food offerings to Gods’ 

(See Chapter-V-5.4. example 150) 

1.      আইজ্কা হমরলসবাত মক পসাদ হইলব,উপর িুখ না নািা িুখ? 

[aiɈka hɔri-ʃɛba-t̪                   ki          pɔʃad̪         hɔibe upɔr mukʰ na nama mukʰ]? 

Today Hari (God)-serve-LOC what food-offering Be.FUT. above face or below face 

‘What will they serve today in religious gathering hotchpoth or flattend/stuffed rice?’ 

The meaning the word [upɔr mukʰ] উপর িুখ ‘above face/mouth’ in Rajbanshi society in a 

religious context is ‘hotchpotch’ and [nama mukʰ] নািা িুখ ‘below face/mouth’ is ‘flattened 

rice/stuffed rice’. In the case of competing meanings of output forms derived by grammatical 

rules and in particular usage, usage supersedes derivation (Pandey 2015:321). CM argues that 

morphology must be usage-based in order to understand the knowledge of language system. 

The creation of complex words is motivated by usage and the assumption for the architecture 

of grammar is a hierarchical lexicon with various degrees of schematicity that do justice to 

actual language use in the domain of word formation.  

Morphology is about the internal structure of words and how new words are formed from the 

existing ones. With this understanding of morphology, this research work has been limited to 

a small section namely Nominal morphology and its constructions. The study does not cover 
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all the word formation processes found in the Rajbanshi language, but only the word-formation 

process involved in nouns and nominal constructions. The other minor processes blending, 

clipping, acronym etc. which are peripheral part of morphology are left out and excluded from 

this study. Verb morphology, ECV have also been excluded from this study but the derivations 

of nouns from verbs have been discussed with adequate examples. The work is not 

experimental in nature, and it does not conduct any test on cognition and language processing. 

The priming test, eye tracking and other psycholinguistics experiments were not conducted for 

the study. 

The present study has not proposed any alternative model for the analysis of complex words 

and phrasal lexical units of the Rajbanshi language but presented Rajbanshi nominal 

morphology and constructional idioms under the theoretical framework of Construction 

Morphology (Booij, 2010). The study may provide us valuable input for developing study 

materials for language teaching, compiling lexicon/dictionary of Rajbanshi, designing a 

module for compound or constructional idioms decomposition for machine learning. It may 

also provide us a platform for developing online lexical data base for machine translation, 

lexical processing, information retrieval etc. (See Chapter I-1.5).   

The construction dependant morphology is a phenomenon in which the occurrence of bound 

morphemes is linked to specific syntactic constructions. The lexically encoded allomorphy 

affects the identification of morphological relations between words. From the above discussion, 

we could say that affixes are important part of constructions. Though these are considered as 

bound elements but their positions in a construction is lexically fixed whereas the position for 

open grammatical categories (N, V, Adj etc) are variables. The affixes form part of construction 

in inflectional morphology (5.2), in derivational morphology (5.3), in compound construction 

(5.4), reduplicated constructions (5.5) and also in constructional idioms and multiword units 

(MWEs) (5.6.). As discussed in chapter-5 that the morphological construction can receive a 

new grammatical function that of linking element. In Rajbanshi, the sequence [nɛt̪ar gʰɔr] ড়নতার 

ঘর ‘leaders and associates’, [bʰaiyer gʰɔr] ভাইলয়র ঘর ‘brothers and associates’, [mamar gʰɔr] িািার 

ঘর ‘maternal uncle and associates’ (See section 2.1.3.6.) are no longer lexical phrases but are 

instances of complex words.  What I would interpret here, the genitive marker /r র or er এর/ as 

a linking element because the grammatical function of genitive marker is not retained in the 

complex words. These words have specific semantic interpretations. The referent nouns are 

always + human and meaning is associative with the [X] element of the genitive. The word 
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[band̪orer gʰɔr] বান্দলরর ঘর does not refer to ‘monkey and its associates’ rather the quality 

(naughty) of some boys. These word sequences are not be considered small phrases rather I 

would assume that they are complex words dominated by the following schema; 

     <[Ni-er gʰɔr]Nj ↔ [SEM Ni ASSOCIATE PL]j>   

The affix [-er] as the linking element and [gʰɔr] ঘর as part of plural construction function as a 

unit. The holistic properties of this construction have to be looked at for associate plural 

meaning. The lexical integrity principle does not allow syntactic rules to manipulate or to have 

access to word-internal morphological structure. The complex word [cԑŋrar gʰɔr] is a 

prototypical case of constructional idiom. It has the form of a NP, followed by a genitive marker 

and the particle ‘ghor’. In this NP, the slot for the possessive marker /r/ or /er/ is fixed whereas 

the slot for the noun is open and can be filled with all sorts of +human nouns only. In this 

situation a particular syntactic construction goes hand in hand with particular morphological 

form of words in that construction. These observations imply that we have to specify the 

presence of a specific suffix in the construction as exemplified above. This analysis reveals 

that the principle of Lexical integrity is too strong and syntax may require access to the internal 

morphological structure of words.  

Constructions are also locus of language change (Bybee et al. 1994, Heine 1993, Traugott 

2003). If a language changes they may disappear due to the erosion of the inflectional system 

or there are traces of forms but no consistent meaning or in cases where the morphological 

marker receives new grammatical function. Greenberg (1991) refers to this phenomenon as 

‘regrammaticalization’. Grammaticalization is the change whereby in certain linguistic 

contexts speakers use parts of construction with a grammatical function. Over time the resulting 

grammatical item may become more grammatical by acquiring more grammatical function and 

expanding its host (Brinton & Traugott, 2005:9). According to Aikhenvald (2007) the rise of 

derivative morphemes is rightly qualified as grammaticalization, since these morphemes have 

become affixes. If situated at the end point of grammaticalization, these morphemes have 

abstract grammatical properties but such bound morphemes may still have a rather specific 

meaning, more lexical to more grammatical meaning—a pattern characteristics of 

grammaticalization. In the above morphological construction <[Ni-er gʰɔr]Nj ↔ [SEM Ni 

ASSOCIATE PL]j>, the genitive marker [r/er] loses its syntactic functions and the lexical item 

[gʰɔr] ঘর acquires a new grammatical function in combination with the genitive. It functions as 

associative plural marker in Rajbanshi with + human nouns only. The findings confirm that the 
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constructional idioms are not just fixed word combinations and they are not merely viewed as 

anomalies but can be modified both lexically and syntactically, and the notion of lexicon has 

to be extended with complex words, their abstract schemas and partially specified 

constructional idioms.  

According to Humbold (1836:72), Language can be compared to an enormous web, in which 

each part stands in a more or less clearly recognisable relationship with the next one and all of 

them are likewise related to the whole127. In CM, Lexicon has to be conceived of as a web of 

words and phrasal lexical units, a module of the Grammar but contains a network of 

relationships between individual words and morphological schemas. In other words, the 

lexicon is the meeting point of the systematic and conventional properties of language 

constructs (Booij, 2010:171). To conclude, CM is a theory of the architecture of the grammar, 

of the role of lexical units of various degrees of abstraction and of the relation of the grammar 

to facts of language use such as the storage and frequency of linguistic constructs of varying 

size. CM provides proper analytic tools for complex phenomena on the borderline between 

morphology and syntax. CM is in harmony with the state-of-the-art theories of the balance 

between storage and computation, and the insight that paradigmatic relationships between 

words are fundamental in understanding morphological systems (Booij 2010: 259). 

                                                           
127 See Pandey 2015:318 
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a.  International Phonetic Alphabets 
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b. Rajbanshi Vowels chart  

Front  Central  Back 

Close   i            u 

Close-mid     e             o 

Open-mid       ɛ            ɔ 

Open               a 

 

c. Rajbanshi Consonants chart 

Place &Manner Labial  Dental  Alveolar Retroflex Palatal  Velar  Glottal 

Plosives (stops)  

Voiceless  

 Unaspirated  p t̪  ʈ c k  

Aspirated pʰ t̪ʰ  ʈʰ cʰ kʰ  

Voiced  

 Unaspirated b d̪  ɖ Ɉ g  

Aspirated  bʰ d̪ʰ  ɖʰ Ɉʰ gʰ  

Nasal                    m n   ŋ  

Fricative   s  ʃ  h 

Tap/Flap   r     

Lateral    l     
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d. The Rajbanshi Spoken Areas 

 

 
 

Source- Barma, Debendra Nath. 2012. Rajbanshi Bhashar Itihas. Sopan. Kolkata 
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e The Whole Rajbanshi Society 

 

 

 
 

 

Source: Roy, Dipak K. 2012. Rajbanshi Samamj Aro Sanskritir Katha. Sopan. Kolkata. P-27. 
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f. Map of West Bengal 

 

 
 

http://www.mapsofindia.com/maps/westbengal/# 
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g  Map of India 
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APPENDIX-II 

 

a. Basic Word lists 

This list includes from Swadesh’s list (1955), and from Gudschinsky’s (1956) list. The words 

are alphabetically arranged by Samarin (1967). 

SN EW RW SN EW RW 

1 All  [ʃɔgay] সিায় 104 Mountain [pahaɽ] পাহা , 

[pɔrbot] পবযত 

2 And  [ar] আর 105 Mouth [mukʰ] িুখ 

3 Animal [Ɉɔnt̪uru] র্নু্ত্র 106 Name [nam] নাি 

4 Ashes [cʰai] ছাই 107 Narrow [cʰoʈʈo] ড়ছাট্ট, [ʃilʃila] 

মসিমসিা 

5 At  [upura] উপুরা [-t] ত 108 Near [bɔgol] বিি, [paʃ] 

পাশ্, [nikoʈ] মনকট 

6 Back [pacot] পালচাত, [pacpak] 

পাচপাক 

109 Neck [gɔrɖʰɔna] িিযনা, 

[gʰaɽ] ঘা  

7 Bad  [kʰarap] খারাপ ~  [bɔya] বয়া 110 New  [nɔya] নয়া, [nɔut̪on] 

ড়নৌতন 

8 Bark  [bʰuka] ভুকা 111 Night [rait̪] রাইত, [rat̪i] রামত 

9 Because  [karon] কারন 112 Nose [nak] নাক 

10 Belly  [pæʈ] পযাট 113 Not [na] না 

11 Big [ɖaŋgor] ডা র, [bɔɽo] ব  114 Old [purana] পুরানা, 

[buɽa] বু া 

12 Bird [pɔki] পমক 115 One [ɛk] এক 

13 Bite [kamɽa] কাি া 116 Other [ɔinno] ওইনয 

14 Black  [kala] কািা 117 Person [manʃi] িানমশ্ 

15 Blood [rɔkto] রক্ত, [t̪ɛɈ] তযাজ 118 Play [kʰɛla] ড়খিা 

16 Blow  [pʰoka] ড়ফাকা 119 Pull [ʈana] টানা 

17 Bone  [ʈaŋgura] টাোংগুরা [ɔʃt̪i] অমে 120 Push [ʈʰɛla] ড়ঠিা 
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18 Breast  [dudʰ] দুি, [buk] বুক 121 Rain [jʰɔri] ঝমর [biʃʈi] মবশ্টি 

19 Breathe [nikaʃ]  মনকাশ্ 122 Red [nal] নাি, [lal] িাি 

20 Burn [poɽa] ড়পা া 123 Right/correct [ʈʰik] ঠিক 

21 Child [cʰaowa] ছাওয়া 124 Rightside [ɖain paʃ] ডাইন পাশ্ 

22 Claw [tʰaba] থাবা 125 River [nɔdi] নদী 

23 Cloud  [mægʰ] িযাঘ 126 Road  [gʰaʈa] ঘাটা, [raʃta] 

রাো, [pɔtʰ] পথ 

24 Cold  [ʈʰand̪a] ঠান্ডা, [ʃit̪] মশ্ত 127 Root [mul ʃipa] িুি মশ্পা 

25 Come  [aiʃa] আইসা 128 Rope [dɔɽi] দম , [rɔʃi] রমশ্, 

[baʈi] বাটি 

26 Count  [gɔna] িনা 129 Rotten [pɔca] পচা, [ʃɔra] সরা 

27 Cut  [kaʈa] কাটা 130 Round [gol] ড়িাি 

28 Day [d̪in] মদন 131 Rub [gʰɔʃa] ঘসা 

29 Die  [mɔra] িরা 132 Sand [bala] বািা, [balu] 

বািু, [bali] বামি 

30 Dig  [kʰoɽa] ড়খা া 133 Salt [nun] নুন, [lɔbon] িবন 

31 Dirty  [mɔila], িইিা [noŋra] ড়নাোং া, 

[gædera] িযালদরা 

134 Say [kɔ] ক, [kɔoya] কওয়া 

32 Dog [kukur] কুকুর 135 Scratch [culka] চুিকা, [ʃotta] 

ড়সাত্তা 

33 Drink  [kʰaowa] খাওয়া 136 Sea [ʃomuddro] সিুদ্র 

34 Dry [ʃukan] শুকান 137 See [dɛkʰa] ড়দখা 

35 Dull  [boka] ড়বাকা 138 Seed [bici] মবমচ, [biɈ] বীজ 

36 Dust  [dʰula] িুিা 139 Sew [ʃelai] ড়সিাই 

37 Ear [kan] কান 140 Sharp [coka] ড়চাকা [d̪ʰar] 

38 Earth  [pitʰibi] মপমথমব, [d̪uniya] দুমনয়া 141 Short [cʰoʈo] ড়ছালটা, [kʰaʈo] 

খালটা 

39 Eat  [kʰaowa] খাওয়া 142 Sing [n kɔra] িান করা 
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40 Egg [ɖima] মডিা, [ɖim] মডি 143 Sit [bɔiʃa] বইসা 

41 Eye [cɔukʰ] চঊখ 144 Skin [camɽa] চাি া, [cʰal] 

ছাি 

42 Fall  [pɔɽa] প া 145 Sky [akaʃ] অকাশ্ [d̪ɛoya] 

দযাওয়া 

43 Far  [d̪ur] দুর 146 Sleep [nin] মনন 

44 Fat/grease  [cɔrbi] চমবয 147 Small [cʰoʈo] ড়ছালটা, [kɔm] 

কি 

45 Father  [baba] বাবা 148 Smell [baʃna] বাসনা 

46 Fear [bʰɔy] ভয় 149 Smoke [dʰuma] িুিা 

47 Feather [ɖapna] ডাপনা, [pakʰna] পাখ্না 150 Smooth [t̪ult̪ula] তুিতুিা, 

[nɔrom] নরি 

48 Few  [kɔto] কত 151 Snake [ʃãp] সাাঁ প, [bĩʃ  poka] 

মবাঁ  ড়পাকা 

49 Fight [Ɉuddʰo] রু্ি, [ɈuɈɈo] রু্জ্জ 152 Snow [bɔropʰ] বরফ, [t̪uʃaɽ] 

তুশ্া  

50 Fire  [agun] আগুন [Ɉũi] জুাঁ ই 153 Some [kɔto] কত, [kɔt̪la] 

কতিা 

51 Fish [mac] িাচ 154 Spit [ʃæp] সযাপ 

52 Five  [pãc] পাাঁ চ [pɔnco] পনলচা 155 Split [bægol] বযািি, [alga] 

আিিা, [pitʰok] মপলথাক 

53 Float [bʰaʃa] ভাসা 156 Squeeze [cipa] মচপা 

54 Flow [bʰaʃi bɛra] ভামস ড়ব া 157 Stab/pierce [dʰuka] ঢুকা / [pʰoɽa] 

ড়ফা া 

55 Flower [pʰul] ফুি 158 Stand [kʰaɽa] খা া 

56 Fly [uɽa] উ া 159 Star [t̪ara] তারা [t̪aragɔni] 

তারািমন 

57 Fog [bɛŋ] বযা  160 Stick [naʈhi] নাঠি, [ɖanʈa] 

ডািা, [Ɉʰik] মঝক 
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58 Foot [ʈʰæŋ] ঠযাোং 161 Stone [ʃil] মশ্ি, [paʈhor] 

পালথার, [bɔɈɽi] বজম  

59 Four  [cair] চাইর 162 Straight [soja] ড়সাজা 

60 Freeze [jɔma] জিা 163 Suck  [coʃa] ড়চাসা 

61 Fruit [pʰɔl] ফি 164 Sun [bæla] বযািা, [ʃurjo] 

সুর্য 

62 Full [bʰɔrti] ভমতয  165 Swell [pʰula] ফুিা 

63 Give [dɛoya] ড়দওয়া 166 Swim [pɔŋra] প রা, [ʃat̪ar] 

সাতার 

64 Good [bʰal] ভাি 167 Tail [nɛʈu] নযাটু, [nɛɈ] নযাজ 

65 Grass [gʰaʃ] ঘাস 168 That [ɔi] ওই 

66 Green [ʃɔbuɈ] সবুজ 169 There [ɔʈe] অলট 

67 Guts [naɽibʰuɽi] নাম ভুম  170 They [imirala] ইমিরািা 

,[umurala] উিুরািা 

68 Hair [cul] চুি 171 Thick [gʰɔno] ঘন, [gaɽo] 

িাঢ় 

69 Hand [hat] হাত 172 Thin [patla] পাতিা, 

[ʃɔkʃoka] সক সকা 

70 He [imay] ইিায়, [umay] উিায় 173 Think [cint̪a] মচন্তা, [bʰaba] 

ভাবা 

71 Head [matʰa] িাথা 174 This [ei] এই 

72 Hear [ʃuna] শুনা 175 Thou [t̪omak] ড়তািাক 

73 Heart [hrid̪oy] মিদয় 176 Three [t̪in] মতন 

74 Heavy [bʰari] ভামর 177 Throw [ɖʰæla] ঢযািা 

75 Here [ɛʈe] এলট 178 Tie [banda] বান্দা 

76 Hit [agʰat] অঘাত,  [mara]িারা, 

[ɖaŋga] ডাোংিা 

179 Tongue [Ɉiba] জীবা 

77 Hold/take [dʰɔraিরা / nɛɔya ড়নওয়া] 180 Tooth [dãt] দাাঁ ত 
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78 Horn [ʃiŋgʰ] মশ্োং 181 Tree [gɔc] িচ 

79 How [kɛŋ kɔri] কযাোং কমর 182 Turn [gʰura] ঘুরা 

80 Hunt [ʃikar kɔra] মশ্কার করা 183 Two [d̪ui] দুই 

81 Husband [bʰatar], [ʃoyami], [bɔr], 

[pɔti] 

184 Vomit [cʰad̪a] ছাদা, [bɔmi] 

বমি 

82 I [mui] িুই 185 Walk [haʈa] হাটা, [cɔla] চিা 

83 Ice  [bɔropʰ] বরফ, [him] মহি 186 Warm [gɔrom] িরি, [kuʃum 

kuʃum] কুসুি কুসুি 

84 If [Ɉɔdi] র্মদ 187 Wash [dʰoya] ড়িায়া 

85 In  [mɔid̪d̪ʰo] িইিয 

[maɈʰot̪]িালঝাত 

188 Water [Ɉɔl] জি, [pani] পামন 

86 Kill [mara] িারা 189 We [hamra-gila] হািরামিিা 

87 Knee [haʈuya] হাটুয়া 190 Wet [bʰija] মভজা 

88 Know [Ɉana] জানা 191 What [ki] মক 

89 Lake [bil] মবি, [kʰal-pagaɽ] খাি 

পািা  

192 When [konbɛla] ড়কানলবিা, 

[konʃɔmoy] ড়কানসিয় 

90 Laugh [haʃa] হাসা 193 Where [koʈe] ড়কালট 

91 Leaf [pata] পাতা [pat̪ari] পাতামর 194 White [d̪ʰɔola] িওিা, [ʃad̪a] 

সাদা 

92 Leftside [bam paʃ] বাি পাশ্ 195 Who [kay] কায় 

93 Leg [ʈʰæŋ] ঠযাোং, [pao] পাও 196 Wide [oʃaɽ] ওসা  

94 Lie  [mica] মিচা, [miʃt̪a] মিো 

[ʃut̪a] শুতা 

197 Wife [maiya] িাইয়া, [bɔu] 

বঊ 

95 Live [bãca] বাাঁ চা 198 Wind [bataʃ] বাতাস, [haɔya] 

হাওয়া 

96 Liver [libʰar] মিভার 199 Wing [ɖapna] ডাপনা, 

[pakʰna] পাখ্না 

97 Long  [lɔmba] িম্বা, [digʰla] দীঘ্িা 200 Wipe [moca] ড়িাচা, [nika] 

মনকা 
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98 Louse  [ukun] উকুন > [cikina মচমকনা, 

[ɖʰæla] ঢযািা  

201 With [ʃatʰe] সালথ, [bʰɔne] 

ভলন, [ʃɔŋge] সল  

99 Man/male [manʃi] িানম , [bæʈa cʰaowa] 

ড়বটাছাওয়া 

202 Woman [bɛʈi cʰaowa] 
ড়বটিছাওয়া 

100 Many [mæla] িযািা, [ɔnekla] অলনকিা 203 Woods [kaʈʰ] কাঠ, 

[Ɉoŋgolbaɽi] জ িবাম  

101 Meat/flesh [maŋʃo] িাোংস, [mɔʃom] িসি, 

[goʃt̪o] ড়িালো 

204 Worm [cæra] চয া 

102 moon [can] চান, [cɔnd̪oro] চন্দ্র 205 Ye [t̪omak] ড়তািাক 

103 Mother  [ma] িা, [maɔ] িাও 206 Year [bɔcor] বচর, [ʃal] সাি 

 

The following words are added by Gudschinsky (1956) 

207 Brother [bʰai] ভাই 213 Seven [ʃat̪] সাত 

208 Clothing [kapoɽ-copoɽ] কালপা -

ড়চালপা  

214 Shoot [guli mara] গুমি িারা 

209 Cook [ranna kɔra] রান্না করা, 

[randuni] রানু্দমন 

215 Sister [bɔin] বইন, [bɔini] 

বইমন 

210 Dance [naca] নাচা 216 Spear [bɔllom] বল্লি 

211 Eight [aʈ] আট 217 Twenty [biʃ] মবশ্, [kuɽi] কুম  

212 Hundred [ɛkʃo] একলশ্া, [ʃɔ] শ্ 218 Work  [kam] কাি, [kamai] 

কািাই, [kaɈ] কাজ 
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b. Abbi’s word lists for North Indian Context 

SN *EW RW SN *EW RW 

1 Bindi [ʈip] টিপ, [pʰoʈa] ড়ফাটা 47 Lion  [bagʰ] বাঘ [ʃiŋgʰo] মসোংহ 

2 Flour (kneaded) [aʈa] আটা 48 Lips  [ʈʰoʈ] ড়ঠাট 

3 jura (bun) [kʰopa] ড়খাপা 49 Liquor  [mɔd̪] িদ 

4 roʈi [ruʈi] রুটি ~ [uʈi] উটি 50 Mango  [am] আি 

5 banana [kɔla] কিা 51 Medicine  [oiʃud̪ʰ] ওইলশ্াি 

6 bangles [cuɽi] চুম , [ʃaka] সাকা 52 Milk [dudʰ] দুি, [kʰaud̪a] 

খাউদা 

7 blouse [belauj] ড়বিাউজ 53 Mirror  [ayna] আয়্না 

8 book [bɔi] বই 54 Money  [ʈaka] টাকা, [paiʃa] 

পাইসা, [kɔɽi] কম  

9 Brother, elder [d̪ad̪a] দাদা, [bɔɽd̪a] 

বড়্দা, [meɈd̪a] ড়িজ্দা, 

[cʰoʈd̪a] ড়ছাট্দা 

55 mosquito [mɔʃa]  িশ্া 

10 Brother’s wife [bɔudi] ড়বৌমদ 56 Mouse  [cika] মচকা,  

 

11 Cat [bilai] মবিাই 57 Nails [nɔkʰ] নখ, [ʃipi] মশ্মপ 

12 chilli [mɔruc] িরুচ, [lɔnka] 

িন্কা 

58 Necklace [haɽ] হা  

13 Cold (ailment) [ʃɔddi] সমিয  ~ [ʃɔrdi] 

সরমদ 

59 Nose-pin  [pʰul] ফুি, [naker pʰul] 

নালকর ফুি, [naker nolo] 

নালকর ড়নালিা 

14 comb [ciruni] মচরুমন, [kakɔi] 

কালকাই 

60 Oil  [t̪ɛl] তযাি 

15 copper [t̪ama] তািা 61 Onion  [piyaic] মপয়াইচ [piyaɈi] 

মপয়াজী 

16 Cough  [ʃiain] মশ্য়াইন 62 Pain  [biʃi] মবমশ্, [bɛdona] 

বযাদনা 

17 Cow  [gɔru] িরু 63 Peacock  [mɔyur] িয়ুর 
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18 Crow  [kauya] কাউয়া 64 Plait  [ʈiki] টিমক 

19 Cry  [kanda] কান্দা 65 Pond  [d̪igʰi] মদমঘ [pukur] পুকুর 

20 dog [kukur] কুকুর 66  Potato  [alu] আিু > [bilatu 

alu], মবিামত আিু  [maɖɖa 

alu] িািা আিু 

21 Door  [d̪ɔrja] দজয া, [d̪ubor] 

দুলবার, [koyair] ড়কায়াইর 

67 Rice 

(cooked ) 

[bʰat] ভাত > [pɔntʰa] 

পন্থা, [kʰɔkra খক্ া  ], 

[baʃi] বামস, [maruya] 

িারুয়া, [jʰɔrjʰɔra] ঝরঝরা 

22 down [nic] নীচ [nicot̪] নীলচাত 68 Rice (raw) [caul] চাউি 

23 drizzle [cʰæp cʰæpa jʰɔri] ছযাপ 

ছযাপা ঝমর 

69 Road  [gʰaʈa] ঘাটা, [raʃʈa] রাো, 

[pɔntʰ] পন্থ 

24 Earring  [d̪ul] দুি, [kaner d̪ul] 

কালনর দুি 

70 Round  [gol] ড়িাি, [gola] ড়িািা  

25 Elephant  [hat̪t̪i] হামত্ত, [hɔʃt̪i] হমে, 

[hat̪i] হামত 

71 Run  [ɖɔuɽa]V ড়দৌ া  [dɔuɽ 

N] ড়দৌ  

26 Eye-brow  [bʰuru] ভুরু 72 Sari  [ʃaɽi] শ্াম  

27 Fever  [Ɉɔr] জ্বর 73 Shawl  [ʃal] শ্াি, [gɔɈi], িমজ 

[cad̪or] চাদর 

28 Finger  [nɔgul] নগুি 75 Sister, 

elder 

[d̪id̪i] মদমদ 

29 Fish  [mac] িাচ 76 Sister’s 

husband  

[bɔnu] বনু, [jamai 

babu] জািাই বাবু, 

[jambu] জামু্ব 

30 Flour (dry) [aʈa] আটা 77 Small  [cʰoʈo], ড়ছালটা  [micca 

kona] মিচ্চা ড়কানা, [ɔlpo] 

অল্প 

31 Food  [kʰabar] খাবার, [kʰaɔyar] 

খাওয়ার 

78 Snake  [ʃãp] সাাঁ প > [ɖaɽaiʃ] 

ডারাইস, [alat] আিাত, 

[goma] ড়িািা, [kʰɛri] 

ড়খমর, [ɖʰɔɽa] ড়ঢারা, 
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[boɽa] ড়বারা, [dumukʰa] 

দুিুখা 

32 Forest  [aɽa] আ া, [pʰɔreʃʈ] 

ফলরি, [Ɉɔngol] জল াি 

79 Spectacles  [cɔʃma] চশ্িা 

33 garlic [rɔʃun] রসুন 80 Spices  [mɔʃla] িসিা 

34 God [bʰɔgoban] ভিবান, 

[dɛbota] দযাবতা 

81 Spoon  [camuc] চািুচ 

35 Goddess  [d̪ɛbi] ড়দবী 74 Shirt  [ʃaʈ] শ্াটয  

36 Gold  [ʃona] ড়সানা 82 Sugar  [cini] মচমন, [ʃɔkkor] শ্ক্কর 

37 Grandfather (F) [ʈʰakurda] ঠাকুরদা 83 Tasty  [ʃad̪] স্বাদ 

38 Grandfather 

(M) 

[aɈu] আজু 84 Tea  [ca] চা [capat̪a] চাপাতা 

39 Grandmother 

(F) 

[ʈʰakurma] ঠাকুরিা 85 Thumb  [buɽa nɔgul] বু া নগুি 

40 Grandmother 

(M) 

[abo] আলবা 86 Turmeric  [hɔld̪i] হিমদ 

41 Green 

vegetable  

[ʃak] শ্াক 87 Up  [upura] উপুরা 

42 Hot  [gɔrom] িরি 88 Village  [geram] ড়িরাি 

43 House  [baɽi] বাম  89 Teeth  [d̪ãt̪] দাাঁ ত 

44 House fly  [maci] িামচ    

45 Itch  [culkani] N [culka] V    

46 Language  [bʰaʃa] ভা া, [buli] বুমি    

 

c.  Some Rajbanshi Words 

SN *EW RW SN *EW RW 

1 belɔn (rolling 

pin) 

[ɖɔlna] ডিনা 50 Hunger  [bʰog] ড়ভাি 

2 Rolling board  [ɖɔlna] ডিনা 51 Ill [ɔʃuʃtʰo] অসুস্থ 

3 charpoi [caŋgra] চাোং া 52 Iron smith  [ʈʰaʈari] ঠাটামর 
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4 Dal (pusle) [ɖail] ডাইি 53 King  [raja] রাজা ~ [aɈa] আজা 

5 kɔɽʰaii 

(Cauldron) 

[t̪ɔcla] তচ্িা, [nɔiya] 

নইয়া, [kɔɽai] ক াই 

54 Land lord  [giri] মিমর, [Ɉot̪d̪ar] 

ড়জাত্দার 

6 Tawa  [taɔya] তাওয়া 55 Lazy  [alʃiya] আিমসয়া 

7 Oven  [aka] আকা 56 Letter  [ciʈi] মচঠি 

8 Abuse  [gail] িাইি, 

[pʰɛd̪ela]ফযালদিা 

57 Lonely  [ɛklay] একিায়, [niɈɈon] 

মনজ্জয ন, [niɈɈʰum] মনরু্জ্য ি 

9 Air  [bataʃ] বাতাস, 

[haɔya] হাওয়া 

58 Love  [bʰalobaʃa] ভালিাবাসা, 

[prem] ড়িি, [pirit̪i] 

পীমরমত 

10 Ant  [pɛipɽa] ড়পইপ া 59 Mad  [pagla] পািিা 

11 Aroma  [baʃna] বাসনা 60 Maize  [bʰuʈʈa] ভুট্টা 

12 Bald  [ʈak] টাক, [ʈakuya] 

টাকুয়া, [candiya] 

চামন্দয়া 

61 Memory  [pʰɔm] ফি, [ʃɔron 

ʃɔkt̪i] স্মরন শ্মক্ত 

13 Bathe  [gaɔ dʰoya] িাও 

ড়িায়া, [ʃenan kɔra] 

স্নান করা 

62 Mine  [mor] ড়িার 

14 Market  [haʈ] হাট, [baɈar] 

বাজার 

63 Monkey  [band̪or] বান্দর 

15 Begin  [ʃuru] শুরু, 

[arambʰo] আরাম্ভ 

64 Price  [d̪am] দাি 

16 Behind  [pacʰot] পালচাত, 

[pacila] পামচিা 

65 Paint  [cʰapa] ছাপা, [ãka] আাঁকা 

17 Blind  [kana] কানা, [ɔnd̪ʰo] 

অন্ধ 

66 Pig  [ʃuyor] শুলয়ার 

18 Brass  [t̪ama] তািা 67 Priest  [bamon] বালিান, 

[puɈari] পুজারী 

19 Brave  [ʃahoʃi] সাহসী 68 Read  [pɔɽa] প া 

20 Bull  [biriʃ] মবমরশ্, [ʃaɽ]  া  69 Rice 

(crushed) 

[kʰud̪i] খুমদ 
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21 Butterfly  [projapoti] িজাপমত 70 Rice 

(paddy) 

[d̪ʰan] িান 

22 Buy  [kina] মকনা 71 Rice 

(puffed) 

[muri] িুম , [kʰɔi] খই 

23 Cheap  [ʃɔʃt̪a] সো 72 Rice (husk)  [t̪uʃ] তু  

24 Coconut  [nairkel] নাইরলকি 73 Sell  [bæca] বযাচা 

25 Corpse  [mɔra] িরা 74 Sheep  [bʰɛɽa] ড়ভ া 

26 Costly  [d̪ami] দািী 75 Shop  [d̪okan] ড়দাকান 

27 Cry  [kandon] কালন্দান 76 Silver  [rupa] রুপা ~[upa] উপা 

28 Daily  [putidin] পুমতমদন 77 Sometimes  [majʰe majʰe] িালঝ িালঝ 

29 Danger  [bipod̪] মবপদ 78 Sparrow  [d̪ɔiyol] দইলয়াি 

30 Deaf  [ʈɔʃa] টসা 79 Sugar cane  [kuʃair] কুশ্াইর 

31 Donkey  [gadʰa] িািা 80 Sweet 

potato  

[ʃægalu] সযািািু 

32 Double  [d̪ui guna] দুই গুনা 81 Tailor  [kʰɔilpa] খইিপা, [d̪ɔrji] 

দমজয  

33 Draught  [kʰɔɽa] খ া 82 Teach  [ʃika] মশ্খা, [pɔɽa] প া 

34 Earn  [ay] আয়, [kamai] 

কািাই, [mɔɈuri] িজুরী 

83 Teacher  [maʃʈar] িািার, [guru] 

গুরু 

35 End  [ʃɛʃ] শ্যা  84 Thrist  [ʈikʃa] টিকসা 

36 Enemy  [ʃɔttru] শ্ত্রু 85 Train  [relgaɽi] ড়রিিাম  

37 Farmar  [haluya] হািুয়া, 

[kiʃok] মকলশ্াক 

86 War  [Ɉud̪d̪ʰo] রু্ি 

38 Feed  [kʰoya] ড়খায়া 87 Wheat  [gom] ড়িাি 

39 Flood  [bɔnna] বনযা, [ban] 

বান 

88 Well  [kuya] কুয়া, [ind̪ara] 

ইন্দারা 

40 Front of  [agot] আলিাত, 

[agpaʃe] আিপালশ্ 

89 Worship  [puɈa] পুজা 

41 Goat  [cʰagol] ছালিাি 90 Write  [nɛkʰa] ড়নখা [lɛkʰa] 

ড়িখা 
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42 Gold smith  [baniya] বামনয়া 91 Wheat  [gom] ড়িাি 

43 Halves  [ad̪ʰa] আিা 92 Weave  [buna] বুনা  [gɔɽa] ি া, 

[bana] বানা 

44 Hard  [ʃɔkto] শ্ক্ত 93 Her [uyar] উয়ার 

45 Heels  [uca] উচা 94 Curse  [ʃaɔ] শ্াও, [ɔbʰiʃap] 

অমভশ্াপ 

46 Her  [uyar], [umar] 95 Yours [umar] উিার, [umarlar] 

উিারিার 

47 High  [ũca] উচা    

48 Honey  [mɔdʰu] িিু    

49 [horn] [ʃiŋg] মশ্োং    
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APPENDIX-III 

Basic Sentence lists (Anvita Abbi. 2001:248) 

A. SIMPLE 

Abbi’s list  Rajbanshi sentence with interlinear glossing 

1. Ram is eating a mango  রাি এ টা আি খাওয়ার িইরলচ । 

[ram ɛk-ʈa am kʰaɔ-yar dʰɔirce] 

Ram one-CLF eat-GEN hold-PRS.3.SING 

2. Sita is eating a ripe 

mango  

সীতা একটা পাকা আি খাওয়ার নাইিলচ । 

[ʃit̪a ɛk-ʈa paka am kʰaɔ-yar naigce] 

Sita one-CLF ripe mango eat-GEN touch-PRS.3.SING 

3. Ram cut the mango  [ram am-ʈa kaʈi-l] রাি আিটা কাটিি । 

Ram mango-CLF cut-PST.3.SING 

4. The children cut the 

mango with a knife 

ছাওয়ািা  াটাইখান মদয়া আিটা কাটিি । 

[cʰaɔya-la kaʈai-kʰan d̪iya am-ʈa kaʈ-il] 

Child-PL knife-CLF by mango-CLF cut-PST-3.PL 

5. Rizwan cut the fingers 

while cutting the mango 

মরজুয়ান আিটা কাটির সিয় নগুললা কাটিি । 

[riɈuan am-ʈa kaʈir ʃɔmoy nɔgul-la kaʈil] 

Rizwan mango-CLF cut-GEN time finger-PL cut-PST.3.SIN 

6. Ruth ate the mango in 

the bus 

[rut̪ʰ am-ʈa baʃ-ot̪  kʰai-l] রুথ আিটা বালসাত খাইি । 

Ruth mango-CLF bus-LOC eat-PST.3.SING  

7. Salma ate the mango in 

the morning  

সািিা আিটা (স াল্) স ালল খাইি । 

[ʃalma am-ʈa (ʃɔkal)          ʃɔkale kʰai-l]  

Salma mango-CLF morning (RED)morning-INS eat-

PST.3.SING 

8. The child ate up all the 

sweets 

ছাওয়াটা ড়সৌি তমতিলা খাইি । 

[cʰaɔya-ʈa ʃɔug miʃʈi-la kʰai-l] 

Child-CLF all sweet-PL eat-PST.3.SING 
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B. NEGATIVES 

Abbi’s list  Rajbanshi sentence with interlinear glossing 

1. I don’t go to school.  িুই সু্কি না র্াোং । 

[mui                 iʃkul           na    Ɉa.ŋ ] 

I.SING.NOM school not go.PRS.I.SG 

2. We will not go to Jaipur 

tomorrow. 

হািরা কাইি জয়্পুর র্ালিা না । 

[hamra  kail                 Ɉɔypur Ɉa-m-o na] 

We      tomorrow Jaipur go-FUT-1.PL not 

3. I did not go to school yesterday িুই কাইিকা সু্কি র্াোং নাই । 

[mui kailka iʃkul Ɉa-ŋ nai] 

I.SING.NOM yesterday school go-PRS.1.SG not  

4. The child did not hit his/her 

sister 

ছাওয়াটা উয়ার বইলনা  নাই ডা ায় । 

[cʰaɔya-ʈa uyar bɔin-ok nai ɖaŋgay] 

Child-CLF his/her sister-DAT not hit-PRS.3.SG 

5. Because they did not study they 

failed in the exams 

উিুরা পরীক্খাি ড়ফি কইরমচি কারন উিুরা প াশুনা কলর নাই । 

[umura pɔrikkʰa-t̪ pʰel kɔir-cilo 

They exam-LOC       fail do-PST.3.PL 

 karon umura pɔɽaʃuna kɔre nai] 

   because they study        do not 

6. Neither my mother came nor 

my sister 

না ড়িার িাও আইসমচি না ড়িার বইন 

[na mor maɔ ais-cilo na mor bɔin] 

Not I.GEN mother come-PST.3.SING I.GEN sister 

7. The old elephant did not die বু া হাতিটা িলর নাই । 

[buɽa hat̪t̪i-ʈa         mɔre            nai] 

Old elephant-CLF die.PRS.3.SG not 
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C. IMPERATIVES 

Abbi’s list  Rajbanshi sentence with interlinear glossing 

1. Come in [bʰit̪ira ay] মভমতরা আয় । 

Inside come.2.INT 

[bʰit̪ira ai-ʃo] মভমতরা আইলসা । 

Inside come-2.PL/HON.SING 

2. Don’t come in [bʰit̪ira na aʃ-iʃ] মভমতরা না আমসস । 

Inside not come.2.INT 

[bʰit̪ira na ai-ʃen] 

Inside not come-2.PL/HON.SING 

3. Please sit down [d̪ɔya kɔri bɔiʃ-o] দয়া কমর বইলসা । 

Mercy do sit-2.INT 

[d̪ɔya kɔri bɔiʃ-pen] দয়া কমর বইসলপন । 

Mercy do  sit-2.HON 

4. Sit/ Sit down [bɔiʃ] বইস 

Sit-2.INT 

[bɔiʃ-o] বইলসা 

Sit-2.FOR 

5. Admission is prohibited [bʰit̪ira Ɉaɔya niʃed̪ʰ] মভমতরা র্াওয়া মনল ি । 

Inside go prohibited 

6. Get lost!  [d̪ur hɔ] দুর হ 

Far be.PRS 

 

D. CONDITIONAL AND COORDINATION  

Abbi’s list  Rajbanshi sentence with interlinear glossing 

1. If you don’t give me the 

sweets I will cry 

ড়তািরা র্মদ ড়িাক মিমে না দযান তাহইলি িুই কামন্দি । 

[t̪omra Ɉɔd̪i mok miʃʈi na d̪ɛ-n 

You.FOR if  I.DAT sweets not give-PRS.2.FOR 
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t̪ahɔile mui kand̪-im] 

then I cry-FUT-1.SG 

2. If you will hit me I will cry তুই র্মদ ড়িাক ডাোংিাইস িুই কামন্দি । 

[t̪ui Ɉɔd̪I           mok     ɖaŋgaiʃ           mui kand̪im] 

You.INT.SNG if I.DAT hit-2.INT.SNG I cry-1.SNG 

3. If he had come earlier he 

would have seen the letter 

র্মদ উিায় এলকনা আলিাত আমসি হয় তাহইলি তচঠিখান ড়দমখর পাইি হয় । 

[Ɉɔd̪I umay ɛkena agot̪             aʃil       hɔy  

If   he.DIST little early-LOC come-PST.3.SNG BE 

t̪ahɔile ciʈʰi-kʰan d̪ekʰir pail hɔy] 

then  letter-CLF see-INF get.PST be 

4. If he asks me I will certainly 

tell the whole story 

উিায় র্মদ ড়িাক পুছ কলর তাহহলি িুই সব ঘটনাটা খুমি কইি ।   

[umay Ɉɔd̪I mok pucʰ kɔre t̪ahɔile 

He.DIST if I.DAT ask do then 

 mui ʃɔb gʰɔʈna-ʈa kʰuli kɔi-m] 

I all incident-CLF open say-FUT.1.SG. 

5. If he can come then he should উিায় র্মদ আমসর পায় তাহহলি উয়ার আইসা উমচত । 

[umay Ɉɔd̪I aʃir             pay t̪ahɔile 

He-DIST if come-INF get  then 

 uyar aiʃa ucit] 

He-GEN come should 

6. Ram and Sita both went to 

watch the movie 

রাি আর সীতা দুইঝলন বই ড়দমখর ড়িইমচলিা । 

[ram ar ʃit̪a d̪uiɈʰɔne bɔi d̪ɛkʰir gei-cilo] 

Ram and Sita both movie watch go-PST.3.PL 

7. Children ate and drank cold 

water 

ছাওয়ািা খাইি আর ঠান্ডা জিিা খাইি । 

[cʰaɔya-la kʰa-il ar ʈʰanɖa Ɉɔl-la kʰa-il] 

Child-PL eat-PST and cold water-PL eat-PST 

8. Mary is beautiful but ill-

natured 

ড়িরী সুন্দরী মকন্তু বদ স্্বভালবর । 

[meri ʃundori kint̪u bɔd̪ ʃɔbʰaber] 

Mary beautiful but bad habit-GEN 
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9. Sohail will help but not 

Reshma 

[ʃohel ʃahaɈɈo kɔir-be kint̪u reʃma na kɔirbe] 

Soahi help do-FUT but Reshma not do-FUT 

 

 

E. INCLUSIVE/EXCLUSIVE128 

Abbi’s list  Rajbanshi sentence with interlinear glossing 

1. Yesterday we had gone to 

see the movie (-addresse) 

কাইিকা হািরা বই ড়দমখর ড়িমছলিাোং । 

[kailka hamra bɔi d̪ɛkʰir gɛ-cʰiloŋ] 

Yesterday we cinema see-GEN go-PST-2.PL 

2.  yesterday we had gone to 

see the movie (+addresse) 

কাইিকা হািরা বই ড়দমখর ড়িমছলিাোং । 

[kailka hamra bɔi d̪ɛkʰir gɛ-cʰiloŋ] 

Yesterday we cinema see-GEN go-PST-2.PL 

3. Let us go now (- addresse) [cɔlo ɛla Ɉai] চলিা এিা র্াই । 

Move-2. PL now go-PRS.2.PL 

4. Let us go now (+address) [cɔlo ɛla Ɉai] চলিা এিা র্াই । 

Move-2. PL now go-PRS.2.PL 

5. We got punishment, how 

bad ! (-addresse) 

এইটা খুব খারাপ হইলচ হািরা শ্ামে পাইমচ । 

[ɛi-ʈa kʰub kʰarap hɔice hamra ʃaʃt̪I pa-ic-i] 

This.PROX-CLF very bad BE.PRS we punishment get-

PER-2.PL 

6. We got punishment, how 

bad (+addresse) 

এইটা খুব খারাপ হইলচ, হািরা শ্ামে পাইমচ । 

[ɛi-ʈa kʰub kʰarap hɔice hamra ʃaʃt̪I pa-ic-i] 

This.PROX-CLF very bad BE.PRS we punishment get-

PER-2.PL 

 

 

 

                                                           
128 The inclusive/exclusive distinction in the pronominal system is not found in Rajbanshi language. In 

Malalayam third person it is found. See Abbi (2001: ) 
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F. INTERROGATIVES 

Abbi’s list  Rajbanshi sentence with interlinear glossing 

1. What is your name? [t̪omar nam ki] ? ড়তািার নাি মক ? 

You.FOR name what 

2. Where do you stay? [t̪omra koʈɛ t̪ʰak-en] ? ড়তািরা ড়কালট থালকন ? 

You.FOR where stay-PRS.2.FOR.SIN. 

3. How are you? [t̪omra kɛmon ac-en] ?ড়তািরা ড়কিন আলচন ? 

You.FOR how be.PRS.2.FORM.SING 

4. When are you going 

home? 

ড়তািরা ব ানভালা বাম  র্াবার িইরলচন ? 

[t̪omra konbʰala baɽi Ɉab-ar dʰoir-cen] ? 

You.FOR when home go-GEN hold-PRS.2.SIN.FOR 

5. When are you going to 

Delhi? 

ড়তািরা ব ান্ভালা মদল্লী র্াবার নাইিলচন ? 

[t̪omra konbʰala d̪illi Ɉa-b-ar naig-cen] ? 

You      when Delhi go…GEN. get-PRS.2.SIN.FOR 

6. Who is he/she? [umay kay] ? উিায় কায় ? 

She/He.DIST who 

7. How much did you get? [t̪ui kɔt̪o pa-l-u]? তুই কত পািু ? 

You.SING.INT how much get-PST-2.SING.INT 

8. Have you eaten? [t̪ui                     ki          kʰa-ciʃ] তুই মক খামচস ? 

You.SING.INT what    eat-PST.2.SING.INT 

9. Shall I come tomorrow? [mui ki kail aʃ-im] িুই মক কাইি আমসি ? 

I what tomorrow come-FUT.1.SING 

10. Did you see the papers 

today? 

তুই মক আইজ্কার ড়পপার পইমড়্চস ? 

[t̪ui ki aiɈkar pepar pɔir-ciʃ] ? 

You what today-GEN paper read-PST.2.SING.INT 

11. Will you be cooking 

today at home? 

তুই মক আইজ বাম ত ভাত অমন্দবু ? 

[t̪ui ki                aiɈ baɽi-t̪               bʰat̪    and̪-ibu] 
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You.SING.INT today home-LOC rice     cook-

FUT.2.SING.INT 

12. What do you think he 

was thinking? 

তুই মক িলন কমরস উয়ায় মক ভামবর িইরমচলিা ? 

[t̪ui ki mɔne kɔriʃ umay ki bʰabir d̪ʰɔir-cilo] 

You.SING.INT mind-INS he.DIS what think-GEN hold-

PST.2.SING.INT 

13. Which one is your 

brother? 

ড়তার ভাই কায় হয় ? 

[t̪or bʰai kay hɔy] ? 

You.GEN brother who be.PRS.2.SING 

 

G. RELATIVIZATION, PARTICIPALIZATION, ADJECTIVES 

Abbi’s list  Rajbanshi sentence with interlinear glossing 

1. The boy who had fever died 

yesterday 

ড়র্ই বচেংড়াটার জ্বর আমচলিা উয়ায় কাইিকা িারা ড়িইলচ 

[Ɉei cɛŋɽa-ʈa-r Ɉɔr acilo uyay kailka mara geice] 

That boy-CLF-GEN fever BE.PST.3.SING he yesterday 

die go.PST.3.SING 

2. Call the boy who broke the 

glass 

ড়র্ বচেংড়াটা তিলাসটা ভাইোংমছি তাক ডাকাও । 

[Ɉe cɛŋɽa-ʈa gilaʃ-ʈa bʰaiŋ-cʰilo t̪ak ɖakaɔ] 

That boy-CLF glass-CLF break.PST.3.SIN you.DAT 

call.PRS.2.INT.SING 

3. Call the boy who broke the 

glass day before yesterday 

ড়র্ ড়চোং াটা মিিাসটা ভাইোংমছি তাক ডাকাও । 

[Ɉe cɛŋɽa-ʈa ud̪inka gilas-ʈa bʰaiŋcʰilo t̪ak ɖakaɔ] 

That boy-CLF day before yesterday glass-CLF break-

PST.3.SING you.DAT call.PRS.2.INT.SING 

4. Throw away the broken 

branch 

ভা া ডািটা ফযালি ড়দ । 

[bʰaŋga ɖal-ʈa pʰɛle d̪e] 

Broken branch-CLF throw give.PRS.2.SING.INT 

5. The tailcut monkey was a 

nuisance 

বনটু াটা বান্দরটা বজ্জাত । 

[nɛʈukaʈa band̪or-ʈa bɔɈɈat̪] 

Tail-cut monkey-CLF nuisance 
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6. The cap which was hung on 

the nail, fell 

ড়র্ টুমপটা িানজাললাি টা া আমচলিা পমর ড়িইলচ । 

[Ɉe ʈupi-ʈa ganɈal-ot̪ ʈaŋa acilo pɔri gei-ce] 

That cap-CLF nail-LOC fasten BE.PST. fall go.PST. 

7. The fevered boy died অসুিী/ জ্বরুয়া ড়চোং াটা িমর ড়িইলচ । 

[ɔʃugi/Ɉɔruya cɛŋɽa-ʈa mɔri geice] 

Ill boy-CL die go.PST.SING 

8. Call the glass breaker boy ড়িিাস ভা া ড়চোং াটাক ডাকাও । 

[gelaʃ bʰaŋa cɛŋɽa-ʈa-k ɖakaɔ] 

Glass break boy-CLF-DAT call.PRS.2.INT.SING 

9. Call the tea drinker boy চা খাওয়া ড়চোং াটাক ডাকাও । 

[ca kʰaɔya cɛŋɽa-ʈa-k  ɖakaɔ] 

Tea eat boy-CLF-DAT call.PRS.2.SING.INT 

10. The hung cup fell down টাম  ড়থায়া কাপটা পমর ড়িইলচ । 

[ʈaŋi t̪ʰoya kap-ʈa pɔri geice] 

Hung kept cup-CLF fall go.PST.SING 

11. The innocent child [nid̪d̪oʃ cʰaɔya-ʈa] মনলদয া  ছাওয়াটা 

Innocent child-CLF 

12. The child is innocent  [cʰaɔya-ʈa nid̪d̪oʃ] ছাওয়াটা মনলদয া  

Child-CLF innocent 

 

H. CAUSATIVES, PASSIVES/INCAPABILITIES 

Abbi’s list  Rajbanshi sentence with interlinear glossing 

1. Mother fed the baby িাও ছাওয়াটাক ড়খায়াইি 

[maɔ cʰaɔya-ʈa-k kʰoya-i-l] 

Mother child-CLF eat.CAUS-V-PST 

2. Mother made the aaya 

(nurse) feed the baby 

িাও আয়াটা  মদয়া ছাওয়াটা  ড়খায়াইি 

[maɔ aya-ʈa-k d̪iya cʰaɔya-ʈa-k kʰoya-i-l] 

Mother nurse-CLF-DAT by child-CLF-DAT eat.CAUS-

V-PST.3 
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3. Father got all the papers 

thrown away by the servant 

চাকরটা মদয়া বাবা সব বপপারগুলা ফযালি ড়দইি 

[cakor-ʈa d̪iya baba ʃɔb pepar-gula pʰɛle d̪e-i-l] 

Servant-CLF by father all paper-PL throw give-V-PST.3 

4. The girl is getting the 

verandah cleaned by the maid 

ড়চোংম টা দামসটা মদয়া বারান্দাখান সািটাইি 

[cɛŋɽi-ʈa d̪aʃi-ʈa d̪iya baranda̪-kʰan ʃamʈa-i-l] 

Cirl-CLF maid-CLF by veranda-CLF clean-V-PST.3 

5. Shila asked Ratna to make 

Sita rise 

মশ্িা রোক কইমচলিা সীতাক জালির জইলনয 

[ʃila rɔt̪na-k kɔi-c-i-l-o ʃit̪a-k Ɉag-er Ɉɔinne] 

Shile Ratna-DAT say-PRF-V-PST-3 Sita-DAT rise-INF 

for 

6. The teacher made the child 

study 

িািারটা ছাওয়াটাক প াইলচ 

[maʃʈar-ʈa cʰaɔya-ʈa-k pɔɽai-ce] 

Teacher-CLF child-CLF-DAT read-PRF 

7. The forest officer is making 

wood-cutter cut the trees  

ফলরি অমপসার িচ কাটা ড়িাক মদয়া িচ কালটর িইরলচ 

[pʰɔreʃʈ ɔpiʃar gɔc kaʈa lok d̪iya gɔc kaʈer d̪ʰɔir-ce] 

Forest officer tree cut person by tree cut-GEN hold-PRS 

8. Trees were cut িচিা কাটা হইলচ 

[gɔcla kaʈa hɔice] 

Tree-PL cut be.PRS 

9. The sister is making the little 

brother sleep 

বইনটা ড়ছালটা ভাইটাক মনমন্দর িইরলচ 

[bɔin-ʈa cʰoʈa bʰai-ʈa-k nind̪ir d̪ʰɔirce] 

Sister-CLF little brother-CLF-DAT sleep.GEN hold.PRS 

10. Rajiv Gandhi was killed by 

a bomb 

রাজীব িান্ধীক বি তদয়া িারা হইমচলিা 

[raɈib gand̪ik bom d̪iya mara hɔicilo] 

RajiV Gandhi-DAT bomb by kill be.PST  

11. If he had made him study 

computers he would have got 

the job by now 

উিায় র্মদ উয়াক কিমপউটার প াইি হয় উিায় কতমদলন চাকরী পাইি হয় 

[umay Ɉɔd̪I uyak kɔmpiuʈar pɔɽail hɔy aiɈka umay 

kɔt̪d̪ine cakri pail hɔy] 

12. Alas, my parents have 

made me study science!  

ওহ মক ড়িার বপাড়া  পাল ! ড়িার বাপ্-িাও ড়িাক সাইলসাত প াইলচ 
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[oh ki mor poɽa kɔpal mor bap-maɔ mok ʃainʃot̪ 

pɔɽaice] 

Oh what my burn forehead my father-mother i.DAT 

scince read-PRF 

13. The bottle broke (by me) ড়বালতািটা ভাইোংলচ 

[bot̪ol-ʈa bʰaiŋce] 

Bottle-CLF break-PRF 

14. Rice is eaten in the 

southern India. 

দমক্ষন ভারলতাত ভাত খাওয়া হয় 

[d̪ɔkkʰin bʰarot̪ot̪ bʰat̪ kʰaɔya hɔy] 

South India-LOC rice eat.PRS be.PRS 

15. A girl was raped last night কাইিকা রাইলতাত একটা ড়চোংম  িম যত হইলচ 

[kailka rait̪-ot̪ ԑkʈa cԑŋɽi d̪ʰɔrʃit̪o hɔice] 

Yesterday night-LOC one-CLF rape be.PRF 

16. I was beaten furiously by 

the goondas/hooligans. 

ড়িাক গুন্ডািা ঢুলত  বসত লচ 

[mok gunɖala ɖʰulki ʃԑkice] 

I.DAT goonda-PL  beat heat.PRF 

17. The food cannot be eaten 

fast by the child 

ছাওয়া টপটলপ খাইলত পালর না 

[ cʰaɔya kʰaɔyar ʈɔp ʈɔpe kʰait̪e pare na] 

Child eat.GEN fast REDfast eat can not 

18. Because of cold, writing 

cannot be done by me. 

ঠান্ডার জইনয ড়িার দ্বা ায় িযাখা র্াইলব না 

[ʈʰanɖa-r Ɉɔinne mor d̪aray lɛkʰa Ɉa-i-be na] 

Cold-GEN for I.GEN by write go-V-FUT- not 

 

I. CASES, AGREEMENT, COINDEXING 

Abbi’s list  Rajbanshi sentence with interlinear glossing 

1. The boy is playing  ড়চোং াটা খযালির িইরলচ । 

[cɛŋɽa-ʈa kʰɛler dʰɔir-ce] 

Boy-CLF play-GEN hold-3rd.SING  

2. The boy is playing 

with a ball 

ড়চোং াটা একটা বি মদয়া খযালির িইরলচ । 
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[cɛŋɽa-ʈa ɛkʈa bɔl d̪iya kʰɛler dʰɔir-ce] 

Boy-CLF ball by play-GEN hold-3rd.SING 

3. The boy ate a 

banana 

ড়চোং াটা একটা আি খাইমছলিা । 

[cɛŋɽa-ʈa ɛk-ʈa am kʰaicʰilo] 

Boy-CLF obe-CLF mango eat-PST-3rd.SING 

4. The boy played 

well 

চযাোং াটা ভালিা ড়খিাইমছলিা । 

[cɛŋɽa-ʈa bʰalo kʰela-icʰilo]  

Boy-CLF good play-PST.3.SING 

5. The girl had eaten 

the meals 

ড়চোংম টা ভাত খাইমছলিা । 

[cɛŋɽi-ʈa bʰat̪ kʰai-cʰilo] 

Girl-CLF rice eat-PST-3.SING 

6. Mother will cook 

now 

িাও এিা ভাত আমন্দলব । 

[maɔ ɛla bʰat̪ and̪i-be] 

Mother now rice cook-FUT.3.SING 

7. I am sad [mui d̪ukkʰo pacuŋ] িুই দুুঃখ পাচুোং 

I   sorrow get-PST.1.SING 

[mor d̪ukkʰo hɔice] ড়িার দুুঃখ হইলচ । 

I.GEN sorrow get.PRS 

8. Ram is 

hungry/thirsty/ in pain 

[ram-er bʰog naig-ce] রালির ড়ভাি নাইিলচ । 

Ram-GEN hunger get-PRS.3.SING 

[ram-er ʈikʃa naig-ce] রালির টিকসা নাইিলচ । 

Ram-GEN thirst get-PRS.3.SING 

[ram-er biʃi naig-ce] রালির মবম  নাইিলচ । 

Ram-GEN pain get-3.PRS.3.SING 

9. Pick up the book 

and keep it on the 

table 

বইখান ড়তাি আর ড়টমবলির উপুরা রাখ । 

[bɔi-kʰan t̪ol ar ʈebil-er upura rakʰ] 

Book-CLF pick and table-GEN above keep.PRS.2.SING 

10. Give the hosre the 

feed 

ড়ঘা াটাক ড়পায়াি/ ঘাস ড়দ । 

[gʰoɽa- ʈa-k poyal/gʰaʃ d̪e] 
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Horse-CLF-DAT straw/grass give.PRS.2.SING. 

11. Wash the clothes 

please 

[d̪ɔya kɔri kapoɽ-la d̪ʰon] দয়া কমর কালপাড়্িা ড়িান । 

Mercy do clothe-PL wash-2.SING.HON 

12. Ram wrote a letter 

to his mother 

yesterday 

উয়ার িাক কাইিকা রাি এ ান মচঠি ড়িইমখ্ছলিা। 

[uyar mak kailka ram ɛkan ciʈʰi leikʰcʰilo ] 

His mother-DAT yesterday Ram one-CLF letter write-

PST.3.SING 

13. Curd is made from 

milk 

[d̪ud̪ʰ t̪ʰaki d̪ɔi hɔy] দুি থামক দই হয় । 

Milk from curd become.PRS 

14. Ravan fought with 

Ram 

রাবন রালির সালে রু্জ্জ কইরমছলিা । 

[rabon ram-er ʃat̪ʰe ɈuɈɈo kɔir-cʰilo] 

Ravan Ram.GEN with fight do.PST.3.SING 

15. Hanuman burnt 

Lanka with his tail 

হনুিান ড়নটু তদয়া িন্কাত আগুন নািাইমছলিা । 

[hɔnuman nɛʈu d̪iya lɔnka-t̪ agun nagai-cʰilo] 

Hanuman tail by Lanka-LOC fire set-PST.3.SING 

16. The leaves fall 

from trees in autumn 

শ্রতকালি িচ োত  পাতা ঝম  পলর । 

[ʃɔrot̪-kal-e      gɔc t̪ʰaki pat̪a jʰoɽi pɔre] 

Autumn time-INS  tree from leaf fall fall.PRS. 

17. Give me some 

money for my 

daughter 

ড়িার ড়বটির জইনয মকচু টাকা ড়দও । 

[mor beʈi-r Ɉɔinne kicu ʈaka d̪ɛɔ] 

I.GEN daughter-GEN for some money give.PRS.2.SING. 

18. Nobody is at home [kaŋgoy baɽi-t̪ nai]  াল ায় বাম ত নাই । 

Nobody  home-LOC not 

19. I bought 

everything in ten 

rupees 

িুই সব্গগুিায় দশ্ টাকাত মনয়া আইসচুোং । 

[mui ʃɔb-gula-y d̪ɔʃ ʈaka-t niya aiʃ-cung] 

I.NOM all-PL-EMP ten ruppes bring come-PST.1.SING  

20. Flowers are 

blooming in the 

graden 

বািালনাত ফুিগুিা ফুটির িইরলচ । 

[bagan-ot̪ pʰul-gula pʰuʈir d̪ʰɔir-ce] 

Garden-LOC flower-PL bloom- hold-PRS.3. 
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21. The book is on the 

table 

[bɔi-kʰan ʈebil-er upura-t̪] বইখান ড়টমবলির উপুরাত । 

Book-CLF table-GEN top-LOC 

22. Clothes are kept 

on the top of the box 

কালপাড়্িা ঢযাকলসাটার উপুরাি রাখা আলচ । 

[kapoɽ-la ɖʰɛkʃo-ʈa-r upura-t̪ rakʰa ace] 

Clothe-PL box-CLF-GEN abobe-LOC  keep BE.PRS  

23. Books are kept at 

the bottom of the box 

বইিা ঢযাকলসাটার নীলচাি /িললাি রাখা আলচ । 

[bɔi-la ɖʰɛkʃo-ʈa-r nic-ot̪/ t̪ɔl-ot ̪ rakʰa ace] 

Book-PL box-CLF-GEN below-LOC/ under-LOC keep BE.PRS  

24. There is a garden 

behind my house 

হািার বাম র পালচাি একান বািান আলচ । 

[hamar baɽi-r pac-ot ̪ ɛ-kan bagan ace] 

Our house-GEN behild-LOC one-CLF garden be.PRS 

25. There is a mango 

tree in front of my 

house. 

হািার বাম র আলিাি একটা আি িচ আলচ । 

[hamar baɽi-r ago-t ̪ ek-ʈa am gɔc ace] 

Our house-GEN front-LOC one-CLF mango tree Be.PRS 

26. Sister will go 

shopping only with 

her friends 

বইন উয়ার সাথীিা ভলন বাজার র্াইলব । 

[bɔin uyar ʃat̪ʰi-la bʰɔne baɈar Ɉai-be] 

Sister her friend-PL with market go-FUT.3.PL  

27. Ram’s sister’s 

wedding is tomorrow 

কাইিকা রালমর বইলনর মবয়াও । 

[kailka ram-er bɔin-er biyaɔ] 

Tomorrow Ram-GEN  sister-GEN marriage 

28. Ram’s cap is blue [ram-er ʈupi nil] রালমর টুমপ নীি । 

Ram-GEN cap blue 

29. Buy twenty five 

rupees’s sugar (i.e. for 

25 rupees) 

[pɔciʃ ʈaka-r cini kini-ʃ] পমচশ্ টাকার মচমন মকমনস । 

Twenty five rupee-GEN sugar buy-PRS. 2.  

30. Don’t turn the 

book’s pages 

[bɔi-yer piʃʈʰa-la ulʈaiʃ na] বইলয়র মপ ঠািা উল্টাইস না । 

Book-GEN page-PL turn not 

31. Before I went to 

her house I changed 

my clothes 

উমার বাম  র্াওয়ার আিত িুই কালপা  বদ্িাচুোং । 

[umar baɽi Ɉaoya-r ago-t̪ mui kapoɽ bɔd̪la-culuŋ] 
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His/her house go-GEN before-LOC clothe change-PST.1.SING 

32. After coming back 

from the movie I went 

to sleep 

বই ড়দমখ আইসার পর িুই মনন ড়িচুিুোং । 

[bɔi d̪ekʰi aiʃar pɔr mui nin gɛculuŋ] 

Movie see. Come.GEN after I sleep go.PST.1.SING 

 

J. COMPARATIVE/ CONTRASTIVE 

Abbi’s list  Rajbanshi sentence with interlinear glossing 

1. River water is cleaner 

than lake water 

ড়দািার জলির চায়া নদীর জি ভাি । 

[d̪ola-r Ɉɔl-er caya nɔd̪i-r Ɉɔl bʰal] 

Lake-GEN water better river-GEN water good 

2. The Ganga water is the 

cleanest 

[gɔŋga-r Ɉɔl ʃob caya bʰal] ি ার জি সব চায়া ভাি । 

Ganga-GEN water all better good 

3. Bombay weather is wet 

but Delhi weather is dry 

ড়বাম্বাই-ড়য়র আবহাওয়া তযাকতযাকা মকন্তু মদিীর আবহাওয়া শুকনা । 

[bombai-yer abhaoya t̪ɛkt̪ɛka kint̪u d̪illi-r abhaoya ʃukna] 

Bombay-GEN weather wet but Delhi-GEN weather dry 

4. India is corrupt but 

Japan is not 

ভারতব য ড়কারাপ্ট মকন্তু জাপান ড়নািায় । 

[bʰarot̪bɔrʃo korapʈ kint̪u Ɉapan nomay] 

India corrupt but Japan not 

5. My uniform is whiter 

than his uniform 

ড়িার ড়পাশ্াকটা উয়ার ড়পাশ্াকটার চায়া ড়বশ্ী সাদা । 

[mor poʃak-ʈa uyar poʃak-ʈa-r caya beʃi ʃad̪a] 

Mine clothe-CLF his clothe-CLF-GEN better more white 

 

K. ECHO-FORMATIONS 

Abbi’s list  Rajbanshi sentence with interlinear glossing 

1. Please have some tea, 

etc. 

িলন মকছু িলরন না চা-টা খাও । 

[mɔne kicʰu         dʰoren na ca-ʈa kʰaɔ] 

Mind-INS something hold-2.HON not tea-RED eat 

2. He has gone to buy 

some (book)stationary etc. 

উিায় মকছু বই টই মকমনর ড়িইলছ । 
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[umay kicʰu bɔi ʈɔi kinir geicʰe] 

He.DIST some book –REDUP buy-  go-PERF.3.SING 

3. He got some chairs etc. 

on his marriage 

উিায় বচয়ার বটয়ার উিার মবয়াত পাইলচ। 

[umay       ceyar -ʈeyar   uyar biya-t̪                  pa-ice] 

He.DIST  chair-RED his marriage-LOC   get-PERF.3.SING 

4. Sit etc. (imperative)  [bɔiʃ ʈɔiʃ] বইস টইস 

Sit.2.SING.INT RED 

5. I cannot walk etc. িুই হাটির টাটির পাোং না । 

[mui haʈir     ʈaʈir                 paŋ                     na] 

I walk-GEN REDUP-GEN get.PRS.1.SING not 

6. Why do you get angry 

etc?  

তুই রাি টাি হইস কযালন ? 

[t̪ui       rag  ʈag                 hɔ-iʃ kɛne] ? 

You.INT angry  REDUP become-PRS.2.SING.INT why 

7. Children go to study 

carrying bag etc. 

ছাওয়ািা বযাি টযাি মনয়া পম র র্ায় । 

[cʰaɔya-la bæg ʈæg niya pɔɽir Ɉay] 

Child-PL  bag REDUP take  study  go.3.PRS 

8. The throat does not go 

bad by singing etc. 

িান টান কইরলি িািা খারাপ হয় না । 

[gan ʈan kɔirle gala kʰarap hɔy na] 

Singing REDUP do throat bad be not 

 

L. CLASSIFIERS 

Abbi’s list  Rajbanshi sentence with interlinear glossing 

1. Two books were stolen দু ান বই চুম  হইমছলিা । 

[d̪ukan bɔi curi hɔi-cilo] 

Two-CLF book steal become-PST 

2. Longish bamboo was 

lying there  

সব চায়া িম্বা বাাঁ শটা অলট পম  আমচলিা । 

[ʃɔb caya lɔmba bãʃ-ʈa ɔʈe pɔɽi acilo ] 

3. Round moon (The moon 

is round) 

চানটা ড়িাি 

[can-ʈa gol]  
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Moon-CLF round 

4. One girl/boy [ɛk-ʈa cɛŋɽa] এ টা বচেংড়া 

One-CLF  boy 

[ɛkʈa cɛŋɽi] এ টা বচেংতড় 

One-CLF girl 

 

M. REDUPLICATION  

Abbi’s list  Rajbanshi sentence with interlinear glossing 

1. He was walking 

slowly slowly 

উিায় আলে আলে হাটমচলিা 

[umay aʃt̪e aʃt̪e haʈ-cilo] 

He slow RED walk-PST.3.SING 

2. He came again and 

again 

উিায় বার বার আইসমচলিা 

[umay bar bar aiʃ-cilo] 

He again RED come-PST.3.SING 

3. What all did he eat? উিায় ত  ত  খাইমচলিা 

[umay ki ki kʰai-cilo] ? 

He what REDUP eat.PST.3.SING 

4. Who all came to the 

party? 

 ায়  ায় তনমন্তান বাতড়ত আইসমচলিা? 

[kay kay nimont̪an baɽit̪ aiʃ-cilo]? 

Who  invitation place-LOC come-PST.3.PL 

5. When when (how 

often) will you go to 

Ranchi? 

ব ানভালা ব ানভালা তুই রাচী র্াবু ? 

[konbʰala konbʰala t̪ui rãci Ɉa-bu] ? 

When REDUP you.INT Ranchi go.FUT.2.SING 

6. Where all Ram 

found Sita’s 

ornaments? 

ব ালট ব ালট রাি সীতার িওনা খুমজ পাইমচলিা ? 

[koʈe koʈe ram ʃit̪ar gɔona  khuɈi paic-ilo] ? 

Where REDUP Ram Sita-GEN ornaments find get.PST.3.SING 

7. He got tired of 

sitting sitting 

উিায় বতস বতস হাপমস ড়িইি 

[umay bɔʃi bɔʃi hapʃi geil] 
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He sit REDUP tired go.PST.3.SING 

8. I got bored writing 

letters.  

িুই মচঠি বলইখলি বলইখলি হাপমস ড়িচুোং 

[mui ciʈʰi lɛikʰt̪e lɛikʰt̪e hapʃi gecuŋ] 

I letter write REDUP tired go-PST.1.SING 

9. She spoke while 

eating 

উিায় খাইলি খাইলি কথা কইি 

[umay kʰait̪e kʰait̪e kɔt̪ha kɔi-l] 

He eat eat words say-PST.3.SING 

10. The child fell 

down while walking 

on the footpath 

ছাওয়াটা রাোত হাইটলি হাইটলি পম  ড়িইি 

[cʰaoya-ʈa raʃt̪a-t̪ haiʈ-t̪e haiʈ-t̪e pɔri gɛi-l] 

Child-CLF road-LOC walk REDUP fall go.PST.3.SING 

11. While/As he was 

watching, the thieves 

ran away with the 

cash 

উিায় বদইখলি বদইখলি ড়চারিা পাইসা মনয়া পালি ড়িইি 

[umay d̪eikʰt̪e d̪eikʰt̪e cor-la paiʃa niya pale ge-il] 

He see see thief-PL cash take run go.PST.3.PL 

12. Give me the hot 

hot coffee 

ড়িাক িরম িরম চা ড়দ 

[mok gɔrom gɔrom ca d̪ɛ] 

I.DAT hot REDUP tea give.PRS.2.INT 

13. Red red apples are 

juicy 

নাল নাল আলপিিা রসালিা 

[nal nal apel-la rɔʃalo] 

Red REDUP apple-PL juicy 

14. Bring sweet sweet 

mangoes 

তমতি তমতি আি মনয়া আয় 

[miʃʈi miʃʈi am niya ay] 

Sweet REDUP mango bring come.2.SING.INT 

15. How are you 

going to jump over 

these high high 

hedges? 

এই উচা উচা ড়ব াগুিা তুই কযাোং কমর ঝাপাবু ? 

[ei uca uca bɛɽa-gula t̪ui kɛn kɔri Ɉʰapa-bu]?  

This.PROX high REDUP hedge-PL you.SING.INT how do 

jump.FUT.2.INT 

16. Give me little little 

of every variety of 

sweets 

সব মিমেিার এল না এল না কমর ড়িাক ড়দ 

[ʃɔb miʃʈi-la-r ɛkena ɛkena kɔri mok d̪e] 

All sweet-PL-GEN litte REDUP  do I.DAT 

give.PRS.2.SING.INT 
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17. Don’t come after 

me (Hindi:picʰe picʰe) 

ড়িার পালচ পালচ না আমসস 

[mor pace pace na aʃiʃ] 

I.GEN behind REDUP not come.PRS.2.SING.INT 

18. Sometime or the 

other (Hindi: kabʰi na 

kabʰi) he will come 

back to me 

এ তদন না এ তদন উিায় ড়িার কালছাত মফমর আইসলপ 

[ɛkd̪in na ɛkd̪in umay mor kacʰ-ot̪  pʰire aiʃ-pe] 

One-day not REDUP he I.GEN near-LOC return 

come.FUT.2.SING 

 

 

N. COMPOUND VERBS 

Abbi’s list  Rajbanshi sentence with interlinear glossing 

1. The old elephant died বু া হাতিটা িারা ড়িইলচ 

[buɽa hat̪t̪i-ʈa mara gɛ.ice] 

Old elephant-CLF die go.PST 

2. By the time papa came 

home his friend had left 

বাবা ড়র্ সিয় বাম  আইসমচলিা তার আলিালত বাবার বনু্ধিা চমি ড়িইলচ 

[baba Ɉe ʃɔmoy baɽi aiʃcʰilo t̪ar agot̪e babar bɔnd̪ʰula cɔli 

geicʰe ] 

Father the that time house come-PST its before father-GEN 

friend move go.PRF 

3. Give me the letter ড়িাক তচঠিখান মদয়া ড়দ 

[mok ciʈʰi-kʰan  (d̪iya) d̪e] 

I.DAT letter-CLF give    give.PRS 

4. Get out! চমি র্া 

[cɔli Ɉa] 

Move go 

5. Please knit a sweater 

(for me). 

দয়া কমর ড়িার জইনয একটা ড়সালয়টার বানান 

[d̪ɔya kɔi mor Ɉɔinne ɛk-ʈa ʃoyʈar bana-n] 

Mercy do for one-CLF sweater make-PRS. 2.HON 

6. Please knit a sweater for 

yourself 

দয়া কমর মনলজর জইনয একটা ড়সালয়টার বানান 

[d̪ɔya kɔri niɈ-er Ɉɔinne ɛk-ʈa ʃoyeʈar banao 
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Mercy do own-GEN for one-CLF sweter make-PRS. 2.SING] 

7. See Lakshmi sing! ড়দখ িক্ষী িান কলর 

[d̪ɛkʰ lɔkkʰi gan kɔre] 

See Lakshmi song do.PRS.3.SING 

8. He sat down. উিায় বমস পম ি 

[umay bɔʃi pɔɽ-il] 

He sit fall-PST.3.SING 

 

O. CONJUNCT VERBS/ CONVERBS 

Abbi’s list  Rajbanshi sentence with interlinear glossing 

Having eaten his meal papa 

went out for a stroll 

বাবা ভাত খায়া হাটির ড়িইলচ 

[baba bʰat̪ kʰaya haʈi-r geicʰe] 

Father rice eat.PSTCL walk go.PST.3. SING 

2. Read the letter loud 

(Hindi Paɽʰ kar ʃunao) 

মচঠিখান বজালর বজালর পড়্ 

[ciʈʰi-kʰan Ɉore Ɉore pɔɽ] 

Letter-CLF loud REDUP-INS read 

3. See the house properly 

(Hindi:ghum kar) 

বাতড়টা ভাি কমর ড়দখ 

[baɽi-ʈa bʰal kɔri dɛkʰ] 

House-CLF good do see.PRS.2.SING.INT 

4. He did not do well having 

cheated his own mother. 

উিায় উয়ার মনলজর িাক ঠলিয়া ভাি কমরর পায় নাই 

[umay uyar niɈer mak ʈʰɔgeya bʰal kɔr-ir pay nai] 

He his own mother-DAT cheated good do get not 

5. Go and see (Hindi: ja kar 

dekʰo) 

[Ɉaya d̪ɛkʰ] র্ায়া ড়দখ্ 

Go see 

6. He hit me and ran away উিায় ড়িাক ডাোংলিয়া পালি ড়িইলচ 

[umay mok ɖaŋgeya pale geice] 

He I.DAT hit run go.PST.2.SING. 
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P. INFINITIVES, COMPLEMENTS 

Abbi’s list  Rajbanshi sentence with interlinear glossing 

1. I don’t like your 

coming here 

তুই এলট আমসস িুই এইটা পছন্দ কলরাোং না 

[t̪ui ɛ-t̪e aʃiʃ mui ɛi-ʈa pɔcʰondo kɔr-oŋ na] 

You.INT here.PROX-CLF I this-CLF like.PRS.1. do.PRS.1.SING 

not 

2. Who does not like 

to eat well? 

ভাি খাওয়ার কায় না চায় 

[bʰal kʰaɔyar kay na cay] ? 

Good eat-GEN who not want 

3. Because of his 

coming back his 

mother could survive 

কযালননা উিায় মফমর আইসলচ উয়ার িাও বামচবার পায়্ 

[kɛnena umay pʰire aiʃce uyar maɔ bacibar pay] 

Because  he return come-PERF his mother live.GEN  get 

4. He told me that he 

was leaving the town 

soon 

উিায় ড়িাক কইমচলিা ড়র্ উিায় খুব মশ্িমির শ্হর ছাম  র্াওয়ার িইরলচ 

[umay mok kɔi-cilo Ɉe umay khub ʃiggir ʃɔhor cʰaɽi Ɉaɔyar dʰoirce] 

He I.DAT say-PST.3.SING that he very soon town leave go-GEN 

hold.P 

5. She said that she 

likes to cook 

উিায় কইমচলিা ড়র্ উিায় ভাত আন্দা পছন্দ কলর 

[umay kɔi-cilo Ɉe umay bʰat̪ and̪a pɔcond̪o kɔre] 

She say-PST.3.SING  that she rice cook like do.PRS.3.SING 

6. My sister told me 

that it rained heaviliy 

last night.  

ড়িার বইন কইমচলিা ড়র্ কাইিকা রাইলতাত খুব ঝম  হইমচলিা 

[mor bɔin kɔicilo Ɉe kailka rait̪-ot̪ kʰub Ɉʰɔɽi hɔicilo] 

I.GEN sister say.PSTthat yesterday night-LOC very rain be.PST. 
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APPENDIX-IV 

a. Story [haler kajot haluya gɔru] হাললর  াজি হালুয়া িরু 

1. RS পুরানী রু্ি সযাল ার কথা 

IPA [puraniɈug ʃæl-kar kɔt̪ʰa. 

IMG Old     age then-GEN words 

Meaning ‘Its about old days, an incident of those days’ 

 

2. RS মহিািয় পাহাল র মনলজর বাম ত বমসয়া িহালদলবর খুব মচন্তা।  

IPA [himalɔy pahaɽ-er niɈ-er baɽ-it̪ bɔʃiya mɔhadeb-er kʰub cinta.] 

IMG Himalay mountain-GEN own-GEN house-LOC sit Mahadev-GEN very think 

Meaning ‘Sitting in his own abode  in the mountain Himalay, Mahadev contemplates 

deeply ’ 

 

3.RS এলক মসমে মিমত িিয় িিয় ড়সৌলি উয়ার হালতাত 

IPA [ɛke ʃiʃʈi, iʃtʰiti, prɔloy ʃɔuge uyar hatot.] 

IMG One creation situation destruction all his hand-LOC 

Meaning ‘As the creation, situation, destruction-everything is in his hand’ 

 

4.RS আর উয়ালর তলিাত মালঝ মালঝ খবর পাওয়ার নাইকলচ ড়র্, 

IPA [ar uyare tɔl-ot majʰe majʰe kʰɔbor paoyar naigce je,] 

IMG And his- under-LOC sometime REDUP news get.INF.GEN attach-PERF.PRS 

that 

Meaning ‘And very often from there (he) is getting news that.. ’ 

 

5. RS পৃমথবী ড়র্ খাবালরর বর্ািান মদবার নাইকলচ উয়ালত ড়সৌি িানম র খাবার নাটা পম র নাইকলচ।   

IPA [pritʰibi Ɉe kʰabar-er Ɉogan diba-r naig-ce uyate manʃi-r kʰabar naʈa pɔri-r naig-

ce.] 

IMG Earth that food-GEN supply give-INF attach-PRF.PRS.3 human-GEN less fall 

attach-PRF.PRS.3 

Meaning ‘The supply of food comes from earth is less (not sufficient) for all people ’

  

6.RS পযাটভলর সিায় খাবালর পায় না।  
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IPA [pæʈbʰɔre ʃɔgay kʰabare na pay] 

IMG Stomach full all eat not get 

Meaning ‘All cannot get to eat stomach full’ 

 

7.RS খুব মচন্তায় অতির হয়া ছটফটাতন শুরু কইলচ্চ িহালদব 

IPA [kʰub cintay ɔʃtʰir hɔya cʰɔʈpʰɔʈani ʃuru kɔir-ce mɔhadeb.] 

IMG Very thought restless become tense start do.PRF.PRS.3 Mahadev 

Meaning ‘Very thoughtfull Mahadev become restless and tense ’ 

 

8. RS মক করা র্ায় এিা। 

IPA [ki kɔra jay ɛla.] 

IMG What do go.PRS.3 now  

Meaning ‘What can be done now?’ 

 

9.RS সারামদন মচন্তা কমর মনশ্ার জ্বািায় বালর বালর িাজা টাইনবার িইরলচ। 

IPA [ʃarad̪in  cint̪a kɔri niʃar Ɉalay bare bare gãja ʈainbar d̪ʰɔir-ce] 

IMG All day think do smoking-GEN sensation again again Ganja pull-GEN 

hold.PRF.PRS.3 

Meaning ‘Thinking it all day (he) started smoking ganja again and again’ 

 

10.RS ভাঙ্গও খাইলিক কয় মছিুি। তযা ও হইি না। 

IPA [bʰaŋ-o kʰai-l kɔy cʰilum, tæŋ-o hɔi-l na] 

IMG Bhang-EMPH eat-PST.3 many chillim, even-EMPH be-PST.3 not 

Meaning ‘Took bhang some chillim, even it was not enough.’ 

 

11. RS মানতিতিলার মচন্তাত িহালদব এিুন মচন্তাত পম  ড়িইলচ ড়র্, 

IPA [manʃi-gila-r cintay mɔhadeb ɛmun cint̪a-t̪ pɔri gei-ce Ɉe,] 

IMG Human-PL-GEN thought Mahadev much think-LOC go.PST.PRS.3 that 

Meaning ‘Having thoughtful about the people Mahadeb fell in deep thoughts that’ 

 

12. RS উয়ার মনশ্ায় জইিবার িইরলচ না। 
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IPA [uyar niʃay Ɉɔim-bar dʰɔir-ce na] 

IMG His smoke freeze-INF.GEN  hold.PRF.PRS.3 not  

Meaning ‘He is not able to concentrate on his smoking’ 

13. RS িহালদলবর বাহন  া  িরুটা উয়ার বিলিাত ঘুর ঘুর কমর বযাল বার নাইকলচ। 

IPA [mɔhadeb-er bahon ʃaɽ gɔru-ʈa uyar bɔgol-ot̪ gʰur gʰur kɔri bære-bar naik-ce] 

IMG Mahadeb-GEN vehicle ox cow-CLF his near-LOC move REDUP do roam-GEN 

attach-PRF.PRS.3  

Meaning ‘The vehicle of Mahdev Ox, the cow is moving and roaming repetedly near 

him’ 

 

14. RS বযাটা  া  িরুটার ড়তা ড়কালনায় কািাই নাই।  

IPA [bæʈa ʃaɽ gɔru-ʈa-r to kono kamai nai] 

IMG Son ox cow-CLF-GEN nothing work not 

Meaning ‘The (son) useless Ox, the cow has no work to do’ 

 

15. RS ড়কালনা সলি ড়র্দু িহালদব ড়কালনালট বযাল বার র্ান ড়তা সালথাত র্াওয়ায় খালনক কািাই। 

IPA [kono ʃome Ɉedu mɔhadeb kono-ʈe bæɽe-bar Ɉa-n to ʃatʰ-ot Ɉaoyay kʰanek 

kamai] 

IMG Some time if Mahadev somewhere-CLF move-INF.GEN go.PRS.3.HON then 

with-LOC go.PRS.EMPH little work 

Meaning ‘At times, if Mahadeb would like to go somewhere, to be with him is the only 

work.’ 

 

16.RS তাছা া ফালকালত ঘুমর বযা ায়।  

IPA [tachaɽa pʰakote gʰuri bæɽæy] 

IMG Besides without roam move.PRS.3 

Meaning ‘Besides, (it) roams around aimlessly’ 

 

17. RS আর খামি ইয়াক মঢসাোং উয়াক মঢসাোং কমর রয়। 

IPA [ar kʰali i-yak ɖʰiʃa-ŋ uyak ɖʰiʃa-ŋ kɔri rɔy] 

IMG And empty  he.PROX-DAT hit.PRS.1.SG he.DIST-DAT hit-PRS.1.SING do 

stay.PRS.3 

Meaning ‘And uselessly (it) goes to hit (with horn) to people here and there’ 
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18. RS র্যািায় সযািায় হুডমুড় কমর পাহাল র ওইনয সউি িুমন তপমসসগুিার আশ্রলিাত ড়র্য়া ড়সান্দায় 

IPA [Ɉælay ʃælay huɽ muɽ kɔri, pahaɽ-er ɔinno ʃɔug muni topoʃʃi-gula-r aʃʃorom-ot  

Ɉaya ʃonda-y] 

IMG Now then sound REDUP do, mountain-GEN other all saint seer-PL-GEN 

abode-LOC go enter-PRS.3.SING 

Meaning ‘Any time, now and then (it) enters the house of saints and seers in the 

mountains recklessly’ 

 

19. RS আর ফলল মুলল িতর-ির াতর ড়সৌি খায়া শ্যা  কলর 

IPA [ar pʰɔle mule, tɔri-tɔrkari ʃɔug kʰaya ʃæʃ kɔre] 

IMG And fruit root, REDUP- vegetable all eat finish do 

Meaning ‘And (it) eating all kinds of vegetables, fruits and etc.  (it) finishes.’ 

 

20.RS মশ্োং মদয়া ঝটল  ঝটল  সঊি িাটির ভান্ডগুিা ভাম  ফযািায়। 

IPA [ʃiŋ d̪iya Ɉʰɔʈke Ɉʰɔʈke ʃɔug maʈi-r bʰanɖo-gula bʰaŋi pʰɛla.y.] 

IMG Horn by hit-shake  REDUP all soil-GEN pot-PL break fall.PRS.SING.3 

Meaning ‘While hitting and shaking by horn all the earthen pots (it) breaks.’   

 

21.RS এক কথায়  া  িরুটার কু লমযর সীিায় নাই। 

IPA [ɛk kɔtʰa-y ʃaɽ gɔru-ʈa-r ku-kɔrm-er ʃima-y nai.] 

IMG One word-EMP ox cow-CLF-GEN bad-work-GEN limitation-EMPH not  

Meaning ‘In a word there is no limit of badworks of the cow, OX’ 

 

22. RS মকন্তু এলতা অইতযাচালরর পলরও কালয়া ড়কান আপমত্ত তকরবার পায় না। 

IPA [kint̪u ɛto ɔit̪t̪acar-er pɔre-o kayo kono apɔt̪t̪i kɔir-bar pay na.] 

IMG But this much menance-GEN after-EMPH somebody nothing objection do-

GEN get not 

Meaning ‘Evan after all these troubles nobody does not make any objections’ 

 

23.RS বযাটা  া  িরুটার ঐতযাচার সিায় িুখ িুমঝ সইর্য কলর।   

IPA [bæʈa ʃaɽ gɔru-ʈa-r ɔittacar ʃɔgay mukʰ bujʰi ʃɔijjo kɔre.] 

IMG Son ox cow-CLF-GEN menance all mouth understand tolerate do.PRS.3 
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Meaning ‘The useless cow Ox’s menance all the people tolerate with patience.’ 

 

24.RS এমদ  া  িরুটাও খুব আনলন্দ আলচ। 

IPA [ɛd̪i ʃaɽ gɔru-ʈa-o kʰub anonde ace] 

IMG This side ox cow-CLF-EMPH very glad be.PRS.3 

Meaning ‘Now the cow, ox is very glad.’ 

 

25. RS কাজ নাই কািাই নাই খামি ডুিডুতি বাজাই 

IPA [kaɈ nai kama-i nai, kʰali ɖugɖugi bajai] 

IMG Work not work-EMPH not only instrument play.PRS.3 

Meaning ‘There is no work, no toil only play instrument (ɖug ɖugi).’ 

 

26.RS মচন্তায় ছটফটাতন ড়দমখয়া  াাঁ   িরুটা িহালদবক পুচ কলর 

IPA [cinta-y cʰɔʈpʰɔʈani dɛkʰiya ʃaɽ gɔru-ʈa mɔhadeb-ok pucʰ kɔre] 

IMG Think-EMP restlessness see Ox cow-CLF Mahadev-LOC ask do.PRS.3 

Meaning ‘Having seen him in deep thoughts, restlessness the cow, Ox asks ’ 

 

27. RS কী তহলচ িভু? 

IPA [ki hɔi-ce prɔbʰu? 

IMG What be.PRF.PRS.3 master 

Meaning ‘What happened master’? 

 

28. RS ড়র্ই না এোং কমর পুছ কইরলচ,  া  িরুটা আর র্ায় ড়কালট 

IPA [Ɉei-na ɛŋ kɔri pucʰ kɔic-ce, ʃaɽ gɔru-ʈa ar Ɉay koʈe] 

IMG That-TAG this do ask do-PRF.PRS.3, ox cow-CLF and go.PRS.3 where 

Meaning The moment (it) asked, the ox, cow where would it go? 

 

29.  RS রালি জ্বমিয়া আগুন হয়া মতরশুি তুমিয়া 

IPA [rag-e Ɉɔli-ya agun hɔya t̪irʃul t̪uliya] 

IMG Anger-INS burn fire become trident lift  

Meaning (He) becomes angry like fire lift trident   
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30.RS  াাঁ   িরুটার মভমত বডাি বডাি কমর চায়া রইি 

IPA [ʃaɽ gɔru-ʈa-r bʰit̪i ɖog ɖog kɔri caya rɔi-l] 

IMG Ox cow-CLF-GEN towards look REDUP do wait stay.PST.3 

Meaning ‘Look Fixed on the ox, cow (he) stayed perplexed.’ 

 

31.RS আর কইি বযাটা ড়তার মক, িুই ড়দলবর ড়দব িহালদব, িুই মচন্তা কমর কুি পাোং না 

IPA [ar kɔil, “bæʈa tor ki, mui dɛb-er dɛb, mɔhadeb, mui cinta kɔri kul paŋ na] 

IMG Son your what, I.NOM god-GEN god, Mahadeb, I.NOM think do. Lineage 

get.PRS.1.SING  not 

Meaning ‘You useless, does it matter to you, I am the God of all gods, I am not able 

to find out a solution.’  

 

32. RS আর তুই বযাটা আমচ্চস মক তহলচ জামনবার। 

IPA [ar t̪ui bæʈa acciʃ ki hɔice jani̪-bar.] 

IMG And you son come what become know.GEN 

Meaning ‘And you useless swine you want to know what has happened?’ 

 

33.RS বযাটা ভাি ,দূর হ এলট থামক। ’ 

IPA [bæʈa bʰag, d̪ur hɔ ɛʈe tʰaki”.] 

IMG Son run, far be here from  

Meaning (You) swine get lost from here. 

 

34.RS এক হালতাত মতরশুি তার উপুরা ভাি বযাটা 

IPA [ɛk hat̪-ot̪ t̪irʃul, t̪ar upura bʰag bæʈa] 

IMG One hand-LOC trident, his above move son 

Meaning ‘In one hand trident and above all you useless swine get lost.’ 

 

35.RS  াাঁ   িরুটা আর র্ায় ড়কালট, 

IPA [ʃaɽ gɔru-ʈa ar Ɉay koʈe], 

IMG Ox cow-CLF then go,PRS.3. where  

Meaning Where does the ox (the cow) run away? 
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36.RS ড়নটু খা া কমর িালনর ভলয় মদলিক ড়দৌ , বদৌলড়র উপুরা বদৌড় 

IPA [nɛʈu kʰaɽa kɔri pran-er bʰɔye d̪ilek d̪ɔuɽ , dɔuɽ-er upura d̪ɔuɽ] 

IMG Tail stand do life-GEN fear-INS give run, run-GEN above run 

Meaning ‘Erecting (its) tail to save its life, (it) started running and running’ 

 

37. RS মফর এমদয়া সারা রামত্ত থামক িহালদলবর মনন নাই। 

IPA [pʰir ɛd̪iya ʃara rat̪t̪iri tʰaki mɔhad̪eb-er nin nai.] 

IMG Again this side all night from Mahadeb-GEN sleep not  

Meaning [And once again in all night Mahadeb could not sleep] 

 

38. RS পৃমথবীর মচন্তায় মপমথবীর িানম র মচন্তায়, িানম গুিার খাবালরর সিসযার মচন্তায় 

IPA [pitʰibir cinta-y, pitʰibi-r manʃi-r cinta-y, manʃi-gula-r kʰabar-er ʃɔmoʃʃa-r cinta-

y] 

IMG Earth-GEN think-EMPH, earth-GEN human-GEN think-EMPH, human-PL-

GEN food-GEN problem think-EMPH 

Meaning ‘thinking of earth, thinking about people of the earth, thinking about the 

problem of food of people’  

 

39. RS একবার এমদ একবার ওমদ িড্ডা িতড্ড কমর কাটাইি 

IPA [ɛk-bar ɛdi, ɛk-bar od̪i gɔɖɖa gɔɖɖi kɔri kaʈail] 

IMG One-time this side, one-time that side several turnings do pass.PST.3   

Meaning ‘Once this side and another time that side, making several turnings spent (the 

time).’ 

 

40.RS িাও দুিযা এই তালিালত একবার পুচ কমরি , 

IPA [mao durga ei tɔlot-e ɛk-bar pucʰ kɔri-l], 

IMG Mother Durga this time-INS one-time ask do.PST.3 

Meaning ‘The goddess Durga on this time once asked’ 

 

41. RS মক তহলচ ড়তািার, 

IPA [ki hɔi-ce tomar], 

IMG What be-PRF.PRS your.2.SING.HON   
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Meaning ‘What has happened to you’? 

 

42. RS মনন র্াইলবন না ড়তািরা ? 

IPA [nin Ɉai-ben na tomra] ? 

IMG Sleep go-FUT.2.HON.SIN TAG you.2.SING.HON 

Meaning ‘Wouldn’t you go to sleep’? 

 

43.RS িহালদব রালি গুি হয়া তকি – না।  

IPA [mɔhadeb rage gum hɔya kɔi-l – na.] 

IMG Mahadeb anger-INS become say-PST  no 

Meaning ‘Mahadeb in anger reolied- ‘no’’ 

 

44.RS িহালদলবর হাভভাব বুমঝয়া িাও দুিযা আর কাথা না বাল  মঝত কমর তরি। 

IPA [mɔhadeb-er habʰbʰab bujʰiya mao durga ar kɔtʰa na baɽe jʰit kɔri rɔi-l] 

IMG Mahadeb-GEN mood understand mother Durga and words extend silent do 

stay.PST.3 

Meaning Understanding Mahadeb’s mood, goddess Durga without saying anything kept 

silent 

 

45.RS পাাঁ চমদন বালদ মবমছনা থামক উঠি িহালদব নন্দীক ডযালক তকি , 

IPA [pacdin bade bicʰana tʰaki uʈʰi  mɔhadeb nɔndi-k ɖake kɔi-l] 

IMG Five days after bed from rise Mahadeb Nondi-DAT call say.PST.3 

Meaning ‘Getting up from bed after five days, calling up Nondi Mahadeb told ’ 

 

46. RS  াাঁ   িরুটাক ডযাকান।  

IPA [ʃaɽ gɔru-ʈa-k ɖækan] 

IMG Ox cow-CLF-DAT call-PRS.2.HON. 

Meaning ‘Call the ox (the cow).’ 

 

47.RS এমদ নন্দী  াাঁ   িরুটাক ডযাকািাত্র ড়দৌম  আমসি। 

IPA [ɛdi nɔndi ʃaɽ gɔru-ʈa-k ɖɛka-matro dɔuri aʃi-l] 
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IMG This Nondi Ox cow-CLF-DAT call-only running come.PST.3 

Meaning Now, the moment Nandi called the Ox (the cow), it came running 

 

48. RS উয়ায় আর র্ায় ড়কালট। 

IPA [uyay ar jay koʈe.] 

IMG it.DIST more go.PRS where 

Meaning ‘Where can it go?’ 

 

49. RS ভয়লত এলকবালর িাঘ িামসয়া জারার ঢক েুর েুতর কাাঁ পা শুমর কমর মদলচ।  

IPA [bʰɔyo-te ɛkebare magʰ maʃiya Ɉarer ɖʰɔk ʈʰurʈʰuri kapa ʃuru kɔri d̪i-ce.] 

IMG Fear-INS one-time Magh month cold like REDUP shiver start do 

give.PRF.PRS.3 

Meaning ‘(It) started shivering tremendously in fear like in the coldness of the 

month of Magh’ 

 

50.RS  াইপলি  াইপলি িহালদলবর বিি আমস চামপি। 

IPA [kaip-te kaip-te mɔhadeb-er bɔgol aʃi cap-il] 

IMG Shiver-INS REDUP Mahadeb-GEN near come close-PST.3 

Meaning ‘While shivering (it) came near to Mahadeb’ 

 

51.RS বিি চালপ আর মলন মলন ভালব, আমজ বুমঝ ড়িাক মক কইরলত মক কলর  

IPA [ bɔgol cape ar mɔne mɔne bʰabe , aji bujʰi mok ki kɔirte ki kɔre] 

IMG Near close and mind REDUP think, today uncertain i.DAT what do-INS what 

do 

Meaning ‘(It) comes nearer and thinks in mind today (he) is going to do something to 

me.’ 

52. RS না মক ড়কালনালট ঘুমরবালর র্াইলব। 

IPA [na ki kono-ʈe gʰuribare jaibe] 

IMG TAG what somewhere roam-GEN go-FUT.2.SING 

Meaning ‘Or will he go somewhere to roam around’?  

 

53. RS বলিাি চাপা িাত্র িহালদব তকি, এই বযাটা ভাি কমর শুন 
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IPA  [bɔgol capamatro mɔhadeb kɔil, ɛi bæʈa bʰal kɔri ʃun] 

IMG Near close only Mahadeb say.PST, this son (idiot) good do listen 

Meaning ‘While (it) reached near Mahadeb said hey idiot listen to it carefully.’ 

 

54. RS  াাঁ   িরুটা ভলয় কইি, কন িভু মক করা খাইলব ? 

IPA [ʃaɽ gɔru-ʈa bʰɔye kɔi-l, kɔn pɔbʰu, ki kɔra kʰai-be?] 

IMG Ox cow-CLF fear say.PST, say.PRS.3.SING.HON master, what do eat-FUT-1  

Meaning The timid ox (the cow) said, say master, who do I need to do?   

 

55. RS িহালদব কইি, শুন তপতেবীড়ত র্া, র্ায়া মানতিলা  কবু 

IPA [mɔhadeb kɔi-l, “ʃun pritʰibi-t̪ Ɉa, Ɉaya manʃi-la-k kɔ-bu], 

IMG Mahadeb say-PST, listen earth-LOC, reach human-PL-DAT say-

FUT.2.SING.INT 

Meaning Mahadeb said, Listen, go to the earth, having reached there will say to the 

people.  

 

56. RS ড়দলবর ড়দব িহালদলবর আলদশ্‘ ,ড়তািরা সিায় িনমদয়া ড়শ্ালনা। 

IPA [d̪ɛb-er dɛb mɔhadeb-er adeʃ, ‘tomora ʃɔgay mɔn diya ʃuno] 

IMG God-GEN Mahadeb-GEN order, you all mind give hear 

Meaning This the order of God of gods, Mahadeb; you all listen to it carefully 

 

57. RS আমজ থামক সিায় মদলন মতনবার িাও িুলবন আর একবার খাইলবন। 

IPA [aɈi t̪ʰaki ʃɔgay d̪ine t̪in bar gao dʰub-en ɛk-bar kʰai-ben] 

IMG Today from all day three times body wash.FUT.2 one-time eat-FUT.2 

Meaning From today onwards all of you will take bath three times and will eat only once 

in a day. 

 

58.RS আমজ থামকই এই মনয়ি িামন চিা খাইলব।  

IPA [aɈi t̪ʰaki ei niyom mani cɔla kʰai-be.] 

IMG Today from this rule follow move eat-FUT.2 

Meaning ‘From today onwards you will have to abide by this rule.’ 
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59.RS এই মনয়লির নড়চড় করা চইিলব না।’ 

IPA [ei niyom-er nɔɽcɔɽ kɔɽa cɔil-be na.] 

IMG This rule-GEN touch do move-FUT not 

Meaning ‘this rule cannot be violated’ 

 

60.RS খালনক পলর আলরা একবার ডযালক কইি, বযাটা ক ড়দমখ কযাোং কমর মক কবার কিুোং? 

IPA [kʰanek pɔre aro ɛk-bar ɖɛke kɔi-l, bæʈa kɔ dɛkʰi, kɛŋ kɔri ki kɔbar kɔ-luŋ?] 

IMG Little later again one-time call say-PST, son tell see, how do what say-GEN 

say.PST.1.SING 

Meaning A little later called (it) once again and said, son (idiot) tell me what did I say to 

you and how? 

 

61.RS  াাঁ   িরুটা কইি, িুই মপমথবীত র্াইি, র্ায়া মপমথবীর িানম গুিাক কইি  

IPA [ʃaɽ gɔru-ʈa kɔi-l, “mui pritʰibi-t̪ Ɉai-m, Ɉaya pritʰibi-r manʃi-gula-k kɔ-im] 

IMG Ox cow-CLF say-PST I earth-LOC go-FUT.1, reached earth-GEN human-PL-

DAT say-FUT.1    

Meaning The Ox  (the cow) said, I will go to the earth, having reached there I will say to 

the people of the earth  

 

62. RS ড়দলবর ড়দব িহালদলবর আলদশ্ আমজ থামক ড়তািরা ড়সৌি মানতিগুলা তদলন রাইলি একবার খাইলবন আর 

মতনবার িাও িুলবন।  

IPA [dɛb-er dɛb mɔhadɛb-er adeʃ aɈi t̪ʰaki t̪omra ʃoug manʃi-gula d̪ine rait̪e 

ɛk-bar kʰai-ben ar t̪inbar gaɔ dʰu-ben] 

IMG God-GEN god Mahadeb-GEN order today from you all human-PL day 

night-INS one-time eat-FUT.2 and three time body wash.FUT.2 

Meaning This the order of God of gods, From today onwards all of you will take 

bath three times and will eat only once in a day.. 

 

63.RS র্াোং িভু, এই কাথা কয়ায়  া  িরুটা ঘাটা কা াইি মপমথবীর মভমত 

IPA [“Ɉa-ŋ prɔbʰu”- ei katʰa kɔyay  ʃaɽ gɔru-ʈa gʰaʈa karai-l pritʰibi-r bʰiti.] 

IMG   Go.PRS.1 master this word said ox cow-CLF road start.PST earth-GEN 

towards 

Meaning ‘(I am) going master, having said that the ox (the cow) started to go 

towards the earth.’  
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64.RS িহালদব ডযালক কইি, রইশ্ খা া হ  

IPA [mɔhadeb ɖɛke kɔi-l, rɔiʃ, kʰaɽa hɔ] 

IMG Mahadeb call say-PST, wait.PRS.2, stand be.PRS 

Meaning Calling (it) Mahadeb said, wait, stand up! 

 

65. RS আর একবার ক, মক কবু মপমথবীত র্ায়া ?  

IPA [ar ɛk-bar kɔ, ki kɔ-bu prit̪ʰibi-t̪ Ɉaya] ? 

IMG Once one-time say. What say-FUT.2 earth-LOC go 

Meaning ‘Tell it once more, what will you say while you reach earth?’ 

 

66. RS  া  িরুটা কইি িুই মপমথবীত র্াইি , র্ায়া মপমথবীর িানম গুিাক কইি 

IPA [ʃaɽ gɔru-ʈa kɔ-il, “mui prit̪ʰibi-t̪ Ɉa-im, Ɉaya prit̪ʰibi-r manʃi-gula-k kɔ-im] 

IMG Ox cow-CLF say-PST.3 I earth-LOC go-FUT.1, go earth-GEN human-PL-

DAT say-FUT.1 

Meaning ‘The ox (the cow) said, I will go to the earth and having reached there I 

will tell the people of the earth.’ 

 

67. RS ড়দলবর ড়দব িহালদলবর আলদশ্ আমজ থামক ড়তািরা ড়সৌি িানম গুিা মদলন রাইলত মতনবার খাইলবন আর 

একবার িাও িুলবন।  

IPA [d̪ɛbe-r dɛb mɔhad̪ɛb-er ad̪eʃ aɈi t̪ʰaki t̪omra ʃoug manʃi-gula d̪ine raite t̪in-

bar kʰai-ben ar ɛk-bar gaɔ dʰu-ben] 

IMG God-GEN god Mahadeb-GEN order today from you all human-PL day 

night-INS three-time eat-FUT.2 and  one time body wash.FUT.2 

Meaning This the order of God of gods, From today onwards all of you will take 

bath three times and will eat only once in a day. 

 

68. RS সিায় িানম গুিা মদলন রাইলত মতনবার খাইলবন আর একবার িাও িুলবন।  

IPA [ʃɔgay manʃi-gula d̪ine rait̪e t̪in-bar kʰai-ben, ar ɛk-bar gaɔ dʰu-ben] 

IMG All human-PL day night three-times eat-FUT.3 and one-time body wash-FUT.3 

Meaning All the people will eat three times and will take bath once in a day (and night)  

 

69. RS সিায় িানম গুিা মদলন রাইলত মতনবার খাইলবন আর একবার িাও িুলবন।  

IPA [ʃɔgay manʃigula dine raite tinbar kʰaiben, ar ɛkbar gaɔ dʰuben.” 
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IMG All human-PL day night three-times eat-FUT.3 and one-time body wash-FUT.3 

Meaning All the people will eat three times and will take bath once in a day (and night) 

 

70.RS িহালদব নন্দী ওইনয সিালক কইলিক্, শুমনলচন ড়তািরা সিায় 

IPA [mɔhadeb nɔndi ɔinno ʃɔgake kɔi-lek, ʃuni-cen tomra ʃɔgay] 

IMG Mahadeb Nandi others all-INS say-FUT.3.SING. hear-PRF.PRS.2 you all 

Meaning ‘Mahadeb told Nandi and all others, all of you have listened’ 

 

71. RS িুই উয়াক কবার কিুোং মক অর উিায় কবার চায় মক 

IPA [mui uyak kɔ-bar kɔ-luŋ ki, ar uyay kɔ-bar cay ki] 

IMG I he.DAT say-GEN say-PST.1.SING what, and he.DIST say.GEN want what 

Meaning ‘I wanted  him to say something and he wants to say something else’ 

 

72. RS আর একবার রাি কমর কইি, ভাি কমর কমর ক ড়বটা, না কইলি ড়তার আমজ মবপদ আলচ 

IPA [ar ɛk-bar rag kɔri kɔi-l—‘bʰal kɔri kɔ bæʈa, na kɔ-ile t̪or aɈi bipod̪ ace.’] 

IMG More one-time angry do say.PST.3—good do what say son (idiot), not 

say-PST.3 your today danger be.PRS 

Meaning ‘Became angry once again, said, say it properly son (idiot), else today you 

are in danger.’   

 

72. RS  া  িরুটা কইল্, িুই র্ার্া কইি, ড়তািরা ড়সৌি িানম গুিা মদলন রাইলত মতনবার িাও িুলবন আর একবার খাইলবন 

IPA [ʃaɽ gɔru-ʈa kɔ-il—“mui Ɉaya kɔ-im, t̪omra ʃɔug manʃi-gula d̪ine rait̪e t̪in-bar 

gaɔ d̪ʰu-ben ar ɛk-bar kʰai-ben]”  

IMG Ox cow-CLF say-PST I gone say-FUT.1,SING, you all human-PL day-INS 

night-INS three times body wash-FUT.2 and one-time eat-FUT.2. 

Meaning The ox (the cow) said, having gone there I will say you all people will eat once 

and will take bath three times a day (and night) 

 

73. RS িহালদব নমন্দ ওইনয সিালক তকলিক শুমনলচন ড়তািরা সিায় 

IPA [mɔhad̪eb nɔnd̪i ɔinno ʃɔgake kɔi-lek, ʃuni-cen tomra ʃɔgay] 

IMG Mahadeb Nandi others all say-PST.3. hear.PRF.2 you all 

Meaning ‘Mahadeb said to Nandi and others, you all have heard him.’   
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74. RS িুই উয়াক কবার কিুোং মক আর উয়ায় কবার চায় মক 

IPA [mui uyak kɔ-bar kɔ-l-uŋ ki, ar uyay kɔ-bar cay ki?] 

IMG I him say.INF.GEN say-PST-1.SING what and he.EMPH say.INF.GEN want 

what 

Meaning I told him to say something and he says something else 

 

75.RS িহালদব কইি র্া বযাটা এই বার 

IPA [mɔhadeb kɔ-il, “Ɉa bɛʈa ei-bar.”] 

IMG Mahadeb say-PST.3. go.PRS son (idiot) this time 

Meaning ‘Mahadeb said. Now you go idiot this time.’ 

 

76. RS পৃমথবীর িানম গুিার বিলিাত র্ায়া ড়িার আলদশ্ ড়শ্ালনয়া চটকমর ঘুমর আয়।  

IPA [pritʰibi-r manʃi-gula-r bɔgol-ot Ɉaya mor ad̪eʃ ʃoneya cɔʈkɔri gʰuri ay] 

IMG Earth-GEN human-PL-GEN near-LOC gone order heard quickly return come 

Meaning Having gone to the people of earth (you) tell my order and quickly come back  

 

77. RS ড়দমর র্ালত না হয়।  

IPA [d̪eri Ɉat̪e na hɔy] 

IMG Late so that not be.PRS 

Meaning So that there is no late 

 

78.RS  াাঁ   িরুটা িহানলন্দ পৃমথবীর তভতি ঘাটা বারাইি।  

IPA [ʃaɽ gɔru-ʈa mɔhanɔnde pritʰibi-r bʰit̪i gʰaʈa bara-il.] 

IMG Ox cow-CLF glad  earth-GEN towards road extend-PST.3 

Meaning The cow (Ox) with great pleasure started to go twords the earth 

79.RS পৃমথবীর িানম গুিা িরুটাক আইসা ড়দমখ খুব খুমশ্।  

IPA [pritʰibi-r manʃi-gula gɔru-ʈa-k aiʃa d̪ɛkʰi kʰub kʰuʃi.] 

IMG Earth-GEN human-PL cow-CLF-DAT come see very happy 

Meaning ‘Having seen the cow the people of earth are very happy.’ 

 

80.RS িহালদব ড়র্িুন ড়দবতা ড়তিুন িরুটাও িহালদলবর বাহন বুমিয়া িানম গুিারলট দযাবতার নাকান্ 
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IPA [mɔhad̪eb Ɉemun d̪ɛbot̪a t̪ɛmun gɔru-ʈa-ɔ mɔhadɛb-er bahon buliya manʃi-gula-

r-ʈe dɛbota-r nakʰan.] 

IMG Mahadeb like god like cow-CLF-EMPH Mahadeb-GEN vehicle for human-PL-

GEN-INS god-GEN like 

Meaning ‘The way treat people Mahadeb as God, like that way even the cow as the 

carrier of Mahadeb treated like a god.’ 

 

81.RS িানম গুিা িরুটার বালদ নানান মকমসি খাবার ড়জািার কমর ফযািাইি 

IPA [manʃi-gula gɔru-ʈa-r bade nanan kiʃim kʰabar Ɉogar kɔri pʰæla-il] 

IMG Human-PL cow-CLF-GEN for different variety food arrange do throw.PST 

Meaning ‘The people have arranged different kinds of food for the cow.’ 

 

82. RS ড়র্ খাবারগুলা খাবার মহসালব িরুটার খুব পছন্দ।  

IPA [Ɉe kʰabar-gula kʰabar hiʃabe gɔru-ʈa-r kʰub pɔcʰond̪o] 

IMG That food-PL food calculate cow-CLF-GEN very like.PRS 

Meaning ‘Those foods which the cow cow like as a food very much’  

 

83. RS আর িানম গুিার আদর র্ত্ন পায়া আরালম আনলন্দ িালতায়ারা িানম গুিাক আসি কাথাটা তকলত ভুমি ড়িইলচ।  

IPA [ar manʃi-gula-r ad̪or Ɉɔt̪no paya arame anond̪e mat̪oyara manʃi-gula-k aʃol 

kɔtʰa-ʈa kɔ-it̪e bʰuli ge-ice] 

IMG And human-PL-GEN pamper care get glad lost human-PL-DAT real word-CLF 

say forget go.PRF.PRS 

Meaning ‘Getting good care from the people became lost in comform gladness forgot to 

tell the real word.’  

 

84.RS র্াইলহাক রামত্তটা আরালি কালটয়া পলররমদন সাকালি এক মঢমপ ফল ফলান্ত খায়া ড়সৌি িানম গুিাক ডযালকয়া 

তকি।। 

IPA [Ɉaihok rat̪ri-ʈa arame kaʈeya pɔrer d̪in ʃɔkale ɛk ɖʰipi pʰɔl pʰɔlanto kʰaya ʃɔug 

manʃi-gula-k ɖɛkeya kɔi-l] 

IMG However, night-CLF comfort-INS spent next day morning one heap fruits 

fruits-etc ate all human-PL-DAT call say.PST.1 

Meaning However having spent the night in comfort, next day in the morning having 

eaten a heap of fruits and etc called them and said 

 

85.RS ড়তািরা  সিায় িন মদয়া ভাি কমর ড়শ্ান ড়িার কাথা।  
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IPA [t̪omora ʃɔgay mɔn d̪iya bʰal kɔri ʃono mor kat̪ʰa] 

IMG You all mind by good do listen mine words 

Meaning ‘You all must listen to my words carfully.’ 

 

86.RS ড়দলবর ড়দব িহালদব উিার আলদশ্ ড়সালনবার বালদ ড়িাক পাঠাইলচ 

IPA [d̪eb-er d̪eb, mɔhadeb umar ad̪eʃ ʃonebar bad̪e mok paʈʰai-ce..] 

IMG God-Gen god, Mahadeb his order make-listen for i.DAT send-PRF.PRS 

Meaning ‘The God of all gods, Mahadeb has sent me to tell you his order.’ 

 

87.RS আমজ থামক ড়তািরা সউি িানম গুিা মদলন রাইলত মতনবার খাইলবন আর একবার িাও িুলবন।  

IPA [“aɈi t̪ʰaki t̪omora ʃɔug manʃi-gula d̪ine rait̪e t̪in bar kʰai-ben ar ɛk-bar gaɔ dʰu-

ben] 

IMG Today from you all human-PL day night three times eat-FUT and one-time 

body wash-FUT 

Meaning From today onwards you all humans will eat three times and take bath once in a 

day (and night) 

 

88.RS িরুটা মনলজর কতয ব পািন কমর ঘুমর আমসি মহিািয় পাহা ত িহালদলবর বাম ।  

IPA [gɔru-ʈa niɈ-er kɔrt̪obbo palon kɔri gʰuri aʃi-l himalɔy pahaɽ-ot̪ mɔhadɛb-er baɽi] 

IMG Cow-CLF own-GEN duty follow do move come-PST himalaya mountain-LOC 

Mahadeb-GEN house 

Meaning ‘Fulfilling his duty the cow came back to the house of Mahadeb in the mountain 

of Himalaya.’ 

 

89.RS আর এমদ িহালদব বাম ত এক িলন মচন্তা করা শুরু কইরলচ , 

IPA [ar ɛd̪i mɔhadɛb baɽi-t̪ ɛk mɔne bɔʃi cint̪a kɔra ʃuru kɔir-ce] 

IMG And this side Mahadeb home-LOC one mind sit think do start do-PRF.3 

Meaning ‘And this side, sitting at his home Mahadeb has started thinking silently’ 

 

90. RS  াাঁ   িরুটা মক হইলত ড়র্ মক কইলত ড়র্ মক কমরর নাইকলচ।  

IPA [ʃaɽ gɔru-ʈa ki hɔit̪e Ɉe ki kɔr-ir naig-ce] 

IMG Ox cow-CLF what become that what do.INF.GEN attach-PRF.PRS. 
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Meaning What the ox (the cow) has been doing from one thing to another one? 

 

91.RS িরুটা ঘুমর আমসয়া িহালদবক ভতি মদয়া কইি , 

IPA [gɔru-ʈa gʰuri aʃiya mɔhadɛb-ok bʰɔkti d̪iya kɔi-l] 

IMG Cow-CLF roam come Mahadeb-LOC adore give say.PST.3 

Meaning Coming back from the tour the cow touching Mahadeb’s feet said, 

 

92. RS িুই ড়িার কতয ব পািন কমর আমসিুোং।  

IPA [mui mor kɔrtɔbbo palon kɔri aʃi-luŋ] 

IMG I I.GEN   duty fulfill do come-PST.1.SING 

Meaning I have come back after fulfilling my duty 

 

93.RS িহালদব খুমশ্ হয়া কইল্, ড়বশ্! তা ক ড়দমখ মক কয়া আসুিু? 

IPA [mɔhadɛb kʰuʃi hɔya kɔ-il, beʃ! ta kɔ dɛkʰi ki kɔya aʃi-lu?] 

IMG Mahadeb happy become say-PST.3 good! Then say see what said come-

PST.2.SING 

Meaning Being happy mahadeb said, good, then tell (me) what have you told them? 

 

94.RS িরুটা তকি‘ ,ড়তািরা র্যাোং কমর কবার কইলচন অিুন কমর কচুোং, 

IPA [gɔru-ʈa kɔ-il “t̪omora Ɉɛŋ kɔri kɔba-r kɔi-cen ɔmun kɔri kɔ-cuŋ] 

IMG Cow-CLF say-PST you this way (do) say-INF.GEN say-PRF.3.HON.SING that 

way say-PRF.1.SING 

Meaning The cow said the way you wanted me to say I have said it that way. 

 

95. RS িালন রামত্ত মদলন মতনবার খাইলবন আর একবার িাও িুলবন 

IPA [mane, rat̪t̪ri-d̪ine t̪in-bar kʰai-ben ar ɛk-bar gaɔ d̪ʰu-ben]” 

IMG Means, night-day-INS three-times eat-FUT.2. and one-time body wash-FUT.2 

Meaning ‘That means in a day (and night) will eat three times and take bath once.’ 

 

96. RS িহালদব চটমক উটি তকল্, সবযনাশ্, তুই সবযনাশ্ কমর ফযািামচশ্ 

IPA [mɔhadɛb cɔʈki uʈi kɔ-il, “ʃɔrbonaʃ-- t̪ui ʃɔrbonaʃ kɔri pʰælai-c-iʃ.] 
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IMG Mahadeb surprise rise say-PST.3 finish- you finsh do throw-PRF-2.PRS 

Meaning ‘Having surprised Mahadeb said, finish! You have have finshed.’  

 

97.RS দুই বযািার খাবার ড়র্ািালত তহমতসম  নামি ড়িইলচ অর তার উপুরা মতনলবিা 

IPA [d̪ui bɛla-r kʰabar Ɉogait̪e himʃim nagi gei-ce, ar t̪ar upura t̪in-bɛla]!” 

IMG Two-times-GEN food arrange trouble attach go.PRF.PRS. and its above three-

times  

Meaning ‘It is very difficult to arrange for two times’s milk and in addition three times.’ 

 

98.RS এই কথা শুমনয়া িহালদলবর ঠযালঙ্গর রক্ত চাটাোং কমর িাথাত উঠি ড়িইি 

IPA [ɛi kɔʈʰa ʃuniya mɔhadɛb-er ʈʰæŋ-er rɔkto caʈaŋ kɔri mat̪ʰa-t̪ uʈhi ge-il] 

IMG This word heard Mahadeb-GEN leg-GEN blood sudden do head-LOC rise 

go.PST.3  

Meaning Having heard that Mahadeb’s blood of leg has reached to his head (became very 

angry) 

 

99. RS এলকলর জ্বমিয়া জুইলয়াত ড়পা ার ঢক িলন হয় ড়র্লন িুিা মবমরর নামিি।  

IPA [ɛkere Ɉɔliya Ɉuiy-ot poɽar ɖʰɔk mɔne hɔy Ɉɛne d̪ʰuma biri-r nag-il.] 

IMG Almost burnt fire-LOC fall-INF.GEN like seems like smoke emit-GEN attach-

PST.3 

Meaning ‘Almost it seems (he) is burned down in the fire looks like smoke has started 

emitting.’ 

 

100.RS খামনক ভাবনা তচন্তা কমর িহালদব িলন িলন বুমঝলিন, 

IPA [kʰanik bʰabona cint̪a kɔri mɔhad̪ɛb mɔne bujʰi-l-en] 

IMG Little thinking think do Mahadeb mind-INS understand.PST-3.SING.HON 

Meaning ‘having thought a little Mahadeb understood in his mind’ 

 

101. RS ড়দবািয় থামক দযাওয়া আলদশ্ ড়তা নড় চড় করা র্াইলব না।  

IPA [d̪ebalɔy tʰaki d̪ɛɔya ad̪eʃ t̪o nɔɽcɔɽ kɔra Ɉai-be na] 

IMG Heaven from given order EMPH move do go-FUT not 

Meaning ‘The order given from the heaven cannot be withdrawn.’ 
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102.RS এমদ কুিাও ড়তা র্াইলব না। 

IPA [ɛd̪i kula-ɔ t̪o Ɉai-be na] 

IMG This side afford-EMP EMPH go-FUT. Not 

Meaning ‘This side it wont be easy to afford it’ 

 

103. RS দযাখা র্াউক ড়দমখ বা মত খাবালরর বালদ মক করা র্ায়্? 

IPA [d̪ɛkʰa Ɉauk d̪ɛkʰi baɽti kʰabar-er bade ki kɔra Ɉay] ? 

IMG See see- seeadditional food-GEN for what do go.PRS. 

Meaning ‘Let’s see, what can be done for the additional food?’ 

 

104. RS িহালদব িাথা ঠান্ডা কমরয়া  াাঁ   িরুটাক বিিত ডযালক কইি , 

IPA [mɔhad̪ɛb mat̪ʰa ʈʰand̪a kɔri ʃaɽ gɔru-ʈa-k bɔgol-ot ɖɛke kɔ-il] 

IMG Mahadeb head cold do Ox cow-CLF-DAT near-LOC call say-PST.3 

Meaning ‘Keeping his  head (temperament) cool, Mahadeb calling the Ox (the cow) 

said,’ 

 

105.RS ড়তাক কচুোং ড়র্ পৃমথবীর িানম গুিাক কয়া আয় উিরা র্ালত মতনবার িাও ড়িায় আর একবার খায়।  

IPA [t̪ok kɔ-cuŋ Ɉe prit̪ʰibi-r manʃi-gula-k kɔya ay umura Ɉat̪e t̪in-bar gaɔ dʰoy ar ɛk-

bar kʰa-y] 

IMG You-DAT say-PRF.1.SING that earth-GEN human-PL-DAT said come they so 

that three times body wash and one-time eat-PRS.3  

Meaning I told you to say the people of the earth so that they bathe three times and eat 

one time 

 

106. RS আর তুই কয়া আসিু তার উল্টাটা।  

IPA [ar tui Ɉaya kɔya aʃ-lu tar ulʈa-ʈa] 

IMG And you  said came.PST.2 that.GEN opposite-CLF 

Meaning ‘And you said  exactly the opposite’ 

 

107. RS এমদ কুিাও ড়তা র্াইলব না।  

IPA [ɛd̪i kulaɔ t̪o Ɉai-be na] 
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IMG This side manage go-FUT.3 not 

Meaning ‘This side it is not easy to manage’. 

 

108. RS দযাখা র্াউক ড়দমখ বা মত খাবালরর বালদ মক করা র্ায়্? 

IPA [d̪ɛkʰa ̪Ɉauk d̪ɛkʰi baɽt̪i kʰabar-er bad̪e ki kɔra Ɉay] 

IMG See go see additional food-GEN for what do go.PRS.3 

Meaning ‘Lets see what can be done for the additional food’ 

 

109.RS তায় তুই র্খন উিটা আলদশ্ মদয়া আমসিু  

IPA [t̪ay t̪ui Ɉɔkʰon ulʈa ad̪eʃ d̪iya aʃ-lu] 

IMG So you.2.INT then opposite order give come-PST.2.SING.INT 

Meaning ‘So, you have come to give opposite order’ 

 

110. RS তায় এিা বা মত খাবার ড়তালর আবাদ করা খাইলব।  

IPA [t̪ay ɛla baɽt̪i kʰabar tore abad kɔra kʰai-be] 

IMG That’s why now additional food your-INS cultivate do.PRS eat-FUT.2.SI  

Meaning ‘That is why you will have to cultivate the additional amount of food.’ 

 

111.RS রু্লির পর রু্ি থামক চমি আইসা বু ার রাজা  া  িরুটা িাথা মনচা কমরয়া খাল য়া রইি   

IPA [Ɉug-er pɔr Ɉug t̪ʰaki cɔli aiʃa “buɽa-ɽ raja” ʃaɽ gɔru-ʈa mat̪ʰa nica kɔriya kʰaɽeya 

rɔ-il] 

IMG Age-GEN after age from move come old-GEN king ox cow-CLF head down do 

satnd stay-PST.3 

Meaning ‘Having passed on from ages after ages the king of old the ox, the cow keeping 

its head down stood still.’ 

 

112.RS িহালদব নন্দী মভ ীক ডযালকয়া তকি   

IPA [mɔhad̪ɛb nɔnd̪i bʰiŋgi-k ɖɛkeya kɔ-il] 

IMG Mahadeb Nandi Bhingi-DAT called say-PST.3 

Meaning ‘Calling Nanindi and Bhingi, Mahadeb said,” 

113.RS চাইলরাপালক স্বিয মিয  পািাললাি ড়ঢািাই কমর ড়দও ড়র্ 

IPA [cair-opake ʃɔrgo mɔrt̪o pat̪al-ot̪ ɖʰolai kɔri dɛɔ je] 
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IMG Four-side heaven earth hell-LOC announce do. Give that 

Meaning In all directions- heaven hell and earth, announce that 

 

114. RS কামি থামক িহালদলবর  া  িরুটা নাোংলিাি টামনর বালদ হালুয়ার ঘলরর ভুইত র্াইলব 

IPA [kali t̪ʰaki mɔhadɛb-er ʃaɽ gɔru-ʈa naŋgol ʈani-r bade haluya-r gʰɔr-er bʰuit̪ Ɉai-

be.] 

IMG Tomorrow from mahadeb-GEN ox cow-CLF plough pull-GEN for farmer PL-

GEN land go-FUT.3 

Meaning ‘From tomorrow onwards, the ox (the cow) of Mahadeb will go to the field of 

farmer to pull the ploughing instrument.’  

 

115.RS সারামদন ত তিয ামাইি নামি থাইকলব। 

IPA [ʃarad̪in kriʃi kamait̪ nagi tʰaik-be.] 

IMG All day cultivation work-LOC attach stay-FUT.3 

Meaning ‘All the day will be engaged in cultivation works’ 

 

116.RS অবশ্যই ড়িার বাহলণর থামক উয়াক সারাইি না - উয়ায় ড়িার বালহান রয়ায় থামকলব 

IPA [ɔboʃʃoi mor bahon-er pɔt̪ʰ t̪ʰaki uyak ʃara-im na- uyay mor bahon rɔy-ay tʰaki-

be] 

IMG Certainly my.GEN vehicle-GEN designation from him replace-FUT.1.SING not 

he.DIST i.GEN vehicle stay stay.FUT.3 

Meaning ‘Certainly I will not replace him for my vehicle, he will remain my vehicle.’ 

 

117.RS ড়সমদন থামক পৃমথবীর িাটিত হািুয়া গুিার  াাঁ   িরু মদয়া চা - আবাদ কমরবার মনয়ি চািু হইলচ, এিাও চইিলচ  

IPA [ʃedin t̪ʰaki pritʰibi-r maʈi-t̪ haluya-gula-r ʃaɽ gɔru d̪iya caʃ abad kɔri-bar niyom 

calu hɔi-ce, ɛlaɔ cɔi-lce.] 

IMG That day from earth-GEN soil-LOC farmer-PL-GEN oc cow by plough 

cultivate do.GEN rule start be.PST.3, now move.PST.PRS  

Meaning From that day pnwards in the lands of earth the farmers have started using ox, 

the cow for ploughing, still going on 

 

118.RS ড়সমদন থামক  াাঁ   িরুটার নাি বদমি হয়া হইলচ হালির কালজাত হালুয়া িরু ! 

IPA [ʃed̪in t̪ʰaki ʃaɽ gɔru-ʈa-r nam bɔdli hɔya hɔi-ce “hal-er kaɈ-ot̪ haluya gɔru] 
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IMG That day from ox cow-CLF-GEN name change become-PRF.PRS plough-GEN 

work-LOC plough cow 

Meaning From that day onwards the name of Ox, the cow changed to ‘Ploughing cow for 

plouging work’ 
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b. Songs: (Bhawaiya gaan) 

(i) [pʰand̪e pɔɽiya bɔga kand̪e] ফালন্দ পতড়য়া বিা  ালন্দ  

1. ফালন্দ পম য়া বিা কালন্দ ড়র  

[pʰand̪e pɔɽiya bɔga kand̪e re] 

Trap-INS fall heron cry EMPH 

‘Falling in a trap heron cries’ 

2. ফান বসাইলচ ফান্দীর  ভাই 

[pʰan bɔʃa-ice pʰand̪ir bʰai] 

Trap sit.PRF.PRS.3 trap-GEN brother 

‘The trapper has set the trap’  

3.   পুটি িাছ মদয়া  

[puʈi macʰo d̪iya] 

A kind of small fish fish-EMPH give.  

‘with Puti fish’ 

4. ওলর  িালছর ড়িালভ ড়ভাদা বিা  

[ore macʰ-er lobʰ-e bʰod̪a bɔga]   

Address word fish-GEN greed-INS stupid 

heron 

‘The stupid heron in greed of fish’  

5. পল  উ াও মদয়া ড়র।   

[pɔɽe uɽaɔ d̪iya re] 

Fall-INS fly give EMPH 

‘falls in the trap’ 

6.  ফালন্দ পম য়া বিা কালন্দ ড়র 

[pʰand̪e pɔɽiya bɔga kand̪e re] 

Trap-INS fall heron cry EMPH 

‘Falling in a trap heron cries’ 

7. ফালন্দ পম য়া ড়র বিা কলর টানাটুনা  

[pʰand̪e pɔɽiya re bɔga kɔre ʈanaʈuna]  

Trap-INS fall EMPH heron do pull 
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‘Faliing in a trap the heorn pulls’ 

8. ওলর আহা  ড়র কুঙ্কুরার সুতা  

[ore aha re kunkura-r ʃut̪a] 

Address word INT EMPH fibre 

‘Oh! Alas the string of Kunkura’ 

9. হিু ড়িাহার গুনা ড়র   

[hɔlu loha-r guna re]  

Be-PST iron-GEN iron-string DM 

‘it has become iron-string’ 

10. ফালন্দ পম য়া বিা কালন্দলর । 

[pʰand̪e pɔɽiya bɔga kand̪e re] 

Trap-INS fall-EMPH heron cry-PRS DM 

‘Falling in the trap the heron crys’ 

11. ফালন্দ পম য়া ড়র বিা কলর হায় ড়র হায়  

[pʰand̪e pɔɽiya bɔga kɔre hay re hay] 

Trap-INS fall-EMPH heron do.PRS alas 

EMPH alas 

‘Falling in the trap the heron feels sorry’  

12. ওলর আহা ড়র দারুন তবতি  

[ore aha re d̪aruno bid̪ʰi] 

DM INT DM harsh fate 

‘Oh, it’s a ground reality’  

13. সাথী ছাম য়া র্ায় ড়র।  

[ʃat̪ʰi cʰaɽiya Ɉay re]  

Companion leave.EMPH go.PRS EMPH 

‘The companions leaves’ 

14. ফালন্দ পম য়া বিা কালন্দ ড়র। 

[pʰand̪e pɔɽiya bɔga kand̪e re] 

Trap-INS fall-EMPH heron cry-PRS DM 

‘Falling in the trap the heron crys’ 

15. উম য়া র্ায় চল ায়া পঙ্খী  
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[uɽiya Ɉay cɔkoya pɔnkʰi] 

Fly.EMPH go.PRS Cakoya bird 

‘The chakoya bird flies’ 

16. বিীক কয়া ড়দয়লর ঠালর  

[bɔgi-k kɔya d̪ɛyre ʈʰare] 

Heron-FEM-DAT say give instantly 

‘(It) says to the heron instantly’ 

17. ড়তািার বিা বন্দী হইলচ 

[t̪omar bɔga bɔnd̪i hɔi-ce] 

Your heron trap be.PRF 

‘your heron is entrapped’ 

18. িরলা নদীর পালর ড়র । 

[d̪ʰɔrola nɔd̪i-r pare re] 

Dharola river-GEN bank EMPH 

‘at the bank of Dharola river’ 

19. ফালন্দ পম য়া বিা কালন্দ ড়র 

[pʰand̪e pɔɽiya bɔga kand̪e re] 

Trap-INS fall-EMPH heron cry-PRS DM 

‘Falling in the trap the heron crys’ 

20. এই কথা শুমনয়া ড়র বিী দুই পাখা ড়িমিি 

[ei kɔtʰa ʃuniya re bɔgi d̪ui pakʰa mɛli-lo] 

This words heard EMPH heron-FEM feather 

expand-PRF 

‘Having heard this the female heron started 

to fly’ 

21. ওলর িরিা নদীর পালর র্াইয়া দরশন মদি । 

[ore d̪ʰɔrola nɔdi-r pare Ɉaya d̪ɔroʃono d̪ilo] 

DM Dharola river-GEN bank-INST go-PRF 

meet give-PST.3.SG 

‘having reached reached at the bank of 

Dharola river met the male heron’ 

22. বিাক ড়দমখয়া বিী কালন্দ ড়র  
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[bɔga-k d̪ekʰiya bɔgi kand̪e re 

Heron-DAT seen heron-FEM cry-PRS 

EMPH 

‘After having seen the male heron the 

female heron cries’ 

23. বিীক ড়দমখ বিা কালন্দ ড়র  

bɔgi-k d̪ekʰiya bɔga kand̪e re 

heron-FEM-DAT seen male heron cry-PRS 

EMPH 

‘having seen the female heron the male 

heron also cries’ 

24. ফালন্দ পম য়া বিা কালন্দ ড়র।।  

[pʰand̪e pɔɽiya bɔga kand̪e re] 

Trap-INS fall-EMPH heron cry-PRS DM 

‘Falling in the trap the heron crys’ 

 

(ii) [pɔt̪id̪ʰɔn kɔŋ t̪omar age] পতিিন  েং বিামার আলি  

1 পতিিন কোং ড়তািার আলি  

[pɔtidʰɔn kɔŋ t̪omar age] 

Husband say.PRS.1.SG  your in front 

‘My dear husband I say in front of you’ 

2 ও ড়িার কইলত শ্রি নালি  

[o mor kɔit̪e ʃɔrom nage] 

Oh i.GEN say.INF shy get.PRS 

‘I am very shy to say this’ 

3 সিায় বউলয়াক মসলনিা দযাখায়   

[ʃɔgay bɔuyok ʃinema dɛkʰay] 

Everybody wife-DAT cinema see.PRS 

‘everybody takes his wife to watch movie’ 

4 ড়িাক না দযাখান কযালন । 

[mok na dɛkʰan kɛne] 

I.DAT not see.PRS why 
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‘why don’t you take me to cinema’ 

5 সিায় বউ মনয়া টাউন বন্দর র্ায় 

[ʃogay bɔu niya ʈaun bɔndor Ɉay] 

Everybody wife take town market go.PRS 

‘Everybody goes to the town and market with 

wives’ 

6 ছায়া শাতড় ববলাউজ  

[cʰaya ʃaɽi belauɈ] 

Petty coat sari blouse 

7 ও ড়িার কতয় মকমনয়া ড়দয় 

[o mor kɔt̪oy kiniya d̪ɛy] 

Oh I.GEN many buy give.PRS 

Oh they buy so many  

8 নািায় ঘতড় চশমা 

[nagay gʰɔɽi cɔʃoma] 

Get.PRS wrist-watch spectacle 

‘Wear wrist watch sunglasses’ 

9 বালন্দ আলরা ঢালুয়া বখাপা   

[band̪e aro ɖʰaluya kʰopa] 

Tie up and big bun 

‘and they tie up big bun’ 

10 বজাড়ায় বজাড়ায় ঘুমরয়া বযারায়  

[Ɉoɽay Ɉoɽay gʰuriya bæray] 

Pair pair roam around 

‘they roam around in pairs’ 

11 িলনর আনলন্দ ড়র  

[mɔn-er anond̪e re] 

Mind-GEN glad EMPH 

‘very happy mentally’ 

12 সিায় বউলয়াক মসলনিা দযাখায় 

[ʃogay bɔuyok ʃinema d̪ɛkhay] 
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Everybody wife-DAT cinema see.PRS 

‘everybody takes his wife to watch movie’ 

13 ড়িাক না দযাখান কযালন । 

[mok na d̪ɛkʰan kɛne] 

I.DAT not see.PRS why 

‘why don’t you take me to cinema’ 

14 হািার টামরর সিালর বউ ঠাকুর ড়দমখর র্ায়  

[hamar ʈari-r ʃɔgare bɔu ʈʰakur d̪ɛkʰir Ɉay] 

Our neighbour-GEN all-INS wife god see-GEN 

go.PRS 

‘All the wives from our neighbourhood go to see 

Gods’ 

15 বসালনা পাউডার আলিা কুমকুম   

[ʃono pauɖar alt̪a kumkum] 

 ‘Lotion Powder liquid lipstick’  

16 কতই মকমনয়া ড়দয়  

[kɔt̪oy kiniya d̪ɛy] 

Many buy give.PRS 

‘Buy and give so many things’ 

17 মকমন ড়দয় কুবাল  তফিা   

[kini d̪ɛy kubal pʰit̪a] 

Buy give big fibre 

‘buy and give kind of big fibre’ 

18 কতয় ড়দমখ পমরি ড়ঝাপা    

[kɔt̪oy dɛkʰi pɔril Ɉʰopa] 

So many see fall-PST bunch 

‘having seen this people throng’ 

19 বাসনা করা তযলির ড়বাতি  

[baʃna kɔra t̪ɛler botol] 

Scent do oil-GEN bottle 

‘scented bottle of oil’ 
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20 ডিডা সরায় না ড়র  

[ɖɔgɖa ʃoray na re] 

Stick move not EMPH 

‘the scent remains’ 

21 সিায় বউলয়াক মসলনিা দযাখায় 

[ʃogay bɔuyok ʃinema d̪ɛkʰay] 

Everybody wife-DAT cinema see.PRS 

‘everybody takes his wife to watch movie’ 

22 ড়িাক না দযাখান কযালন । 

[mok na d̪ɛkʰan kɛne] 

I.DAT not see.PRS why 

‘why don’t you take me to cinema’ 

23 ভাত রান্দা আর ড়িাবর ড়ফিা 

[bʰat̪ and̪a ar gobor pʰæla] 

Rice cook and cow-dung throw.PRS 

‘to cook rice and to fetch cow-dung’ 

24 মবচন ড়তািা আর ড়কািা মনিা  

[bicon t̪ola ar koʃʈa nila] 

Paddy-sapling lift jute clean 

‘lift paddy-sapling and clean weed from jute-field’ 

25 তদলন রাইলি িরাটানা কািাই 

[d̪ine rait̪e mɔraʈana kamai] 

Day-INS  night-INS dead-pull work 

‘all the dayand night very hard work, toiling’ 

26 ফুরায় না ড়র   

[pʰuray na re] 

End-PRS not EMPH 

‘(It) doesnot end’ 

27 সিায় বউলয়াক মসলনিা দযাখায় 

[ʃɔgay bɔuyok ʃinema d̪ɛkʰay] 

Everybody wife-DAT cinema see.PRS 
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‘everybody takes his wife to watch movie’ 

28 ড়িাক না দযাখান কযালন । 

[mok na d̪ɛkʰan kɛne] 

I.DAT not see.PRS why 

‘why don’t you take me to cinema’ 

29 বলখাপড়া নাই মশ্খোং িুই  

[nɛkʰapɔɽa nai ʃikoŋ mui] 

Write read not learn-PRS.1 I 

‘I do not know how to read and write’ 

30 মদবার নাই ড়িার ডোং   

[d̪ibar nai mor ɖɔŋ] 

Give.GEN not mine Dong 

‘I cannot give Dong’ 

31 ড়সই বালদ তুই আকা ড়ফিা  

[ʃei bad̪e t̪ui aka pʰɛla] 

That for you oven throw 

‘That is why you don’t give me importance’ 

32 ড়তািরায় কমরলছন ড়িাক।   

[t̪omray kɔricʰen mok] 

You.EMPH do.PRF I.DAT 

‘You made me’ 

33 ড়দমখয়াও ড়তািরা ড়দলখন না   

[d̪ɛkʰiyao t̪omra d̪ɛkʰen na] 

See you see.HON not 

‘Having looked at even you do not see’ 

34 ড়িার িনটা মক চায় না ।  

[mor mɔnt̪a ki cay na] 

My mind-CLF what want not 

My mind does not it want? 

35 হাাঁ য় মবমি ড়িার  পাল বপাড়া  
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[hay bid̪ʰi mor kɔpal poɽa] 

Oh fate mine forehead burn 

‘Oh God, my fate is unlucky’  

36 কালকায় ড়দা োং না ড়র 

[kakaoy d̪oʃoŋ na] 

Someone fault-PRS.1 

‘Even I don’t blame anyone’ 

 

(iii) [hay mui ʃɔkin d̪ekiya]হায় মুই সত ন বদতখয়া  

1 হায় িুই সমকন ড়দমখয়া বমসনুোং ড়র কাইন  

[hai mui ʃɔkin d̪ɛkʰiya bɔʃinuŋ re kain] 

Oh I second-wife seen sit-PST.1 EMPH marriage 

‘Even after seeing the second wife I prepared for second marraige’ 

2 তদলন রাইলি না পলর   

[d̪ine rait̪e na pɔre] 

Day-INS night-INS not fall 

‘Even after day and night (it) doesn not fall’ 

3 ড়িার ড়সানা হালতর িাইন। ২  

[mor ʃona hat̪-er gain] 

Mine gold hand-GEN wood-stick 

‘Wood-stick of golden hand’ 

4 মদলন রাইলত বযারাোং বারা বামন  

[d̪ine rait̪e bɛraŋ bara bani] 

Day night roam husk rice grind 

‘All the day and night I grind husk rice’ 

5 পাতা পইরলি পলর চউলখর পামন  

[pat̪a pɔirle pɔre cɔukʰer pani] 

Leaf fall-GEN-PST-EMPH later eye-GEN water 

‘Whenever eyelashes fall, the tears come’  

6 সকালি উঠিয়া ড়র ড়ফিাোং ডাোং ড়য়র ঘটঘটি  
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[ʃɔkale uʈʰiya re pʰɛlaŋ ɖaŋyer gʰɔʈgʰɔʈi] 

Moring-INS getting up EMPH throw-PRS buffalo-GEN dung 

‘Getting up in the moring I have to fetch buffalo dung’ 

7 হামস িুলখ কয় ড়িাক ড়দ খাবার আমন । ২ 

[haʃi mukʰe kɔy mok d̪e kʰabar ani] 

Smile face say.PRS I.DAT eat bring 

‘(He) smiling says bring food for me’ 

8 একমদন িরা র্মদ কািাই কলর  

[ɛkd̪in mɔra Ɉɔd̪i kamai kɔre] 

One-day dead if work do.PRS 

‘If (he) works for one day’ 

9 মতন মদন িরাটা বমসয়া থালক  

[t̪in d̪in mɔraʈa bɔʃiya t̪ʰake] 

Three days dead-CLF sit stay 

‘three days (he) would take rest’ 

10 পরলনর কাপ  ড়িার ড়িইলছ ফাম য়া  

[pɔron-er kapɔɽ mor geicʰe pʰaɽiya] 

Wear-GEN clother mine go-PRF tear 

‘My clothings are all torned up’ 

11 ড়ছাট্ট দযওরায় ড়দয় ড়িাক কাপ  মকমনয়া । ২  

[cʰoʈʈo d̪ɛoray mok d̪ɛy kapoɽ kiniya] 

Younger brother I.DAT give cloth buy 

‘Younger brother buys clothes for me’  

12 ড়িাসা হওয়া ভাতারটা ড়িার িমরয়াও না র্ায়   

[goʃa hɔoya bʰat̪arʈa mor mɔriyao na Ɉay] 

Angry be husband-CLF mine die not go-PRS 

‘My angry husband even does not die’ 

13 তবুমশ্ন িলনর ড়িার জ্বািা ফুরায় । ২   

[t̪ɔbuʃin mɔn-er mor Ɉala pʰuray] 

Even after that mind-GEN mine burn end-PRS 

‘Even after that my agony of mind will not end’ 
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14 এই বার নাইলয়ার ড়িইলি ড়র িুই  

[ei bar naiyor gɛile re mui] 

This time go home go.PST EMPH I 

‘I go home this time’ 

15 না আমসি ঘুমরয়া  

[na aʃim gʰuriya] 

Not come-FUT back 

‘wont come back’ 

16 মবদায় দযোং ড়র চযাোং া িাথা তুমিয়া । ২  

[bid̪ay d̪ɛŋre cɛŋɽa mat̪ʰa t̪uliya] 

Leave give-PRS.1 boy head lift 

‘I would proudly bid you good-bye ‘boy’’ 

 

(iv) [bɛceya na kʰaiʃ d̪ɔyal d̪ad̪a] বযালচয়া না খাইস দয়াল দাদা  

1 বযালচয়া না খাইস দয়াি দাদা অতচন দযাশ্লত  

[bɛceya na kʰaiʃ d̪ɔyal d̪ad̪a ɔcin d̪ɛʃote] 

Sell not eat kind elder brother unknown coutry-LOC 

‘Please do not get me married in an unknown country, my dear elder 

brother’ 

2 ব্রহম্মপুলত্তর িুিু বািা ড়দমখয়া ভয় নালি  

[bɔrompurter-er d̪ʰud̪ʰu bala d̪ɛkʰiya bʰɔy nage 

Brahmaputra-GEN empty sand seen fear get 

‘Having seen the empty sand of river Brahmaputa I am scared’ 

3 কাচার ভাঙ্গলনর কথা শুমন  

[kacar bʰaŋgoner kɔt̪ʰa ʃuni] 

Bank break-GEN words hear 

Having heard the news of breaking of bank 

4 ড়িার  িনটায়  না চলি  

[mor mɔnʈay na cɔle] 

Mine mind-CLF-EMPH not move 

‘My mind does not want to continue’ 
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5 এই চযাোং াটা ড়তার বালদ মবয়ার ঘটক ড়দ  

[ei cɛŋɽa-ʈa t̪or bad̪e biyar gʰoʈok d̪e] 

This boy-CLF your for marriage matcht-maker give 

‘This boy has send a matchmatker for your marriage’ 

6 দামবর কথা শুমনলি িাই ড়িার িমরবার িনায়   

[d̪abir kɔtʰa ʃunile mai mor mɔribar mɔnay] 

Demand-GEN words heard mother mine die want 

‘Hearing about demand I want to die my dear sister’ 

7 অিগুলা মদলি িাই 

[ɔt̪ogula d̪ile mai] 

This-PL give sister 

‘If I give this much’ 

8 ড়িার সোংসার চমিবার নয় । 

[mor ʃɔŋʃar cɔlibar nɔy] 

Mine family move-GEN not 

‘my family wont run’ 

9 ড়ছাট্ট হালত ব  হইচোং দমক্ষন পারলত  

[cʰoʈʈo hat̪e bɔɽo hɔicoŋ dɔkkʰin parot̪e] 

Small from big be.PST.1 south side-LOC 

‘I have grown up from small to big at south side’ 

10 ড়কিন কমর  থামকি দাদা  অই না মবলদলশ্  

[kɛmon kɔri t̪ʰakim d̪ad̪a ɔi na bɔid̪ɛʃe] 

How do sat-FUT.1 elder-brother that not foreign 

How would I sat at that foreign land? 

11 না কামন্দস না কামন্দস িাই  

[na kand̪iʃ na kand̪iʃ mai] 

Not cry-FUT.2 not cry-FUT.2 sister 

‘Don’t cry don’t cry sister’ 

12 অই সোংসালরর নীমত   

[ɔi ʃɔŋʃar-er nit̪i] 
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This family rule 

‘this is the rule of the land’ 

13 নারী হইলি র্াওয়া খায় পরার বাতড়ড়ত 

[nari hɔile Ɉaoya kʰay pɔrar baɽit̪e] 

Woman be   go.PRS eat other-GEN house-LOC 

‘Being a woman (one) has to go other’s (husband) house’  

14 ভর রু্বতী হইচোং দাদা   

[bʰɔr Ɉubot̪i hɔicoŋ d̪ad̪a] 

Full youth be.PRF elder-brother 

‘I am full grown (attained marraigable age) elder-brother’ 

15 আর না র্ায় থাকা 

[ar na Ɉay t̪ʰaka 

And not go.PRS stay 

‘And I cannot stay longer’ 

16 বাম র বিলিাত বদতখ শুতন  

[baɽir bɔgol-ot̪ d̪ɛkʰi ʃuni] 

House-GEN  nearby-LOC seeing hearing 

Looking someone nearby house 

17 ড়িাক ড়দও ড়র  মবয়া।  

[mok d̪ɛo re biya] 

I.DAT give-PRS EMPH marriage  

‘give me marriage’ 

18 দুলরর সািাইর আদর িাই থালক তচরতদন  

[d̪ur-er ʃagai-r ad̪or mai t̪ʰake cirod̪in] 

Far away-GEN relative-GEN care sister stay forever 

‘The relatives from faraway land get care and respect forever’ 

19 বাম র বিলিাত সািাই কইরলি  

[baɽir bɔgolot̪ʃagai kɔirle] 

House-GEN nearby relative 

‘the relatives of nearby house’ 

20 না থালক সম্মান ।   
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[na t̪ʰake ʃɔnman] 

Not stay respect 

‘there is no respect’ 

 

(v) [cʰaɽiya aiʃoŋʃoyamir baɽi] ছাতড়য়া আইলসােং বসায়াতমর বাতড়  

1 ছাম য়া আইলসাোং বসায়াতমর বাতড়  

[cʰaɽiya aicoŋ ʃoyamir baɽi] 

Left come.PRF husband-GEN house 

‘Having left husband’s house’ 

2 র্াবার চাোং িুই বালপর বাতড়ি ড়র । ২   

[Ɉabar caŋ mui bap-er baɽi-t̪ re] 

Go-GEN want.PRS.1 I father-GEN house-LOC DM 

‘I would like to go to my ancestral home’ 

3 বমসয়া আচোং  িুই তশতিমারীর ঘালট  

[bɔʃiya acong mui ʃiŋgimari-r gʰaʈe] 

Sit be.PRF I Shingimari-GNE ghat 

‘(I) have been sitting at the ghat of (river) Shingimari’ 

4 নাইয়া ড়র  এতলবিা হইি  

[naiya re ɛt̪obɛla hɔil] 

Boatman DM this time be.PST 

‘Its too late, boatman’ 

5 কযালন ড়নৌকা নাই  ড়তার ঘালট  

[kɛne nɔuka nai t̪or gʰaʈe] 

Why boat not your ghat-INS 

‘Why your boat is not placed at the ghat?’ 

6 নাইয়া ড়র  

[naiya re] 

Boatman DM 

‘Oh boatman!’ 

7 সুখচড়ি ড়িার বালপর বাম   
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[ʃukʰcɔr-ot̪ mor bape-r baɽi] 

Sukhchar-LOC mine father-GEN house 

‘My ancestral home is at Sukhchar’ 

8 মবয়াও মদলচ ড়িাক ঘটক িমর ড়র । ২   

[biyao d̪ice mok gʰɔʈok d̪ʰɔri re] 

Marriage give I.DAT matchmaker hold DM 

‘The matchmaker arranged for my marriage’ 

9 বযালচয়া খাইলচ ড়িাক দারুন বলরর হালত   

[bæceya kʰaice mok d̪arun bɔrer hat̪e] 

Sell eat.PRF I.DAT good bride-groom-GEN hand-INS 

‘My marriage with a good bride-groom!’ 

10 নাইয়া ড়র   

[naiya re] 

Boatman DM 

‘Oh boatman!’ 

11 সমতলনর কথা শুমন 

[ʃɔt̪iner kɔt̪ʰa ʃuni] 

Secondwife of husband-GEN words hear 

‘Having heard the words of husband’s another wife 

(concubine)’ 

12 সদায় ইনায় ড়িাক িলর । ২ 

[ʃɔd̪ay inay mok dʰɔre] 

Always he i.DAT hold 

‘He always abuses me’ 

13 নাইয়া ড়র  

[naiya re] 

Boatman DM 

Oh boatman!  

14 িুই নারীটা  পাল বপাড়া 

[mui naɽi-ʈa kɔpal poɽa] 

I woman-CLF forehead burn 
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‘I got a bad destiny’ 

15 বালপা ভাই ড়িার িায়া ছা া ড়র । ২ 

[bapo bʰai mor maya cʰaɽa re] 

Father-and brother mine mercy left DM 

‘My brother and father they are without mercy’ 

16 ড়সানার ড়র্ৌবন ড়িার কমরি কযালন িাটি 

[ʃonar Ɉɔubon mor kɔr-im kɛne maʈi] 

‘Gold-GEN youth mine do-FUT why soil 

‘why shouldn’t I unsue mine golden youth?’' 

17 নাইয়া ড়র   

[naiya re] 

Boatman DM 

‘Oh boatman!’ 

18 চউলখর জলি ড়িার আঞ্চি মভমজয়া থালক 

[cɔukʰer Ɉɔle mor ancol bʰiɈiya t̪ʰake] 

Eye-GEN water-INS mine clothe wet stay 

‘My clothes get wet through my tears’ 

19 নাইয়া ড়র  

[naiya re] 

Boatman DM 

‘Oh boatman!’ 

20 নারী হয়া জন্ম মনচোং  

[naɽi hɔya Ɉɔnmo nicoŋ] 

Woman be.PRF birth take.PRF 

‘I have taken birth as woman’ 

21 িলনর িতন িানু  না পাইলিাোং । 

[mɔner mɔt̪on manuʃ na pailoŋ] 

Mind-GEN like person not get-PST-1 

‘did not get a person of (my) choice’  

22 অল্প বয়লস ছাম িুোং মবয়ার ড়সায়ামি  
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[ɔlpo bɔyoʃe cʰaɽiluŋ biyar ʃoyami] 

Little age leave-PST- 1 marriage husband 

‘(I) left my husaband at an early age’ 

23 নাইয়া ড়র  

[naiya re]  

24 পার করায়  ড়দও তচতিরা নদী ড়িালক ।। ২ 

[par kɔray d̪ɛɔ cincira nɔd̪i moke] 

Cross do give Cincira river I.DAT 

‘Take me to the other side of the river Cincira’ 
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APPENDIX-V 

 

(a) Recorded Speech  with interlinear morphemic gloss 

 

(1) [hɔnumani ʃad̪ʰon]  হনুমাতন সািন 

 

SL. No Rajbanshi data, IPA, Meaning   

1 হািরা িান  াটতচ ওয়া িাড়তছ, ভালদার িাস  

[hamra d̪ʰan kaʈci oya gaɽcʰi, bʰad̪or maʃ] 

We paddy cut.HAB paddy-sapling seed Bhador month 

‘We used to cut paddy sapling, used to seed it, it was month of Bhador’ 

2 িঙ্গা আলচালিা খুব  

[mɔŋga acolo kʰub] 

Starvation be.PST very 

‘It was the time of famine’ 

3 মর্মতলনর না িুই ওয়া িাম র ড়িছুোং  

[Ɉit̪iner na mui oya gaɽir gɛcʰuŋ] 

Jiten-GEN TAG I paddy-sapling seed-GEN go.PRF 

‘I have gone to seed paddy sapling to Jitin’s field’ 

4 ওইটা মচ া এত চাইরটা মনয়া ড়িইলচ  

[ɔiʈa ciɽa ɛt̪ cair-ʈa niya geice] 

That-CLF mixed-flattned rice this four-CLF take go.PRF 

‘That mixed falttened rice, a very little has brought’ 

5 তনদাতন তবচন ড়তািা অলট  

[nid̪ani bicon t̪ola ɔʈe] 

Old paddy-sapling lift there 

‘There we uproot the old paddy sapling’ 

6 িিন ঠাকুরদার বাম র অলট  

[gɔgon ʈʰakurd̪a-r baɽi-r ɔʈe] 

Gagan grandfather-GEN house-GEN there 

‘It is near to grandfather Gagan’s house’ 

7 ড়িাক এিা কয় মক  

[mok ɛla kɔy ki] 

I.DAT now say.PRS what 
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‘What (he) says to me now’ 

8 এিা এলকনা হনুমাতন সািন মদিোং হয়  

[ɛla ɛkena hɔnumani ʃad̪ʰon d̪iloŋ hɔy] 

Now once Hanumani invocation give-PRS be.PRS 

‘Now we can give hanumani chant (an act of chanting)’ 

9 হনুিামন সািন ড়তা ড়তািারলটও আলচ ড়িারলটও আলচ  

[hɔnumani ʃad̪ʰon t̪o t̪omarʈeɔ ace morʈeɔ ace] 

Hanumani chanting EMPH you.CLF.EMPH be.PRS I.CLF.EMPH 

be.PRS 

‘The invocation of Hanuman, you have and I have also’ 

10 তা িুই কোং বনু তুই আলিাত এলকনা ড়দলতা ড়র  

[t̪a mui kɔŋ bɔnu t̪a t̪ui agot̪ ɛkena d̪ɛt̪o re] 

EMPH I say.PRS brother-in-law you first.LOC one give.PRS EMPH 

‘Then I say brother-in-law you try it first’  

11 ড়িার মন্তরটা ভুি হয় না মক ?  

[mor mɔnt̪or-ʈa bʰul hɔy na ki] 

My invocation-CLF wrong be.PRS TAG what 

‘If my chanting is wrong’ 

12 তা ড়তারটা হইলি এিায় ড়িারটা এিায় মদি  

[t̪a t̪orʈa hɔile ɛlay morʈa ɛlay d̪im] 

EMPH your-CLF be.PST then my-CLF now give.FUT.1SG 

‘If your chanting is right then I would do mine’ 

13 কতটা একটা ড়থাপ উিায় এলকবালর উকুমরর কয়  

[kɔt̪ʈa ɛkʈa t̪ʰop umay ɛkebare ukurir kɔy] 

Big.CLF one-CLF bunch he once uproot say.PRS.3SG 

‘Its big bunch of Paddy-sapling, he asks me to uproot at once/at a stretch’ 

14 িুই ড়তা ভালবাোং মিচাোং কোং  

[mui t̪o bʰaibcoŋ micaŋ kɔŋ] 

I EMPH think-PRF false say.PRS.1.SG 

‘I think a while and lie’ 

15 িুই অইজইলন্নয কোং হনুিানী সািনটা একলট মদমচলতা  

[mui ɔiɈɔinne kɔŋ hɔnumani ʃad̪ʰon-ʈæ ɛkʈɛ dicit̪o] 

I that is why say.PRS.1SG Hanumani invocation-CLF one-CLF 

give.PRF.EMPH 

‘That’s why I say I have given chanting of Hanuman at a place’  

16 ড়িার িন্তরটা র্মদ ভুি হয় ড়র তা ড়তার ঠিক আলচ ড়তা  

[mor mɔnt̪or-ʈa Ɉɔd̪I bʰul hɔy re t̪a t̪or ʈʰik ace t̪o] 
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My chanting-CLF if wrong be.PRS EMPH then your right be.PRS EMPH 

‘If my chanting goes wrong, your chanting is right’ 

17 তা তুই আলিালত ড়দখালতা  

[t̪a t̪ui agot̪e dɛkʰat̪o] 

EMPH you before see.PRS 

‘Then why don’t you show it before’ 

18 উিায় কয়টা উকরাইি কয়টা বড় বড় ড়থাপ  

[umay kɔyʈa ukɽail kɔyʈa bɔɽ bɔɽ t̪ʰop] 

He few-CLF uproot-PST few-CLF big big bunch 

‘He has uprooted few big bunches ’ 

19 উকমরয়া এিা কয় মক  

[ukriya ɛla kɔy ki] 

Uprooted now say.PRS what 

‘Having uprooted he says’ 

20 বদওয়াতন এিা এলদাোং ড়কলিান হইি ?  

[d̪ɛoyani ɛla ɛd̪oŋ kɛmon hɔil] 

Leader now like what be.PST 

‘Now what has happened sir ’ 

21 িুই ড়তা ভামবর পায়া আলিালত ভাইবলচাোং  

[mui t̪o bʰabir paya agot̪e bʰaibcoŋ] 

I EMPH think get before think-PRF 

‘I have already thought about it’ 

22 এলদাোং ড়কিন হইি  

[ɛd̪oŋ kɛmon hɔil] 

Like how be.PST 

‘How did it happen?’ 

23 এিা উঠিরও না পায় বমসরও না পায়  

[ɛla uʈʰiro na pay bɔʃiro na pay] 

Now rise not get sit-GEN not get 

‘Now (he) is able to rise or sit down’  

24 িুই কোং বনু ড়তার িন্তর ড়তা ভুি  

[mui kɔŋ bɔnu t̪or mont̪or t̪o bʰul] 

I say.PRS.1 brother-in-law your chanting EMPH wrong 

I say, brother in law your chanting is wrong 

25 তাইলি ড়িার িন্তরও ভুি হইি হয়  

[t̪aile mor mont̪oro bʰul hɔil hɔy] 
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Then my chanting-EMPH wrong be.PRS 

‘Evenn my chanting would have been wrong’ 

26 এল  গুরুর তশক্ষা  

[ɛke gurur ʃikkʰa] 

One-INS mastar education 

‘We got education from the same mastar’ 

27 িুই এিা দি ড়নোং  

[mui ɛla d̪ɔm nɛŋ] 

I now rest take.PRS.1 

‘Now I take rest’ 

28 উিায় কিরটা ড়সাত্তায়  

[umay kɔmorʈæ ʃot̪t̪ay] 

He waiste-CLF touch 

‘He toches his waist’ 

29 বসালি বসালি বতসয়া বতসয়া ড়কানিলত মবচন ককানা তুমিি  

[ʃot̪t̪e ʃot̪t̪e bɔʃiya bɔʃiya konomɔt̪e  bicon kɔkana t̪ulil] 

Touch touch sit sit somehow paddy-sapling few uproot-PST 

‘Touching his waist while sitting he uprooted some paddy-saplings’ 

30 এই এত্তখন সিায় মনয়া ড়িইিোং বাঘমারার বদালার িইিযত  

[ɛi ɛt̪t̪o kʰɔn ʃɔmoy niya gɛi-l-oŋ bagʰ mara-r d̪ola-r mɔid̪d̪ʰ-ot̪] 

This this moment time bring go-PRF.1.PL tiger die.GEN field middle-

LOC 

It was very late (they) brought in the middle of Baghmara field 

31 এত্তখান সিায় এলক্কলর মচয়া চাইরটা খাইমচ  

[ɛt̪t̪o-kʰan ʃɔmay ɛkkere ciya cairʈa kʰaici] 

This moment time once grind rice few eat-PST 

‘This was very late (we) had very little grind rice’  

32 ওই দিলত ড়তািারও এলকনা দি হয়া ড়িলিা  

[ɔi d̪omot̪e t̪omaro ɛkena d̪ɔm hɔya gɛlo] 

Thay rest-LOC your-EMPH little rest be.PRF go-PST 

‘In that rest you could take also little rest’ 

33 তারপলর এিা অলট থামক আমস ভাত খালিা  

[t̪arpore ɛla ɔʈe t̪ʰaki aʃi bʰat̪ kʰamo] 

After now there from come rice eat-FUT-2.PL 

‘After that we will have our food’ 

34 ভাদর িামস িঙ্গা আলচালিা  

[bʰad̪or maʃi mɔŋga acolo] 
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Bhador month famine be.PST 

‘It was famine of month Bhador’ 

35 এত্তিা জলিাত িাইরলিাোং ওয়া  

[ɛt̪t̪ola Ɉɔlot̪ gairloŋ oya] 

This-PL water-LOC plant-PST sapling 

‘Planted sapling in this much water’ 

36 বাম  আমসলিাোং তলবমশ্মন আনু্দতন জি মনয়া জায়া চ ায়  

[baɽi aʃiloŋ t̪ɔbeʃini and̪uni Ɉɔl niya Ɉaya cɔɽay] 

Home came then cook water take go prepare.PRS 

‘When we came back home then the cook starts preparing food ’ 

37 ড়দইকমচস ড়বিা এমত্ত  

[d̪ɛikciʃ bɛla ɛt̪t̪i] 

See.PST sun here 

‘See, it was very late’ 

38 আর িুই বিায়াইল ঘর ড়কানাত থামক আলচাোং  

[ar mui goyail gʰɔr konat̪ t̪ʰaki acoŋ] 

And I cowshed-house corner-LOC lie be.PRF 

‘And I was lying down in the corner of the cowshed’ 

39 আর পুব িুলক ড়তা দুলবার  

[ar pub muke t̪o d̪ubor] 

And east face EMPH door 

‘The door was facing in the east direction’ 

40 আন্দন ঘর ড়কানা দতক্ষলনর ঘলরাি  

[and̪on gʰɔr kona d̪ɔkʰiner gʰɔrot̪] 

Kitchen house CLF south-GEN room-LOC 

‘The kitchen is in the south facing room’ 

41 ড়িার ড়দকা র্ায় ঝ  ঝ  কমর  

[mor d̪ɛka Ɉay Ɉʰɔk Ɉʰɔk kɔri] 

I.GEN see go.PRS clearly do 

‘I am able to see everything clearly’ 

42 িুই ড়কালনা কোং না  

[mui kono kɔŋ na] 

I something say.PRS.1 not 

‘I don’t say anything’ 

43 উিায় কওয়ার নাইিলচ নাই নাই নাই  

[umay kɔoyar naigce nai nai nai] 
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He say.GEN get.PRF not not not 

‘She is saying not not not ’ 

44 ড়ডকমসটা আমনয়া জল্লা আকাত ঢামি মদি  

[ɖɛkʃi-ʈa aniya Ɉɔlla akat̪ ɖʰali d̪il] 

Bowl-CLF bring water-PL oven empty give.PST 

‘Brought the big bowl of water and empty it in the oven’ 

45 ড়ডকমসটা বযাক্কাইল  

[ɖɛkʃi-ʈa bɛkkail] 

Big bowl-CLF take out-PST 

‘Took out the big bowl (from the oven)’ 

46 িুই ড়দমকলর নাইিলচাোং ড়বাি টুল টুল কমর  

[mui d̪ɛkire naigcoŋ bol ʈul ʈul kɔri] 

I see get-PRF DM attentively do 

‘I was looking at it very attentively’ 

47 কািিা িানু  িুই ড়কালনা কওয়ার িরচুোং না  

[kamla manuʃ mui kono kɔyar d̪ʰɔrcuŋ na] 

Labour man I something say-GEN hold-PRS not 

‘I am a labour, was not saying anything’ 

48 তারপর কয় মক আইজ দশ ছয় আনা  তরি 

[t̪arpɔr kɔy ki aiɈ d̪ɔʃ cʰɔy ana kɔrim] 

After say what today ten six penny do-FUT.1 

‘Then (he) says Today I am going to finish you’ 

49 আোং কমর কয় দশ্ ছয় আনা কমরি  

[æŋ kɔri kɔy d̪ɔʃ cʰɔy ana kɔrim] 

Like that do ten six penny do-FUT-1 

I am going to finsh you like this.. 

50 মফর জিিা আমনি, আমন আকার জিিা ড়ছমকি  

[pʰir Ɉɔl-la anil, ani aka-r Ɉɔlla cʰɛkil] 

Again water-PL bring-PST brought oven-GEN water-PL drain 

‘Again (she) brought water, then drained the water of the oven’ 

51 ড়কালনািলত ডাইল ভাজা আর ভাত আমন্দি  

[konomɔt̪e ɖail bʰaɈæ ar bʰat̪ and̪il] 

Somehow pulse fry and rice cook-PST 

‘(She) somehow cooked rice, pulses and fried item ’ 

52 িরি ভাত অমদ নালিয়া মফর ড়দইি  

[gɔrom bʰat̪ ɔd̪i nameya pʰir d̪eil] 
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Hot rice instantly down again give.PST 

‘Instantly bringingit down from the oven she started serving’ 

53 উিায় বইসলচ ডাইনপাল    

[umay bɔiʃce ɖainpake] 

He sat right side 

‘He sat on the right side’  

54 আর িুই বইসলচাোং ড়হমদ  

[ar mui bɔiʃcoŋ hɛd̪i] 

And I sat that side 

‘And I sat on that direction’ 

55 উয়ালক আলিাত ড়দওয়া খাইলব  

[uyake agot̪ d̪ɛɔya kʰaibe] 

He-DAT.EMPH before give eat.FUT 

‘He will have to serve first’ 

56 তারপলর ড়তা ড়িাক মদলব  

[t̪arpɔre t̪o mok d̪ibe] 

After-EMPH EMPH I.DAT give.FUT 

‘After that I will be served’ 

57 খাওয়ার িরমচ  

[kʰaɔyar dʰɔrci] 

Eat.GEN hold.PRS 

‘(We) are having our food’ 

58 ওই ড়িিাসটাত মফর জি নাই  

[ɔi gɛlaʃʈat̪ pʰir Ɉɔl nai] 

That glass-CLF-LOC again water not 

‘That glass of water is empty (no water)’ 

59 হাি িুইয়া িাি িুইয়া োল েুল আলকলি ড়শ্  কইরলচ  

[hat̪ d̪ʰuiya t̪at d̪ʰuiya t̪ʰal t̪ʰul akele ʃɛʃ kɔirce] 

Hand wash RED wash plate RED wash end do.PRF 

‘After dishwashing and handwashing (the water) must have finished’ 

60 আনু্দমনও ি র প র কমর ভাত আমন্দলচ  

[and̪unio d̪ʰɔkor pɔkor kɔri bʰat̪ and̪ice] 

Cook-EMPH hurriedly do rice cook-PRF 

‘The cook has made all these prepartions hurriedly’ 

61 ভাতমিিা আমনয়া নম্বা িানু  হামিয়া ড়দওয়া খায় না িরি ভাত  

[bʰat̪gila aniya nɔmba manuʃ haliya d̪ɛoya kʰay na gɔrom bʰat̪] 
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Rice-PL bring tall person bend give eat TAG hot rice 

‘When she comes to serve hot rice, very tall person she has to bend’ 

62 উিায় ড়িিাসটা তুমি িালিাত নালি ড়দয়  

[umay gɛlasʈa t̪uli galot̪ nage d̪ɛy] 

He glass-CLF lift cheek-LOC aim give.PRS 

‘He lifts the glass and almost touch her cheek’ 

63 অলল্প এলকনা এক আঙু্গি ফাক  

[ɔlpe ɛkena ɛk aŋgul pʰak] 

A little tiny one finger distance 

‘It is a very little distance, almost one finger’ 

64 আর কয় দশ্ ছয় আনা কমরি , দশ্ ছয় আনা কমরি  

[ar kɔy d̪ɔʃ cʰɔy ana kɔrim, d̪ɔʃ cʰɔy ana kɔrim] 

And say.PRS ten six penny do.FUT.1 ten six penny do.FUT.1 

And (he) says I am going to murder you today, murder you today 

65 িুই কোং এই ড়র্ খান হয়  

[mui kɔŋ ei Ɉe kʰan hɔy] 

I say.PRS this that eating be.PRS 

‘I say, I may not be able to eat’ 

66 র্মদ এিায় একটা বলস ড়দয়  

[Ɉɔd̪I ɛlay ɛkʈa bɔʃɛ d̪ɛy] 

If now one-CLF sit give 

‘If he is going to beat her up’ 

67 ড়তইলতা এিায় কামন্দলব না ড়িালক ভাত মদলব  

[t̪eit̪o ɛlay kand̪ibe na moke bʰat̪ d̪ibe] 

Then now cry-FUT not me rice give-FUT 

‘Then What she will do cry or will give me food’ 

68 আর পযালটাত ড়তা হােং হােং কমর ড়ভাি নামিলচ  

[ar pɛʈot̪ t̪o haŋ haŋ kɔri bʰog nagice] 

And stomach-LOC EMPH empty hunger get-PRF 

‘my stomach was empty, (I was damn hungry)’ 

69 বাপ বর বাপ  

[bap re bap] 

Father DM father 

‘Oh God!’ 

70 তারপলর উয়াক ড়দয় এক হাতা িরি ভাত  

[t̪arpɔre uyak d̪ɛy ɛk hat̪a gɔrom bʰat̪] 

After he.DAT give.PRS one spoon hot cooked rice 
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‘Then (She) gives him one spoon cooked rice 

71 ড়িার ফুরায় িাড়ািাতড়  

[mor pʰuray t̪aɽat̪aɽi] 

Mine finished fastly 

‘I finish it quickly’ 

72 িুই িরি ভাত মখব খাবার পাোং হযাাঁ   

[mui gɔrom bʰat̪ kʰib kʰabar paŋ hɛ]̃ 

I hot cooked rice very eat get.PRS Yes 

‘Yes, I can eat hot cooked rice a lot’ 

73 আাঁকা থামক র্মদ নালি ড়দয় না ড়তািরা একবার খাইলি খাইলি িুই মতনবার খাইি  

[ãka t̪ʰaki Ɉod̪I name dɛy na t̪omra ɛkbar kʰait̪e kʰait̪e mui t̪inbar kʰaim] 

Oven from if down give not you one-time eat eat I three time eat.FUT 

‘Even if it is too hot, just got it from the oven before you finish one I 

could finish three ’ 

74 ড়িার িরি ভাত খাওয়া অভযাস আলচ  

[mor gɔrom bʰat̪ kʰaɔya ɔbbʰaʃ ace] 

I.GEN hot rice eat habit Be.PRS 

‘I have the habit of eating hot cooked rice’ 

75 ড়িার খামি পযাটটা ভইরলি হয়  

[mor kʰali pɛʈʈa bʰɔirle hɔy] 

I.GEN only stomach-CLF full be.PRS 

‘If only my stomach gets full’ 

76 বাি তারপর অমত্ত দশ ছয় আনা কলরন না বচাইদ্দ ছয় আনা কলরন  

[bal t̪arpɔr ɔt̪t̪i d̪ɔʃ cʰɔy ana kɔren na cɔid̪d̪o cʰɔy ana kɔren] 

Slang then there ten six penny do.HON not fourteen six penny 

do.PRS.HON 

‘Then you beat here or do not beat her, it is upto you’ 

77 এই ঝখলন একনা তকামর মদয়ার আইলস  

[ei Ɉʰɔkʰone ɛkna t̪ɔkari d̪iyar aiʃe] 

This when once vegetable give come 

‘Whenever (she) comes to serve vegetables ’ 

78 হামি ড়দওয়া খায় না িরি ডাইি  

[hali dɛɔya kʰay na gɔrom ɖail] 

Bend give.PRS. eat TAG hot pulse 

‘(She) has to bend to serve, its very hot pulse’ 

79 ওই ড়িিাসটা ড়তালি তুমিয়া িালির বলিালিাত আলন  
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[ɔi gɛlaʃʈa  t̪ole t̪uliya galer bɔgolot̪ ane] 

That glass-CLF lift.PRF cheek-GEN near-LOC bring.PRS 

‘Lifting that glass, bring itnear her cheek’ 

80 দশ্ ছয় আনা কমরি  

[d̪ɔʃ cʰɔy ana kɔrim] 

Ten six penny do.FUT.1.SG 

‘I am going to beat/finish you’ 

81 ও বালপা ড়িিাসটা ড়বািায় ড়দয় নালি  

[o bapo gɛlaʃʈa bod̪ʰay d̪ɛy nage] 

Oh father-EMPH glass-CLF probably get 

‘Oh my God! The glass almost touches her cheek’ 

82 এদোং কমরয়া িুই খামি  াউলস  াউলস খাোং  

[ɛd̪oŋ kɔriya mui kʰali kauʃe kauʃe kʰaŋ] 

Like this do.PRF I empty speedily eat.PRS.1 

‘Like this,  I eat very hurriedly’ 

83 পযাটটা আলিাত ভরুক বালপা ভাি ড়নািায়  

[pɛʈ-ʈa agot̪ bʰoruk bapo bʰal nomay] 

Stomach-CLF before fill father-EMPH good not.PRS 

‘The stomach has to be full at first, you never know ’  

84 কামন্দলব না ড়িালক মদলব  

[kand̪ibe na moke d̪ibe] 

Cry-FUT not I.DAT give-FUT 

‘(She) will cry or she will serve to me’ 

85 তারপর খাইলি খাইলি এলদাোং কমরয়া ড়িারলতা পযাট ভমর ড়িলিা 

[t̪arpɔr kʰait̪e kʰait̪e ɛd̪oŋ kɔriya mort̪o pɛʈ bʰori gɛlo] 

After that eating eating like do,PRF mine-EMPH stomach full go-PST 

‘While eating like this my stomach gets full’ 

86 আর এত্ত ড়কানা এলকনা মবচন উকরামচ খায়া দায়া  

[ar ɛt̪t̪okona ɛkena bicon ukraci kʰaya d̪aya] 

And this little little paddy-sapling uproot-PST eat RED-eat 

‘After eating and the like (we) uprooted only few bunch of paddy 

saplings’ 

87 আর এিা ঢবিারচওড়া ড়িলিা িামসক কইি উয়ার শশুতরক  

[ar ɛla ɖʰɔbgarcɔoɽa gɛlo maʃik kɔil uyar ʃɔʃurik] 

And now Dhabgarcaora go-PST aunt-DAT say-PST his mother-in-law 

‘And (he) has gone to Dhabgarcaura and said it to aunt, his mother in law’ 

88 ড়দওয়ামনক বাম  র্াওয়ার না ড়দন  
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[d̪ɛoyanik baɽi Ɉaɔyar na d̪ɛn] 

Leader-DAK house go-GEN not give.PRS.HON 

‘Please not allow sir to go home’ 

89 তখন ড়তা খানটা কাউকাসাোং কমর খাইলিাোং  

[t̪ɔkʰon t̪o kʰanʈa kaukaʃaŋ kɔri kʰailoŋ] 

Then EMPH eating-CLF mess do eat-PST-1 

Then we could not eat properly our food, it was a mess‘’ 

90 িাচ বুমি র্াোং িাছ আলনাোং ড়র্য়া  

[mac buli Ɉaŋ mac anoŋ Ɉɛya] 

Fish for go-PRS.1 fish bring.PRS.1 go.PRS 

(1)  go to get fish, I bring fish 

91 িুই এিা কোং ভাত ড়র্ খান খাইলচাোং িরি ভাত  

[mui ɛla kɔŋ bʰat̪ Ɉe kʰan kʰaicoŋ gɔrom bʰat̪] 

I now say.PRS cooked rice that eat-PRF hot rice 

‘Now I say, I eat a lot that hot cooked rice’ 

92 আর চাউি আদা ড়সর আিায় ড়িার ফাও র্াইলব না  

[ar caul ad̪e ʃer ælay mor pʰao Ɉaibe na] 

And rice half kilo then mine nothing go-FUT TAG 

‘And mine half kilo rice will go invain’ 

93 আর ভাত খাইি এিায় এত দুকুনা 

[ar bʰat̪ kʰaim ɛlay ɛt̪d̪ukuna] 

And rice eat.FUT.1 now this two-CLF 

‘And I will eat this very little food’ 

94 না নালি িুই কোং ও বালহ িামস আর একমদন খাইি  

[na nage mui kɔŋ o bahe maʃi ar ɛkd̪in kʰaim] 

Not get I say.PRS oh dear aunt and one day eat-FUT.1 

‘I don’t need, I say Oh dear aunt! I will eat another day’ 

95 মাইয়া ছাওয়া ড়িার ড়তা বাাঁ চা খাইলব চাউি আদা ড়সর আমনয়া  

[maiya cʰaoya mor t̪o baca kʰaibe caul ad̪a ʃɛr aniya] 

Wife child mine EMPH save eat-FUT.1 rice half kilo bring.PRF 

‘Habing brought half kilo of rice I will have save may family’ 

96 িুই ড়তা আর আইলতাত খাইি না  

[mui t̪o ar ait̪ot̪ kʰaim na] 

I EMPH and night-LOC eat-FUT not 

‘And I wont eat at night’ 

97 আলিাত ড়তা অভাব আলচালিা খুব  
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[agot̪ t̪o ɔbʰan acolo kʰub] 

Before-LOC EMPH scarcity be.PST very 

‘It was very insufficient earlier ’ 

98 তা কোং না খাোং িামস আর একমদন খাইি  

[t̪a kɔŋ na kʰaŋ maʃi ar ɛkd̪in kʰaim] 

Then say.PRS.1 not eat.PRS.1 aunt and one day eat.FUT.1 

‘Then I say aunt, I wont eat today, I will eat another day’ 

99 িাচ এিায় খাইি এলকনা আর ভাত এিায় খাইি এত দুকুনা 

[mac ɛlay kʰaim ɛkena ar bʰat̪ ɛlay kʰaim ɛt̪ d̪ukuna]  

Fish now eat.FUT-1 one-CLF and rice now this two-CLF 

‘I will eat one fish and rice a very little’ 

100 চাউল্লা এিায় ড়িার ফাও র্াইলব  

[caulla ɛlay mor pʰao Ɉaibe] 

Rice-PL now mine unnessary go-FUT-3 

‘I will loose the rice unnesearily’ 

101 আর তালত উয়ার আি ড়দইকলচাোং ডাঙ্গার  

[ar t̪at̪e uyar ag d̪ɛikcoŋ ɖaŋgar] 

And then his anger see.PRF hit 

‘And then I had seen his anger, his hiting’ 

102 আর উয়ার বউ কয় মক জখলন িালিাত এও কলর  

[ar uyar bɔu kɔy ki Ɉɔkʰone gal-ot̪ ɛo kɔre] 

And his wife say.PRS what whenever cheek-LOC DM do.PRS 

‘And his wife says, whenever he brings (the glass) near to her cheek’ 

103 ডাইল টাইল ড়দওয়া হয়া র্ায় র্াওয়ার িুকত কইলল্ল হয় কইলল্ল হয়  

[ɖail ʈail d̪ɛɔya hɔya Ɉay Ɉaoyar mukot̪ kɔille  hɔy kɔille hɔy] 

Pulse RED pulse give be.PRF go-GEN face-LOC be.PRS do.FUT be.PRS 

‘She has finished serving pulse and etc and she is about to leave and say 

you can do it, you can do it’ 

104 ববটিছাওয়া িানমশ্র িািা মচলকান না  

[bɛʈichaɔya manʃir gala cikon na] 

Daughter child person-GEN neck narrow TAG 

The woman got a very creaky voice 

105 িুই কোং বালপা এটা মফর িলর কযা ড়র  

[mui kɔŋ bapo ɛʈæ pʰir mɔre kæ re] 

I say.PRS.1 father.EMPH this-CLF again die why DM 

‘I say Oh God, why does she want to get hit’ 

106 র্মদ উঠিয়া নালি ড়দয় ড়তইলতা হয়া র্াইলব  
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[Ɉɔd̪I uʈʰiya nage d̪ɛy t̪eit̪o hɔya Ɉaibe] 

If rise get give-PRS then.EMPH be go.FUT. 

‘If (he) gets up and start beating her then it will happen’ 

 

 

(2) [ɔnnod̪ababu] অন্নদাবাবু 

SL. 

No 

Rajbanshi data, IPA, Meaning 

1 কোংলরচ আম্বলি মবয়াও হইি ড়কালট? 

[kɔŋrec ambole biyaɔ hɔil koʈe]  

Congress regime marriage-EMPH be.PST where 

‘A marriage has taken place at the time of Congress regime’ 

2 [panikʰaoya-t̪] পাতনখাওয়াি 

Water eat-LOC 

‘at Pani khaoya’ 

3 ওই আর অযালট হইি, এই ড়র্ অন্নদা, অন্নদাবাবু 

[ɔi ar ɛʈɛ hɔil ei Ɉe ɔnnod̪a ɔnnod̪a babu]  

That and here be.PST this that Annada Annada sir 

‘That, it took place there, this Annada, Annada Sir’ 

4 এই ড়র্ অিুিযকার শশুরবাতড়র অলট 

[ei Ɉe ɔmullokar ʃɔʃur baɽir ɔʈɛ]  

This that Amulya-uncle-GEN father-in-law house-GEN there 

‘(It) is near to the father in law’s house of uncle Amulya’ 

5 হািার খড়বড়ুর শ্শুরবাম র অলট 

[hamar kʰɔɽbɔɽur ʃɔʃur baɽi-r ɔʈe]  

Our kharbaru-GEN father-in-law house-GEN there 

‘ It is near to the father-in-law’s house of Our Kharbaru ’ 

6 তা মবয়ার বাম  ড়িইলচ 

[t̪a biyar baɽi geice]  

Then marriage-GEN house go.PRF 

‘Then people have gone to the wedding place’ 

7 অমদ ড়তা পামনখাওয়ার বলা তিলা ড়কিন তিদাল চাটা 

[ɔd̪i t̪o panikʰaoyar lok-gila kɛmon gid̪al caʈa]  

There EMPH water-eat-GEN people-PL how actor lick 

‘There the people of Panikhaoya is actor loving’ 
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8 এই ড়র্ তবিহারার দি 

[ei Ɉe biʃohaɽar d̪ɔl]  

This that poison loose-GEN group 

‘That group of Bishhara actor’ 

9 অলট বদািরার দি 

[ɔʈe d̪ot̪orar d̪ɔl]   

There two strings-GEN group 

‘there group of musicians play two strings instrument (dotara)’ 

10 অইল্লা মিদািচাটা ড়িাক 

[ɔilla gid̪al caʈa lok]  

That-PL actor lick people 

‘Those acting loving people’ 

11 মিদািচাটা ড়িাক জামনস ড়তা 

[gid̪al caʈa lok Ɉaniʃt̪o]  

Actor lick people know-EMPH 

‘You must be knowing this acting loving people’ 

12 মিদামি ড়িাক খালনক ফয়চা থালক 

[gid̪ali-lok kʰanek pʰɔyca tʰake]  

Actor-people little clown stay 

‘These acting loving people are little clownish’ 

13 তা মবয়াও খাবার ড়িইলচ 

[t̪a biyaɔ kʰabar geice]  

Then marriage-EMPH eat go-PRF 

‘Then they went to attend the marriage’ 

14 তা মবয়াও খায়া অন্নদাবাবু ড়চয়ালরাত বমস ঠযোং ঝকায়  

[t̪a biyaɔ kʰaya ɔnnod̪ababu ceyarot̪ bɔʃi ʈʰɛŋ Ɉʰɔkay] 

Then marriage eating Annada sir chair-LOC sitting leg shake.PRS 

‘After reaching there in the weeding party Annada sir sitting on the chair 

shakes his legs’ 

15 আোং কমর ঠযাোং ড়বালি ঝকায় 

[ɛŋ kɔri ʈʰɛŋ bole Ɉʰɔkay]  

Like this do leg like shake.PRS 

‘He shakes legs like this’ 

16 আর পাকুতন ওই িাোংলসর তকামর ড়দয় 

[ar pakuni ɔi maŋʃer t̪ɔkari d̪ɛy]  

And cook that meat-GEN vegetable give.PRS.3 

‘And the cook distributes pieces of meat’ 
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17 আর িলন কলর ড়ঝাি আর এলকনা ড়দোং 

[ar mɔne kɔre jʰol ar ɛkena d̪ɛŋ]  

And mind do soup and little give.PRS 

‘He thinks in mind that a little soup of meat I must distribute’ 

18 খামি িাোংস দুই ঠুিা মদিুোং 

[kʰali maŋʃo d̪ui ʈʰuma d̪iluŋ]  

Only meat two pieces give.PST.1 

‘Only I have given two pieces of meat’ 

19 ড়ঝাি এলকনা মদলি ভাি দুইটা খাইি হয়  

[Ɉʰol ɛkena d̪ile bʰat̪ d̪uiʈa kʰail hɔy]  

Soup a little give rice two-CL eat-PRS be.PRS 

‘If he gives a little soup they can eat rest of the rice’ 

20 আর ড়দওয়ামন ড়র্ কইলচ বচ 

[ar d̪ɛoyani Ɉe kɔice bɔc]  

And the leader that say.PRF ok 

‘And the leader has said okay’ 

21 আলরা এিাচ কমরর পায় উিায় 

[aro ɛlac kɔrir pay umay]  

More cardemomom do.GEN get he 

‘He cannot give more’ 

22 অযায় তারপলর ঝালর পালতালত ড়দউক 

[ɛy t̪arpore Ɉʰare pat̪ot̪e d̪euk]  

DM after whose plate-EMPH-LOC give.PRS 

‘Then (he) whomsoever serves’ 

23 উিায় বচ কবার নামিলচ 

[umay bɔc kɔbar nagice]  

He ok say.GEN get.PRF 

‘He is saying okay’ 

24 আর ঠযাোং ঝকাইলচ 

[ar ʈʰɛŋ Ɉʰɔkaĩce]  

And leg shkes.PRF  

‘And he shakes his leg’ 

25 আলর কি র্মদ মজমনস আইনমচস আনু্দমনক কবু ভাই 

[are kɔm Ɉod̪i Ɉiniʃ ainciʃ and̪unik kɔbu bʰai]  

DM less if things bring-PRF cook-DAT say.FUT brother 

‘If you have brought less things then you say to the cook that brother..’ 
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26 এই মজমনস এইটা মদয়া সম্ভািণ করবু 

[ei Ɉiniʃ eiʈa d̪iya ʃombʰaʃon kɔrbu]  

This thing this-CLF give serve do-FUT 

‘This is the thing, you will have serve only this’ 

27 তুই  াল া ড়ঝাি ড়দ আর  াল া ঠুিা ড়দ তার িুই নাই  

[t̪ui kako Ɉʰol d̪e ar kako ʈʰuma d̪e t̪ar mui nai]  

You someone soup give someone piece give that I not 

‘Whether you serve somone soup or pieces of meat, I am not responsible’ 

28 তার ওকান আলরা ড়কান বদওয়াতনতিতর  

[t̪ar okan aro kon d̪ɛɔyanigiri]  

Its that-CLF and what leadership 

‘What is that leadership?’ 

29 সািাইমিিা বইসলচ চইলতারপালক আইন্নাত  

[ʃagaigila bɔiʃce cɔit̪orpake ainnat̪] 

Relative-PL sit.PRF everyside front courtyard 

‘The relatives sat everyside on the front courtyard’ 

30 উিায় এক ড়দালতালরাত বমসয়া বলিালিািত বমসয়া ঠযাোং ঝকায় আর বচ  

[umay ɛk d̪ot̪orot̪ bɔʃiya bɔgolot̪ bɔʃiya ʈʰɛŋ Ɉʰɔkay ar bɔc] 

He one corner-LOC sit near-LOC sit leg shake and okay 

‘He sits at the corner and shakes his legs and says okay’ 

31 ড়দওয়ামন বচ কমর ফযািাইলচ  

[d̪ɛoyani bɔc kɔri pʰɛlaice] 

Leader okay do throw.PRF 

‘The leader has said okay’ 

32 তারপলর এিা ড়দওয়া শ্যা  হইলচ  

[t̪arpore ɛla d̪ɛoya ʃɛʃ hɔice] 

After now give end be.PRF 

‘Then the food serving came to an end’ 

33 আর মিদািিা কয় 

[ar gid̪alla kɔy] 

And actor-PL say.PRS.3 

‘The actors say’ 

34 ইিার এমত্ত ড়বালি বচ  

[imar ɛt̪t̪ bole bɔc] 

His there EP okay 

‘At there place its okay’ 
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35 আর হািরা এিা মক কমর ড়র  

[ar hamra ɛla ki kɔri re] 

And we now what do DM 

‘And now what are we going to do?’ 

36 ড়দওয়ামনক তনমন্তান ড়দওয়া খায়  

[d̪ɛɔyanik nimont̪an d̪ɛɔya kʰay] 

Leader-DAT invitation give eat.PRS. 

‘We will have to invite this leader’ 

37 এই ড়র্ সিায় খায়া-দায়া ড়দওয়ামনক অনুলরাি  

[ei Ɉe ʃɔgay kʰaya-d̪aya d̪ɛoyanik ɔnurod̪ʰ] 

This that all eat RED eat leader-DAT request 

‘After eating and the like, all of them request to the leader’ 

38 ড়দওয়ামন, আর িাঞ্চা িািাত বালন্ধ ড়দওয়ামন অনুলরাি  

[d̪ɛoyani, ar ganca galat̪ band̪e d̪ɛoyani ɔnurod̪ʰ] 

Leader and towel neck-LOC tie leader request 

‘They tie up the towel at the neck and request earnestly to the leader’ 

39 ড়তািার ড়ঝলনা চরন িুতল পাই  

[t̪omar Ɉʰɛno cɔron d̪ʰuli pai] 

Your must leg dust get 

‘You must grace the occasion with your  grand presence’ 

40 ড়দওয়ামন ড়তা ভালব নাই িালন এইটা কইলব ড়িাক  

[d̪ɛoyani t̪o bʰabe nai mane eiʈa kɔibe mok] 

Leader EMPH think not men this-CLF say.FUT I.DAT 

‘The leader never thought that they will say this things to him’ 

41 ড়তা সবায় কয়  

[t̪o ʃɔbay kɔy] 

DM all say.PRS 

‘All of them say’ 

42 আর এলক্কবালর ভমক্ত ড়দয়  

[ar ɛkkebare bʰɔkt̪i d̪ɛy] 

And at a time kowtow give.PRS 

And all of them at once touch his feet 

43 বর আলরা মক ভতি ড়দয়, মদয়া কয়  

[bɔr aro ki bʰɔkt̪i d̪ɛy, d̪iya kɔy] 

Bride-groom and what kowtow give.PRS give.PRF say.PRS 

‘it surpasses touching feet of the bridegroom, and they say ’ 
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44 বাপ মক সম্মালনাত পরিুোং ড়র  

[bap ki ʃɔmmanot̪ pɔrluŋ re] 

Father what respect-LOC fall-PST DM 

‘Oh my God, What a respect I am getting’ 

45 ড়দওয়ামন কয় মলন মলন মক সম্মালনাত পরিুোং  

[d̪ɛoyani kɔy mɔne mɔne ki ʃɔmmanot̪ pɔrluŋ] 

Leader say.PRS mind mind respect-LOC fall.PST 

The contemplates in mind that what a respect I am getting 

46 তা ড়দওয়ামন মফর ড়িইলচ অলট  

[t̪a d̪ɛoyani pʰir gɛice ɔʈe] 

Then leader again go.PRF there 

‘Then the leader has gone there’ 

47 আর ড়দওয়ামন এই ডাইনপাল  বইলসা  

[ar d̪ɛoyani ɛi ɖainpake bɔiʃo] 

And leader this rightside sit.PRS 

‘And the leader you please sit at the rightside’ 

48 ড়তািার মসট এমদ ডাইনপালক বইলসা  

[t̪omar ʃiʈ ɛd̪i ɖainpake bɔiʃo] 

Your sit this side rightsie sit.PRS 

‘Your sit is this side, please sit at the right hand side’ 

49 ডাইনপালক বসাইলচ  

[ɖainpake bɔʃaice] 

Right-side sit.pRF 

(He) was sat at the rightside 

50 আনু্দমনটা আমসয়ায় ড়ঝলনা উয়ালক ড়দয়  

[and̪uni-ʈa aʃiyay Ɉʰɛno uyake d̪ɛy] 

Cook-CLF come then him-EMP give 

‘While coming he could serve him first’ 

51 জাবার সিয়ও ড়ঝলনা উয়ালক ড়দয়  

[Ɉabar ʃɔmoyo Ɉʰɛno uyake d̪ɛy] 

Go.GEN time.EMPH then him.EMP give.PRS 

‘While returning he could give him’ 

52 শ্যা  তনিরাতন অলট ডাইনপালক  

[ʃɛʃ nigrani ɔʈe ɖainpake] 

End remnant there rightside 

‘All the remnants at the right side’ 
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53 এিা আনু্দমনক কয়া মদলচ  

[ɛla and̪unik kɔya d̪ice] 

Now cook-DAT say.PRF give.PRF 

‘The cook has been told about this’ 

54 হয় আইসপার সিয় তুই পুরা মদবু  

[hɔy aiʃpar ʃɔmoy t̪ui pura d̪ibu] 

Be come-GEN time you full give.FUT 

‘While coming you give him full spoon’ 

55 আর র্াওয়ার সিয় মফর মদবু  

[ar Ɉaɔyar ʃɔmoy pʰir d̪ibu] 

And go..GEN time again give-FUT 

‘And while returning you would give him’ 

56 দুইবার মদলি ড়দওয়ামনর িন শ্ামন্ত  

[d̪uibar d̪ile d̪ɛoyanir mɔn ʃant̪i] 

Two time give leader-GEN mind happy 

‘After getting two times the leader is happy’ 

57 বাপ ভালিা ড়তা িাোংস ড়দয়  

[bap bʰalo t̪o maŋʃo d̪ɛy] 

Father good EMPH meat give.PRS 

‘Oh God, they distribute quite a good amount of meat’ 

58 আর মতনবার ড়দয়  

[ar t̪inbar d̪ɛy] 

And three times give.PRS 

‘And gives him thrice’ 

59 আর খাওয়ার না পায়  

[ar kʰaɔyar na pay] 

And eat.GEN not get.PRS 

‘And he is not able to eat’ 

60 চাইরবার ড়দয় 

[cairbar d̪ɛy] 

Four time give 

‘he serve him four times’ 

61 আর না না নালি  

[ar na na nage] 

And not not get 

‘And I don’t want more’ 
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62 এলতা ড়দয়  

[et̪o d̪ɛy] 

This much give 

‘Give him too much’ 

63 ড়দওয়ামন ড়কালনা অসুন্তে না হন 

[d̪ɛɔyani kono ɔʃunt̪oʃt̪o na hɔn] 

Leader some unhappy not be.PRS.HON 

‘The leader don’t be unhappy’ 

64 ড়তািার অমত্ত ড়তা বচ  

[t̪omar ɔt̪t̪  t̪o bɔc] 

Your there EMPH okay 

‘At your place its ‘okay’’  

65 হািার এমত্ত ড়বাি এিাচ, র্তপান   

[hamar ɛt̪t̪i bol ɛlac Ɉɔt̪opan] 

Our here EP cardamom as much as you want 

‘At your place it is less, but at our place as much as you want’ 

66 তারপর ড়দওয়ামন ড়তা উপর মুখ  

[t̪arpɔr d̪ɛoyani t̪o upor muk] 

After leader EMPH above face 

‘After that the leader got ashamed’ 

67 আর ড়তা পায় না  

[ar t̪o pay na] 

And EMPH get.PRS not 

‘And he isable to finish it’ 

68 আর না না না  

[ar na na na] 

And not not not 

‘And he says not’ 

69 তালতা ড়দয় এক ডামব  

[t̪at̪o d̪ɛy ɛk d̪abi] 

Even after give.PRS one bigspoon 

‘Even after that they give him one more spoon’ 

70 আর কত খায় 

[ar kɔt̪o kʰay] 

And this eat.PRS 

‘And how much will he eat?’ 
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71 তারপর এই ড়র্ ড়িিাস অলট পাচদুলবালরাি অমদ কমর িুক িুইয়া  

[t̪arpor ei Ɉe gɛlaʃ ɔʈɛ pac d̪uborot ̪ɔd̪i kɔri muk d̪ʰuiya] 

After this that glass there back door-LOC there do face wash.PRF 

After washing his face he escapes from the back exit with utter sham 

72 ওই গুয়া টুয়া তবতড় টিতড় খাওয়া নাই  

[ɔi guya ʈuya biɽi ʈiɽi kʰaɔya nai] 

That nut-beetel- RED bidi RED bidi eat.PRF not 

‘Even without taking nutbeetel’ 

73 ড়দওয়ামন অমদ এলক্কলর ফুট বাম  

[d̪ɛɔyani ɔd̪i ɛkkere pʰuʈ baɽi] 

Leader there once run home 

‘The leader runs home’ 

74 অন্নদাবাবু উয়ার নাি  

[ɔnnod̪ababu uyar nam] 

Annadababu his name 

His name is Annadabau 

75 আলিাত ইয়ার কালপা  মদমচলিা  

[agot̪ iyar kapoɽ dicilo] 

Early-LOC it cloth give.PRF 

‘He used to give clothes of the Society’ 

76 ড়সাসাইটির কালপা  মদমচলিা  

[ʃoʃaiʈir kapoɽ dicilo] 

Society-GEN cloth give-PST 

(He) gave clothes of the society 

 

(3) [kɔinar maɔ]  ইনার মাও 

 

SL. 

No 

 Rajbanshi data, IPA, Meaning   

1  িামনলকর না কইনা ড়দমখর ড়িচুোং বডার 

[manik-er na kɔina d̪eki-r geicoŋ bɔɖar] 

Manik-GEN TAG bride see go-PST border 

(I) went to see Manik’s bride in border 

2  এই ড়র্ িল্প ছাম  মদলচাোং ড়কান িল্প 
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[ei Ɉe gɔlpo cʰaɽi dicoŋ kon golpo] 

This that story leave give what story 

‘I started chitchatting, what a story!’ 

3  তা একটা বভাম্মা বটাম্মা িানু  ড়দলখাোং 

[t̪a      ɛk-ʈa bʰomma ʈomma manuʃ 

d̪ekoŋ] 

EMP one-CLF fat RED-fat man see-PRS 

‘I see a very fatty person’ 

4  িুই ভালবাোং কত র্লকা মশ্কমখলতা ড়র বালপা র্মদ মফর িল্প ভুি 

হয় 

[mui bʰaboŋ kɔt̪o Ɉoko ʃikkʰit̪o re     bapo 

Ɉɔd̪i pʰir gɔlpo bʰul hɔy] 

I think-PRS what like educated EMP 

father if agagin story mistake be 

‘I think the person must be a very educated 

one and if he commits mistake while 

narrating story’ 

5  উিায় আও কমরর নাইিলচ না 

[umay aɔ kɔrir naigce na]  

He tals do get-PRS not 

‘He is not talking’ 

6  চুপ কমর আলচ 

[cup kɔri ace] 

Silent do be 

‘(He) is maintaing silence’ 

7  আর অলনক িল্প করিুোং কমর এলকবালর ড়িার সলন্দহ বামজি 

[ar ɔnek gɔlpo kɔrluŋ kɔri      ɛke-bare mor 

ʃɔnd̪eho baɈil] 

And many story do-PST doing one-time 

I.GEN doubt ring.PST 

‘After narrating so many stories once I 

started doubting’ 

8  এই ড়িাকটা বহু িল্প করিুোং একটা ড়তা কতা কয় না 
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[ei     lok-ʈa         bɔhu gɔlpo kɔrluŋ ɛkʈa           

t̪o kɔt̪a kɔy na] 

This person-CLF many story do-PST one-

CLF EMP words say not 

That person not even uttered a single word, 

(I) have narrated so many stories 

9  র্মদ ড়িার ভুি হইলত পালর িল্প  ইরলি  ইরলি 

[Ɉɔdi mor bʰul hɔite pare gɔlpo kɔirt̪e 

kɔirt̪e] 

If I.GEN mistake from become story do  

RED do (while doing) 

‘(I) may make mistakes while narrating 

stories’ 

10  মহম ি কমর িমর ফযািাইলি হয় । 

[hiɽim kɔri d̪ʰori pʰɛlai-l-e hɔy] 

Sudden do hold fall-PST-EMPH be 

‘All of a sudden (he) can catch my 

mistakes’ 

11  িুইও আইসলচাোং মবদযাশ্ 

[mui-o aiʃcoŋ bid̪ɛʃ] 

I-EMPH come-PST foreign 

‘I have also come to the foreign land’ 

12  ড়িার মান্-সম্মান ড়কালনা থাইকলপ না । 

[mor man ʃɔmman kono t̪ʰaikpe na] 

I.GEN dignity respect nothing stay-FUT 

not 

‘My honour-dignity nothing will stay’ 

13  িুই আইলসাোং মবদযাশ্ তা িল্পটা এলকনা কি করিুোং 

[mui-o aiʃcoŋ bid̪ɛʃ t̪a gɔlpo-ʈa ɛkena kɔm 

kɔrluŋ] 

I-EMPH come-PRF foreign then story-

CLF little less do.PST 

‘I have come to a foreign land so I narrated 

less stories  ’ 

14  আর কইনার িাও বমস আলচ কুমত্ত 

[ar kɔina-r maɔ bɔʃi ace kut̪t̪i] 
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And bride-GEN mother sit be where 

And where is the mother of the bride 

sitting? 

15  ওই টিপ্ ললর অমত্ত 

[ɔi ʈipkɔl-er ɔt̪t̪i] 

That tap-GEN that 

‘Almost nearer to the Tap’  

16  আর হািরা বমস আমচ এলট 

[ar hamra bɔʃi aci ɛʈɛ] 

And we sit be. Here 

‘And we are sitting here’ 

17  তা আলে আলে আিায় আলে আলে আিায় 

[t̪a aʃt̪e aʃt̪e agay aʃt̪e aʃt̪e agay] 

Then slow slow ahead slow slow ahead 

‘Then (she) slowly comes ahead’ 

18  এমত্ত আমস তা স লকর এিুমরত আমসি 

[ɛt̪ʈi aʃi t̪a ʃɔɽok-er emurit aʃil]  

Here come then road-GEN this side come-

PST 

‘She comes this side of the road and sat 

there’ 

19  িুই কোং কইনার িাক িুই বিলিাত চাপাইি । 

[mui kɔŋ kɔinar mak mui bɔgolot̪ capaim] 

I say.PRS bride-GEN mother-DAK I near 

close.FUT 

‘I say I will bring the mother of the bride 

nearer to us’ 

20  মক িলন কইরলচন িুই ড়সই িানু  নোং 

[ki mɔne kɔircen mui ʃei manuʃ nɔŋ] 

What mind do-PRS I that person not 

What do you think, I am not that kind of 

person 

21  কইনার িাও ড়কলিান তায় ড়কলিান বিি না চালপ 

[kɔinar maɔ kɛmon t̪ay kɛmon bɔgol na 

cape]  
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Bride-GEN mother how she how near not 

come 

‘How is she, the mother of the bride does 

not come nearer?’ 

22  িুই হিুোং বলরর বাপ 

[mui hɔluŋ bɔrer bap] 

I be.PST groom-GEN father 

‘I am the father of the groom’ 

23  আর কইনার িাও বিি না চালপ 

[ar kɔina-r maɔ bɔgol na cape] 

And bride-GEN mother near not close 

And bride of the mother does not come 

close 

24  তারপলর আর কয় এইল্লা িল্প খায়া দার্া না হয় 

[t̪arpɔre ar kɔy eilla gɔlpo kʰaya d̪aya na 

hɔy] 

Then and say.PRS this-PL story eat RED 

et not be.PRS 

‘Then she says this kind of story cannot be 

heard in full stomach’ 

25  এলকবালর ভাত চাইরটা ড়বল  র্াওয়ার চায় 

[ɛkebare bʰat̪ cairʈa bɛre Ɉaɔyar cay] 

Once rice little go out go-GEN want.PRS 

‘The rice inside the stomach want to come 

out’ 

26  এিন হাইলসযর িল্প মদচুোং ছাম  

[ɛmon haiʃʃo-r gɔlpo dicoŋ cʰaɽi] 

Like humourous-GEN story give.PRF leave 

‘I have started narrating humours story’ 

27  কইনার িাও কয় 

[kɔinar maɔ kɔy] 

Bride-GEN mother say.PRS 

‘The mother of the bride says’ 
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28  এইল্লা িল্প করা খায় না খাইলত 

[eilla gɔlpo kɔra kʰay na kʰait̪e] 

This-PL story do eat not eat.PRS 

‘This kind of story one should narrate 

before eating’ 

29  ভুম  ড়বল  র্াওয়ার চায় 

[bʰuɽi bɛɽe Ɉaɔyar cay] 

Stomach come go want.PRS 

‘The stomach wants to come out’ 

30  এিন িল্প মদলচাোং ছাম  

[ɛmon gɔlpo dicoŋ cʰaɽi] 

This kind story give.PRF leave.PRF 

‘I have started narrating this kind of story’ 

31  আর শ্ািা কইস আর ড়িাটা িানু টা পলর এিা কয় 

[ar, ʃala, kɔis, ar moʈa manuʃ-ʈa pore ɛla- 

kɔy] 

And slang say.PRS and fat man-CLF later 

now say.PRF 

And then that fat person he says   

32  আলর ইিালর ছাওয়া একটা ড়তািালর অমত্ত আলচ 

[are imare cʰaɔya ɛkʈa t̪omare ɔt̪t̪i ace] 

DM his.EMPH child one-CLF your-CLF 

there have 

And one of his children is there at your side 

33  ড়কালট ড়বালি বিাদাটারীি বপাশানী মদলচ 

[koʈe bole god̪aʈarit̪ poʃani d̪ice] 
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Where EV GodaTari-LOC pet give 

‘he has kept her somewhere at Godatari ’ 

34  িুই এিা িলন িলন কোং 

[mui ɛla mɔne mɔne kɔŋ] 

I now mind mind say.PRS.1 

Now, I say in my mind 

35  বাপ তাঅলক ড়দমখ িুই ভয় খাচুোং ড়র 

[bap t̪ake d̪ɛki mui bʰɔy kʰacuŋ re] 

Father him-EMP see I fear eat-PRF DM 

‘Oh God, having seen him I was scared of’ 

36  ড়বিালকর ভা  উবায় সারা রাইলতাত আর সারা মদন মনন পালর 

[bɛlak-er bʰar ubay ʃara rait̪-ot̪ ar ʃara d̪in 

nin pare] 

Illegal export-GEN weight carry all night-

LOC and all day sleep goes 

‘He does carry goods of illegal export at 

night and all the day sleeps’ 

37  ড়বিালকর ভা  উবা িানু  ড়ড 

[bɛlaker bʰaɽ uba manuʃ ɖe] 

Illegal export weight carry person DM 

‘He is the man who does carry  goods of 

illegal export’ 

38  িুই কোং বাপ তালক ড়দমখ িুই ভয় খাচুোং 

[mui kɔn bap t̪ake d̪ɛki mui bʰɔy kʰacuŋ] 
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I say.PRS father him see I faet eat.PRF 

‘I say, oh God having seen him I was scared 

of’ 

 

 

(4) [permer miya] বেলমর তময়া 

 

SL. No Rajbanshi data, IPA, Meaning   

1 আর একটা িানু  আমস িল্প কমরি মক  

[ar ɛk-ʈa manuʃ aʃi gɔlpo kɔril ki] 

And one-CLF person come story do.PST what 

‘One person came and narrated a story’ 

2 হািার অমত্ত না, জয়বােংলাত বাম  ড়বালি  

[hamar ɔt̪t̪i na, Ɉɔybaŋla-t̪ baɽi bole] 

We there TAG win Bengal-LOC house EMPH 

‘At our place, (his) house in Bangladesh surely’ 

3 হািার অমত্ত না িালনর পালা ড়দমক একটা িানমশ্ িমর ড়িইলচ  

[hamar ɔt̪t̪i na d̪ʰan-er pala dɛki ɛkʈa manʃi mɔri geice] 

We there TAG paddy-GEN see one-CLF person die go.PST.3.SG 

‘At our place having seen a pile of paddy (rice) one person has died’  

4 িান পািা মদলচ একলট  

[d̪ʰan pala d̪ice ɛkʈe] 

Paddy pile give one-CLF 

‘Rice was piled up in a place’ 

5  িুলা ড়র্ িান পািা মদলচ  

[kɔt̪ula Ɉe dʰan pala dice] 

So much that paddy pile give 

‘There was so much pile of rice stored’ 

6 পািাটা ড়দমকয়ায় িানু  ড়বালি িমর ড়িইলচ  

[palaʈa dɛkʰiyay manuʃ bole mɔri geice] 

Pile-CLF see-PERF person EMPH die gp.PST.3.SG 

‘having seen the pile of rice one person has died’ 

7 বখালাম্বাতড়ত িমনর বাম র িান  

[kʰolam baɽit̪ d̪ʰɔnir baɽir d̪ʰan] 

Courtyward-LIC ric-GEN house-GEN paddy(rice) 
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‘(It was piled up) at the courtywarrd, the rice is of the rich’s house’ 

8 মবরাট পািা হয়ত একশ্ িন হইলত পালর দুইশ্ িন হইলত পালর 

[biraʈ pala hɔyt̪o ɛk-ʃo mɔn hɔit̪e pare d̪ui-ʃo mɔn hɔit̪e pare] 

Big pile Be one-hundred mon be can two-hundred mon be can 

‘It is a big pile of rice, it could be one hudred man or two hundred 

mon’ 

9 পািাটা ড়দমকয়ায় তা পািাটা মক রকলির হয়  

[pala-ʈa d̪ɛkiyay t̪a palaʈa ki rɔkomer hɔy] 

Pile-CLF seen then pile-CLF what kind BE 

‘Having seen the pile then what kind of pile it would look like’ 

10 িালনর পািাটা ড়দমকয়ায় িানু টা ড়বালি িমর ড়িইলচ  

[d̪ʰan-er pala-ʈa d̪ɛkiyay manuʃ-ʈa bole mori geice] 

Paddy-GEN pile-CLF seen person-CLF EMPH die go-PST 

‘Having seen the pile of rice, the person has died’ 

11 িুই এিা কোং আলর ভালি ড়তা উিায় িল্প কইরলি ড়র  

[mui ɛla kɔŋ are bʰale t̪o umay gɔlpo kɔirle re] 

I now say DM good EMP he story do-PST EMP 

‘Now I say, He has narrated a pretty fictitious interesting story’ 

12 হািরা ড়তা ড়দমখর নাই র্াই  

[hamra t̪o d̪ɛkʰiro nai Ɉai] 

We EMP see.GEN-EMPH not go.PRS 

‘We even have not gone to seee’ 

13 িালনর পািা ড়দমখ িানু  িমর ড়িইলচ  

[d̪ʰaner pala d̪ɛkʰi manuʃ mɔri geice] 

Paddy-GEN pile see person die go.PST 

‘Having seen a pile of rice a person has died’ 

14 তা িুই এিা কোং িানু টাক ড়তািার িল্প শ্যাস হইি  

[t̪a mui ɛla kɔn manuʃʈak t̪omar gɔlpo ʃɛʃ hɔil] 

Then I now say.PRS person-CLF-LOC your story end Be.PST 

‘Then I ask the person have you finished narrating story’ 

15 কয় হযাাঁ  বতয িান শ্যাশ্  

[kɔy hæ̃ bɔrt̪oman ʃɛʃ] 

Say yes present end 

‘(He) says at present I am done with my story’ 

16 উিায় র্খন িল্প কইরলি তা ড়িারও একান করা খায়  

[umay Ɉɔkʰon gɔlpo kɔirle t̪a moro ɛkan kɔra kʰay] 
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He then story do.PST then I.GEN-EMPH one-CLF do .eat 

‘He has narrated a story, then I must also narrate a story’ 

17 িলল্পর নাইন ঠিক না হইলি মফর হবার নয়  

[gɔlp-er nain ʈʰik na hɔile pʰir hɔbar nɔy] 

Story-GEN line right not Be. PST again become not 

‘There should be a right link in the story’ 

18 পরিান মদলত হইলব িলল্পর  

[pɔrman d̪it̪e hɔibe gɔlp-er] 

Evidence give be.FUT story-GEN 

‘(You) may have to provide evidence to support your story’ 

19 হািরা ওটা ড়দমখ নাই আর ড়িারটা দযালখ ড়দইি  

[hamra oʈa d̪ɛkʰi nai ar mor-ʈa d̪ɛkʰe d̪ɛim] 

We that.CLF see not and my.CLF see give-FUT.1 

‘We have not seen that but I would show mine’ 

20 তা িুই কিুোং হািার অলট না ড়পলির মিয়া  

[t̪a mui kɔluŋ hamar ɔʈe na pemer miya] 

EMPH I say.PST we there TAG Premer Miya 

‘Then I said, at our place there is a person named  Pemer miya’ 

21  াইলির বাতড়র ড়পলির মিয়াক জালনন, ড়িাচরিান  

[kait̪er baɽir pemer miyak Ɉan-en, mocorman] 

Kaiter house-GEN Pemer Miya-DAT know.HON, Mahamedan 

‘Do you know Pemer miya of Kayeter bari, He is a Mahamedan’ 

22 তা হজ কমরর র্াইলব  

[t̪a hɔɈ kɔrir Ɉaibe] 

EMP haj do-GEN go-FUT.3.SG 

‘He is about to go to visit religious place (Haj)’ 

23 তা ভাইলয়াক ঝখন আিবালরর থুয়ার র্ায়  

[t̪a bʰaiyok Ɉʰɔkʰon agbarer t̪ʰuyar Ɉay] 

EMPH brother-DAT then escort keep-GEN go.PRS.3 

‘when escorting his brother to the nearest place’ 

24 ড়তাক ড়র্িন আিবালরর থুয়ার র্ায় কুচতবহালরাত  

[t̪ok Ɉɛmon agbarer t̪ʰuyar Ɉay kucbiharot̪] 

You. DAT like escort keep go coochbehar 

‘Even they escort you till Coochbehar’ 

25 হাট তদনহাটাি ড়র্য়া থুইয়া আমস  

[haʈ d̪inhaʈa-t̪ Ɉɛya t̪ʰuiya aʃi] 

move Dinhata-LOC go keep come 
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‘Lets go and I would escort you to Dinhata’ 

26 ড়টলনাত তুমি মদয়া আমস  

[ʈenot̪ t̪uli d̪iya aʃi] 

Train-LOC lift give come 

‘To board on the train’ 

27 অইনাকান উয়ালকা আিবালর থুয়ার র্াইলব  

[ɔinakan u-yak-o agbare tʰuyar Ɉaibe] 

Like that he-DAT-EMPH escort keep go-FUT-3.SG 

‘Like that someone would escort him’ 

28 তা ব  ভাই হজ র্াইলব ড়ছাট ভাই আিবাল  থুয়ার র্াইলব মদনহাটা  

[t̪a bɔɽo bʰai hɔɈ Ɉaibe cʰoʈo bʰai agbaɽe tʰuyar Ɉaibe d̪inhaʈa] 

EMPH elder brother Haj Go.FUT youger brother escort go-FUT 

Dinhata 

‘The elder brother would go to Haj and the younger brother would 

escort him to Dinhata’ 

29 মদনহাটাত িাম ত তুমি মদয়া আইসলিা এিায় বাম   

[d̪inhaʈat̪ gaɽit̪ t̪uli d̪iya aiʃmo ɛlay baɽi] 

Dinhata-DAT vehicle-LOC lift come-FUT now house 

‘After he board at the vehicle at Dinhata we would come back home’ 

30 ভাই ঝখন র্াইলব  

[bʰai Ɉʰɔkʰon Ɉaibe] 

Brother then go-FUT.3.SG 

‘Its brother who is leaveing’ 

31 তা অলট ড়র্য়া ভাইও এিায় কয় দাদা িুইও ড়িিুোং হয়  

[t̪a ɔʈe Ɉɛya bʰaio ɛlay kɔy d̪ad̪a muio gɛluŋ hɔy] 

Then there go brother-EMPH say.PRS elder-brother I.EMPH go.PRF 

be.PRS 

‘Having reached the younger brother says to elder brother that even I 

would like to to there’ 

32 আলর র্মদ র্াইলস তা বাম ত কও  

[are Ɉɔd̪i Ɉaiʃe t̪a baɽit̪ kɔ] 

DM if  go.PRF.EMPH then house-LOC say.PRS 

‘If you want to want you should have said at home’ 

33 ড়তার ও টাকাটা িুই ড়নোং  

[t̪or o ʈakaʈa mui nɛŋ] 

Your-EMPH money-CLF I take.PRS 
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‘I would have taken some money for you too’ 

34 ড়িালর ড়জাকায় ড়তা িুই টাকা আইনলচাোং  

[more Ɉokay t̪o mui ʈaka aincoŋ] 

Mine-EMPH like EMPH I money bring.PRF 

‘I have brought money for my expense’ 

35 টাকাটা ড়তা ড়তার টা হয় না  

[ʈakaʈa to t̪or ʈa hɔy na] 

Money-CLF EMPH your-CLF be.PRS not 

‘From this money your expense cannot be carried out ’ 

36 আর র্মদ র্াইলস চামব মদলচ ড়ছাট আিিামরটার  

[ar Ɉɔd̪i Ɉaiʃe cabi d̪ice cʰoʈo almariʈar ] 

And if go.PRF key give.PRF small almariah-CLF-GEN 

‘And if you would like to go, (he) has given the key of the small 

almirah’ 

37 ব টার ড়দয় নাই ড়ছাটটার মদলচ  

[bɔɽoʈar d̪ɛy nai cʰoʈoʈar d̪ice] 

Big-CLF-GEN give.PRS not small-CLF-GEN give.PRS 

‘(He) has given the key of the small almirah not the big one’ 

38 র্ায়া একটা ঢযালপার িমর আয় র্ায়া  

[Ɉaya ɛkʈa ɖʰɛpor dʰɔri ay Ɉaya] 

Gone one-CLF packet bring come gone 

‘Having reached home get a packet of money and come’ 

39 তারপলর উিায় আইসলচ বাম ত  

[t̪arpore umay aiʃce baɽit̪] 

Then he come-PRF house-LOC 

‘Then he has come back home’ 

40 উিায় আলচ অলট ড়বাি  

[umay ace ɔʈe bol] 

He be.PRS there EV 

‘He stays there’ 

41 বাম ত আমসয়া ড়ছাট আিিামরটা খুইিলচ  

[baɽit̪ aʃiya cʰoʈo almari-kʰan kʰuilce] 

House-LOC come small almirah-CLF open-PRF 

‘Having reached home he has opened the small almirah’ 

42 খুমিয়া খামি দুবরখান িযািাইলচ  

[kʰuliay kʰali d̪uborkʰan mɛlaice] 

Opened only door-CLF open-PRF 
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‘Only he has opened the door of the almirah’ 

43 িযালিয় অমদ পমর শ্যাস  

[mɛleya ɔd̪i pɔri ʃɛʃ] 

open.PER there fall end 

‘having opened it he died instantly’ 

44 টাকা খামি দযালখ ঠিসা ঠিসা  

[ʈaka kʰali d̪ɛkʰe ʈʰiʃa ʈʰiʃa] 

Money only see.PRF full full 

‘(The almirah) was only filled with money and only money’ 

45 ড়পলির মিয়ার নাকান টাকা  াইলির বাতড়ত কালরালঠ নাই  

[pemer miyar nakan ʈaka kait̪er baɽit̪ karoʈʰe nai] 

Pemer Miya-GEN like money kaiter bari-LOC someone-there not 

‘The money pemer miya has, not even a single person in kaiterbari has 

it like him’ 

46 অদন টাকা উিায় জীবলন দযালখ নাই ড়বািায়  

[ɔd̪on ʈaka umay Ɉibone d̪ɛkʰe nai bod̪ʰay] 

Like that money he life-INS see.PRS not probably 

‘He probably has not seen that kind of money in his life’ 

47 ওলট এিা সোংবাদ ড়িইি  

[oʈe ɛla ʃɔŋbad̪ geil] 

There now news go-PST 

‘The news reached there’ 

48 সোংবাদ পাইি উিায়  

[ʃɔŋbad̪ pail umay] 

News get.PST he 

‘He got the news’ 

49 নাই ড়তািার বামহ িমর ড়িইলচ  

[nai t̪omar bʰai mɔri geice] 

TAG your brother die go.PRF 

‘Your brother has died’ 

50 আর মকলর খামি ড়ছালটাটার চামব মদিুোং তালত চনু্দরা খািু ড়র  

[ar kire kʰali cʰoʈo-ʈar cabi d̪iluŋ t̪at̪e cɔnd̪ura kʰalu re] 

DM what only small-CLF-GEN key give.PRF there surprise eat.PST 

DM 

‘I have only given the key of the small almirah, not the big one even 

after that you were surprised’   
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51 ব টার চামব ড়দোং এ নাই ড়র  

[bɔɽoʈar cabi d̪ɛŋ e nai re] 

Big-CLF-GEN key give not DM 

‘Even I have not given the key of big one’ 

52 দুইটা চাইরটা বু া িানু  অলট আলচ  

[d̪uiʈa cair-ʈa buɽa manuʃ ɔʈɛ ace] 

Twi-CLF four-CLF old person there be.PRS 

‘Some old persons were sitting there’ 

53 িুই কোং বু া দা ড়িার কথাটা সইতয না মিত্তা কন  

[mui kɔŋ buɽa d̪a mor kɔt̪ʰaʈa ʃɔit̪t̪o na mit̪t̪ kɔn] 

I say.PRS old brother i.GEN words-CLF right not false say.PRS 

‘I say and address them old brother (granny) tell me whether my words 

are right or wrong’ 

54 কয় ড়তািার কথাটা সইতয 

[kɔy t̪omar kɔt̪ʰaʈa ʃɔit̪t̪o]  

Say your story-CLF right 

‘(They) say your story is right’ 

55 আমি িল্প কমরব পরিান মদব  

[ami gɔlpo kɔribo pɔrman d̪ibo] 

I story do.FUT evidence give.FUT 

‘I narrate a story I will provide evidence’ 

 

 

 

(5) [pɔrer beʈi ʈɔnʈɔna] পলরর ববটি টনটনা 

 

SL. No Rajbanshi data, IPA, Meaning   

1 তা ড়সমদন একটা িল্প করিুোং না িুই  

[t̪a  ʃe-d̪in̪ ɛkʈa gɔlpo kɔrluŋ na mui] 

EMPThat day one-CLF story do-PST TAG I  

“I have narrated a story that day’ 

2 কার ড়বালি ওই ড়র্ বউ শ্বশুর শশুতর  বালপা না কয় িাও না কয় 

[kar bole ɔi Ɉe bɔu ʃɔʃur ʃɔʃurik bapo na kɔy maɔ na kɔ] 
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Someone-GEN EMPH that that daughter-in-law father-in-law mother-in-

law-DAT father not say.PRS mother not say 

‘Someones daughter-in-law does not even address her father-in-law nad 

mother-in-law’  

3 তা ড়বটা এিা কয় বাপ ড়র  

[t̪a bɛʈa ɛlay kɔy bap re] 

Then son now say.PRS INT EMP 

‘Then (his) son says what!’ 

4 ড়িার মাও বালপাক ইিায় বাপ মাও না কয়  

[mor maɔ bapok imay bap maɔ na kɔy] 

My mother father-DAT she father mother not say.PRS 

She does not even address my father and mother as father and mother 

5 তা উয়ারও বাপ িাও আইলস না 

[t̪a uyaro bap maɔ aiʃe na] 

Then her-EMP father mother come.PRS TAG 

‘Later her father and mother come’ 

6 উিায়ও আও বাও মকচু্ছ না কয়  

[umayo aɔbaɔ kiccu na kɔy] 

He-EMP words (RED)words something not say.PRS 

‘He even does not utter a single words to them’ 

7 খাবারও না কয় ওই চুপ কমর বমস থালক  

[kʰabaro na kɔy ɔi cup kɔri bɔʃi t̪ʰake] 

Eat-EMP not say that silent do sit stay.PRS 

‘He even does not say to eat only sit silently’ 

8 তা অলনকমদন থামকয়া জামাইর বাতড় র্াই  

[t̪a ɔnek-d̪in t̪ʰakiya Ɉamair baɽi Ɉai] 
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Then many day stay. Son-in-law-GEN house go.PRS 

‘(We) go to son-in-law’s house so many times’  

9 মক জািাই বালহ আও না কয় খাবারও না কয়  

[ki Ɉamai bahe aɔ na kɔy kʰabarɔ na kɔy] 

What son-in-law bahe words not say eat.EMPH not say.PRS 

‘What a son-in-law! Does not even talk to us or does not tell us to eat’  

10 উয়ার বাপ কয় িাও কয় মবয়াই আইলসা খাই  

[uyar bap kɔy maɔ kɔy biyai aiʃo kʰai]  

His father say.PRS mother.PRS biyai come eat.PRS 

‘His father and mother call and say ‘biyai’ come and eat’ 

11 উিায় ড়কালনা না কয়  

[umay kono na kɔy] 

He something not say.3.PRS 

‘He does not even say anything’ 

12 বালপা না কয় িাও না কয়  

[bapo na kɔy maɔ na kɔy] 

Father not say.PRS mother not say.PRS 

‘(She) neither address as father or as mother’ 

13 তা এিা ড়িইলচ  

[t̪a ɛla geice] 

Then now go.PRF 

‘Now, it has gone’ 

14 ড়বালি জািাই ড়তািার সলব আমি ভাি ড়দমক  

[bole jamai t̪omar ʃɔbe ami bʰal d̪eki] 

EP sone-in-law your all I good see 

‘I find everything good about you son in all but’ 

15 [t̪a t̪omar bɛbohar kɛmon enakan] 

DM your behavior how like-CLF 

‘but how is your behavior’ 

16 তা মক ? 

[t̪a ki]  ? 
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Then what 

‘What are you talking about’ 

17 ড়তািার বাম  ড়তা িযািা ড়িইলিাোং  

[t̪omar baɽi t̪o mɛla geiloŋ] 

Your house EMPH many go-PST 

‘(We) have gone to your house so many times’ 

18 ডা  হাাঁ   ড়তািার ড়তা ড়দমক নাই  

[ɖak hak t̪omar t̪o dɛki na] 

Call your EMPH sse not 

‘you don’t address and call us’ 

19 আমি ডাকাও কযাোং কমর  

[ami ɖakao kɛŋ kɔri] 

I call how do 

‘How could I call/address you?’ 

20 ড়তািার ড়বটি আিার বালপাক িাও কমর না ড়ডকায়  

[t̪omar bɛti amar bapok bap maɔ kɔri na ɖɛkay] 

Your daughter my father-DAT father mother do not call.PRS 

‘Your daughter does not address my father and mother’ 

21 আিার ড়চযলটর ঠযাকা খাইলচ ড়তািাক ডাকালবা আমি  

[amar cɛʈer ʈʰɛka kʰaice ʈomak ɖakabo ami] 

My slang-GEN shortage eat.PRF you-DAT call-FUT I 

‘I am not in great danger that I will have to call you’ 

22 হযাাঁ  তারপলর চনু্দরা খাইলচ, চনু্দরা খাইলচ  

[ha t̪arpɔre cɔnd̪ura kʰaice. cɔndura kʰaice] 

Yes after surprise eat-PRF surprise eat.PRF 

‘After that (he) was very astonished, really astonished!’ 

23 ড়তািার ড়বটি হািার বাপ িাক না ডযাকায় বাপ মাও কমর  

[t̪omar bɛʈi hamar bap mak na ɖɛkay bap maɔ kɔri] 

Your daughter my father mother-DAT not call-PRS father-mother do.PRS 

‘Your daughter does address my parents as father and mother’  
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24 আর আমি ড়তািাক ডযাকালবা বাপ িাও কমর  

[ar ami tomak ɖɛkabo bap maɔ kɔri] 

And I you.DAT call-FUT father mother do 

‘And why would I call you as father-mother?’ 

25 আিার ড়চযলটর ঠযাকা খাইলচ  

[amar cɛʈer ʈʰɛka kʰaice] 

I slang-GENT shortage eat.PRF 

‘I am not in great danger’ 

26 কথার উত্তর মদয়ার পায় নাই  

[kɔtʰar ut̪t̪or diyar pay nai] 

Words-GEN answer give-GEN get not 

‘(He) cannot provide answer to the question’ 

27 উত্তর মদয়ার পায় নাই কথার  

[ut̪t̪or d̪iyar pay nai kɔtʰar] 

Answer give-GEN get not words 

‘Could not provide answer to that words’ 

28 শ্যা  পর্যন্ত ড়বটিক এলক্কবালর শ্াসন  

[ʃɛʃ pɔrjɔnt̪ɔ bɛʈik ɛkebare ʃaʃon] 

End till daughter-DAT once threat 

‘At last (he) threatens his daughter’ 

29 মক এই কথা আমি শুনিাি জািাইলয়র িুলখ  

[ki ei kɔtʰa ami ʃunlam Ɉamaiyer mukʰe] 

What this words I hear.PST son-in-law mouth-INS 

‘What did I hear from son-in-laws’ 

30 ড়বটি টনটনা ড়বটি টনটনা  

[beʈi ʈɔnʈona beʈi ʈɔnʈɔna] 

Daughter right daughter right 

‘the daughter is right/fine’ 

31 পলর উিায়ও ডাকাইলচ  

[pɔre umayɔ ɖakaice] 

Later he-EMPH call-PRF 

‘Later he also calls’ 

32 এই নাকান কমর ঠিক করা খায় িাইনলসর ড়বটিক  

[ei nakan kɔri ʈʰik kɔra kʰay mainʃer bɛʈik] 

This like do.PRS right do eat person-GEN daughter-DAT 
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‘This is the way one has to teach a lesson to other’s daughter’ 

33 হাাঁ  বুমি কমর  

[ha bud̪d̪I kɔri] 

Yes, intelligence do 

‘Yes, one need to apply brain’ 

34 ড়িার বাপ িাক িাও বাপ না কবু তুই  

[mor bap mak maɔ bap na kɔbu] 

My father mother mother father not say-FUT 

‘You wont address my mother and father ’ 

35 তা ড়িার ড়চযলটর ঠযাকা নাই পলর  

[ta̪ mor cɛʈer ʈʰɛka nai pɔre] 

Then my slang-GEN shortage not fall.PRS 

‘Even I am not in great danger’ 

36 ড়তার বাপ িাক িুই  

[t̪or bap mak mui] 

Your father mother i 

‘I wont address your father mother also’ 

37 ড়িার বসাজা  ো  

[mor soɈa kotʰa] 

My straight words 

‘I am straight forward’ 

38 ড়িার বাম  আইসা খাইলব ড়তার  

[mor baɽi aiʃa kʰaibe t̪or] 

My house come eat-FUT your 

‘You will have to come to my house’ 

39 িুই না ড়িইলিও চইিলব 

[mui na gɛileɔ cɔilbe] 
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I not go-PST move-FUT 

‘Even if I don’t go, its fine’ 

40 হযাাঁ  শ্বশুর বাতড় র্মদ না জাোং চইিবার নয়  

[ha ʃɔʃur baɽi jɔd̪i na jaŋ cɔilbar nɔy] 

Yes father-in-law house if not go.PRS move.GEB not 

‘If I do not go to my father in law’s house its totally fine’ 

41 তা ড়তার আইসা খাইলব  

[t̪a t̪or aiʃa kʰaibe] 

But your come eat.FUT 

‘but you will have to come’ 

42 ড়বটিক র্খন মদমচস আইসা খাইলব  

[bɛʈik jʰɔkʰon diciʃ aiʃa kʰaibe] 

Daughter-DAT when give.PRF come eat.FUT 

‘You have given to your daughter, ypu will have to come’ 

43 তুই ড়কালট এও বামচর পাইস  

[t̪ui koʈe ɛɔ bacir paiʃ] 

You where save-GEN get.PRF 

‘You can not be spared’ 

44 পলর ডাঙ্গায়ও নাই িাইলরও নাই  

[pɔre ɖaŋgayeɔ nai maireɔ nai] 

Later hit-EMPH not die-EMPH not 

‘(He) did not even beat (her) up ’ 

45 আপনার থামক ঠিক হইি না  

[apnar tʰaki ʈʰik hɔil na] 

Own from right be.PST TAG 

‘(She) becomes right/properly behaved automatically’ 

46 মস নাকান হািার অমত্ত ককনা হইলচ অইনাকান  
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[ʃei nakan hamar ɔt̪t̪i kɔkana hɔice ɔinakan] 

These like our here few become like these 

‘Even at our place some people have become like this’ 

47 মকন্তুক ড়সটা জ্ঞান করা খাইলব  

[kint̪uk ʃɛʈa gɛŋ kɔra kʰaibe] 

But-DAT that knowledge do eat-FUT 

‘But one has to be aware about this’ 

48 ঝার িানু  ঝার ড়বটা তার  

[jʰar manuʃ jʰar bɛʈa t̪ar] 

Whose person whose son his 

‘but the son should be aware of this’ 

49 র্মদ জ্ঞান না কলর তাক ড়তা আর ঠিক করা র্াইলব না  

[jɔd̪i gɛn na kɔre t̪akt̪o ar ʈʰik kɔra jaibe na] 

If knowledge not do him-EMPH and right do go-FUT na 

‘If it does not come to the knowledge, it cannot be made right ’ 

50 হাাঁ  এই হইলচ বযাপার  

[ha ɛi hɔice bɛpar]  

Yes this be.PRF matter 

‘Yes this is the matter’ 

51 তা িুই কোং আলর কথা সাতলত ড়িইলি না  

[t̪a mui kɔŋ are kɔtʰa ʃat̪t̪e geile na] 

Then I say DM words seven_CLF go.PRF TAG 

‘Then I say if you go to different places’ 
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52 অলনক মশ্খাও র্ায় কওয়াও র্ায়  

[ɔnek ʃikaɔ jay kɔyaɔ jay]  

Many learb go.PRS say go.PRS 

‘(You) can learn so many words and also can say so many words’ 

53 মকন্তু িল্প বইি এইল্লা মিতযা নিায়  

[kint̪u gɔlpo bɔil ɛilla mit̪t̪a nomay] 

But story EP this-PL false not.AGR 

‘but all these stories are not false’ 

54 হাাঁ  হুজুর ড়পািান  

[ha-huɈur poman] 

Ha god evidence 

‘On God grace evidence is there’ 

 

(b) CD Raw Data 
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APPENDIX-VI 

 

Nominal Constructions 

1 [t̪ɛl]  তযাি ‘oil’   [t̪ɛli] তযামি  ‘oilman’ 

    [mala]  িািা ‘garland’ [mali] িািী  ‘garland keeper’ 

2 [mola]  ড়িািা ‘a kind of stuffed rice ball’ [molat̪i] ড়িািামত  ‘the person who deals in 

stuffed rice ball’ 

 [cun]  চুন ‘lime’   [cunati] চুনামত  ‘the person who deals in lime’ 

 [caul]  চাউি ‘rice’  [caulat̪i] চাউিামত  ‘the person who sells rice’ 

 [baɽa]  বা া ‘husk rice’ [baɽat̪i] বা ামত  ‘the person who is involved in the process of 

making husk rice into full rice’ 

3 [ɔporad̪ʰ] অপরাি ‘crime’ [ɔporad̪ʰi] অপরািী ‘criminal’ 

  [ʃɔinnɛʃ] সইন্নাস ‘renunciation’ [ʃɔinnaʃi] সইন্নাসী ‘saint’  

4 [pahaɽ] পাহা  ‘mountain’ [pahaɽi] পাহা ী ‘from the hills’; ‘inhabitants of …’  

[nɛpal] নযাপাি ‘Nepal’ [nɛpali] নযাপামি ‘from Nepal’; ‘inhabitants of..’  

[kamt̪apur] কািতাপুর ‘Kamtapur’ [kamt̪apuri] ‘from Kamtapur’; ‘inhabitants of 

Kamtapur’ 

5 [ɖʰak] ঢাক ‘drum’ [ɖʰaguyaɽ] ‘drummer’ 

  [kʰɛla] খযািা ‘play’ [kʰɛloyaɽ] খযালিায়া   ‘player’ 

6 [ʃɔyt̪an] শ্য়তান ‘enemy’ [ʃɔyt̪ani] শ্য়তামন ‘enmity’ 

7 [ʃɔt̪ru] শ্ত্রু ‘enemy’ [ʃɔt̪rut̪a] শ্ত্রুতা  ‘enmity’ 

8 [ʃɔt̪ru] শ্ত্রু ‘enemy’ [ʃɔt̪rurami] শ্ত্রুরামি ‘enmity’ 
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9 [d̪aʃ] দাস ‘male servant’ [d̪aʃi] ‘maid servant’ 

[kumar] কুিার ‘prince’ [kumari] কুিারী ‘princess’ 

[cɛŋɽa] ড়চোং া  ‘boy’ [cɛŋɽi] ড়চোংম  ‘girl’ 

10 [nauya] নামপত ‘barber’ [nauyani] ‘female barber or wife of barber’ 

[maʃʈar] িািার  ‘teacher’ [maʃʈarni] িািারমন  ‘female teacher or wife of teacher’  

11 [mɔiʃ] িই  ‘buffalo’ [mɔiʃal] িই াি ‘buffalo man’ 

   [gaɽi] িাম  ‘cart’ [gaɽiyal] িাম য়াি ‘cartman’ 

[bãʃi] বাাঁ শ্ী  ‘flute’ [bãʃial] বাাঁ শ্ীয়াি  ‘fluteman’ 

12 [naɔ] নাও ‘boat’ [naiya] নাইয়া ‘boatman’ 
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APPENDIX-VII 

Constructional Schema (Idiomatic Constructions)  

1. RS অভালব স্বভাব নে  

IPA [ɔbʰab-e ʃɔbʰab nɔʃʈo] 

IMG Shortage-INS habit damage 

Meaning ‘illnatured/ tendency of stealing’ 

2. RS অছামরর বাইলিান  

IPA [ɔcʰar-ir baigon] 

IMG ɔchari-GEN brinjal 

Meaning ‘valueless person or rejected thing 

3. RS অপুছা নাউ  

IPA [ɔ-pucʰa nau] 

IMG Not-ask    gourd 

Meaning ‘valueless person’ 

4. RS আিালিাত হাি ড়জা া  

IPA [agal-ot hal joɽa] 

IMG Front-LOC plough start 

Meaning ‘say something without understanding/thinkning ’ 

5. RS আভোং ফুলির িিু  

IPA [abʰoŋ pʰul-er mɔdʰu] 

IMG Abhong flower-GEN honey 

Meaning ‘chastity, purity’/ ‘the object is untouchable’/ ‘very tasty’ 

6. RS আশ্ায় আশ্ায় ভাসা  

IPA [aʃa-y aʃa-y bʰaʃa] 

IMG Hope-EMP REDUP-EMP float 

Meaning ‘lose everyting because of hope’ 

7. RS আকালশ্র চান  

IPA [akaʃer can] 
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IMG Sky-GEN moon 

Meaning ‘very precious’ 

8. RS আিামি দুিামি  

IPA [alali dulali] 

IMG alali  Name-dulali (alali comes only with dulali) 

Meaning ‘very pampered’ 

9. RS কপাি বয়া  

IPA [kɔpal bɔya] 

IMG Forehead bad 

Meaning ‘bad luck’ 

10. RS কপাি খাওয়া  

IPA [kɔpal kʰaɔya] 

IMG Forehead eat 

Meaning ‘ill luck or bad fortune’ 

11. RS কপালিাত আগুন নািা  

IPA [kɔpal-ot agun naga] 

IMG Forehead.Loc fire  set 

Meaning ‘Loose everything’/ ‘destroy’/ 

obliterate’  

12. RS কইলতালরর ড়খাপ  

IPA [kɔitor-er kʰop] 

IMG Pigeon-GEN nest 

Meaning ‘very small room’ 

13. RS কির পরা  

IPA [kɔmor pɔra ] 

IMG Waist  fall 

Meaning ‘decrease’/ ‘decline’/ ‘loss’ 

14. RS কাি পাঁয় ট্টি  

IPA [kam pɔyʃɔʈʈi] 

IMG Work  sixty-five 
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Meaning ‘deplorable condition’ 

 

15. RS কিা খা  

IPA [kɔla kʰa] 

IMG Banana eat. 

Meaning ‘to get nothing’ 

16. RS কুপা কাইত  

IPA [kupa kait̪] 

IMG Lamp bend 

Meaning ‘bad condition’ 

17. RS কুজা বাইলিান  

IPA [kuja baigon] 

IMG Bend brinjal  

Meaning ‘valueless person’ 

18. RS কুকুমর কানা  

IPA [kukuri kana] 

IMG Dog   blind 

Meaning ‘not able to see clearly in the evening’ 

19. RS কাি ড়চারা / কাি চুমন্ন  

IPA [kam cora/ kam cunni] 

IMG [work steal.M/ work steal.F] 

Meaning ‘idle person’ 

20. RS কওয়া কথা  

IPA [kɔo-ya kɔtʰa] 

IMG Say-PARTCPL words 

Meaning ‘right words’/ ‘blunt’  

21. RS কচু কাাঁ টা  

IPA [kɔcu                 kaʈa] 

IMG Esculent root Cut 
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Meaning ‘threaten’/’abuse’ 

22. RS ড়খাদার কশ্ি  

IPA [kʰod̪a -r kɔʃom] 

IMG God-GEN words 

Meaning ‘true’ 

23. RS খসা পাসুলনর ডামর  

IPA [kʰɔʃa paʃun-er ɖari] 

IMG open  handle 

Meaning ‘valueless person’ 

24. RS খযল র পািা  

IPA [kʰɛɽ-er pala] 

IMG Straw-GEN heap 

Meaning ‘extra thing’ 

25. RS িহীন জলির িাছ  

IPA [gɔhin Ɉɔl-er macʰ] 

IMG Deep water-GEN fish 

Meaning ‘very clever’/ ‘cunning’ 

26. RS িমন্দ ড়শ্াঙ্গা  

IPA [gɔnd̪i    ʃoŋga] 

IMG Insect   smell 

Meaning ‘fastidious’ 

27. RS িাও ছারা  

IPA [gaɔ cʰara] 

IMG Body leave 

Meaning ‘to avoid something’ 

28. RS িাও ভারী  

IPA [gaɔ bʰari] 

IMG Body weight 

Meaning ‘to become pregnant’ 
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29. RS িািার কাটি  

IPA [gala-r kaʈi] 

IMG Neck.Gen  stick  

Meaning Intimate, very close  

 

30. RS িািার িািা  

IPA [gala-r mala] 

IMG Neck.Gen garland 

Meaning ‘To think all the time’/ ‘contemplate’  

31. RS কালটাি সুপামর 

IPA [kaʈol ʃupari ] 

IMG Jackfruit beetel-nut 

Meaning ‘pine apple’ 

32. RS ড়িালির গু াত জি ড়দওয়া 

IPA [gom-er guɽa-t̪                     Ɉɔl d̪ɛoya] 

IMG Wheat-GEN  mixture-LOC  water give 

Meaning ‘hurt someone physically’; ‘threaten someone’ 

33. RS গুটি নাি  

IPA [guʈi nal] 

IMG Piece red 

Meaning ‘to gain something’ 

34. RS ঘলটর ঠাকুর ন া  

IPA [gʰɔʈ-er                             ʈʰakur    nɔɽa] 

IMG Small earthen pot-GEN god      move 

Meaning ‘the main god is angry’, ‘the chief or head of the family is angry’ 

35. RS ঘর ঘুোংটি / ঘর ড়ঘাোংটা  

IPA [gʰɔr gʰuŋʈi/ gʰɔr gʰoŋʈa] 

IMG Room search.F / room  search.M 

Meaning ‘very reserved, narrow minded’ 
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36. RS ঘাটাি ঘাটা  

IPA [gʰaʈal                gʰaʈa] 

IMG  Road-al                road 

Meaning ‘criticize’ 

 

37. RS ঘুঘুর ফান ড়দখা  

IPA [gʰugʰur pʰan dɛkʰa] 

IMG Dove.gen trap see 

Meaning ‘Danger’  

38. RS ঘুঘু নাচা  

IPA [gʰugʰu naca] 

IMG Dove dance 

Meaning ‘To make someone in danger’  

39. RS চউলকাত নািা  

IPA [cɔuk-ot̪ naga] 

IMG Eye-LOC get 

Meaning ‘enviable’; ‘jealous’ 

40. RS চউক টিপা  

IPA [cɔuk ʈipa] 

IMG Eye press 

Meaning ‘indicate’ 

41. RS চউলখর কাাঁ টা  

IPA [cɔukʰ-er kaʈa] 

IMG Eye.loc thorn 

Meaning ‘Enemy’; ‘unbearable’  

42. RS চইিবার কওয়া  

IPA [cɔiddo-bar       kɔoya] 

IMG Fourteen-times  say 

Meaning ‘Say again and again’ 
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43. RS চযারা খুম লত ড়বারা  

IPA [cɛra kʰuɽi-te bora] 

IMG Earth dig-INS python 

Meaning ‘open pandora’s box’ 

44. RS মচিা চ ক ড়দখা  

IPA [cila            cɔɽok               dɛkʰa] 

IMG Eagle    a kind of play         see 

Meaning ‘harass’ 

45. RS ছাি ডাোংরা  

IPA [cʰal ɖaŋra] 

IMG Skin  big 

Meaning ‘don’t listen’ 

46. RS ছনুয়া মভটাত টযাোংিা আি  

IPA [cʰɔnuya bʰiʈat ʈɛŋga am] 

IMG Infertile land-LOC sour mango 

Meaning ‘valueless person’ 

47. RS জিভাত  

IPA [jɔl bʰat] 

IMG Water cooked rice 

Meaning ‘very easy’ 

48. RS জি ড়ঢরাই  

IPA [Ɉɔl dʰɛrai] 

IMG Water studpid 

Meaning ‘very stupid’ 

49. RS জিত ফযািা  

IPA [Ɉɔlot pʰɛla] 

IMG Water.loc fall 

Meaning ‘make waste’ 
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50. RS জি জিা  

IPA [jɔl jɔla] 

IMG Water water 

Meaning ‘Very simple, easy’; ‘not intelligent’  

51. RS জোংিার শ্াটি  

IPA [Ɉɔŋla-r                                         ʃaʈi] 

IMG A fish catching device-GEN   fish 

Meaning ‘stupid’ 

52. RS ঝমর র্ায়া ঝামপ  

IPA [Ɉʰɔri Ɉaya         Ɉʰapi] 

IMG Rain go      a kind of umbrella 

Meaning ‘less imporatnt’ 

53. RS মঝনাই মদয়া সাির ড়ছকা  

IPA [Ɉʰinai d̪iya ʃagor cʰɛka] 

IMG Snail    by     ocean   drain 

Meaning ‘to do great thing by small means’;  ‘to take help from others’ 

54. RS ঝা া মপ া 

IPA [Ɉʰaɽa                                    piɽa] 

IMG stool/excrement    disease  

Meaning ‘dysentry/cholera’ 

55. RS টুমন পমকর ভাসা  

IPA [ʈuni               pɔki-r             bʰaʃa] 

IMG A small bird  bird-GEN      nest 

Meaning ‘valueless thing’ 

56. RS দযাশ্ খাওয়া/ দযাশ্ ঘুরা  

IPA [dɛʃ kʰaɔya/ dɛʃ gʰura] 

IMG Country eat/ country roam 

Meaning ‘enough knowledge about country, people place’ 
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57. RS দুরার মপটি 

IPA [d̪urar piʈi] 

IMG Turtle back 

Meaning ‘very hard object’ 

58. RS ড়দা িুখা সাাঁ প   

IPA [d̪o mukʰa ʃãp] 

IMG Two mouth snake 

Meaning ‘Double standard’ 

59. RS ড়িায়া তুিসীর পাতা  

IPA [d̪ʰoya t̪uloʃi-r pat̪a] 

IMG Washed basil.GEN leaf 

Meaning ‘pure, chastity, purity’ 

60. RS ডাইি ঘাটা  

IPA [ɖail gʰaʈa] 

IMG Pulse stir 

Meaning ‘main work’ 

61. RS ঢুিমক ড়সকা  

IPA [ɖʰulki ʃɛka] 

IMG Drum warm 

Meaning ‘beat mercilessly’ 

62. RS ড়ঢাি বাজা  

IPA [ɖʰol baja] 

IMG Drum beat 

Meaning ‘to bring bad name’ 

63. RS নাক কাাঁ টা  

IPA [nak kaʈa] 

IMG Nose cut 

Meaning ‘shameful’ 
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64. RS ড়নটু কাাঁ টা  

IPA [neʈu kaʈa] 

IMG Tail cut 

Meaning ‘got punishment’ 

65. RS ড়নটু িাজা  

IPA [nɛʈu gaja] 

IMG Tail sprout 

Meaning ‘to become intelligent, clever’ (in a derogatory way) 

66. RS পুটি িালছর মজউ  

IPA [puʈi                       macʰ-er     Ɉiu] 

IMG A kind of fish        fish-GEN   life 

Meaning ‘got tired easily’ 

67. RS মপিাই চিকা  

IPA [pilai cɔmka] 

IMG Spleen or gum  surprise 

Meaning ‘got scared’; ‘causing fear and surprise’ 

68. RS পাটার জাি  

IPA [paʈa-r Ɉag] 

IMG Jute-GEN  bundle   

Meaning ‘in a line’ 

69. RS পাকা িালনাত িই ড়দওয়া  

IPA [paka d̪ʰan-ot mɔi d̪ɛoya] 

IMG Ripe rice-LOC   ladder give 

Meaning ‘to make harm’ 

70. RS পলটাি ড়তািা  

IPA [pɔʈol                      t̪ola] 

IMG Parbal-vegetable pluck 

Meaning ‘to die’ 

71. RS ফুলির িািা ড়দওয়া  
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IPA [pʰul-er mala dɛɔya] 

IMG Flower-GEN garland  give 

Meaning ‘to give award, respect’ 

72. RS বাাঁ শ্ ড়দওয়া  

IPA [bãʃ dɛɔya] 

IMG Bamboo give 

Meaning ‘injustice’ or ‘present woods at the of creamatory ground while burning the 

dead body’ 

73. RS বান্ধা িুরিী  

IPA [band̪ʰa murgi] 

IMG Fasten      chicken 

Meaning ‘the object in hand’ 

74. RS বাইলিান বাম ত একহাাঁ টু জি  

IPA [baigon baɽi-t̪ ɛk haʈu Ɉɔl] 

IMG Brinjal field-LOC knee water 

Meaning ‘very deplorable condition’ 

75. RS ভযালরাত পরা  

IPA [bʰɛr-ot pɔra] 

IMG Mud-LOC fall 

Meaning ‘in a bad state’ 

76. RS সযাওিযাও মবিাই / মভজা মবিাই  

IPA [ʃɛɔ mɛɔ bilai/              bʰija bilai ] 

IMG Silent or secret cat /Wet cat 

Meaning ‘Very cunning’  

77. RS মসজা শ্াকত নুন     ড়দওয়া 

IPA [ʃija            ʃakot                 nun d̪ɛɔya] 

IMG Boiled vegetable-LOC     salt      give 

Meaning ‘helping someone when the person does not need help’ 
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78. RS শ্গুলনর মজউ  

IPA [ʃɔgun-er          Ɉiu] 

IMG Vulture-GEN  breath/life 

Meaning ‘long life’ 

79. RS শ্যাও া িলছর ড়পত্তামন  

IPA [ʃɛɔɽa              gɔcʰ-er pettani] 

IMG A kind of tree tree-GEN ghost.FEM 

Meaning ‘very ugly/bad looking’ 

80. RS িার কশ্ি 

IPA [ma-r kɔʃom] 

IMG Mother-GEN promise 

Meaning ‘truth’ 

81. RS িাইলর মবদযা সমতয  

IPA [maire           bid̪d̪a       ʃɔtti] 

IMG Primise word        Study truth  

Meaning ‘truth’ 

82. RS িাথা চুিকা  

IPA [mat̪ʰa culka] 

IMG Head itch 

Meaning ‘to get idea’ 

83. RS সাত খালির ড়চোং  

IPA [ʃat̪          kʰal-er                 cɛŋ] 

IMG Seven hole-GEN a kind of fish 

Meaning ‘very experienced’; ‘clever’ 

84. RS সাত ঘালটর জি খাওয়া  

IPA [ʃat̪        gʰaʈ-er        Ɉɔl        kʰaoya] 

IMG Seven Ghat-GEN   water        eat 

Meaning ‘being cheated several times’; ‘ knowledgeable’ 

85. RS হাতুরা কবুরাজ  
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IPA [hat̪-ura        kɔburaj] 

IMG Hand-use        ayurvedic doctor 

Meaning ‘Quacker’ 

86. RS হাউলসর সািাই  

IPA [hauʃ-er             ʃagai] 

IMG Interest-GEN relative 

Meaning ‘good relation’, to maintain cordial relation 

87. RS হযান্ডা খুটার নাঙ্গি মদয়া হাি ড়বায়া  

IPA [hɛnɖa                 kʰuʈa-r naŋgol                              diya                             hal 

boya] 

IMG A kind of tree  wood       ploughing instrument  give                            plough  

Meaning ‘impossible work’ 

88. RS ড়হাকলশ্র ড়ডমি  

IPA [hokoʃ-er        ɖeli] 

IMG Eagle-GEN       pot made from bamboo 

Meaning ‘in a mess’; ‘dirty and unorganized state of one’s hair’ 

89. RS হমরর িুলটর বাতাসা  

IPA [hɔri-r          luʈ-er bataʃa] 

IMG (GOD)Hari-GEN    loot-GEN   sugar-ball  

Meaning ‘accesible thing’ 

90. RS হাম র টিকা  

IPA [haɽi-r              ʈika] 

IMG Utensil-GEN      buttock (bottom) 

Meaning ‘very black’ 

91. RS হাটুয়া ডাোং  

IPA [haʈuya ɖaŋ] 

IMG Market      hit 

Meaning ‘beat publicly’ 
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92. RS ড়তার পয়রা কায় নালপ?  

IPA [t̪or               pɔyra kay nape]? 

IMG You.Gen                          who   measure 

Meaning ‘Gained power or has got property/ no worries’ 

93. RS আকামরর তাও বাকামরত ঝালর  

IPA [akari-r taɔ          bakari-t̪                   jʰare] 

IMG Place-GEN anger Place-LOC shake/thrash 

Meaning ‘frustrated’ 

94. RS ঐ ড়র্ কইলচ আলরা কবার চাইলচ  

IPA [ɔi Ɉe kɔice aro kɔbar caice] 

IMG That   that say more say want  

Meaning ‘belittle’ 

95. RS নাউ বাম  থামক কচু বাম   

IPA [nau baɽi tʰaki kɔcu baɽi] 

IMG [gourd  filed from esculent root field] 

Meaning ‘digress from the main topic’ 

96. RS ততয়ার ছাওয়ার বাপ  

IPA [tɔiyar cʰaoyar bap] 

IMG Ready child-GEN father 

Meaning ‘get everything readymade ’ 

97. RS উলজাত না পায় কুলজাত মকিায় 

IPA [uɈ-ot̪ na pay kujot̪ kilay] 

IMG Power-LOC  not lesspower hit 

Meaning ‘express anger with the powerless’ 

98. RS িছ মবিাই 

IPA [gɔcʰ      bilai] 

IMG Tree       cat 

Meaning ‘Squirrel’ 
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APPENDIX-VIII 

Questionnaire for number idioms 

 

নািুঃ_______________________________________________বয়সুঃ_______________ 

ঠিকানাুঃ______________________________________________________________________

_________________ 

(দয়া কমর মনলচর িাইনগুিা িলনালর্াি মদয়া পইরলবন । তারপর শুনযস্থালনাত ড়র্ শ্ব্দটা বইসলপ ড়সইটার মনলচাত দাি মদলবনঅথবা শূ্নযস্থান 

পুরন কইরলবন)। 

(১) খামি বুম লকানার বয়স িযািা - এক ড়শ্া-এর কাছাকামছ হইলব । একমদন বুম টার শ্রীর খারাপ হইলচ। ড়সমদন ড়বালি বুম টা 

হাসপাতালিাত ভমতয  হইলচ। দুইমদন পর বুম টার অবস্থা নালজহাি  ,িরোং বাচোং ভাব । তারপর বুম টা___________________ ,। 

(ক )ড়পালটাি তুইিলচ (খ )ড়পাটি তুমির িইরলচ (ি )আিু তুইিলচ (ঘ )জি তুইিলচ   

(২) রলিশ্ চািাক চযাোং া। পুমতবার ক্লালসাত ফালি হয়। উিায় নাইলন পল । সবসিয় রলিশ্ ( _________________সাতপাাঁ চ ,

পাচ-দশ্ ,পাচসাত ,দুই-এক )ভামবয়া কাজ কলর । 

(৩ )ইতু মখব কথা  কইস। আর ড়বমশ্ কমর ভাকার ভাকার না কমরস। না শুনুোং ড়তার (_____________ড়তর  ,ড়চৌি ,পাাঁ চ ,বালরা ,

ছয়  )ড়পাঁচামি কথা । 

(৪ )ঐ ড়বটিছাওয়াটার স্বভাব ভাি ড়নািায় । কয়টা ড়র্ মবয়াও কইরলচ তার ঠিক নাই। উিায় হইি( ____________আট  ,দশ্ ,

পলনর ,এিার ,পাাঁ চ ,সাত )ভাতারী ড়বটিছাওয়া। 

(৫ )িামনলকর বযাটাটা খুব খচ্চর । উয়ার ঠাকুরদা একটা পুতুি আমন মদলচ। নিলদ পুতুিটা ( ______________নয় -ছয় ,আট-দশ্ ,

একদুই,  পাচ -সাত ,নয়-পাচ )কমর ফযািাইি । 

(৬ )ওই  ড়র্ কইলচ আলরা কওয়ার ( ______________চাইলচ  ,িইরলচ ,পাইলচ ,পাইলব) । 

(৭ )টাকা হইলিক ব  মচস ড়খাদার থামক উমনশ্ ( ________ একুশ্  ,মবশ্ ,আঠালরা ,উনমতমরশ্) । 

(৮ )মতমরলশ্ মবদযা ( ___________ চমল্ললশ্  ,পঞ্চালশ্ ,পয়মতমরলশ্ )িন ইয়ার ওপালক ঠন ঠন । 

(৯ )িুই ভুকাোং ( ______________ পলনর ,মবশ্  ,দশ্ ,একশ্ ,বালরা )জলনর বা া ,ড়িার বা া র্ায় উত্তর পা া । 

(১০ )সকাি ড়বিার হাওয়া ( ___________________ একশ্  ,দশ্ ,পাচ ,হাজার ,ড়কাটি )টাকার দাওয়া । 

(১১ )উিুরা দুইজন কাোং কি ড়নািায় ,বামচর ড়িইলি কালকা (__________ আঠালরা  ,একুশ্ ,উমনশ্ ,সলতলরা )কালকা মবশ্ হওয়া 

খায়। 

(১২ )ড়চালরর দশ্ মদন মিমরর ( _________একমদন  ,পাাঁ চমদন ,ছয়মদন ,দশ্মদন) । 

(১৩ )কািিাটা সকাি থামক এই দুপুমর রইলদাদ হাি ড়বায়ার ইরলচি । ড়কালনায় খায় নাই। উয়ার আইজকা  _______________

(ড়তলরা  ,দশ্টা ,বালরাটা ,মবশ্টা )বাজীলচ । 

(১৪ )িা ড়িাক মিচ্চা ( _______ চাইরটা  ,পাাঁ চটা ,দশ্টা ,চাইর ,মতনটা )ভাত ড়দ । 
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(১৫ )উিায় আইজকা হািার বাম ত মনিন্ত্রন খাওয়ার আমসি না । কতবার কওয়া খাইলব  ?উয়াক িুই  কি ড়স কি 

__________( ____ পলনর বার  ,দশ্বার ,ড়চৌিবার ,সাতবার )কচুোং । 

(১৬ )তুই মক ভুভুরা খাইস ?ড়িালকা (_______ চাইরলকানা  ,পাাঁ চলকানা ,দুকুনা ,এলকনা )ড়দ কযালন ,ড়িালরা খাওয়ার িন ড়িইলচ । 

িইনযবাদ। 
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APPENDIX-IX 

List of Informants 

1 Information 

Name Prabhash Chandra Barman  

Age 75 yrs  

Sex Male 

Educational qualifications  Class-IV 

Languages known  MT- Rajbanshi 

OT-Bengali 

Profession  Farmer, Agricultural work 

Address Vill+Post-BR Chatra, PS-Sitai, Sub-Dinhata, Dist-

Coochbehar, WB 

Additional Information Good orator and good story teller 

 

2 Information 

Name Rajendra Nath Roy 

Age 56 yrs 

Sex Male 

Educational qualifications  Class-X 

Languages known  MT-Rajbanshi 

OT-Bengali 

Profession  Farmer, Agricultural work 

Address Vill-Konachatra, Post-BR. Chatra, PS-Sitai, Sub-Dinhata, 

Dist-Coochbehar, WB 
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Additional Information Introvert   

 

3 Information 

Name Nanda Kumar Barman 

Age 65 yrs 

Sex Male 

Educational qualifications  Class VIII 

Languages known  MT-Rajbanshi 

OT-Bengali 

Profession  Farmer, agricultural work  

Address Vill-Konachatra, Post-BR. Chatra, PS-Sitai, Sub-Dinhata, 

Dist-Coochbehar, WB 

Additional Information Spiritual and religious minded person 

 

4 Information 

Name Upendra Nath Barman 

Age 67 yrs 

Sex Male 

Educational qualifications  Class-V 

Languages known  MT-Rajbanshi 

OT-Bengali 

Profession  Farmer, agricultural work 

Address  Vill+Post-BR Chatra, PS-Sitai, Sub-Dinhata, Dist-

Coochbehar,WB 
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Additional Information Very hardworking 

 

5 Information 

Name Kshitish Barman 

Age 68 yrs 

Sex Male 

Educational qualifications  Class-II 

Languages known  MT-Rajbanshi 

OT-Bengali 

Profession  Farmer, Agricultural work 

Address Vill-Konachatra, Post-BR. Chatra, PS-Sitai, Sub-Dinhata, 

Dist-Coochbehar, WB 

Additional Information Soft spoken  

 

6 Information 

Name Mrinal Chandra Barman 

Age 38 yrs 

Sex Male 

Educational qualifications  Class-XII 

Languages known  MT- Rajbanshi  

OT- Bengali, (Hindi and English)  

Profession  Business, LIC agent  

Address Vill- Dakshin Konachatra, Post-BR. Chatra, PS-Sitai, 

Sub-Dinhata, Dist-Coochbehar, WB 
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Additional Information Practical  

 

7 Information 

Name Ratan Chandra Barman 

Age 39 yrs  

Sex Male 

Educational qualifications  Class-II 

Languages known  MT- Rajbanshi 

OT- (Bengali) 

Profession  Farmer, Agricultural work 

Address Vill+Post-BR Chatra, PS-Sitai, Sub-Dinhata, Dist-

Coochbehar, WB 

Additional Information Very hardworking, went to Banglalore as a labour 

 

8 Information 

Name Ranjit Barman 

Age 39 yrs 

Sex Male 

Educational qualifications  Class-VI 

Languages known  MT-Rajbanshi 

OT-Bengali 

Profession  Farmer, Agricultural work  

Address Vill-Konachatra, Post-BR. Chatra, PS-Sitai, Sub-Dinhata, 

Dist-Coochbehar, WB 
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Additional Information Hard working 

 

9 Information 

Name Mrinal Ray 

Age 26 yrs 

Sex Male 

Educational qualifications  Class-BA 

Languages known  MT-Rajbanshi 

OT- Bengali, (English and Hindi) 

Profession  Civic Volunteer, Student   

Address Vill-Konachatra, Post-BR. Chatra, PS-Sitai, Sub-

Dinhata, Dist-Coochbehar, WB 

Additional Information Loves technology, mobile etc 

 

10 Information 

Name Shymal Barman  

Age 32 yrs 

Sex Male 

Educational qualifications  Class-VI 

Languages known  MT-Rajbanshi 

OT- Bengali and Hindi 

Profession  Driver and Agriculture related work 

Address Vill+ Post-Jatigara, Kalirhat PS-Sitai, Sub-Dinhata, 

Dist-Coochbehar, WB 
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Additional Information Went to Shillong and can speak Hindi, moderate 

 

11 Information 

Name Jatribala Ray 

Age Passed away (80+) 

Sex Female 

Educational qualifications  Illiterate 

Languages known  MT-Rajbanshi 

OT- NO 

Profession  House wife, agricultural work  

Address Vill-Konachatra, Post-BR. Chatra, PS-Sitai, Sub-

Dinhata, Dist-Coochbehar, WB 

Additional Information Family person, soft spoken 

 

12 Information 

Name Shantibala Das 

Age 82 yrs 

Sex Female 

Educational qualifications  Class-IV 

Languages known  MT-Rajbanshi 

OT-Bengali 

Profession  Housewife and agricultural work 

Address Vill+Post-Kalirhat, PS-Sitai, Sub-Dinhata, Dist-Coochbehar, 

WB 
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Additional Information Spiritual, recites verses of Madghbhat Gita in religios 

gathering 

 

13 Information 

Name Bhabani Ray 

Age 55 

Sex Female 

Educational qualifications  Class-III 

Languages known  MT-Rajbanshi 

OT-(Bengali) 

Profession  Housewife, Agricultural work 

Address Vill-Konachatra, Post-BR. Chatra, PS-Sitai, Sub-Dinhata, 

Dist-Coochbehar, WB 

Additional Information Family, soft spoken, simple 

 

14 Information 

Name Ulleshwari Ray 

Age 52 yrs 

Sex Female 

Educational qualifications  Illiterate 

Languages known  MT-Rajbanshi 

OT-No 

Profession  Housewife, Agricultural work 
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Address Vill-Konachatra, Post-BR. Chatra, PS-Sitai, Sub-Dinhata, 

Dist-Coochbehar, WB 

Additional Information Family, hard working 

 

15 Information 

Name Bhobeshwari Ray 

Age 55 yrs 

Sex Female 

Educational 

qualifications  

Illiterate  

Languages known  MT-Rajbanshi 

OT- No 

Profession  Housewife, agricultural work 

Address Vill-Konachatra, Post-BR. Chatra, PS-Sitai, Sub-Dinhata, Dist-

Coochbehar, WB 

Additional Information Hardworking family, straight forward 

 

16 Information 

Name Anita Ray 

Age 50 yrs 

Sex Female 

Educational qualifications  Class-VIII 

Languages known  MT-Rajbanshi 

OT-Bengali 

Profession  Housewife, Agricultural work 
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Address Vill-Konachatra, Post-BR. Chatra, PS-Sitai, Sub-Dinhata, 

Dist-Coochbehar, WB 

Additional Information hardworking 

 

17 Information 

Name Kanan Ray 

Age 37 yrs  

Sex Female 

Educational qualifications  Class-MA 

Languages known  MT-Rajbanshi 

OT-Bengali, English, Hindi 

Profession  Nurse in Govt, Hospital 

Address Vill-Konachatra, Post-BR. Chatra, PS-Sitai, Sub-Dinhata, 

Dist-Coochbehar, WB 

Additional Information Dedicated to family and work 

 

18 Information 

Name Sefali Ray 

Age 29 yrs 

Sex Female 

Educational qualifications  Class-MA 

Languages known  MT-Rajbanshi 

OT-Bengali, (English) 

Profession  Student 
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Address Vill-Konachatra, Post-BR. Chatra, PS-Sitai, Sub-Dinhata, 

Dist-Coochbehar, WB 

 

19 Information 

Name Shibani  Ray 

Age 29 yrs 

Sex Female 

Educational qualifications  Class-MA 

Languages known  MT-Rajbanshi 

OT-Bengali, English 

Profession  Student  

Address Vill-Dakshin Bharali, Post-Sitai, PS-Sitai, Sub-Dinhata, 

Dist-Coochbehar, WB 

 

20 Information 

Name Dipali Ray 

Age 25 

Sex Female 

Educational qualifications  Class-MA (pursuing PHD) 

Languages known  MT-Rajbanshi 

OT-Bengali, Hindi, English 

Profession  Student 

Address Vill-Konachatra, Post-BR. Chatra, PS-Sitai, Sub-

Dinhata, Dist-Coochbehar, WB 

 


